General Editors’ Introduction
S U SA N S T R Y K E R a n d PA I S L E Y C U R R A H

ince its inception, one of our primary goals for TSQ has been to make it a
journal that, within the constraints of being published in English at a US
university press, is attentive to the transnational circulations of “transgender” —
to the outright resistances to that term as well as to its adoption, dubbing, hybridization, and strategic use, with all the complex negotiations of power and culture
those crossings and roadblocks imply. How better to further the goal of putting
pressure on the anglophone biases of the field of transgender studies than to
explicitly explore the languages through which “transgender,” as an analytic lens
or identitarian label, does and does not reproduce itself, how names and concepts
change in the translation from one context to another, or how they remain
incommensurable and untranslatable? (Of course, we recognize that this replicates at another level the very anglonormativity we seek to contest.)
Much of the work collected here was first presented in rough form at
“Translating Transgender,” an international scholarly workshop convened by
translation studies scholar David Gramling, January 11–15, 2015, at the University
of Arizona, with the explicit intent of including that work in a special issue of
TSQ, to be coedited by Gramling and TSQ editorial board member Aniruddha
Dutta. For those in attendance, the Tucson workshop was a truly remarkable
intellectual and emotional experience, which one senior scholar characterized as
“without a doubt the single most stimulating academic event I’ve ever participated in.” We hope that some of that excitement shines through in the works from
the workshop that ultimately were submitted and selected for publication, as well
as the works submitted through the regular call for papers process. Special thanks
are due not only to the scholars for their essays and to David and Ani for their
hard editorial work but also to workshop intern Tara Taylor, who stepped into the
breach above and beyond the call of duty, and to the workshop’s various funders
at the University of Arizona: the Confluence Center for Creative Inquiry, Institute
for LGBT Studies, Poetry Center, College of Humanities, Department of English,
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and Department of German. Special shout-outs to the local host committee
members not otherwise thanked above—Sam Ace, Frank Galarte, and Max
Strassfeld—and to the workshop participants themselves. We’ll always have
Tucson.
As Gramling and Dutta note in their own (far more substantive) introduction to this issue of TSQ, it feels vital at this early phase of its institutionalization to facilitate transgender studies’ becoming as multilingual, multidirectional, linguistically centrifugal, and untranslatable as methodologically possible.
Like them, we see this issue of TSQ as a many-voiced wager on what promises to
be a rich, ongoing conversation in years to come, and we look forward in anticipation to whatever future contributions this journal can make to that dialogue.

Susan Stryker is associate professor of gender and women’s studies at the University of Arizona
and general coeditor of TSQ: Transgender Studies Quarterly.
Paisley Currah is professor of political science and women’s and gender studies at Brooklyn
College and the Graduate Center of the City University of New York and general coeditor of TSQ:
Transgender Studies Quarterly.
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Introduction
DAV I D G R A M L I N G a n d A N I R U D D H A D U T TA

Pedro Lemebel inaugura la escena escritural chilena con una boca llena. Boca
abierta con una lengua que no se detiene, que se suelta y despliega para posarse,
lamer, enroscarse, penetrar y libar la posibilidad de crear mundos a partir de
escrituras-lecturas conectadas a referentes en movimiento; se encarama, se sube al
“trapecio” en la creación, la invención, la acción, la intervención en/con las
palabras-cuerpo, signos significantes, sonoridades y materialidades densas, llenas
de ecos y resonancias múltiples siempre.
Pedro Lemebel opens up the Chilean writing scene with a full mouth,
a mouth that is open with a tongue that does not delay, that breaks free and
scatters—alighting, licking, curling up, penetrating, and sipping at the possibility
of creating worlds through writings-readings connected to referents in motion; it
extolls, it climbs to the trapeze of creation, invention, action, intervention in/with
words, body, signifying marks, dense sonorities and materialities, always full of
multiple echoes and resonances.
—Gilda Luongo, “Háblame de Pedro . . . ”

he cover image for this special issue of TSQ: Transgender Studies Quarterly
reminds us of the dilemma of translating, of being-in-relation, of a moving
copresence. Here, one embodied language does not replace another but befriends
it, critiques it, touches it, transfuses it. Chilean travesti author Pedro Lemebel
poses in a moment of multiple transfusions with her artistic collaborator Francisco Casas. We are to wonder: What is being projected on whom? Whose blood is
in the tube? How many figures are there, and what is the ground upon which
those figures become (in)dividual? Who are we to them, anyway? Is there a clear
directionality at work, or a viscous simultaneity? Are they translations of one
another? Are we? If so, must we be first disconnected, then individual, then
countable, then substitutable? Pedro Lemebel (1952–2015) sits next to the Chilean
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poet Francisco Casas, doubling him, doubling Frida Kahlo, covered in oil paint
and wearing a heart on her skin. Kahlo’s painting from 1939 is projected upon their
bodies sixty years later. Where is the translation? Whose blood is being transfused
to whom? Such ambivalences, however, have no place within the technocratic
social orders of monolingualism, reactionary multilingualism, and the GILT
industry (globalization, internationalization, localization, and translation), which
together aspire to translate fixity, monetizable singularity, and political authentication.1 The image, Las dos Fridas (The Two Fridas; 1989), slows and scatters
such ideologies of orderly, pure, translatable languages—replacing them with
language that—as the Chilean scholar Gilda Luongo says of Lemebel’s work —is
always “alighting, licking, curling up, penetrating, and sipping at the possibility of
creating worlds” (Navarrete Higuera and Luongo 2015).
But, as Anthony Pym reminds us in his volume on Method in Translation
History, “most histories of cultures find little place for uprooted intermediaries,
who flicker around the chapter divisions as momentary and isolated figures.
Intermediaries are accorded little history of their own. . . . To say that intermediaries, like translators, have culture, or even have a special kind of culture—would
perhaps be to contradict etymology” (1998: 18). Indeed, the contributions to
this special issue, “Translating Transgender,” demonstrate just how—in historical and contemporary contexts alike—transgender and translational narratives
“flicker around the . . . divisions” of language, the body, law, and the state, in ways
that confound disciplinary methods and orderly linguistic categories.2 Translations are often obligated to serve primarily as pragmatic substitutions for one
another, while the tactile, mutable, precarious relation between the translation
and the translated is made to recede into secondary relevance, into its “production history.” When this sort of suppression does not occur, when a translation
and its prior or prospective instances are permitted to dwell alongside one
another for a moment, such a relationality most often summons trouble, equivocation, a break in the charismatic and orderly disclosure of meaning. When we
have occasion or courage to summon various unperfected drafts in various language(s) to account for themselves as an ensemble, we moderns—habituated to
the world-language system—ask: What went wrong? What is amiss? How can we
mitigate as quickly as possible the awkward simultaneity before us, which undermines the grandeur and authority of the singular? Medieval and early modern
speakers, such as the seventeenth-century transgender memoirists discussed by
Emily Rose in this issue, had no technocratic world-language system upon which
to ground such concerns of linguistic propriety, writing as they did prior to the
large-scale modern invention of monolingualism in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.
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This special issue emerged in part from a workshop at the University of
Arizona in January 2015, where an international group of scholars and artists
met to share their insights and experiences around the question of translating
transgender.3 From the outset, it was not clear what relation this pairing intended:
Was transgender in this formulation a noun —that is, a domain or experience to
be translated? Was transgender here an adverb, characterizing the practice of
translation, along the lines of “translating while, or by virtue of being, transgender”? Or was the emphasis rather on translating along or across an axis of gender, in which gender is itself the domain of translational practice? Such are three
distinct ways of reading the title of this special issue. These vicissitudes of meaning became all the more salient when we asked for colleagues’ help in translating
the call for papers for this special issue of TSQ into various languages they knew,
including Arabic, Korean, Polish, Russian, Italian, Portuguese, Spanish, Hebrew,
and Greek.4
Selecting an image for the cover of this special issue was no easy endeavor.
It is notoriously difficult to drum up visual representations of translation, interpreting, and multilingualism that do not either (1) reinforce easy, hegemonic
myths about what these practices are and whose purposes and symbolic orders
they serve, or (2) allegorize them into bleary meaninglessness. A quick online
image search for these keywords indeed brings us, without ado, directly into the
most intransigent core of language ideology —which holds that languages are
unified, countable, stable, orderly, well-bordered systems, and that human
speakers use language(s) for discrete and instrumental communicative aims to
represent their ideas. This is a conceit that the Danish linguist Sune Vork Steffensen refers to as the “3I model” of language: the substantialist-behaviorist
notion that language is fundamentally instrumental, internal, and individual to
persons (2015: 106). In contrast, Steffensen envisions a post-3I linguistics that
views languages (and their translation) as only ever embodied, extended, ecological, and enacted, a paradigm that he calls a “4E-linguistics” (105). Indeed, the
ethnographic and philological studies in this special issue underscore and elaborate on Steffensen’s revision of the legacy of structuralist linguistics, a legacy from
which contemporary orthodoxies about translation tend to derive.
Kindred interventions come from Global-South applied linguists who find
fault with the very notion that language(s) are singular or plural, that they can be
enumerable just as other by-products of empire are enumerable and countable. In
their 2006 volume, Alastair Pennycook and Sinfree Makoni, for instance, suggest
it is the responsibility of scholarship, translation, and art alike to “disinvent and
reconstitute languages” along new lines of inquiry that do not merely line up with
received humanistic orthodoxies about communication and community cohesion, orthodoxies that ultimately underwrite a cultural politics of monolingualism
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(Makoni and Pennycook 2006). Though monolingualism, like cisgender, often
remains a normative, unmarked category of practice and analysis, it is also a
historically hard-won and contingent structure of the modern era. Drawing on
the indigenous sociolinguistic landscape of early colonial Peru, Mary Louise Pratt
(2012), for instance, joins other recent scholarly attempts to provincialize Ferdinand de Saussure’s epoch-making 1915 tableau of the circuit de la parole (“circuit
of speech,” the normative image of speech between two equally enfranchised,
bodiless, liberal, cisgender speakers of a single language). Pratt contrasts Saussure’s image with the seventeenth-century bilingual Quechua critic Felipe Guaman Poma’s drawings of linguistic encounter, between missionary priests and
Andean women. It is worth quoting Pratt’s analysis at length:
From the standpoint of liberalism, Guaman Poma’s drawing depicts everything
Saussure’s seeks to dispel. We see “two individuals” joined in multi-faceted relations of radical hierarchy, inequality, passion, and violence. They differ by gender,
race, age, status, education, livelihood, and emotional state. The drawing marks all
of these differences on their bodies. An institutional setting is present. The point of
commonality that brings them together here is Catholicism, which is also the
arbiter of their differences. The speech act involved, confession, is predicated on
an asymmetry of power: one has the power to give or withhold absolution. The
other has the power to ask or beg for it. There is no reciprocity or reversibility
here. There is despair, rage, lust, rape, mala fe—and multilingualism. The two are
native speakers of different, wholly unrelated languages. The acoustic signals
passing between them will not be identical. They will be marked by their social and
historical differences. Three languages are in play, likely distributed as follows:
the priest is a native speaker of Spanish and is literate in it as well as in Latin. He
may have sufficient mastery of Quechua to preach and receive confession, as the
Spanish church encouraged. The woman is a native speaker of Quechua who may
know some Spanish or none, and she is not literate. Her access to the doctrines that
bind her body and soul runs through the priest, who does not administer them in
her interest. But she also inhabits an Andean history, cosmology, and social world
to which he has little access. Both probably understand a good deal more of the
other’s language than they speak. ([2012] 2015: 20)

Given the disparity Pratt illustrates between these two scenarios — Saussure’s
dehistoricized, statutorily equal, genderless, power-agnostic, rights-bearing citizencommunicators and Guaman Poma’s embodied, hierarchically multilingual,
colonizer-supplicants—the figures depicted in the Andean drawing exert an
illocutionary force across colonial history, toward Saussure’s high-modern normative image of human speech. This constellation of ethical and historical
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call-and-response is what Mikhail Bakhtin describes as “answerability” ([1919]
1990). That is, Saussure’s heuristic vision of equality and communication in
language practice may indeed be a latter-day monolingualized technocratic fable,
purchased upon the sedimented colonial history of adverse multilingualism that
the seventeenth-century Guaman Poma documented in situ. Together, the
composite figural story emerging among these two juxtaposed models (Saussure
and Guaman Poma) is a story of the making of monolanguages—discrete, isomorphic, panfunctional, and indivisible (Gramling 2016: 15–17).
If the modern and contingent construct of cisgender and the equally
modern and contingent construct of monolingualism have been hard-won over
the course of industrial modernity, there is no reason to presume that either is now
in a period of devolution or decline, merely because we have been able to identify
and hail them for critique. In fact, what we might consider “cislingualism” —the
compulsion to perform on the normatively “here” side of language(s), rather than
in the “there” of wayward, unhygienic, excessive, translingual, or disorderly
speech—may indeed be on the rise in the twenty-first century, as technocratic
models for the management of multilingual subjectivity are honed and celebrated
in Europe and beyond. Machine translation has long since left the bounds of
rules-based protocols and is now progressing by way of “fuzzy crosslinguistic
algorithms” that create “synsets” of synonymous meaning from one well-ordered
world language to the next (Gramling 2016: 76). In such a technocratic matrix,
translingual practices—those of Pedro Lemebel, Wilson Bueno, Anxélica Risko,
the khunthas, the androginos, the mujercitos, the vestidas, the locas, the transsukupuolinen, the hijras—fall further and further from the global aperture of
translatable intelligibility.
Since its French-language publication in 2004, Barbara Cassin et al.’s
mammoth and complex undertaking, titled European Vocabulary of Philosophies:
Dictionary of Untranslatables, has sparked new discussions about the notion of
untranslatability in scholarly and political life. Cassin’s project and its partner endeavors in the United States, headed up by the comparatist Emily Apter,
have taken pains to chart how ontological monolingualism and methodological nationalism have exerted a structuring effect on the course of interdisciplinary scholarly discussions —which often benefit from the presumptive conceptual auspices of hybridity, transnationality, or cosmopolitanism. The 1,350 pages
of the dictionary (in English translation) are dedicated to four hundred entries
drawn from more than twelve languages, a compendium that in its composite
multidirectionality urges scholars to take up anew the question of intralingual
traffic in the constitution and reconstitution of their disciplines. Cassin is explicit
that the project claims to account not for concepts that are untranslatable
as such but, rather, for concepts that are so productive in translation — whether
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compulsively, equivocally, or aesthetically productive—that one cannot cease
translating them.
As it traveled across the Atlantic into English, the dictionary lost its designation “European,” being rendered simply in English as Dictionary of Untranslatables: A Philosophical Lexicon. The disappearance of “European” and the reversal of the title and subtitle from French to English suggest some of the ways the
marketing of the volume in translation clash with its own stated philosophical
goals in the source text. Namely, what was first designated as a project oriented
around Europe and around philosophy has been exported as a universal conceptual project, unburdened of the specific production context and limited presumption of epistemic scope of its prior French-language text. The project itself
has registered as one of the most laborious and impressive events of academic
collaboration in recent memory, and it has inspired and provoked scholars from
varying fields in the human sciences to contribute their own resources, paradigms, and points of departure for an inquiry into the political and epistemic
relevance of a concept such as “untranslatability.” The Cassin-Apter collaboration
has attracted a great deal of admiration throughout the human sciences and a few
scathing rebuffs (see, for instance, Venuti 2016). While many veteran scholars in
translation studies express some ambivalence—noting that these sorts of questions are and have been the bread and butter of their discipline since the mid1960s—other scholars in comparative literature note that the grandeur and scope
of Cassin’s project finds predecessors in philological research from the early
eighteenth century, when work amid the intransigent complexity of multiple
languages formed the core of the empirical project.
Indeed, Cassin et al.’s project and the wave of inquiry it both epitomized
and induced served as catalysts for this special issue of TSQ. We noticed in
reading the dictionary that, while twelve languages are several, they are indeed not
many, and we were eager to hear what nonelite, vernacular meanings in transgender communities might reveal about the axiomatic orientations of the Cassin
project. The majority of its elucidations on translatability still revolved around
German, French, English, Russian, Spanish, classical Greek, Latin, and Italian.
Meanwhile, Portuguese, Mandarin, Hebrew, and other—still major—philological
languages occupied a much smaller portion of the discourse. With the emergence and intensification of scholarly inquiry in transgender studies, the paradigm of untranslatability promises to offer opportunities and problems that range
far beyond mere additive “language coverage.” The Cassin project, for instance,
handles gender and sex thematically, rather than as domains for translation and
translatability in themselves. The concept of gender itself appears in the dictionary
primarily in the sense of the grammatical declension of nouns and adjectives,
rather than the subjectivity of persons.
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But the broader issue that prompted a reconsideration of the project from
the perspective of transgender studies was in some senses a matter of scale. A more
political way of putting this is that the concepts, particularities, and “corposubjectivities” (Alba Pons Rabasa, this issue) that animate transgender lives
and inquiries will routinely tend to elide the attention of grand narratives of
philosophical discourse—discourses that, as the dictionary’s entry on subjectivity
notes, gave us our cisnormative conceptions of gender in the first place. This
special issue is thus not so much meant as a minoritizing complement to the
Dictionary of Untranslatables, focused on the discrete domain of transgender
inquiry, as it is a majoritizing project, designed to review and adjust some of the
principles that guided Cassin’s endeavor from the start. What do transgender
subjectivities —in and around language—contribute to our knowledge of translation practice? How do inquiries based in transgender lives help us to question
the heuristic sturdiness of such well-loved categories as domesticating versus
foreignizing translation, source versus target literature, authenticity and fealty,
the “afterlife” of a text in translation, and related concepts (Venuti 1995; Benjamin
[1923] 1996)? Where can the political and institutional circumstances of transgender activism and advocacy reveal gaps in the politics of translation or the ideal
of a “right to untranslatability” (Apter 2013)? What do monolingualism and
cisgender positionality have to do with one another, structurally and politically?
How can transgender notions of what a text is—in relation to such concepts as
texture, tissue, body, face, and the like—yield new sensibilities about the age-old
“task of the translator” (Benjamin [1923] 1996)?
While the pursuit of multilinguality within the field of transgender studies, beyond the mere “pluralization of monolingualisms” (Pennycook 2010: 12),
seemed important to us, we also had to take cognizance of the inherent geopolitical and structural inequalities that deeply skew the terrain of translational
practice and underlie hierarchies of labor within the political economy of translation. In the aftermath of many centuries of colonialism and amid both persistent
and new forms of inequality within contemporary globalization and transnational
capitalism, the need or requirement to translate, or conversely the ability to escape
the imperative of translation, is deeply dependent on geopolitical and linguistic location. If, as Pym reminds us, intermediaries and translators are already
accorded little acknowledgment of their role in culture or history, there are
further hierarchical elisions among translators, with the labor of translation being
more invisibilized even as it is normatively mandated or expected in the case of
people in disadvantageous geopolitical and sociolinguistic locations.5 In particular, the rise and hegemonic consolidation of English as a default lingua franca of
transnationalism means that translation both to and from anglophone discourses
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has become an imperative that structures daily life as well as academic and activist
practice in many postcolonies.
For instance, Dalit (lower or oppressed caste) activists and scholars in
South Asia have pointed out how linguistic hierarchies intersect with and compound other axes of social hierarchy, with English (in this particular case) being
used as an instrument of control to which, and from which, dominated groups
must compulsorily translate: “English dominates higher education and research
in India, steadily weeding out all Indian languages except sanskritised Hindi out
of its ‘modern’ institutions, in the last sixty-five years. There wouldn’t be many
milestones, roads, railway stations, airports etc., in India where you wouldn’t find
signs in English, or any forms at any government office/institution which do not
accept English, or any laws or bills or orders or ordinances or regulations or documents or reports or any other literature published by the state which do not have
English versions” (Kuffir 2014). This structure and relationality of power perpetuates a political economy of translation wherein translation to (neo)imperial
languages like English (and, to a lesser extent, other languages with similar histories and functions such as Spanish or Portuguese) becomes compulsory to
overcoming linguistic subalternity, to not only “speak” but also “be heard” within
the institutions that matter (Spivak 1988). At the same time, this skewed political economy of translation ensures that linguistic elites are able to increasingly
consolidate their access to knowledges produced in various locations, as well as
exert their ideological and discursive influence, without having to undertake the
concrete labor of translation themselves.
This affects queer and transgender discourse in concrete ways—for
example, LGBT activist spaces and networks at both transnational and postcolonial national levels often mandate English or similar power languages as the
compulsory medium of communication; indeed, as one of us (Aniruddha) has
observed during fieldwork in India, communication in any other language may be
forbidden in online LGBT groups or made conditional upon the provision of
a simultaneous translation into English, expected to be made by the authors
themselves without the help of interlocutors or group administrators. However,
translation into any other language—positioned as “regional” or “vernacular”
irrespective of how widely they may be used among the target demographic —is
typically never mandated for posts or comments in English. International activist
and academic conferences will also often, for ostensibly pragmatic reasons, accept
abstracts and papers only in English, with only sporadic and uneven concessions.
(For example, the Twelfth International Congress on AIDS in Asia and the Pacific,
held in March 2016 in Bangladesh, permitted abstract submissions in Bengali in
addition to English—a deviation from its standard practice of English-only
submissions in previous years.) This political economy of translation has also
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meant that terms like transgender have acquired a degree of compulsory usage and
an aspirational universal legibility among gender-variant communities transnationally, positioning other terms as more “regional” or culturally constrained,
and even as less respectful or ontologically accurate (Dutta and Roy 2014; see also
Helen Hok-Sze Leung, this issue). In this context, allowing transgender studies to
be as multilingual, as multidirectional and linguistically centrifugal, and as
untranslatable as methodologically possible seemed an important aspect of the
development of the field, even as we must acknowledge the structural limitations
of such an endeavor within the Anglo-American academic and publishing circuit.
Despite the inherent limitations of our location, the studies in this special issue
demonstrate a number of reasons why raising these questions remains important
and potentially serves to interrogate and perhaps disrupt the anglonormativity of
transnational transgender and queer activism and scholarship.
To take a case problematized in this issue, as Jyl Josephson and Þorgerður
Einarsdóttir indicate in their survey of Icelandic politics around the word transgender, the anglocentric prefix trans exacerbates political conflicts around its
transposition into Icelandic that, in turn, aggravate Iceland’s trans community’s
pursuit of self-determination. Here we encounter a not-so-rare instance of complex
conflict between several ostensibly unrelated planes of ideology: those of translingual morphosyntax, classic linguistic imperialism, and gender-confirmative
cultural politics. While Iceland’s social welfare structures guarantee free genderconfirmative medical services to all citizens as a civil right, the translingualcognate prefix trans itself both recalls and performs the sort of anglonormative
invasion that Iceland has struggled to stave off since before its independence from
Denmark in 1944. While words like ferðaútvarp (transistor) and þverþjóðlegur
(transnational) have successfully entered Icelandic linguistic usage without the
internationalist prefix trans, Icelandic trans people’s desire to develop and maintain social and political ties with kindred activists abroad has made such a linguistic domestication of the concept less palatable for the transgender community
in Iceland.
As usual, one particular dilemma of translation practice spurred on this
special issue. Consider the 1984 short story by contemporary Turkish-Kurdish
author Murathan Mungan, “Love’s Tears, or Rapunzel and the Drifter” (Turkish:
“Aşkın gözyaşları ya da Rapunzel ile avare”), which features a transgender character who transitions from man to woman over the course of the short story. One
of us (David) undertook a translation of this story beginning in 2010, in consultation with the story’s author. The Turkish language has no pronominal gender, which is an absence that induces certain effects on social discourse within the
Rapunzel story. Even without relying on notions of “strong” linguistic relativity,
which might hold that the absence of pronominal gender in Turkish reveals a
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deeper thought structure of (non)gender within Turkish culture, we can instead
say that the pragmatic constraints of the language itself indeed shift the sociolinguistic horizons of expectation among interacting speakers within the story,
and also between author/translator and reader. For instance, whereas Josephson
and Einarsdóttir, in their contribution to this issue, point out that cis- and
transgender persons alike must necessarily gender themselves in Icelandic when
ordering a cup of coffee, if they wish to observe basic grammatical principles,
Turkish speakers can proceed through extended strings of written or spoken
language without denotatively ascribing gender at all—to themselves or others. It
is in this sense that the psychologist Dan Slobin (1996) proposed an alternative to
the often misconstrued (so-called) Sapir-Whorf hypothesis, in which Slobin
sought to supplant the notion that “language determines thought” with the
principle of “thinking for speaking.” That is, speakers orient their sociocognitive
activities toward what they will necessarily have to do, in a range of socio-symbolic
settings, given the compulsory constraints of their language(s).
Such a complex repertoire of language-based affordances and constraints
is, of course, multiplied in translation and in multilingual practice of all kinds.
Furthermore, in a literary or otherwise textual artifact, there is most often nothing
but language to corroborate ostensibly extralinguistic phenomena like gender.
In the Mungan story, for instance, the two main characters are named Efkâr
(a masculine-gendered name) and Ümit (a pangender name). Efkâr drives a group
taxicab (dolmuş) in Ankara, where Ümit is a frequent passenger. The elapsed time
of the story is about three years, at the end of which Efkâr, by this time in love with
his passenger, asks Ümit to “get” sex reassignment surgery. Before this point in the
narration, the reader (reading Turkish) has had no pronominal indication of
Ümit’s statutory or experienced gender—though both characters are variously
feminized or masculinized by virtue of manifold intertextual references to a host of
well-known Arabic, Persian, and Anatolian folktales that feature tragically starcrossed heterosexual couples.
When bringing this text into world-literary traffic through translation into
English (or other languages with pronominal gender), the pragmatic constraints
upon translating transgender promise some trouble. While Ümit has, throughout
the story thus far, been free from any prospective effects of interpellation through
pronominal gender, Efkâr’s sudden demand that Ümit “get the surgery” mirrors,
in a sense, and presages the demands the translator is poised to perform upon the
text in translation. Ümit’s linguistic (un)genderedness in the text would need to
be effaced and retrofitted in translation, in order for it to enter anglophone circulation. Ümit would thus have to be made to pass (in anglophone translation) as
a transsexual, as a gay man, or as a postoperative heterosexual woman, because
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that is how the episteme of translatability trans-codes Ümit, despite all intratextual pragmatic implicatures and counterevidence.
Some general questions arise here—ethical, moral, political, and aesthetic
questions—that will be familiar to many literary translators, and that are far more
than mere academic hand-wringing about philological detail: questions that are
indeed questions of social life and death, questions of what might be considered
translational biopolitics and necropolitics. Should someone translate such a text
at all, given the symbolic violence entailed in performing pronominal gender
upon a text that is simply not subject to it, and upon a fictional person whose
putative “radical alterity” prior to translation is “just another way of saying [their]
‘reality’” prior to translation (Graeber 2015)? Whose perception of things, whose
“thinking for speaking” (Slobin 1996) does the Turkish-to-English translator side
with, and therefore compel readers to side with—with Efkâr, with Ümit, with the
author, the reader, with West European transgender activists and theoreticians,
with Turkish and Kurdish transgender activists? It is, of course, impossible to
consult the fictional person Ümit directly on these questions. The only agent in a
position to commit, or abstain from, the consequential and intricate range of
linguistic manipulations entailed in this (and perhaps every) case is the translator
alone, since pronominal gender is profoundly absent in Mungan’s Turkish-language composition.
Such moments of practice as these—minute sites of translingual meaning making that, sometimes all of a sudden, demand a cultural politics beyond
monolingualism and (un)translatability —prompted us to seek a broader critical
agenda on these questions and to invite scholars and writers working in a range of
contexts and methods to ruminate on a shared set of problems. Here are some
of the axiomatic concerns that guided our conception of such a critical agenda,
and why transgender studies currently offers a field of inquiry that can strive
beyond methodological monolingualism in ways that other disciplines may be
unable to broker. We have noted, for one thing, how few primary and secondary
texts about transgender lives and ideas have been translated from language to
language in any formal way over the centuries. Meanwhile, transgender, gendervariant, and gender-nonconfirming people have historically often been exiles,
translators, language mediators, and multilinguals in greater numbers and intensities than their cisgender counterparts have. This kind of translingual positionality has become a generative, yet often precarious aspect of trans embodiment. Nonetheless, the discourses of transgender studies (as in the neighboring
fields of LGBT/queer studies) continue to be more anglophone, more monolingual, and less translated than they historically ought to be, given how the
subjects that produced those discourses have often been prototypes of transnational and translingual border crossing. This paradox of conceptual circulation
continues to constrain disciplinary and conceptual agendas around sexuality and
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gender a great deal more than in fields that have long enjoyed consistent state
recognition, institutional power, and access to international distribution pathways, such that they can now afford to forgo or postpone translation.
An important underlying structural feature of disciplinary monolingualism, which we must acknowledge and yet can only partially interrogate
within the scope of this anglophone special issue, is the creation of “hub” languages for the production and translation of knowledge, and the corresponding
reification of scalar or scale-based levels of discourse and praxis such as “global,”
“transnational,” “regional,” and “local.” An intriguing study that serves as a useful
point of departure for an examination of this issue is documented in Michael
Erard’s 2014 article, “Want to Influence the World? Map Reveals the Best Languages to Speak.” The article publicizes a study undertaken by researchers from
prestigious northern universities, including the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and Harvard University, who constructed a map to gauge the direction
and extent of translation to and from various languages, as a measure of their
influence. Predictably, as Erard summarizes, “English has the most transmissions
to and from other languages and is the most central hub,” though not really much
larger in terms of numbers of speakers than many other languages that hold less
influence; it is followed by other languages like Spanish, Russian, or Arabic, which
also serve as hubs for translation but to variably lesser extents. While the study
and the resultant map of linguistic influence serve as a useful guide to the discursive and material processes that underpin hierarchies between transnational or
“cosmopolitan” languages and languages that are designated as “vernacular” or
“regional”/“local,” they also serve to perpetuate or reify this structure as an
ostensible empirical “fact.” The compounded effect of colonialism, postcolonial
nationhood, and globalization in many parts of Africa, Asia, and South America
has meant the consolidation of the power of national elites and their increasing
integration into globalizing or aspirationally global circuits of capital, which has
in turn resulted in the consolidation of transregional linkages among different
national and regional elites through erstwhile imperial languages like English
(and, to a lesser geographic extent, Spanish, Portuguese, or French).
It is this mode of interregional communication among relative elites that
implicitly emerges in the aforementioned study as the indicator used to gauge
“influence,” even as other forms of translocalism, transregionalism, or transnationalism are relatively invisibilized or elided. Such a bifurcated structuration of
discourse transfer, however, poses methodological questions about how linguistic
influence is to be gauged and what normative value should be assigned to such
influence: Should the bridging of relative elites from different regions be the only
or chief indicator of linguistic influence? Under what conditions should the
successful translingual conveyance of a contemporary social justice and/or rights
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discourse (itself having multiple origins not confined to the “West”) into a new
context indicate victory and vindication? How might less translationally expansive languages also serve as hubs in other ways relative to the circuits of hegemonic globalization and transnationalism—for instance, by bridging class, caste,
or ethnic divides within and across particular regions in ways that “cosmopolitan” languages may not? What other scales might one use to be able to understand
and revalue the myriad functions and roles played by languages within and across
different societies, particularly in nonanglophone or multilingual parts of the
Global South?
Troubling such assumptions about scale and influence that reify linguistic hierarchy promises to be an important project and problem for transgender
studies in the coming decades, because an anglophone disciplinary and discursive disposition will inevitably continue to lead policy makers, public intellectuals,
and academics to fall back on ethnocentric and monolingual frameworks and
resources. Such a disposition perpetuates a hierarchical conceptual economy, with
anglophone and West European linguacultures at the top and trans and queer
vernaculars in other languages either at the bottom of the epistemic order or
sequestered into localist, ethnicized, or neo-Orientalist fetish. If not profoundly
transformed, how will this discursive hierarchization impact the multidirectional
traffic in trans knowledge and ideas in years ahead?
In developing this special issue, we sought to understand transgender
studies as a field of inquiry poised to offer the necessary breadth and complexity
to house investigations that might include any of the following:















A theoretical problematization of national languages and transnational lingua
francas from a trans perspective
Essays exploring the idea of a trans lingua franca beyond anglocentricity
Trans-oriented research that often gets elided precisely because of rhetorical
anglocentricity or methodological monolingualism
Essays critiquing the relationship between travel and multilingualism in
trans contexts
Ethnographic studies of multilingual transgender spaces and communities
Ethnographic studies of medical, legal, penal, or educational contexts in which
transgender positionality or existence is negotiated translingually
Reflections on the craft and practice of translation, broadly conceived
Studies on how anglocentricity in transgender epistemology reproduces
itself—institutionally, methodologically, politically
Essays exploring how language normativity intersects with racial, ethnic, civic,
sexual, erotic, or socioeconomic normativity in transgender contexts
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Studies that model a “multilingual transgender studies” or a multilingual
trans futurity more broadly
Case studies on how language frontiers shape the planetary landscape of
transgender discourse
Reflections on the process of translating texts dealing with transgender and
gender variance
Essays on what transgender methodology in translation theory or practice
might look like
Essays exploring what the practices of working interpreters and translators
(literary, poetic, technical, diplomatic) may reveal about transgender epistemology
Historical studies linking multilingual, code switching, and translingual
practice with transgender embodiment
Historical studies linking the genealogy of monolingualism with various
strains of gender normativity
A metacriticism of the emergent field of transgender studies, its terms, and its
methodologies from a multilingual point of view

Given its focus on (trans)local and critical problematics, this special issue is
organized in a contrapuntal way, rather than a cartographic one. That is, it does
not survey sequential areas of the globe in a classical comparative fashion, as the
arguments presented herein are poised indeed to unsettle the very notion of global
comparative orders. Rather, the articles proceed as a loose critical sojourn through
a range of problematics that, together, test the heuristic and political capacities of
the words translation and transgender in various contexts.
As editors, it brings us more than a little delight that the articles we
present here far outshine—in their political imagination, analytical precision,
and methodological ambition—the hopes expressed in the original call for
papers. The contributors include literary translators (Nathanaël, Rose, Baer,
Larkosh), anthropologists (Jarrı́n, Pons Rabasa), a musicologist (Roy), a political
scientist (Josephson), a classicist (Gabriel), a modern linguist (Leino), a film
scholar (Leung), literary comparatists (Concilio, Heinrich, Larkosh), a sociologist (Einarsdóttir), poets and fiction writers (Nathanaël, Dowd), a religious studies scholar (Strassfeld), and translation studies specialists (Baer, Almarri). These
critics and writers draw on the demands of their particular research contexts to
nourish a sensibility around translation that is vernacular, emergent, and problem
oriented, rather than prescriptive and monodisciplinary. They have thus offered
an unwieldy, asymmetrical, and mutually interrogative constellation of approaches, such that one contribution’s core categories of analysis find profound and
contradictory echoes in the next. To take just one instance, while Unni Leino,
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writing from the Scandinavian context, contends that the ways the Finnish language divides the conceptual domains of sex, sexuality, and gender “make a
difference in fighting the sexualization of trans people,” Alvaro Jarrı́n’s critical
analysis of travesti access to public health care in Brazil is in contrast primarily oriented around fighting precisely the nonmedicalization of travestis in that
context. Divergent linguistic orders that constrain local and transregional modes
of “thinking for speaking” (Slobin 1996) thus play a complex structuring role in
the putatively extralinguistic social and symbolic positions available to speakers.
These two juxtaposed analyses—Leino and Jarrı́n—clarify why and how (trans)
gender discourses mean in structurally distinct ways in one linguaculture versus
another, thus placing the broader justice claims pertinent to each in critical relief.
The following is a general summary of the questions this issue’s contributing authors have posed in response to the TSQ call:














How have transgender persons participated in the vocation of translation,
and how are they either accounted for or discounted in a general history of
translation? (Rose, Concilio, Baer, Larkosh, Heinrich and Dowd)
How has the political, commercial, and ethical imperative to translate narratives of transgender experience become accelerated or “excited” by processes
of translation, to the advantage or detriment of a given community, subject,
or discourse? (Baer, Leino, Jarrı́n, Josephson and Einarsdóttir, Pons Rabasa,
Heinrich and Dowd)
How has a pressure to “be translatable” affected the lives, stories, and experiences of transgender persons, and what is the political consequence of this
pressure? (Pons, Rabasa, Josephson and Einarsdóttir, Roy)
How has the rapid, monetized translation of certain discourses in the age of
institutional transnationalization—including medical, pathological, juridical, human rights, sexual health, feminist, surgical, psychological, legislative,
and activist discourses—impacted the ability of trans-identified persons or
communities to thrive? (Roy, Pons Rabasa, Jarrı́n)
What particular contingencies attend the task of translating texts that themselves narrate transgender subjectivities? (Rose, Baer, Nathanaël, Larkosh,
Heinrich and Dowd)
How has transgender life in gender-segregative historical contexts prompted
new practices of translational textualization—that is, ways of rendering the
body meaningful as human persona or civic subject? (Almarri, Strassfeld, Roy,
Jarrı́n)
What do the fields of translation studies and transgender studies have to tell
each other—in terms of their methodological and political constraints, their
claims to interdisciplinary relevance, and their relationship to university
structures and discourses? (Concilio, Leung, Gabriel, Nathanaël, Larkosh)
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Opening the issue, Jarrı́n’s ethnographic work with travestis in Rio de Janeiro,
amid the upsurge in legalization reforms for transgender-identified persons in
Brazil, shows how “travesti identity, in fact, is systematically excluded precisely by
not being medicalized at all, rendering it invisible within the health-care system.”
Jarrı́n’s essay is one of several—see also Pons Rabasa, Josephson and Einarsdóttir,
Concilio, and Leino —that go to subtle and vigilant analytical lengths to show
how translated discourses of medicalization and human rights, often designed in
the United States precisely to undo trans exclusion and invisibility, often create
new hurdles for gender-nonconforming persons seeking survival, recognition, or
everyday services in nonanglophone contexts. This observation resonates profoundly with the two historical/exegetical studies that close the main thematic
section of this issue, by Saqer Almarri and Max Strassfeld, which attend to the
ways medieval Islamic and rabbinic jurisprudents adjudicated the marriage and
inheritance rights of trans persons by translating their bodies into readable civic
categories. In Strassfeld’s and Almarri’s two distinct research contexts, “acccessing
services” in the banal institutional landscapes of everyday life is shown to be no
mere matter of progressive contemporary social justice movements. With such
crucial questions of marital rights, inheritance, head-of-household status, and
land rights at stake, trans intelligibility has been on the docket of juridical and
social negotiation for millennia, as these two studies document.
Josephson and Einarsdóttir offer a contrast to Jarrı́n’s analysis insofar as
they detail how laws and practices aimed at preserving Icelandic linguistic
autonomy have directly, though not deliberately, hampered trans persons’ and
communities’ progress toward their own ideals of freedom and self-definition.
The very prefix trans is regarded in Iceland as a potential threat—whether used in
the word transistor or transgender —and citizens’ and immigrants’ legal entitlement to self-naming is constrained by an official list of approved Icelandic names,
among which only one is approved as pangender. Thus, while such organs as the
Icelandic Names Committee and Language Committee take no doctrinaire stance
on trans issues as such (in a traditionally “political” fashion), their protocols of
linguistic purity tend to catch trans persons in their crosshairs nonetheless.
Josephson and Einarsdóttir further detail the ways Icelandic language makes it
difficult to enter into even the most modest of social transactions without gendering oneself in the process. “The close ideological and political connection
between Icelandic independence, national pride, and the Icelandic language,”
they summarize, “makes it all the more precarious to challenge the gendered
structure of the language.”
Alba Pons Rabasa’s ethnographic study returns us to the kinds of socioinstitutional landscapes with which Jarrı́n opened the issue, charting out in lush
detail a chronicle of trans organizing history in Mexico City. This careful archival
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work delivers an account of the threshold moments in which certain trans
activists in the 1990s (who occupied public space as vestidas, jotas, invertidas, or
mujercitos) were first able to access—through their university or institutional
affiliations—anglophone research and diagnostic materials that propelled their
activist efforts toward transgender civic recognition. On this archival basis, Pons
Rabasa details the further development of trans-affirmative service organizations
embedded within longer-standing health-care agencies like the Clı́nica Condesa.
Corposubjectivation is the term Pons Rabasa introduces to understand the process
of embodied, institutional, and discursive becoming, which has taken place amid
the paradoxical trajectories of trans organizing and therapy at the Clı́nica in recent
years. “Given the history and specific configuration of the therapeutic group at the
clinic,” Pons Rabasa considers under the aegis of corposubjectivation “all contributing factors, expanding possibilities for enveloping, displacing, inhabiting
the interstices, for collectively resignifying and producing in the group’s local
knowledges and referents, which differ from the legitimate representations produced by medical and legal knowledge.”
Jeff Roy’s ethnographic study shares much of the complex and theoretically inflected empirical analysis at work in Pons Rabasa’s and Jarrı́n’s studies. Roy
is interested in tracking recent developments in how hijra performers and communities of practice in Mumbai have responded to the large-scale gay pride events
taking place in India’s major cities. Remaking themselves as the “dancing queens,”
the hijra in Roy’s account balance obligations to the kinship lineages of their hijra
houses while increasingly also taking the stage for international spectacles that
ascribe to them certain obligations of representation under the aegis of “transgender.” As in the Icelandic, Mexican, and Brazilian settings, these transformations have taken place amid large-scale legal and political reforms, here at the
Indian Supreme Court in 2014, toward the recognition of transgender people. The
discursive impact of these sudden reforms on hijras’ corposubjectivation, to use
Pons Rabasa’s term, continues to be felt, negotiated, and critiqued. “Established
within a reconstituted urban Indian context,” writes Roy, “these strategies [of hijra
identity] are predicated on trading recently devalorized ways of encoding hijra
difference for updated, modern ones based on middle-class respectability and
within a distinctly transgender lexicon of self-understanding and personal empowerment.” Roy’s contribution thus critically maps out some of the normative forms
of “modernity” negotiated and resignified among hijra and other gender-nonconforming groups, who must make themselves legible in order to be received
seriously within both mainstream public spheres and elite spaces of LGBT
activism.
Helen Hok-Sze Leung’s analysis, “Always in Translation: Trans Cinema
across Languages,” begins on the film-festival circuit, where (mis)translations of
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trans terminology have led to kerfuffles and audience walk-outs. While Sebastiano D’Ayala Valva’s film Transvestites Also Cry (French title: Les travestis pleurent
aussi, 2006) offended many audience members who found the term transvestite to
be outmoded, undignified, and dehumanizing, Leung points out that the film
“display[s] a respectful intimacy and close collaboration with its subjects.” Leung
is accordingly interested in tracking the ways in which such international(ist)
events as film festivals serve as a setting for what Deborah Cameron (1995) calls
“verbal hygiene,” symbolic spaces for on-record performances in the ways variously cosmopolitan audiences allow themselves to utter, encounter, and accept
terminology they deem appropriate to transgender persons’ lives. Leung uses
the particular incident around Transvestites Also Cry as a point of departure to
examine how hierarchies of trans and queer language become established through
hegemonic forms of transnationalism and globalization, wherein certain anglocentric terminology and associated epistemological assumptions about gender
and sexuality are established as more respectful and universally representative for
trans subjects, even as alternative forms of interregionalism, such as inter-Asian
circuits of film circulation and dubbing, disrupt such hierarchical linguistic practices and offer alternative languages for conceptualizing and representing trans/
gender-variant subjects. As in Jarrı́n’s analysis, Leung points to how terms such as
travesti, kathoey, and renyao come to form a constitutive outside for a rights-based
discourse interested in honing and affirming orderly recognition for certain kinds
of trans people at the expense of others.
Whereas Josephson and Einarsdóttir’s survey of Icelandic predicaments
around transgender focuses primarily on the problem of naming and recognizing
trans identification in a language that programmatically eschews anglocentrism,
Leino’s contribution offers us a case study in how Finnish organizes gender and
sexual categories in ways that are differently flexible than the ways Romance or
Germanic languages categorize, particularly in how the morphology of words like
sukupuoli (gender, sex) do or do not allow themselves to be manipulated to accommodate new phrasings and identity markers. Thus, while Leino is not proposing a
classic argument about strong linguistic relativity, there are, nonetheless, durable
sociopragmatic constraints on the way words in Finnish can be used in quotidian
discourse to approximate what English attempts to do with the term transgender.
As with the other contributions thus far, Leino does not dwell overlong on the
semantic and morphological plane alone but proceeds to help us understand how
manifestations of sociolinguistic and pragmatic affordance reverberate in
national media and political debate, as well as in the embodied lives of Finnish
transgender speakers.
By this midpoint in the issue, the essays will have laid ample analytical
grounding for provincializing both anglophone vocabularies around transgender
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and the expert discourses that love them. In a timely way, then, Arielle Concilio’s
contribution on “translatxrsation” as “a genderqueer translation praxis” reminds
us how the fields of transgender studies and translation studies have undergone
parallel struggles for entry into universitarian domains often structured around
preserving ethnonational and cisnormative traditions. Concilio notes, however,
that “literary translation’s violent exclusion and invisibilization have been predominantly symbolic, disciplinary, and methodological, while transgender’s
exclusion has been the result of entrenched social stigmas.” That caveat notwithstanding, Concilio proposes the concept of translatxrsation, based on Latin
American critical resignifications of the gendered history of the “traductxr,”
“traductorx,” and “traductorxs,” pointing out that “the variation of the placement
of the x is a result of Spanish grammar rules that require the addition of an e
to pluralize nouns and adjectives that end in a consonant.” The imperative to
problematize the very name of the vocation “translator,” as Concilio presents it,
is inspired from the Chilean context of travesti writing, as animated by Lemebel,
one of the “mares of the apocalypse” posing in Las dos Fridas on the cover of
this issue.
With Emily Rose’s essay on the memoirs of seventeenth-century Catalina
de Erauso and Charles Geneviève Louis Auguste Timothée d’Eon de Beaumont,
we come to the first contribution that considers broader diachronic axes ranging
beyond the contemporary, into early modern historical contexts in which high
modern generic conventions of autobiography and habits of self-identity are not
yet in force. Rose takes this opportunity to offer an analysis of English translations/editions of these two figures’ respective Spanish and French memoirs,
intertwining a critique of the hegemony of authentic, originary gender identity
with the Foucauldian critique of the author function. D’Eon’s and Erauso’s early
modern accounts of themselves as mutable, transformative beings and travelers
prompt a revision of translation theory itself—namely, of the implicit reliance on
stable categories like original and translated text, as well as source and target
language. With precise textual readings of these two memoirs in multiple languages, Rose extends Concilio’s arguments about the mutually critical role of
translation studies and transgender studies amid the contemporary cultural
politics of monolingualism.
As with Rose’s work on early modern transgender memoirs, Brian James
Baer problematizes the circulation of one of the most prominent transgender
icons of the late twentieth century, the East German Charlotte von Mahlsdorf.
Though Baer is indeed interested, as Rose has been, in how von Mahlsdorf’s
memoir has been variously translated over the course of the 1990s and 2000s into
English, Russian, Spanish, Dutch, and Hungarian to fit emerging and malleable
political paradigms in those linguacultural spheres, Baer’s analysis focuses on the
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ways the historical figure von Mahlsdorf has been adopted and resignified for the
American stage in opportunistic and coercive ways. Reflecting on the Broadway
adaptation of the von Mahlsdorf memoir under playwright Doug Wright’s title
I Am My Own Wife, Baer foregrounds the concept of “framing,” emerging from
the work of sociologist Erving Goffman, as a way to rethink translation and censorship in the transnational circulation and commercial politicization of transgender narratives. As with the preceding contributions by Rose and Concilio,
Baer’s theoretical framework is transposable to other instances of translating transgender, in which beloved or mythical personae are foreignized or domesticated,
in new contexts so as to underwrite urgent political or lucrative commercial
agendas.
Kay Gabriel’s essay on the Canadian poet Trish Salah does the important
work of linking transgender poiesis and narrative to contemporary high-profile
discussions on “untranslatability” in the context of European comparative literature and philosophy. Gabriel helps us query where and whether transgender
lives, meanings, and practices stand in relation to the philological project
Barbara Cassin has called the European Vocabularly of Philosophies: Dictionary of
Untranslatables. Gabriel furthermore lays conceptual ground for the analyses of
other contributors to this issue, particularly Almarri and Strassfeld, in claiming that
“the necessity derived within capitalism of making transsexual subject positions
meaningful in the reproduction of social relations has repeatedly foundered on
the shoals of an ideological representation of gender in which transsexuality is
not, prima facie, meaningful.” Trish Salah’s poetic exploration of the gendered
political economy of iterability and translatability—of “those things you have
words for” —allows Gabriel to reconsider Cassin’s monumental projects around
untranslatability from a specifically transgender-embodied point of view.
The contribution of poet and translator Nathanaël, an essay on the Haitian
author Frankétienne, reimagines the essence of translational relationship not as
directional or substitutional but as the sensuous meeting of bodies that “refract and
resorb one another . . . devour each other.” Frankétienne’s compositions in French
and Kreyol, multilingual texts themselves, pose another fecund dilemma in the problematic of translatability that Gabriel charted out in the previous essay, namely, that
of patently multilingual texts and performances. Multilingual texts are notoriously
difficult to translate because they force translators to symbolically semanticize the
linguistic multiplicity of the resulting translation in ways that strive to credibly
correspond with the linguistic multiplicity of the source text—a daunting task of
cultural and historical ascription that, in the main, assures that most multilingual
texts remain permanently untranslated. Christopher Larkosh takes up this problematic further, with an account of the southern Brazilian novelist Wilson Bueno’s linguistic “mixity,” and the affective —indeed moral—obligations involved
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in translating a multilingual text. Working together with the author, prior to
Bueno’s death by murder in 2010, Larkosh has developed a practice of translating into what they call “la lı́ngua del império,” by which he and Bueno mean “a
language that is no longer English or Spanish or Portuguese but, rather, a mixed
register of transferred signs and symbols that exemplify many of the unequal transnational relationships of power already operating in the original text.” In undertaking this project, Larkosh and Bueno also help to create and sustain alternative
forms of multilinguality and transregionalism —spheres of multilingual practice
that depart from hegemonic (and often anglocentric) processes of transnationalism and globalization, even as they render the attendant inequalities and relations of power transparent through the workings of language itself.
Ari Larissa Heinrich and Eloise Dowd offer, in their essay on translating
Qiu Miaojin’s Last Words from Montmartre, an intimate conversation between
translator and reader in which both dialogue about how they make meaning—
with Miaojin’s (translated) experimental text in hand. Involved in this exchange,
necessarily, are the feelings of obligation, guilt, audacity, regret, failure, foreboding, and delight that attend all translational activity. The exchange between
the two correspondents dramatizes the slow process by which their products came
to be read in the present form. Heinrich and Dowd correspondingly introduce,
for the first time in the issue, the question of “drafts,” that is, moments of becoming
in the development of a translation that, of course, accompany and chronicle
corresponding moments of (un)gendered becoming in the life of the translator.
This collection of essays closes with a tiger’s leap into exegetical history in
medieval Muslim and Jewish contexts. Strassfeld’s patient and searching analysis
of Tosefta rabbinical texts helps readers explore the kinds of legibility strategies to
which jurisprudents in premodern contexts sought recourse in order to perform
rites of social distinction when countenancing transgender bodies. Strassfeld asks,
for the premodern rabbinical context and for our own contemporary jurisprudential contexts too, “What are the processes by which some are designated as
disposable, or as not-quite-human?” While Almarri notes that the general study
of sex and sexuality in Islamic societies has burgeoned over recent years, this essay
on the khuntha in the Fatimid Caliphate intends to address a persistent gap in “the
study of hermaphroditism and intersexuality in past and contemporary Islamic
societies and communities.” Strassfeld, in turn, further problematizes the position of the contemporary transgender reader of Torah, a privilege traditionally
retained for cisgender men. Almarri’s and Strassfeld’s respective work on the khuntha
and androginos, in their scriptural and social contexts, reminds us that the question
of translating transgender is a transhistorical one in which contemporary imperatives of translatability and particularity represent only one frame of reference.
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Spurred on by these important and timely contributions, we see this
special issue of TSQ as a many-voiced opening onto an ongoing conversation over
the coming decades on the prospect of a multilingual transgender studies. For us,
one pressing set of questions is entailed in the very anglocentricity and relative
monolingualism of this introduction, this issue, and the presumptive format of
the “interdisciplinary scholarly journal” itself. How can transgender studies —
transregionally and translingually located as it must be—body forth forms and
formats of scholarly thriving that actively inhabit a range of research languages
and creative idioms, beyond methodological monolingualism? Can transgender
studies continue to help pose the question —itself a silence at the heart of modern
social-scientific and philological method—whether critique and knowledge can
ever be pursued or rendered monolingually? Emergent transdisciplinary fields of
all kinds—from applied linguistics to translation studies to comparative literature and critical pedagogy—find themselves confronted at every turn with the
riddle of international research lingua francas like English and their monolingualizing effects on transnational discourse. Perhaps transgender studies, over
its coming decades, will offer the means and the rigor to untangle this riddle,
modeling multilingual critique for neighboring fields and disciplines.

David Gramling is assistant professor of German studies at the University of Arizona, a
National Endowment for the Arts (NEA) fellow in literary translation, and a coinvestigator of
the Researching Multilingually at Borders project. Gramling is currently at work on a second
monograph, titled “Into the Linguacene: Toward an Anthropology of Monolingualism.”
Aniruddha Dutta is an assistant professor in the departments of Gender, Women’s and Sexuality Studies and Asian and Slavic Languages and Literatures at the University of Iowa. Their
book manuscript, “Globalizing through the Vernacular: The Making of Gender and Sexual
Minorities in Eastern India,” is currently in preparation. Dutta also works in voluntary and
advisory capacities with nongovernmental and community-based organizations of LGBTIQ
(especially trans, Kothi, and Hijra) communities in eastern India.
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Notes
1.
2.

On “reactionary multilingualism,” see Moore 2015.
This phrase is borrowed from a project entitled “Researching Multilingually at the
Borders of Language, the Body, Law, and the State” (2016), funded by a UK Arts and
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Untranslatable Subjects
Travesti Access to Public Health Care in Brazil

A LVA R O J A R R Í N

Abstract This article employs Bruno Latour’s notion of “translation” to examine the ways by which
anglophone discourses of transsexuality are deployed in the Brazilian context. The author argues that
transsexuality is utilized by the medical class in ways that refuse to medicalize the bodies of travestis,
delegitimize their access to health care, portray them as inauthentic and improper women, and render
their identity untranslatable and thus invisible. In order to get access to medico-legal rights,
travestis and transsexuals have formed a united political front that seeks to reduce the importance of
sex-reassignment surgery as a signifier of authentic gender variance, while at the same time asserting
travesti subjectivity as unique and distinct from both transsexuality and transgender identity. The
author concludes that the academic community needs to develop new methods of analysis to critique
the pathologization of gender-variant identities in different sociocultural contexts, avoiding a
Eurocentric frame of reference.
Keywords travesti, public health, sex reassignment, medicalization, translation

S

ince 2008, the Brazilian universal health-care system has covered the cost of
sex-reassignment surgeries undertaken in certain accredited hospitals across
the country. This measure was applauded internationally by LGBT activist groups
as a step toward transgender inclusion within the Brazilian health-care system,
addressing the need for specialized medical care for LGBT minorities. The Federal
Council of Medicine had permitted such surgeries to be experimentally carried
out in university and research hospitals since 1997, with the use of public funds,
but it was a federal court case that pressured the Health Ministry to officially
include sex-reassignment surgery as a basic health right. The Fourth Regional
Federal Court argued in its ruling that “from the biomedical perspective, transsexuality can be described as a sexual identity disturbance where individuals need
to change their sexual designation or face serious consequences in their lives,
including intense suffering, mutilation and suicide” (Associated Press 2007). The
court decision, as well as the Health Ministry’s guidelines for the surgery, reaffirmed international biomedical norms that define transsexuality as a psychiatric
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disturbance, requiring that potential surgery candidates undergo at least two years
of psychological counseling before their surgery is approved. Additionally, it gave
local health officials the final authority to decide which patients would be eligible for surgery, diminishing the patients’ agency and autonomy to decide for
themselves.
In what follows, I will argue that despite the official inclusion of sexreassignment surgery as a basic health right, the health of gender-variant subjects
continues to be largely ignored by public health institutions in Brazil. So far, only
four hospitals have been accredited nationwide to perform this surgery, and those
institutions enforce a very strict definition of what it means to be a transsexual for
the purpose of gaining access to the surgery (Conselho Nacional de Saúde 2012).
Their emphasis on genital surgery itself, as the defining element of what constitutes an “authentic” transsexual, excludes a gender-variant identity that is,
according to most ethnographic accounts, the most common of its kind in Brazil:
the travesti. Travestis are individuals who are assigned the male sex at birth, who
feminize their bodies through the use of hormones and silicone injections, and
who prefer female names and pronouns (Kulick 1998; Benedetti 2005). Travestis
have no desire for sex-reassignment surgery, but they might require other forms
of medical treatment such as hormone therapy or breast implants. They are most
commonly from working-class origins and hence often disidentify with the
anglophone categories that describe the transgender experience (Muñoz 1999),
since they consider these to be bourgeois designations foreign to Brazil. When I
carried out ethnographic research in publicly funded hospitals in Rio de Janeiro
and Belo Horizonte from 2006 to 2008, I quickly noticed that travestis were
considered ineligible patients at hospitals that provide sex-reassignment surgeries
because they wish to retain their sexual organs and thus do not fit within the
normative biomedical definition of transsexuality. They are also routinely barred
from medical care at other public health service venues that demonstrate outright
transphobia. For instance, publicly funded hospitals that offer plastic surgeries to
low-income Brazilians refuse to provide the same service to travestis, despite
having the professed aim of providing equal access to all Brazilian citizens (Jarrı́n
2012). From 2008 to 2015, I complemented my ethnographic research with online
archival research, and I have been closely following the legal and medical developments of the ongoing exclusions suffered by travestis, as well their activism to
gain access to medical care and other forms of social recognition.
This is not merely a question of medical access but also a question of how
anglophone medical categories translate into other contexts like Brazil. It is
important to trace how medico-legal categories such as “transsexual” travel from
one social context to another because doing so demonstrates that the gender
politics of a particular location shapes and bends these categories in specific, often
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opportunistic ways, producing new configurations of power, agency, and
exclusion. Judith Butler has critiqued the ways in which anglophone medical
discourse frames transsexuality as a psychiatric disturbance that entails a complete transition from maleness to femaleness, or vice versa, but that must always
produce the outcome of a new and coherent gender identity. The institutionalization of sex reassignment in the United States demands a gender identity disorder diagnosis from patients who seek access to any type of surgery or hormonal
treatment. Thus, patients are caught in the double bind of either submitting to the
pathologization of their identity as abnormal or opting to reject diagnosis and
remain ineligible for both treatment and the medical insurance that would cover
it (Butler 2004: 76). In Brazil, however, travestis are not even afforded the option
to submit to this form of medicalization; their identity is rendered ineligible from
the very start by the medical establishment. Although “travesti” is a culturally
intelligible and relatively common minoritarian social category within Brazil,
medical discourse refuses to recognize travestis as viable medical subjects for the
gender identity disorder diagnosis. The travesti identity, in fact, is systematically
excluded precisely by not being medicalized at all, rendering it invisible within the
health-care system. As such, travesti activists and their allies have had to fight for
their health needs to be recognized in even the most rudimentary way by both the
state and the medical establishment. Thus, we see a subtle but important contrast
emerging between the ways the medical category “transsexual” operates within
Brazil and the United States.
One way to look at this issue would be to assume that anglophone definitions of transsexuality are backed by the power of international biomedical
authority and American knowledge production, in a way that effaces local
expressions of gender-variant identity. The scholarship that critically examines
the expansion of “transgender” as a category has pointed out the ways in which
the term assumes a permanency of identity that does not correlate with localized
lived practices (Valentine 2007), the manner in which the term can colonize and
subsume noncoherent forms of gender/sex variance (Dutta and Roy 2014), and
the ways in which uncritical use of the term can potentially exert epistemological
violence on the wide range of non-Western terms with which we equate it (Stryker
and Currah 2014). I wish to contribute to this debate by pointing out that even
a medical category such as “transsexuality” —which operates under a veneer
of universality—does not simply transfer into new contexts as a predetermined
hegemonic category that misses or tramples the complexities on the ground.
Assuming that the medical category itself bears such normalizing powers does not
account for the ways in which local actors deploy transsexuality and translate it
in specific ways to assert their own vision of gender politics. Here, I find it useful
to revisit Bruno Latour’s crucial distinction between diffusion and translation.
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Latour critiques the notion, implied in the metaphor of diffusion, that any idea,
scientific concept, or invention spreads simply because of its own force, power, or
inertia, as if society is merely a medium through which these ideas travel. Instead,
he proposes a new conception of translation, through which we may account for
the social means by which ideas spread and pay attention to the ways in which
actors in society modulate any idea they encounter, “letting [it] drop, or modifying it, or deflecting it or betraying it, or adding to it, or appropriating it” (Latour
1984: 267). For Latour, translation is not about decoding one language into
another but, rather, about the transformation of objects of knowledge from one
context to the next. Employing Latour’s vision of translation, then, we remain
attuned to the ways by which the medical category of “transsexuality” is transformed by its varied uses by actors in new social contexts.
The medicalized concept of transsexuality translates well into the Brazilian
context insofar as it colludes with the biopolitical aim to systemically exclude
identities and aspirational bodies that do not fall neatly into the male/female
binary. What does not translate—what is rendered, in fact, untranslatable
through the deployment of transsexuality—is travesti identity as a “viable life”
(Butler 2004: 2) and as a valid way of being in the world. The institutional
erasure of culturally recognizable forms of gender-variant experience is not
written into public policy and thus is not clearly evident in official medical discourse: travestis are not even mentioned in medical discussions about transsexuality. These exclusions are enacted instead in the day-to-day operations of the
public health-care system, usually disguising themselves as bureaucratic requirements for which patients are made responsible. As Paul Wenzel Geissler has
argued, public health not only produces forms of knowledge but also generates
“unknown knowns,” which he defines as public secrets that deliberately leave
inequalities intrinsic to the medical system unaddressed. Geissler addresses how
such unknown knowns —for instance, the chronic hunger he witnesses among
HIV patients in a public health research facility in Africa—are key details that are
never acknowledged in official discourse and are identifiable only as purposeful
silences, acts of oversight, and active disregard for knowledge that disrupts clear
biomedical variables (Geissler 2013: 28). Travestis are not only unknown knowns
to the Brazilian medical system, but these institutional silences regarding travesti
identity are reproduced in the literature on transgender access to health care in
Brazil, which documents the medicalized experience of those who submit to the
gender identity disorder diagnosis but makes no mention of those excluded from
the diagnosis (Arán, Zaidhaft, and Murta 2008; Arán, Murta, and Lionço 2009;
Bento 2006; Carvalho 2011; Tagliamento 2012). Despite being an identity widely
familiar to everyone in Brazil, travestis are regarded as the invisible underside of
the biomedical treatment of transsexuality, and as an abject other to the system in
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place. This article seeks to remedy those silences and address the dearth of
accounts about travesti activism in the literature on the LGBT movement in Brazil
(de la Dehesa 2010; Green 2001), by making visible the demands put forth by
travesti activists as well as their critiques of both the transsexual and the transgender labels.
Producing Gender and Translating Surgical Need

I first became aware of the issues faced by travestis seeking access to public health
care while doing ethnographic research on the plastic surgeries carried out in the
Santa Casa da Misericórdia, a publicly funded hospital in Rio de Janeiro. The
wing of the hospital that offers plastic surgeries was founded by the nationally
renowned plastic surgeon Ivo Pitanguy, who has argued that the poor not only
have the right to basic medical services but also have the “right to beauty.” When
the plastic surgery wing was founded in 1960, the Santa Casa offered reconstructive surgeries only to people with congenital defects or with physical deformities due to accidents and fires, but over the next few decades aesthetic surgeries
were increasingly offered as well, and today they represent 95 percent of all surgeries carried out at the Santa Casa. This change was driven, in part, by a growing
demand for opportunities to perform aesthetic surgery among the medical residents training to become plastic surgeons at Pitanguy’s medical school. These
medical residents give greater value to those surgeries that are profitable in the
private market, such as face-lifts, nose jobs, tummy tucks, and breast implants.
Publicly funded hospitals such as the Santa Casa double as educational institutions for medical residents, transforming the patients of the public health system
into valuable case studies through which medical residents learn their trade. The
low-income patients are typically aware of the increased risks associated with these
surgeries but are willing to save up for months or even years to be able to afford
these surgeries, which represent a very large expense for them despite costing a
tenth of what they would cost in a private clinic (Jarrı́n 2012).
Not everyone who desires plastic surgery is granted an opportunity,
however. In an institution such as the Santa Casa, it is the medical staff—the
medical residents, their professors, and a team of psychologists—who decide
which patients are deserving of low-cost surgeries, and which patients are undeserving. These doctors see themselves as benefactors of this low-income population, and as gatekeepers who must wisely distribute the limited resources
available in the public health system. The plastic surgeons and psychologists are
also guided by their own prejudices about which bodies are desirable within the
Brazilian body politic —and demonstrate a clear bias toward gender-normative
bodies in their choices of what surgeries to approve. Low-income patients are
extremely conscious that not everyone will be granted access to surgery, and they
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learn from each other what “appropriate” answers to give to the team of plastic
surgeons and psychologists in order to have their surgeries approved. Among my
study participants, male patients were treated with a higher degree of suspicion
because plastic surgery is considered to be a mainly female bodily practice in
Brazil. For instance, a middle-aged man in the study who sought approval for a
face-lift was described by the head psychologist as “somewhat strange . . . probably
a homosexual” and thus a bad candidate for surgery (Jarrı́n, field notes, 2007). He
was perceived as inappropriately effeminate, and his desire for a face-lift was
considered superfluous because he openly worried about aging, invoking a discourse of beauty that is common among the Santa Casa’s female patients. In
contrast, surgeries to treat a condition known as gynecomastia (which consists of
hyperdeveloped mammary glands on a male) were routinely approved. Both the
patients seeking treatment for gynecomastia and the plastic surgeons who treated
them described these surgeries as reconstructive procedures that were medically
necessary because they “corrected” inappropriately female characteristics on a male
body. Money was not a motivating factor for this medical preference because the
cost of a face-lift at the Santa Casa was similar to that of a gynecomastia correction.
Gynecomastia surgeries, in fact, frequently represented a lower compensation for
the doctors who carried them out because they could sometimes be obtained free
of charge under the Brazilian universal health-care system. The Brazilian federal
guidelines for publicly funded hospitals consider gynecomastia to be a medical
condition that should be treated surgically, even though it is not medically threatening, because it is considered to cause males undue “psychological suffering”
(Ministério da Saúde 2013b: 6).
In short, plastic surgeries that reinforce the difference between male and
female genders are considered acceptable and receive the support of the Brazilian
public health system. While surgeries for men are portrayed as exceptional, plastic
surgeons routinely construct women’s bodies as lacking or in excess of the norm,
justifying medical interventions as not only desirable but also medically necessary. Women had no issues receiving approval for face-lifts or any other aesthetic
surgery associated with beautification. A teenage girl who came to the Santa Casa
looking for breast implants, for example, was diagnosed as suffering from hypotrophy of the mammary glands. The girl and her mother seemed relieved by the
diagnosis, which confirmed that the girl’s breasts were abnormally small and
justified plastic surgery as a necessary solution. Women’s feelings of having an
unbecoming body were routinely reinforced by way of a medical diagnosis and
were thereafter considered a condition that required treatment. In certain cases,
plastic surgery served the purpose of disciplining unruly female bodies and sexualities. One such surgery was “nymphoplasty”: the surgical reduction of a
woman’s vaginal labia, which was approved for a female patient in her twenties
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who complained that the shape of her labia protruded too much and made her
very self-conscious about using a bikini at the beach. The male surgeon who
examined her and approved her surgery, however, gave a very different reason for
why this surgery was necessary, so that it could be covered as a reconstructive
surgery. He claimed that large vaginal labia could lead to impulsive sexual
behavior, such as nymphomania or lesbianism—thus the name for the surgery,
“nymphoplasty”—and therefore recommended a surgical correction to produce a
more appropriately feminine body. Aside from echoing fears of a rampant female
sexuality produced by the female sexual organ, analogous to the medical discourse
of Victorian England (Sheehan 1981), this discourse also reaffirms the idea that
plastic surgery must carefully curtail nonnormative bodies and sexualities.
Given the underlying homophobia and transphobia that structures the
logic of body modification in Brazil, there is no question that the surgeons at the
Santa Casa would be reticent or even hostile about masculinizing a female-bodied
individual or feminizing a male-bodied individual. This underlying prejudice,
however, is much more virulent for travestis than for other nongender-conforming
individuals, as a particular case made clear. One morning at the Santa Casa, a
travesti called Carol came in, hand-in-hand with her boyfriend, and took her spot
in the long queue of patients waiting for approval for surgery. The other patients
eyed her curiously but refrained from making any conversation with her or her
partner. Carol explained to me that she came to the Santa Casa for breast implants
because she was unhappy with the breasts she had acquired on her own, through
silicone injections. The anthropologist Don Kulick has documented how travestis
often rely on fellow travestis known as bombadeiras (pumpers) to inject them with
liquid silicone to enlarge their breasts, hips, and buttocks. These are dangerous
procedures that routinely cause serious medical problems, but they are often
travestis’ only practical alternative in the face of exclusion from appropriate
medical care (Kulick 1998). More importantly, Carol made no mention of sexreassignment surgery to me; she was clearly only interested in enhancing secondary female characteristics. Kulick explains that sex-reassignment surgery is
completely undesirable for travestis because they do not identify with the female
sexual organ and instead regard themselves as feminine men who embody their
sexual desire for masculine men by acquiring female bodily forms. Travestis reject
the anglophone conception of transsexuality as the condition of being trapped in
the wrong gender, and they can be understood for this reason, among others, as a
uniquely Brazilian gender-variant identity (Kulick 1998: 225–28).
That day at the Santa Casa, the medical staff who interviewed and examined Carol refused to give her a definitive answer, but they told her to come back
another day. She was hopeful as she left because she was not turned away at the
desk. Unfortunately, I was not present at the Santa Casa the day Carol returned,
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but a plastic surgeon told me they decided to deny her access to the breast
implants she wanted, citing it as an inappropriate use of the funds that finance the
surgeries at the medical institute. Apparently, she angrily stormed out, saying she
would make a stir and bring her case to the attention of the national media, since
she could not be denied a right that was given to everyone else. At this point in
our conversation, the plastic surgeon who was narrating the story laughed and
remarked, “Imagine, a traveco thinking he could get surgery at the Santa Casa!”
(Jarrı́n, field notes, 2007). The term traveco is a disrespectful slur used for travestis
in Brazil, and the surgeon made a point of also using male pronouns to deny Carol
the right to female personhood. What surprised me most was that Carol’s story
became a cruel prompt for laughter not only at the Santa Casa but also at other
plastic surgery programs I frequented across the city. Since the program at the
Santa Casa is the oldest and most prestigious plastic surgery school, this event set
the precedent for other denials of access, should similar questions arise again
elsewhere. Jokes, as Diane Nelson argues, are never simply a matter of amusement
but work to reaffirm hierarchies present within a given body politic, since they
allow social actors in dominant positions to laugh off the anxiety caused by those
who threaten to upend those hierarchies (1999: 173). By demanding plastic surgery
at the Santa Casa, Carol certainly caused unease by confronting the medical staff
on their prejudices and calling out their refusal to recognize her as a patient and a
subject. The ensuing institutional response was to actively disregard Carol’s
demands and to spread the word of Carol’s inadmissible needs by gossiping about
her in the hospital corridors, rather than producing an official record of the
event —she became an “unknown known,” using Geissler’s terminology.
More important, Carol was not misconstrued as “transsexual” at any
point during her visit to the Santa Casa, nor during the later gossip campaign
surrounding her request, and it was never suggested to her to seek help elsewhere.
This is significant because, at the time, there was considerable discussion at plastic
surgery conferences regarding sex-reassignment operations and how the recent
decision by the Health Ministry would impact the four hospitals accredited to
perform these surgeries. When sex-reassignment surgery was approved as a basic
health right available through the Brazilian universal health-care system, it was
listed as reconstructive plastic surgery for those diagnosed as transsexuals and
covered under that denomination like other reconstructive surgeries before it
(Conselho Federal de Medicina 2002). The Santa Casa and other mainstream plastic surgery programs, however, never made that surgery available and never
provided training to its surgeons on how to provide medical care to gendervariant patients. This made it easier for them to redirect any patients who
requested a sex change operation to one of the four accredited hospitals, translating (in Latour’s sense) the needs of transsexual patients as unique and as
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requiring considerable psychological counseling and monitoring before and after
surgery. Carol’s request for breast implants seemed to fly against this careful
rerouting of nonnormative bodies toward their own separate space and additional levels of medicalization; indeed, Carol had insisted that her right to a
feminine body was the same as that of any other female patient at the Santa Casa.
Her unwillingness to embrace the discourse of being “trapped in the wrong body”
exposed the ways by which the Santa Casa reproduces the gender norms by which
subjects are valued. The medical system dealt with this threat by rendering her
needs untranslatable, mute, and undeserving of recognition.
The Class Connotations of Anglophone Categories

At the four nationwide experimental programs that provide sex-reassignment
surgery (the Clı́nicas Hospital in Porto Alegre, the Clı́nicas Hospital at the Federal
University of Goiás, the Clı́nicas Hospital in the School of Medicine of São Paulo,
and the Pedro Ernesto Hospital at Rio de Janeiro State University), there are two
mandatory years of psychological counseling before approving patients’ surgeries.
The programs consist of a network of specialized psychiatrists, service workers,
and plastic surgeons who closely examine the behavior and responses of potential patients. The aim is to determine which patients fit under the international
definition of gender identity disorder —understood by the Federal Council of
Medicine as a psychological disturbance whereby a patient expresses extreme “discomfort with [his or her] natural anatomical sex” (descomforto com o sexo anatômico natural) and desires to “eliminate [his or her] sexual organs, lose the
primary and secondary sexual characteristics of the same sex, and acquire those of
the opposite sex” (Conselho Federal de Medicina 2002). The psychiatrist who
leads the team of doctors who carry out sex-reassignment surgeries at Rio de
Janeiro State University explained to me that an appropriate diagnosis of gender
identity disorder is crucial in order to avoid the potential case that a patient may
regret the surgery afterward. When I interviewed this clinician in 2007, only six
patients had been approved for surgery through their program, and he made it
clear that they provided only sex-reassignment surgery, not any accompanying
surgeries that patients also expressed desire for, such as breast implants or the
removal of the Adam’s apple, because those surgeries are considered “merely
aesthetic.” The one exception was a double mastectomy approved for their only
female-to-male transsexual patient. The Federal Council of Medicine has ruled
phalloplasties to be dangerously experimental, in a way that vaginoplasties are
not, and has approved hysterectomies and mastectomies for trans men in order to
treat their gender identity disorder in lieu of a genital surgery (Conselho Federal
de Medicina 2010). Hormonal treatment, for either trans women or trans men,
is hard to come by at this or other hospitals, leading most patients to seek out
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hormonal treatment through extra-legal means such as fake prescriptions or purchasing them on the black market. Consequently, most patients are already taking
hormones by the time they start psychological counseling, and this is understood
among the clinical team as further proof of their “psychiatric disturbance.”
Furthermore, the gender identity disorder diagnosis enforces a very limited definition of transsexuality, excluding travestis from access to surgery and
hormonal treatment. As mentioned earlier, travestis are highly unlikely to seek
sex-reassignment surgery because it contradicts their self-understanding as men
who embody femininity; they do not identify with the female sexual organ even
though they adopt female subjectivities and strive to acquire secondary female
sexual characteristics. At the hospitals that offer sex-reassignment surgeries, however, there is a strong medical emphasis on genital surgery, first and foremost. It
is required that patients express a desire to fully transition to the gender they
identify with and convincingly claim that new gender as an inner truth they had
always felt since childhood. This Foucaldian ritual of confession depends on a
Western vision of identity as self-contained and coherent throughout one’s life,
rather than as a product of contradictory social processes. It assumes, as well, that
the diagnosis of gender identity disorder is a scientific fact that can be applied
universally, regardless of the cultural context. Ritual declarations of being “trapped in the wrong body” also ignore the privileged place that travestis occupy in
Brazilian popular culture and within vernacular discourse, despite the social
stigma that they suffer. A transsexual identity that is defined by a biomedical
diagnosis, in contrast, is a much more recent development in Brazil, clearly
influenced by an anglophone discourse that now circulates globally and is still
unfamiliar to many Brazilians.
The desire for genital surgery has become the liminal boundary that
separates one category, the transsexual, from another, the travesti. As an identity,
transsexuality seems more prevalent among middle-class individuals who have
come into contact with anglophone LGBT labels and associate them with cosmopolitanism, while travesti identity is more common in working-class contexts
that reject the anglophone terminology. I do not mean to suggest that transsexuality is a less valid gender identity than any other, simply because it is a newer
development in Brazil. The medical discourse regarding transsexuality, however,
crafts a categorical dichotomy between travestis and those individuals that legislators and the medical class consider to be “true transsexuals” according to the
dominant anglophone paradigm. As the psychiatrist I interviewed declared, the
program does not offer medical care to travestis because “travestis have no
intention of removing their sexual organ and they are more theatrical, while
transsexuals are different because they are more discrete and want to be women
sexually” (Jarrı́n, field notes, 2007). Note here that he defines “travestis” as theatrical rather than genuine —they can perform only as women but never become
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legitimate women—because they refuse sex-reassignment surgery, putting the
locus of transgender authenticity on the sexual organ itself. Thus, the psychiatrist
concludes that only transsexuals “want to be women sexually,” even though
travestis also feminize their bodies and identify with female names and pronouns
(Jarrı́n, field notes, 2007). The main consequence is that the proportion of gendervariant individuals being offered medical care is miniscule in comparison to the
potential number who could receive analogous medical care, if travestis and their
desire for bodily transformation were also recognized as valid.
There is something else at stake here as well: the ways in which anglophone
categories such as “transsexual” translate class-specific concerns in Brazil. Sandy
Stone has pointed out that sex reassignment clinics in the United States have
functioned almost as “charm schools” because they constantly evaluate their
patients’ properly gendered behavior, including dress, makeup, and decorum
(2006: 227). When the psychiatrist I interviewed described transsexuals as more
“discrete” than travestis, he was performing a similar gesture, favoring one identity over the other because he associated it with the more proper and circumscribed femininity of the middle class. He imagined that after going through
the two years of counseling and the sex-reassignment surgery at his hospital, a
transsexual woman would flawlessly blend in with the rest of Brazilian society: he
and his team of doctors would produce a recognizable, suitable woman. Travestis,
in contrast, do not make “passing” as women a central concern or aim of their
identity. In fact, travestis pride themselves on performing femininity even better
than women themselves, and on acquiring curves that most women only dream of
having (Kulick 1998: 93). The femininity valued by travestis, however, is considered exaggerated and improper by Brazilian middle-class standards (Jarrı́n 2013:
180). It is an identity that does not play by the sanitized, refined, and tasteful rules
of the bourgeois body (Kipnis 2005: 227), and, therefore, it threatens to undermine the naturalization of middle-class femininity as the ideal everyone should
aspire to. The Brazilian medical system keeps that threat at bay by constructing
travestis as inauthentic women, whose gender identity is inadmissible.
This confluence of medical and class-based concerns also influences the
means by which Brazilian society, more generally, has begun to delegitimize travesti
identity in relation to the more palatable transsexual label. For example, collegeeducated travesti activist Sofia Favero, who regularly posts on a Facebook page
called “The Reflective Travesti,” has discussed at length the social pressure she faces
from friends and family to drop the travesti label and adopt transsexual instead:
The crucial moment that made me distinguish between my travesti identity and
my transsexual identity was when my sister corrected me one day:
—I am a travesti
—No, you are not! You are transsexual!
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That made me think, why is it more acceptable to tolerate transsexuality? . . . [The media portrays the travesti] as poor, unschooled, a prostitute, dirty,
ugly, sick. . . .
It made me comprehend that I sanitized my identity [higienizava minha
identidade] when I presented myself as a transsexual, it was less shocking to the
people around me, I was much more accepted and it was more likely my identity
would be embraced. . . .
If “Travesti” was a word with connotations akin to an aberration, an
anomaly, a chimera, something disgusting, etc., I had to become defensive. I could
help deconstruct this [desconstruir isso], since it isn’t by ignoring the existence of
travestis that they would stop being considered a real abomination, subject to
beatings and to being spit upon. They would simply continue to live marginalized
from opportunities. I realized, then, that it was necessary that I present myself as
travesti, colliding with the mental image people have, and thus turn my body into
a political weapon! (Favero 2014)

Even though travestis have long encountered forms of transphobia in Brazil—
they have and continue to be victims of both police abuse and phobic violence
(Mott 2006)—travestis are now encountering a new form of epistemic violence
that says their identity is illegitimate and undesirable in comparison to transsexual identity. This undesirability is based mostly on class connotations: travestis
are consistently portrayed as poor, as being unrefined and crass, and as making a
living only as sex workers. Sofia actively resists this pigeonholing of travesti
identity as simply an abject identity, and she reclaims the word for herself with the
political aim of resignifying what travesti means in society.
Other travesti activists, such as Janaina Lima, are skeptical not only of the
transsexual label but of the umbrella term transgender as well, because they see it
being used in a way that could potentially efface travesti identity. In an interview
in the queer journalistic website NLucon, titled “I Was Not Born a Woman, nor
[Do I] Want to Become One” (“Não nasci nem me quero tornar mulher”),
Janaina explained that, unlike transsexuals, she never desired genital surgery, and
that for her transgender was an American term inapplicable to travestis:
There is increasing pressure to get travestis to be referred to as transgender, to be
discussed as transgender in news articles, without mentioning the word travesti. . . .
Only because in the United States they use the word transgender we have to bring it
here and use it too, independently of whether it will bring invisibility to other
communities or not? I do not think there is anything wrong with people identifying as transgender, but I think it is wrong that people want others to identify as
such, without them wanting it. . . .
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When you are talking about travestis, you are talking about a specific group
that flees terminology, that flees from wording [que foge da terminologia, que foge
da palavra]. You are talking about a group that has barely survived throughout the
history of Brazil, and cannot be forgotten or substituted by a word from one hour
to the next. Will we forget the people who gave their lives for this identity? Will we
make an identity invisible for a word that encapsulates everyone? (Lima 2015)

Janaina’s claim that travesti identity “flees terminology” despite its Brazilian
historical roots is particularly interesting because it allows us to ponder whether
travesti is an identity that refuses translation in certain directions. If we want to
respect travesti identity as scholars, we must make an effort not to forget the
contingency of this identity, and we must avoid the tendency to uncritically
assume that travesti identity is simply a local iteration of a global transgender
rubric. Travestis interpret transgender as a dominant script from which they have
to critically distance themselves, even as it hails them into existence in new ways
within the Brazilian public sphere.
In terms of political organizing, however, travestis and transsexuals have
found it useful to join forces instead of creating separate social movements as they
make demands from the state and from civil society. Challenging the medical
discourse that describes them as discrete identities, travestis and transsexuals
present a united political front that seeks to reduce the importance of sexual
reassignment surgery as the defining characteristic of a nongender-conforming
individual. For example, the National Association of Travestis and Transsexuals
(ANTRA) has demanded that all nongender-conforming Brazilians be provided
with official documents that describe their adopted gender rather than the
assigned gender at their birth, and that the media use the appropriate pronouns
when writing news articles about them (Primeira edição 2013). The Superior
Justice Tribunal of Brazil had initially ruled that only those individuals who have
undergone sex-reassignment surgeries could legally change their name and gender (Falcão 2009). ANTRA, however, has argued that name and gender changes
should be made available in Brazilian states where sex-reassignment surgery is still
unavailable. For example, three trans women from Goiás (Borges 2012), Paraná
(Rubin and Diguê 2011), and Roraima (Araújo 2012) who expressed desire for sexreassignment surgery but expected it would be years before it would become a
reality, won the right in court to change their names legally because they already
lived their day-to-day lives as women. And Mally Malta, a travesti who is also
president of the Association of Travestis and Transsexuals of Rio Grande do Sul,
was able to use the same argument to change her name legally and set a precedent
for all travestis in her state (G1 2012), despite being open about not wanting
to undergo a sex-reassignment surgery. In the face of medico-legal discourses
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that render their identity untranslatable, travesti activists seek judicial relief by
queering the process of translation altogether, blurring the bodies to which
medico-legal labels apply.
Separate, but Equal?

The Brazilian government of the Workers’ Party, which was in power from 2003
until 2016, had been much more open to demands from social movements than
those before it. This resulted in measurable advances in terms of LGBT rights and
was beginning to transform official policies in terms of health care for gendervariant individuals. In 2013, the Brazilian Health Ministry published the first-ever
official document outlining LGBT health priorities, titled “National Policies for
the Comprehensive Health of Lesbians, Gays, Bisexuals, Travestis, and Transsexuals” (Ministério da Saúde 2013a). The very title of the document recognizes
travestis as a unique subjectivity whose needs should be considered separately
from other LGBT minorities —a direct result of pressure exerted by ANTRA. For
the first time, the Brazilian Health Ministry seemed willing to translate the health
needs of travestis as separate from the needs of transsexuals. The document,
however, does very little in terms of outlining effective reforms to target travesti
health needs. The text admits that travestis suffer specific health issues because of
the silicone injections and ingestion of female hormones they use to feminize
their bodies, all without medical guidance, but it makes no recommendations for
these particular circumstances nor proposes that alternate procedures become
available through the public health-care system. In fact, the document reaffirms
the “transsexualizing process” as the only real medical procedure accessible for
transforming one’s gender through state-supported means, the same procedure
that requires a gender identity disorder diagnosis and has genital surgery as its
ultimate aim.
Nonetheless, the Ministry of Health’s document does seem to leave a door
open for future adjustments to account for travesti health needs, and it denounces
transphobia among health providers as a central issue that needs to be resolved
(Ministério da Saúde 2013a: 17–26). In large Brazilian cities like Rio de Janeiro and
São Paulo, which have considerable travesti populations, health officials have
taken active steps to adjust to the new health directives. In the state of São Paulo,
the local government has taken an unprecedented step of opening a public
health center that caters exclusively to the needs of travestis and transsexuals.
Known as the Ambulatt—the Outpatient Center for the Comprehensive Health
Care of Travestis and Transsexuals—this center is unique in the sense that its staff
is trained to deal with specific needs of the gender-variant population, such as
respecting their preferred names and pronouns, providing hormone therapy, and
monitoring health problems that arise from travestis’ use of liquid silicone to
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transform their bodies (Ambulatt 2011). Ambulatt, furthermore, provides psychological counseling and, if clients so desire, refers them to hospitals that provide
sex-reassignment surgeries, but it does not demand a gender identity disorder
diagnosis before providing health care to its target population. The idea for an
Ambulatt service arose from the demands of social movements and gendervariant activists themselves, who pointed out the severe deficiencies of the public
health system in addressing their health concerns (São Paulo State Government
2009). In fact, the center later became a base for launching a statewide campaign
titled “Travestis and Respect: Look and See beyond the Prejudice,” which sought
to create positive visibility for travestis and educate public servants about how to
appropriately provide services to travestis—health professionals in particular.
Rio de Janeiro opened a similar center exclusively dedicated to travesti and
transsexual health in 2014 (Brasil 247 2013).
Perhaps we can be optimistic, after all, about the possibilities for inclusion
of nongender-conforming individuals within the Brazilian health-care system,
as long as this inclusion is born of grassroots efforts of social movements rather
than from medical discourse. These new health centers not only include travesti
identity, rather than ignoring it, but also recognize that travesti health needs are
distinct from those of transsexual individuals. Nonetheless, at least one trans
activist has expressed reservations about the health center in São Paulo because it
represents the segregation of travestis from the general population:
The Outpatient Center for the Comprehensive Health Care of Travestis and
Transsexuals is in its initial phase only. . . . But I passed by there and thought it was
something else, right? It’s different from arriving anywhere else in the [public
health-care] system. It’s what I say, I don’t want segmentation, I don’t want a place
for myself, I want to have a place where everyone has the right to go, right? Any
health-care center should be for everybody. I don’t need a place specifically for
myself, but that’s what’s available now, and it’s what I will take advantage of.
It’s . . . a more humanized treatment, right? I noticed it follows the principles of the
[universal health-care system] with regards to their notion of humanization.
(quoted in Mello et al. 2011)

The segregated health care offered to gender-variant individuals is clearly more
willing to recognize them as fully human and make their needs legible. Nonetheless, it seems to absolve the Brazilian state from transforming all health-care
services to make them more inclusive for travestis and transsexuals. Now that
travestis have access to their own health-care centers, will it actually justify or
reinforce the forms of institutional invisibility that they suffer elsewhere in the
public health system? Will it allow health-care providers in public hospitals and
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clinics to continue their current practices of refusing service to gender-variant
individuals, now based on the claim that they are not “specialized” in transgender
health?
It is probably too early to tell what direction travesti access to health care
will take in Brazil. The untranslatability of particular gender-variant health needs,
specifically those of travestis, seemed to be diminishing as the Brazilian state
finally recognized them as citizens whose dignity and rights should be respected.
The newly installed government of Michel Temer, however, is much more conservative and religious than its predecessor and might undo many of the recent
advances in LGBT rights. There is also a long distance between state directives and
the individual practices of actors on the ground, particularly those who act as
gatekeepers of public resources. As I have demonstrated throughout this article,
the institutional erasure of travesti identity is subtly entrenched in the very logic
of medical care in Brazil, as experienced in the day-to-day interactions between
doctors and patients. The official discourse of inclusion put forward by the
Brazilian state may be sincere, but it does little to transform the invisible practices
of exclusion that are never written into public policy. As long as doctors within the
public health-care system embrace a psychiatric understanding of gender-variant
identity, they will consider travesti identity to be inauthentic and ineligible for
health-care services. Travesti and transsexual activists, on the other hand, are wary
that pushing for the depathologization of trans identity will result in the redesignation of most gender modifications as elective procedures not eligible under
the public health-care system (Carvalho 2011). Unlike plastic surgery, which is
covered under the universal health-care system because it reinscribes the gender
binary on the body politic, sexual reassignment surgery and hormone therapy
could be considered superfluous, unnecessary expenses for the state if the gender
identity disorder diagnosis were to disappear.
The question of travesti access to health care hinges on the larger dynamics
of gender politics in Brazil, which renders some gender identities more valuable
and recognizable than others. Any demands for social transformation must be
framed within that larger debate, challenging the hegemonic ways that anglophone categories such as transsexual are translated into the Brazilian context.
Ideally, gender-variant individuals in Brazil should not only be made recognizable
to those who produce medical knowledge, but they should also be full participants in the production of knowledge about themselves. Travesti subjectivity,
in particular, must be accounted for as a Brazilian iteration of gender-variant
identity that has unique needs and does not need to conform to clear biomedical
diagnoses. This would require challenging the authority of medical experts, and
the very universality of medical categories. In the same way that activists in Brazil
are queering the translation of categories that refer to nongender-conforming
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individuals, we must follow suit and destabilize the “hierarchical conceptual
economy” (Gramling and Dutta, this issue) that gives legitimacy to anglophone
medical discourses as they go global. In order to achieve that aim, we must recognize that these discourses operate differently in every context and, consequently,
that the critiques of medicalized transsexuality within American academia are not
universally applicable either. If new forms of pathologization are being instantiated by discourses of anglophone origin, we must find new methods of analysis to
deconstruct how they engender difference and exclusion and thus avoid reproducing a Eurocentric frame of reference.

Alvaro Jarrı́n is assistant professor of anthropology at the College of the Holy Cross. His
research focuses on the biopolitics of beauty, the development of new biotechnologies, and the
imbrications of gender, racial, and class difference in Brazil.
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Language Purism and Gender
Icelandic Trans* Activists
and the Icelandic Linguistic Gender Binary
J Y L J O S E P H S O N a n d Þ O R G E R Ð U R E I N A R S D Ó T T I R

Abstract In this essay, the authors offer the case of Iceland as a “language frontier” for the trans*
community, given the nationalistic linguistic context and the deeply gendered nature of the Icelandic language. We begin by briefly outlining the legal situation with respect to trans* identification
and the ability to transition. We then outline the conflict over terminology in the context of the
Icelandic language and Icelandic national identity. Using empirical interview data, we discuss the
difficulty Icelandic poses as a language for trans* identified people, given the deeply gendered nature
of the language. We see no easy solution to this complex problem of language, nationalism, and
identity.
Keywords gender binary, trans* identities, language frontier, Icelandic language, Icelandic
nationalism

T

he global, transnational nature of trans* movement organizing has mixed
effects in nationalist linguistic contexts. In particular, when “correct” or
“inclusive” language regarding trans* identified people involves the importation
of English terminology into another language, this form of verbal hygiene may be
seen as anglophonic imperialism (Cameron [1995] 2012). Further, the use of
English language terminology by trans* people in social movement organizing
can add to the perception that trans* identities themselves are foreign, exterior to
the nation and the polity (Szulc 2015). Iceland offers one example of some of these
issues. Language issues are always important in Iceland, given the close connection of the Icelandic language with national identity. Icelandic is a deeply gendered language, which makes for particular difficulties for anyone who wishes to
challenge traditional (cis)gender norms, roles, and forms of expression.
In this essay, we offer a case study of Iceland as a “language frontier.” We
begin by briefly outlining the legal situation with respect to trans* identification
and the ability to transition. We then outline the conflict over terminology in the
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context of the Icelandic language and Icelandic national identity, with particular attention paid to two “language boards”—the Personal Names Committee
(Mannanafnanefnd) and the Icelandic Language Committee (Íslensk málnefnd)—
which are tasked with protecting the national language especially from incursions
from foreign languages. Finally, using empirical interview data, we will discuss the
difficulty Icelandic poses as a language for trans* identified people, given the
deeply gendered nature of the language. This is particularly difficult for those who
do not wish to identify as either male or female. We shed light on this predicament
with examples that relate to speech practices, personal names, and simple forms of
expression.
Trans* Equality in Iceland

Iceland is a Nordic welfare state (norrænt velferðarrı́ki), and this context also
shapes the situation of trans* identified people in Iceland in complicated ways.
Although gender reassignment is legally recognized, nondiscrimination laws do
not include gender identity, and, until recently, a number of outstanding legal
questions remained concerning Iceland’s trans* community. The transgender
community is small in Iceland, and an independent transgender group, Trans
Ísland, was formed in 2007. A member of the organization estimated the entire
trans* population of Iceland to be perhaps fifty people (Pepin 2012). According to
our respondents, most trans* people in Iceland have gone abroad to complete the
transition process until recently, and the number of trans* persons who have
changed their name is considerably higher than those who have undertaken their
transition process in Iceland (Norðfjörð 2013: 22). Beginning in 2009, the Ministry
of Health conducted a formal review of matters relating to gender reassignment
surgery, including oversight of the process and the resolution of legal issues
regarding changing one’s name and gender in official records (Danish Institute of
Human Rights 2010). The resulting report led to proposed legislation from the
Ministry of Health. The legislation was passed in 2012 by the Alþingi (Parliament
[Alþingi 2012a]).
The stated purpose of this legislation, which went into effect on June 27,
2012, is to “guarantee individuals with gender identity disorder equal legal status
with others, in keeping with human rights and human integrity” ([Markmið laga
þessara er að] tryggja einstaklingum með kynáttunarvanda jafna stöðu fyrir
lögum á við aðra ı́ samræmi við mannréttindi og mannhelgi) [Alþingi 2012a]).
The law defines as transgender an individual who, from a young age, perceives
having been “born into the wrong sex, and [has] a desire to belong to the other
sex” (Alþingi 2012a). The legislation also establishes that the National University
Hospital will house a team of specialists on gender identity disorder (GID), and
also that the Ministry of Health will appoint a panel of experts to administer the
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gender change process. The role of the medical specialists is to “supervise the
diagnosis and recognized treatment of individuals with gender identity disorder”
(Alþingi 2012a). Once someone has been diagnosed with GID, the expert panel
notifies Registers Iceland (Þjóðskrá Íslands), an agency that registers different
information on Iceland and its residents and issues certificates, passports, and
identification cards. After that, the person can change the relevant legal documents, including changing their name to a name approved for their new gender.
(We will have more to say on this below.) Another purpose of the law is to make it
easier for people who complete the transition process outside Iceland to obtain
the legal documents that they need in Iceland. The law also contains provisions for
those who wish to return to their original gender. The explanatory notes on the
bill state that even though no one in Iceland has sought to revert to the previous
gender, the procedure for such cases must be taken into account; the bill makes a
reference to Sweden, where 15 out of 650 persons, or about 2 percent, have
reported wishing to revert to the previous gender since 1972 (Alþingi 2012b: 19).
Gendered Personal Names

For everyone born in Iceland, a gender-appropriate forename (first name) or
forenames are still required according to Icelandic law. The Personal Names
Committee (Mannanafnanefnd) oversees naming in accordance with the Personal Names Act (Lög um mannanöfn No. 45/1996). The committee consists of
three members and three alternates appointed by the minister of justice for fouryear terms. They are nominated by the faculty of philosophy and the faculty of law
of the University of Iceland, one in accordance with a nomination by the Icelandic
Language Committee (Alþingi 1996). The Personal Names Act requires “gender
appropriate” names, that is, “girls shall be given women’s names and boys shall be
given men’s names” (Stúlku skal gefa kvenmannsnafn og dreng skal gefa karlmannsnafn” [Alþingi 1996]). A main purpose of the Personal Names Committee
is to preserve Icelandic names and name traditions. Names must be capable of
having Icelandic genitive endings, must have become established within Icelandic
language traditions, and may not conflict with the linguistic structure of Icelandic. Significantly, no name can be both a woman’s and man’s name at the same
time, unless it is based on an Icelandic tradition codified in the explanatory notes
of the bill; the Personal Names Committee has to rule in each case as to whether a
foreign name will be accepted as either a woman’s or a man’s name (Alþingi
1996).1 In 2010, the man’s name Hávarr was rejected by the committee, since the
way it was written —with double r (rr) instead of one—conflicted with the
ordinary rules of Icelandic orthography, and because this form of writing was not
established by tradition (Jónsdóttir 2010: 9).
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These laws apply to all children born in Iceland, and until recently also
applied to immigrants who wished to become Icelandic citizens. Until 1997,
Iceland required immigrants to change their first name to an Icelandic name
when applying for Icelandic citizenship (Alþingi 1996; see also Willson 2009).
Most Icelanders do not have family surnames; most Icelanders’ second names are
a patronymic, ending in –son or –dóttir. Although matronymics are becoming
more familiar, both patronymics and matronymics are formed according to
Icelandic grammar in the genitive case “with the suffix son in the case of a man or
dóttir in the case of a woman,” as stated in the Personal Names Act (Alþingi 1996).
One example of this is Ingunn Ásdı́sardóttir, a woman whose mother is Ásdı́s.
Ásdı́s was a single mother, which is the reason why Ingunn chose to use matronymics in the 1970s (DV 2000: 28). In recent years, it has become more common to
use matronymics as well as patronymics, often with one of them signified with a
second initial between the personal name and the patronymic/matronymic, for
example, Dagur B. Eggertsson, the mayor of Reykjavı́k, whose mother is Bergþóra,
denoted with a B.
As Kendra Willson points out, “Iceland is known for an extremely successful policy of linguistic purism,” and one aspect of this purism “is a historically
strict policy on personal names” (Willson 2009: 8). Iceland chose not to adopt
fixed surnames in the early twentieth century, unlike the other Nordic countries,
and Icelanders could not adopt new fixed (i.e., family) surnames after 1925
(Willson 2009: 8). The naming system in Iceland is seen as part of national language purity. The explanatory notes accompanying the Personal Names Act state
that it would cause irreversible damage if Icelanders “lost the remarkable heritage
of their specific Icelandic surnames. Hence they have duties towards themselves,
their heirs, and the outside world to preserve this heritage as they can” (Alþingi
1995; author’s translation). As Ari Páll Kristinsson notes, the Icelandic Language
Committee was created in the 1960s, at a time when there were perceived threats to
the language, given the standing presence of American and British troops at the
NATO base at Keflavik (Kristinsson 2012: 349–50). Prior to this development,
Kristinsson argues, there had already been broad public consensus in Iceland
about the importance of maintenance of the language, “characterized by traditional purist language ideology, closely related to Iceland’s literary tradition”
(Kristinsson 2012: 3). Everyone in Iceland is known by their first name, so a
person’s first or given name is of primary importance socially. Since matronymics have become more common, the space for inclusiveness and equality has
increased, and children of single women often take up matronymics. In addition to Ingunn Ásdı́sardóttir mentioned above, Heiðar Helguson, a well-known
football player in Iceland, has used a matronymic since the age of eighteen to
honor his mother (Ormarsson 2011: 20).
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The Icelandic language is thus seen as central to Icelandic national identity,
and preserving the Icelandic language is part of the core mission, for instance, of
the University of Iceland. The university was established in 1911, before which
time a university education was available only outside Iceland; most scholars went
to Denmark to receive their degrees. Iceland did not become independent from
Denmark until 1944, and language and national identity are thus deeply intertwined. Hence, among the aims of the Árni Magnússon Institute for Icelandic
Studies, operated within the University of Iceland, is “promoting greater knowledge of the Icelandic language, strengthening it, preserving it in its spoken and
written form and providing advice and guidelines on language usage on an academic basis, including, among other things, terminology and neologisms” (Árni
Magnússon Institute 2006). Accordingly, there have been continuous attempts
at preservation, and importation of non-Icelandic words has been thoroughly
monitored. An example of such efforts are the popular “language features” on
radio and in newspapers, as described on the Árni Magnússon Institute’s website
under the heading “Pure Icelandic?” (Árni Magnússon Institute 2015).
In comparison with the other Nordic countries, Iceland has imported far
fewer words. In a study of editorial newspaper texts from the year 2000, Icelandic
had twenty-four imported words per ten thousand words of text, in comparison
to eighty-seven words in Danish (Sandøy and Kristiansen 2010: 153). This fact has
been attributed to the independence struggle, in which the national language had
been used as a chief argument for a nation-state (Kristinsson 2012: 346). Those
who can read contemporary Icelandic, for example, can also read the Icelandic
sagas, which date mostly from the twelfth and thirteenth centuries (Handritin
heima 2001). While for older generations Danish was the primary second language, English is now taught in elementary school and has become the second
language of most Icelanders, though it is also seen as the language against
which Icelandic needs to be protected most. Although four of the national languages among the five Nordic countries have a common root (Danish, Norwegian, Swedish, and Icelandic), English is commonly used as the lingua franca
throughout the Nordic states (Arvidsson 2012: 6).
Choosing a gender-appropriate name, then, also needed to be addressed in
the context of Iceland’s new law on the rights of individuals with GID. The law
specifically states that part of the legal process requires changing one’s name to a
name for the appropriate gender, in accordance with the Personal Names Act.
Only one name has been approved for both genders (regardless of gender identity), Blær, and the Personal Names Committee generally approves names based
on the gender of the person who has or is being given the name (RÚV 2013). This
means that most people will be required to change their forename when going
through the legal transition process. This, of course, is not completely unique to
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Icelandic; as Tam Sanger notes, “most languages just do not have words to
encompass a wide diversity of identity markers” (Sanger 2010: 263). Legal categories
that cast transgender identities in binary terms fail to include many people who
might see themselves as part of the transgender umbrella or spectrum (Hines 2010;
Sanger 2010; Monro 2010). This is a common problem when making claims for
recognition by the state, even as these claims operate differently in different contexts (Brown 1995). Sanger calls for more empirical studies of trans* in all iterations
(issues, identities, resistances, lived realities), with an attention to materiality and
lived identity practices (Sanger 2010). We see our study as a contribution to this
project, and one that sheds light on the problem of language and translation.
Gendered Language

The Icelandic language is also an example of how language frontiers shape the
social and cultural landscape of transgender discourse and existence. Icelandic
nouns have one of three grammatical genders: masculine, feminine, or neuter
(neutral). Among the language’s complicated grammar rules is that nouns, adjectives, and verbs are all declined for gender. Nouns are declined in four cases:
nominative, accusative, dative, and genitive, all of which vary in gender (masculine, feminine, or neuter). Furthermore, there are separate personal pronouns for
masculine (hann), feminine (hún), and neuter (það) words. Hence, the gender of a
person is interwoven with verbal expression in a complicated way, and the spoken
language is entirely permeated with deictic references to the gender of the speaker
and addressee. Hence the gender of the subject is always utterly transparent in the
language itself, whether written or spoken. A person who expresses that she or he is
tired, sad, happy, and so on automatically reveals her or his gender; “ég er leiður”
(I am sad) is a male expression, while “ég er leið” is a female expression. If we were
to create a hypothetical gender-neutral expression, it would be “ég er leitt,” but this
expression is not in use, even among our respondents. In Icelandic all persons have
a gender, and thus saying “ég er leitt” would imply that the speaker is an animal or
an object.
Thus, even for simple expressions, using a gender-neutral formulation is
not compatible with the Icelandic language; it would sound almost as depersonification or objectification of oneself. As one of our respondents noted in conversation (though not in the formal interview), it would be nice to be able to order
a cup of coffee without referring to oneself as a thing—but this is not how Icelandic works. Efforts to introduce a gender-neutral pronoun in Icelandic—hán
(Villiljós 2013)—similar to the Swedish hen (Ledin and Lyngfelt 2013) have so far
been unsuccessful. This is what we mean when we say gender “utterly” permeates
the language, and why it is difficult in Icelandic to be a person and not be gendered
as male or female.
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Considering these constraints, Icelandic presents a number of challenges
for anyone who wishes to challenge traditional binary categories of gender.
“Given” or first names—the name by which everyone is known in Iceland—must
be approved by the Personal Names Committee and are gendered in a binary
manner, with almost all names specifically identified as “male” or “female.” In
addition to the binary-gender second name traditions of -son and -dóttir, it is also
difficult to escape from the gender tyranny of the Icelandic language in ordinary
everyday conversation and expression. The close ideological and political connection between Icelandic independence, national pride, and the Icelandic language also makes it all the more precarious to challenge the gendered structure of
the language.
How Trans* People Deal with Language

We conducted twenty-five interviews in an Icelandic case study during the
summers of 2013 and 2014 based on a theoretical sample and a snowball method,
asking respondents to identify additional possible respondents, consisting of
queer people, trans* people, and feminist activists (Josephson, Einarsdóttir, and
Sigurðardóttir 2016). The interviews were conducted and transcribed in Icelandic,
except for one that was conducted in English. Of our respondents, eight identified
as trans*, and all identified as Icelandic except for one. Themes were identified
from the transcripts, which were then entered in the qualitative data analysis
software Atlas for further analysis. All names in this article are pseudonyms. Our
working language is English, which we believe ensures the confidentiality and
anonymity of our participants.
In the following, we shed light on how language frontiers shape the social
and cultural landscape of transgender discourse. First, we address the Icelandic
language tradition and its consequences for trans* existence, and second, the
resistance of the younger generation to comply with the gendered tyranny of the
Icelandic language. In Iceland, the struggle of trans* people for name change has
been met with more and lengthier resistance than the issue of gender reassignment surgery (GRS) and treatment. GRS has been practiced in Iceland since 1996,
owing to supportive individuals within the medical profession in Iceland in the
1990s, particularly the director of health at the time, Ólafur Ólafsson (Alþingi
2012b). As Iceland has a public health system, GRS is free of charge except for
additional plastic surgery for “cosmetic” reasons (Alþingi 2012b; Josephson,
Einarsdóttir, and Sigurðardóttir 2016). Much more resistance has surrounded the
cultural aspects of trans* existence, such as personal names, name change, and
language issues. Name change was one of the most important issues for the
organized trans* movement, Trans Ísland, upon its founding in 2007. The struggle
for recognition of name changes at the national registry was more than only a
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symbolic matter. According to existing practice before the 2012 law on trans*
issues, trans* individuals had to have completed a GRS transition in order to get
their name changed. For trans* people moving to Iceland from abroad, a new
Icelandic identity number, and hence a gender-appropriate name, was a condition for medical services, including nonmedical procedures such as beard removal
(Baldursdóttir 2008). Hence, the name issue was at the core of the personal identity of trans* people, reflecting a deep sense of physical and subjective exclusion
and marginalization.
The act allows people to obtain a new identity number and change their
name after they have been diagnosed with GID and have “been under the
[medical specialist] team’s care for at least eighteen months and . . . ha[ve] been
living in the other gender for at least one year” (Alþingi 2012a). This requires
regular appointments with the overseeing doctor. Our interviews with leading
figures in the Icelandic trans* movement reveal that this change has been the most
important victory of the movement until now. Although the legal improvements
are conceptualized in medical and pathological terms, and the name change
provisions remain directly linked to the medical establishment, the trans* community nonetheless regards this as a success. While some of our respondents
acquiesce to this fact, some of the younger interviewees find their own ways to
resist. Olivia, a young, radical activist among our participants, for instance, does
not take this too seriously and keeps a certain distance from her doctor. “He
wants me to meet him every two to four weeks, I try to see him two to three times a
year . . . we don’t agree on the appointments.”
Another of our respondents who sees the struggle for trans* rights as a
form of language activism is Pat, another activist who identifies as transgender
and wants gender to be fluid. Pat is not planning to transition and rejects categorization. Pat refers to her/himself as either he or she and has both a male and
female name. Pat sees the name issue as political: “There is some politics behind
it . . . also for myself. I wanted to be able to use both names [female and male] and
express my gender identity depending on how I felt when I woke up each
morning, you see. I wanted to use the name that fit me at the moment, because
names are so extremely gendered.” This fact is even more obvious to our
respondent who is of foreign origin. Noting that he is often (mis)read as “a gay
guy,” he explains that it is even more difficult to escape gender labeling in Iceland
than in other countries because of the language: “I feel that it’s a lot more like
pronouns [are] used all the time, like people are gendering language also, if
anything . . . Icelandic is so gendered so it is just there all the time.”
The term trans has been contested in Iceland, for reasons related to the
subject matter of trans* issues but also in linguistic terms. During the time the
new act on trans* people was being prepared, critique emerged regarding the title
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of the bill, which addressed trans* people in medical terms as “people with GID.”
In its review of the bill, the Center for Gender Equality in Iceland2 expressed its
dissatisfaction with the pathologization of trans* issues as they are embedded in
the GID approach, while at the same time suggesting another title for the bill that
is no less controversial, that is, “Sex Change” (“Kynskiptiaðgerð”) (Alþingi 2012c).
The Icelandic Ethical Humanist Association, Siðmennt, also criticized the GID
terminology as degrading for trans* people. While Siðmennt does not accept the
term GID, the association says it is not ready to suggest a better word (Alþingi
2012d). This hesitation to adopt “trans” likely relates to the broader concern about
importing English-language terms into Icelandic. Examples of responses to this
concern include international words with the prefix trans that are translated into
Icelandic, such as transistor (ferðaútvarp) and transnational (þverþjóðlegur). This
indicates that both the Center for Gender Equality and Siðmennt have doubts
about the term trans and its anglophone origin, while supporting the struggle of
trans* people in all other aspects, particularly in their concern about medicalization and pathologization.
This concern about trans and about GID as a pathologization of trans*
identities is also reflected in our interviews. While the majority of the trans*
community embraces the term, there are a few persons, however, who reject the
term for different reasons. In the interviews, some reflect on discourses and
meanings attached to the term in the trans* community. We are told that some
trans* people object to the term trans on the basis that it is not Icelandic, reflecting
the strong tradition of language preservation. Others may want to simply identify
as a woman or a man after GRS and do not see “trans” as part of their identity
after transition—and this sentiment is certainly not unique to the Icelandic
trans* community. Jenny, a person among our respondents who has undergone
GRS, does not identify as trans* and refuses the term. Jenny identifies as a woman
with a transsexual past and feels that she fits best into the group “women.” Donna,
a long-term trans* activist, describes “trans*” as yet another dimension in the
multiplicity of gender expressions. Hence she sees trans* women as being in
alliance with feminism alongside other marginalized groups of women such as
black, lesbian, and disabled women—trans* thus being one of many possible
intersectional identities. She has no reservations, about either the subject matter
of trans* activism or the cultural expressions in the Icelandic language, so she
claims “trans woman” as her identity.
Evidently, members of the trans* community have a variety of views
regarding the gendered nature of Icelandic as well as regarding the relationship of
specific trans* identities and of the gender binary to their own ways of identifying.
In general, it was the younger/newer members of the community who were more
likely to challenge the gender binary and make reference to terms like genderqueer,
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which is a loan word used in Iceland. They also were more likely to be involved in
international/transnational communities of trans* activists.
Conclusions

Iceland presents a case study in the problem of language and translation in relation
to trans* identification and activism, and in relation to gender equality and justice
more generally. As a Nordic welfare state, Iceland has a broad societal commitment to equality and fair treatment, as well as a state bureaucracy that is tasked
with implementing gender equality. Like other Nordic states, this gender equality
bureaucracy is now being tasked with a broader mission, including implementing
policies regarding sexual orientation, gender identity, and the trans* community.
This commitment to justice and fairness is part of Icelandic national identity—so
much so that gender equality is seen as part of Iceland’s foreign policy.
Yet, as we have seen, Icelandic national identity is also intertwined with the
Icelandic language, which is deeply inflected with a (cis)gender binary even in
simple forms of expression. The gender binary is enforced through the Personal
Names Committee, according to dichotomous gendered naming traditions. And
trans is not an officially approved term, since it is seen as an importation of English
into Icelandic. Hence, the 2012 law is structured entirely around the Englishderived medical classification “gender identity disorder” (kynáttunarvandi)—
reflecting both the pathologization of trans* identities and Icelandic language
purity —despite the objections of the Center for Gender Equality, which claims
that this classification constitutes medicalization of trans* identities. Amid all
these contradictions, the trans* community has succeeded in achieving some of its
aims, such as the ability to legally transition and change one’s name without GRS.
Yet we have also seen the difficulties that someone like Pat, who cannot legally use
both of his/her names, continues to face in the Icelandic linguistic and cultural
gender context. Given that there is not agreement on the term trans, even among
those supportive of the trans* community, it is not easy to see how the gender
binary might be challenged from within the Icelandic linguistic context.

Jyl Josephson is associate professor of political science and women’s and gender studies at
Rutgers University-Newark. Her book, Rethinking Sexual Citizenship, was published by SUNY
Press in May 2016.
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Notes
1.
2.

Icelandic nouns take different forms that depend on case as well as the gender of the
noun; there are four cases.
The Center for Gender Equality is the “state feminist” bureaucracy, so it is the formal
body within the government that develops and enforces policies related to gender
equality.
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From Representation
to Corposubjectivation
The Configuration of Transgender in Mexico City
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Abstract As part of the doctoral research project “Social Transformations and Corporeal Micropolitics: A Study on the Process of Normalization of Trans* in Mexico City,” the author has acted as a
participant observer in the Trans* Support Group of the Condesa Specialized Clinic of Mexico City
since 2012. The support group is inside the first and primary public health institution that has offered
medical attention to trans* persons, whether transsexual or transgender, since 2009 as a part of
public insurance. This article presents as much the history of the group—its origins and particularities, as well as its development as a project under the aegis of the clinic but not planned or
regulated by it—as a first dialogue between processes of corposubjectivation among those who
attend the group and the clinic context, as well as with the process of the normalization of trans* in
Mexico City in general. The objective is to reflect ethnographically on the embodiment of gender as
norm and leakage, showing the constant tension between the representation and the experience of it.
Keywords transgender, transsexuality, activism, sexology, normalization

T

o speak about transgender requires epistemological care from two angles: the
first concerns the risk of reothering trans* through an unproblematized relationship with the representations that we generate, that is, to continue representing trans* as strange, as deviant, pathological, and abnormal. Second, we must
consider the epistemic violence that purports to speak of a trans* person when
that person has not named, identified, or understood themselves as trans*. The
fundamental questions that guide the ongoing research of which this article is one
part has little to do with trans* in itself, or even with identity, but, rather, with
gender and with broader processes of corposubjectivation:1 how do we incarnate
ourselves as subjects of gender? Trans—understood not quite as identity but,
rather, in the most literal sense of “going beyond” identity, gender, the normal—
highlights the arbitrariness of cultural, corporeal, and subjective normality itself,
the naturalness and originality of it. In turn, it allows us to clearly see gender as
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norm, but also gender as representation, gender as flight, and gender as experience. To adopt the category and definition of transgender from medicine, or even
the one proposed by the transgender movement in the United States, would be to
impose a representation that does not correspond to what has been observed and
experienced in my fieldwork. In turn, to speak of trans* as something coherent,
homogenous, static, that which is out of the norm, or even that which transgresses, would be to simplify and reother it.
What will guide the theme of this article is a local search for the trans*,
understood not in the territorial sense but rather as a site, in the terms of the
Colombian anthropologist Arturo Escobar: as a historical creation that must be
explained, not assumed. This explanation must take into account the ways in
which the global circulation of capital, knowledge, and media shape the experience of the locality (Escobar 2000: 2). The fieldwork will allow me to track the
local trans* in complex terms that indeed also uphold many of the paradoxes
upon which it is based.
The Emergence of Transgender in Mexico City

In the mid-1990s, Eón Inteligencia Transgenérica (Aeon Transgender Intelligence)
was among the pioneering groups in Mexico City that worked in the arena of
political attitudes, practices, and approaches to nonheterosexual identities, as well
as dissident categories of woman and man. They were not the only group to form
in that period, but they were indeed the first to name themselves in this way, to
appropriate the category “transgender” and redefine it. In Mexico City in 1996,
transgender identity began to be “politicized,” in the sense of Ecuadorian sociologist Sofı́a Argüello:
As the form in which the aspects of social life are taken towards the field of
politics. . . . comprehended in the arena of collective action, specifically, in what is
known as what frames a sense of a collective action and includes: a) the evaluation/
definition of a situation as just or unjust and susceptible to being altered, or
preserved (structures of political opportunities, frameworks of injustice), b) the
formation of an actor that will carry the demands, based in an identification, as
well as shared interests (collective actors, organizations), and c) defining action
strategies (repertoires of collective action). (Argüello 2013: 12)

There is indeed scattered evidence of predecessor organizations in earlier eras.
Toward the end of the 1970s, there is documentation of the existence of the Mariposas Rojas (Red Butterflies) and the Mariposas Negras (Black Butterflies),2 in the
context of the Frente Homosexual de Acción Revolucionaria (Homosexual Front
of Revolutionary Action, FHAR; Argüello 2013: 79). In addition, the Mexican
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sociologist Ana Paulina Gutiérrez identifies the group Xóchitl, also from the
1970s, about which only the name is still known today (2015: 92); but Mexican
historian Yesenia Martı́nez refers to its founder, Gustavo Xochilteotzin, homosexual and transvestite, active and visible since 1956, who “organized parties in
which transvestite queens were crowned” (2014: 73).
During the 1970s and 1980s, the dressers, or vestidas, considered themselves homosexuals, not women, and were associated with sex work and spectacle,
becoming therefore an abjection of the recently emergent process of the normalization of the homosexual. According to Martı́nez, police repressed those who
dressed as women, individuals whom Martı́nez names as “trans,”3 and it was
their degrading treatment in the press that led to their being named lilos
(pinks), mujercitos (little women), and the “third sex” (2014: 87). In the early
1990s, when the struggle for sexual citizenship was already becoming visible in
Latin America (Lind and Argüello 2009), Transmodel, Quilotzin, and G.A.L.
E.4 — groups we have little information about, other than names and some
of the activities they undertook — were also called “vestidas” (dressers), “travestidas” (transvestites), or “jotas” (faggots; Gutiérrez 2015: 91–92), and were
identified within the category of “homosexual.” Crisálida Travestis Heterosexuales (Transvestites Heterosexual Chrysalis) was a group contemporary to
Eón, but, far from politicizing any kind of identity, it was a self-help group
directed by the psychologist Vı́ctor Velasco. Nonetheless, as Gutiérrez relates, it
formed a standard around which stronger and longer lasting networks among
transvestite people emerged (92).
This portrait of groups politicized under the nomenclature of the homosexual and of the heterosexual transvestite —which either undertook political
activities (Mariposas Rojas, Mariposas Negras), were of mutual assistance (Crisálida), or were playful in orientation (Xóchitl, Transmodel, and G.A.L.E.)—
formed the conditions of possibility for the emergence of Eón and, with this, of
transgender as a category of politics and identity. Other key factors in fertilizing
the social arena that made this development possible included the institutionalization of human rights that arose through the creation of the National Commission on Human Rights in 1992; the first elections of a new head of government
and representatives of the Legislative Assembly of Federal District in which the
Mexican Left was victorious, represented by the Partido Revolucionario Democrático (Revolutionary Democratic Party) in 1997 (Gutiérrez 2015: 77); the
emergence of nongovernmental organizations as a new civil associative form; and
the creation of international networks like the Latin American division of the
International Lesbian and Gay Association (ILGA–LAC) in 1995–96 (Martı́nez
2014: 122).5
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As recounted by their founders, Eón Inteligencia Transgenérica was a
heterogeneous group in which some members were simply closeted cross-dressers
and others wanted to change their body and live daily in the gender opposite of
their official registration. Some were engaged in sex work, others were professionals. One was on the faculty of the psychology department at the Universidad
Nacional Autónoma de México (UNAM) researching the issue of trans*. Among
the principal questions that united them was that of their own self-definition; in
their search for definitions with which to be able to narrate themselves, they began
to seize and define the term transgender. Since one of Eón’s members had been
diagnosed as transgender by his sexologist at the Instituto Mexicano de Sexologı́a
(Mexican Sexologist Institute, IMESEX) in the previous year, they tried to
resignify transgender by undertaking bibliographic research in the institute. They
also found referents in the nascent Internet (Gutiérrez 2015: 288), where they
obtained copies of texts from activists and from the website of Tri-Ess, a US-based
association of heterosexual cross-dressers that maintained an active webpage
until 2009 (Tri-Ess 2015).6
The resources of the various members of Eón at that time were essential.
Among the members, Anxélica relates that Alejandra Carrillo was a systems
engineer and had access to the Internet, including the library of IMESEX as a user
of the institute. Alejandra Zúñiga was studying psychology at UNAM. The three
understood English. This enabled them to translate materials from the United
States so that their companions could understand and use them as resources for
contributing to the emergent and ongoing collective process of reflection about
resignifying transgender. Another artifact Anxélica relates is the book she found
in a secondhand bookstore in the city, Secret Confessions of an Anarchist Bisexual
by the Spanish writer Victor Salbidea. The signifying metaphor they invented
together based on this book was the idea that there are two countries, “man
country” and “woman country.” Anxélica relates how, from this metaphor that
Alejandra Zúñiga invented,
I concentrated on trying to plot the “barrier of the genders” and I focused on
digging deeper, based in my own empiricism on that border. How do we define the
three-dimensional? How are we crossed or do we cross it? And the idea hit me that
in the middle of this border there was a camp of refugees, fugitives from either
country dwelling in that liminal space. Readings from a book called “anarcho”
confessions of a bisexual—which was poorly translated, and the anarcho came
from the name ana and marco from the protagonist—influenced that idea. The
book posited that “if I act in a role, I obligate you to act or represent the complementary role.”7
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Accordingly, in 1999, Anxélica Risco defined transgender in the editorial of the
first issue of the fanzine TransG in the following way:
A way of life, of expressions, it’s an attitude that rebels against social stereotypes of
male or female, questioning its rigidity, its imposition, its validity and the ways in
which walls are raised that sustain the bipolar system of masculine/feminine—
those that call themselves normal: two and only two genders—but ALWAYS there
will be a hidden third . . . a third that subverts the whole system . . . to be
transgender doesn’t end when you paint your lips, it’s the beginning of your own
liberation and fulfillment as a human being. (Risco 1999)

The members of Eón were the first to speak out about transgender in the Mexico
City context and the first to use this word to name themselves in the media, on
Tito Vasconcelos’s radio program Medianoche en Babilonia (Midnight in Babylon),
from which they launched the call for a first meeting in Parque Hundido (Sunken
Park).8 Not only were they the first ones to think of themselves as vestidas, jotas,
invertidas, mujercitos, and so forth; they were setting up a new political identity,
which would later help them to struggle for a reformation of the civil code permitting them to change their names and sex on official documents.
But this process of constructing a political identity that sought to be
flexible, fluid, elusive, overarching, and transgressive could not avoid symbolic
changes prompted by late capitalism and disseminated by globalization (Lamas
2012: 15). In fact, it is not unreasonable to say that these factors are indeed a part
of the conditions of possibility for its emergence. Concurrently, the medicalization of transsexuality that had already begun in the United States in the 1950s
was institutionalized and internationalized at an astonishing rate through the
media and investment in academic and technological research.9 Later, from
the 1970s, with the impact of the activist work of Virginia Prince, emerge the
first voices in US transgender activism that questioned the medicalization of
transsexuality. Not only was medical treatment for transsexuality available by
the 1990s, but ten years prior, transsexuality was considered to be a pathology in
both the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM) of the
American Psychiatric Association (APA) and the International Classification of
Diseases (ICD) by the World Health Organization (WHO);10 meanwhile, the
term transgender had been popularized as much in activism as in the academy
and medicine (Stryker and Whittle 2006).
This particular history—of the development of these phenomena of
medicalization, mediatization, and pathologization in the United States, the geographical proximity between Mexico and the United States, as well as the movement of people and flow of information between these two countries—generated
the conditions of possibility for the emergence of transgender in Mexico.11 An
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additional substrate of experiences, encounters, and struggles arose for what was
shaping up as the LGBT movement and the feminist movement,12 which had
opened a space of visibility in the local political arena.13 All these dynamics have
been fundamental for the emergence of transgender as a category for identity and
politics in the city, and also for understanding the transformations that the concept has been undergoing.
The Alliance between Transgender Activism and Sexology

In Mexico City, Eón Inteligencia Transgenérica quickly became the talk of both
gay and lesbian organizations and collectives—so much so that its members were
invited to give lectures, as sexologists became increasingly interested in the
political articulations of the vestidas. In 1998, the first meeting between activists
and local sexology experts took place, in a space for dialogue where civil society
organizations from both camps were invited to present their work.14 From there,
a mutual interest would materialize in the exchange of information as well as
active participation in spaces generated from both sides. Just as the traffic of ideas
from the United States through sexology and the Internet had done, these
meetings and dialogues would blend biomedical narratives with the redefinition
that Eón constructed as a political tool, creating a sort of hybrid category. The
activism of the group was changing shape, as did the category that they were
using. What was key, then, in this transformation of the first definitions of transgender among activists —who conceived it as an umbrella identity covering the
plurality of personal, subjective, and relational transgressions around gender—
was the emergence of psychiatric and medical knowledge. The biomedical narrative converted transgender into a category within identity/gender disorders,
together with transsexuality and transvestism.
Yesenia Martı́nez (2014) locates 1998 as the year of this discursive shift in
the political field, two years after the birth of Eón, when for the first time transsexuality was publicly addressed along with its legal predicament,15 thus laying
ground for a general claim for recognition of transgender and transsexual identity
by the state. In a certain way, this public demonstration presaged the claim forged
around the question of the legal recognition of transgender and transsexuality
identity by the state, in which the sexological discourse was already being read
between the lines. The strategic use of human rights and medical knowledge
displaces what Michel Foucault named “subjugated knowledges”—those that we
can understand as the interpretations that are done by the subjects about themselves; the knowledge that comes from the people, from daily experience, a situated knowledge, micro, oblivious to the logic of scientific thought (Escobar 2011:
32)—although, in this case, I would add, influenced by them.
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The recovery of medical and psychiatric knowledge by transgender
activists allowed them to stand as interlocutors before the state, endorsed by
medical institutions, and to start a struggle toward achieving their rights, which is
what the state was doing for other social minorities such as the gay and indigenous
populations. The transgender question was no longer disputed only through
dissidence; it was also disputed in legal avenues, which required legitimate
knowledges in order to achieve state recognition of transgender. These knowledges, not coincidentally, regulate social life and produce subjectivity and corporeality inasmuch as they exert a productive power, defined by Foucault as “biopower.” One year later following this discursive shift, in 1999, Eón Inteligencia
Transgenérica established a partnership with IMESEX that would last approximately until 2008;16 the two groups organized the conference “Dı́as transgénero”
(“Transgender Day”), one of the first encounters in which academics, activists,
people, sexologists, and lawyers all came together to discuss the themes related to
the emerging issue.17
The Legal Recognition of Gender Identity: Human Rights and Pathologization

In the early stages of the emergence of transgender activism in Mexico City,
the alliance between sexologists and activists lay the foundations of a dual
approach —sexology and activism—which would diverge again over the years
and would influence the social definition of trans* that was under construction at
the time.18 Eón Inteligencia Transgenérica would remain active until about 2001
in order to later carry out specific activities, mainly, to demand discrete changes
from other organizations. Many of these demands allowed the alliance with the
sexologists to continue. Meanwhile, Anxélica Risco specifically devoted herself to
other types of activism with openly transgender groups in rock music, such as
Queen Ass and, later, Neurotika. In 2008, some of the participants from Eón got
together again and changed their name to Eón Integración Transgenérica (Eón
Transgender Integration), in order to form a part of the Red de Trabajo Trans
(Network of Trans Work). This mix of actors and discourses shows us the role
that sexology experts (or medical specialists) played in the political process of
reforming the civil code and civil protocols for securing adjudications of sexgender concordance—efforts concluded successfully in 2008 but under way since
200619 —through the presentation of nine legislative reform initiatives, some
federal and others local (Carrillo 2008).
Nación Humana Trans, TV México, Crisálida, Gen T, and other groups
like the LGBT and human rights collectives participated in this process and came
together under the auspices of Frente Ciudadano Pro Derechos Humanos de
Transexuales y Transgéneros (Front for Human Rights of Transsexual and
Transgender Citizens) in 2007. Locally, in Mexico City, they named themselves
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the Red de Trabajo Trans and strategized on negotiations with political parties; the
recently renamed Eón Integración Transgenérica would also be a part of this
network. This new coalition already included community health specialists—
IMESEX, Caleidoscopia, Grupo Interdisciplinario de Sexologı́a, Grupo Interdisciplinario para la Educación Sexual—as well as trial lawyers—Transsexuallegal,
AJISAC (Asociación Juvenil de Integración Social AC), and Agenda LGTB—and
two specialists in the social sciences: Erica Sandoval and Rodolfo Alcaraz (Carrillo
2008: 53–61). The consolidation of this partnership is further evidence of the selfidentification of sexologists as activists, a subject I have been able to corroborate
both in my fieldwork20 and in fragments of interviews with David Barrios and
other important sexologists in the Mexican context, which Carrillo (2008) and
Lamas (2012) present in their research.
In the reform to the civil code and civil procedures manual approved in
2008, the role of sexologists was key, as the procedures stipulated that reports
from specialists in the subject area be submitted. These reports would be presented by authorized private doctors and sexologists, since there are no laws
regulating health care. Another important fact in this new reform was that the
process of gaining recognizion for gender identity would also require a judgment
from lawyers specializing in the subject, and a judge would make the final decision. As the Mexican anthropologist Erica Sandoval (2011: 26) points out, such is a
construction of citizenship via fields of power that have historically defined the
Western world. Inserting clinical discourse into the legal reform, this procedure
took up a central place in the definition of the rights of trans* people, implying a
necessary relationship between recognition and regulation. The legal recognition
of trans*, bound and limited to subjective diagnostic criteria, is what allows the
legal mechanism itself to become the essentially subjectivating platform.
The discursive shift from transgender as a political identification and
political strategy to the medical categorization of all identities, related to the
transgression of gender, has converted transgender into a phase through which
the subject passes in his or her “process of transition.” Concurrently transgender
was established as a clinical category associated with gender identity disorder,
dysphoria, and the concordance between sex and gender, what has been established as “the cure.” This narrative of sex-gender agreement offered the emergent
transgender movement tools for social intelligibility, but under the pathologizing
directives of a medical vision more subtle than the psychiatric: the sexological one,
which in this context is assumed to be pro–human rights and antipathologization.
Yet the sexological discourse still uses the same treatment protocols as those of their
US-based World Professional Association of Transgender Health21 —protocols
born of the work undertaken since the 1950s by Harry Benjamin, who developed
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the first diagnostic criteria and treatment for what was then named “transsexualism,” in his famous article “The Transsexual Phenomenon” ([1966] 1999).
This episode in the pursuit of legal recognition for transgender in the
district shows how state recognition and regulation are two intertwined processes.
The medical and legal regulation of the genders presupposed in this reform
cannot, of course, proceed only in terms of gender, as they necessarily appeal also
to class and race. The legal and institutional framework of the reform made
adjudications of sex-gender concordance inaccessible, owing to the individual
financial cost of paying authorized sexology experts. Legal reform thus did not
entail a substantive social transformation, since it did not address the trans* issue
in more than a nominal way and failed to take into account the political, economic, social, and cultural rights of trans* people. Would a sex worker without
enough financial resources access citizenship? Or a migrant trans* person with no
fixed income arriving from another state? What about a young girl from the
middle class whose family has kicked her out of the house? What happens with the
lumpen trans*? Do they not have a right to the legal recognition of their identity?
Do they have a right to identity? Do they have an identity? Or can only white,
straight, middle-class trans* people have an identity? Who has access to normalization then? What price does it carry?
The Institutionalization of Medical Treatment in Mexico City

It would not be until 2009 that the new General Law of Health in Mexico City
was published in the Official Gazette of the Federal District Legislative Assembly
(General Law 2009); the law would include, in addition to measures for the prevention of sexually transmitted diseases, psychiatric diagnosis, therapeutic evaluation, and hormonal therapy for transgender and transsexual people who request
it. According to lawyer and activist Victor Hugo Flores (2011), this law explicitly
endorsed the transgender program of the Clı́nica Especializada Condesa, which,
according to its director Andrea Gonzalez, “seeks to be a replicable model for the
whole system of the Mexican capital. In its initial phase, the program aims at harm
reduction, providing hormonal therapy, psychotherapy, and, in addition to prevention, detection and treatment of STIs” (Rea Tizcareño 2009).22
The Clı́nica Especializada Condesa was founded in 1938. After 2000, this
clinic began to specialize in the treatment and monitoring of people with HIV/
AIDS, and in 2009 it also started to provide treatment to transgender and
transsexual people. This has caused much agitation among some collective trans*
activists, who believe that they do not have a reason to be attended to in a clinic
specialized in the treatment of HIV because not all of them have the disease or
engage in so-called unsafe practices.23 This claim shows us the need to delink
trans* from sex work and even homosexuality and drug use, a need that stems
from the desire for normalization.
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In the news sections of the clinic’s programs —both on its web page
(Clı́nica Especializada Condesa 2015b) and on its posters and leaflets—three
discourses converge in a contradictory and even paradoxical way: (1) human
rights in the form of “vulnerable populations”; (2) the use of biology and neuroscience to explain gender identity, for example, basing identity on genetic
factors or locating identity in the hypothalamus, among other things; and (3)
psychiatry—based on the Standard of Care for Gender Identity Disorders (SOC)
from the World Professional Association of Transgender Health (WPATH), the
DSM-IV of the APA, and the ICD-10 of the WHO. Clearly, there is no policy
framework with a coordinated strategy for framing the clinic’s best practices or
protocols (Clı́nica Especializada Condesa 2011, 2015a; Rodrı́guez 2011).
The human rights framework according to which the clinic directs its
efforts reflects a broader context, in which the trans* movement has appealed to
international human rights standards as a strategic part of their struggle. Those
juridical guarantees, rather than strengthening the local legal framework or the
health-care protocols, are the mere enunciation of good will, because there is no
corresponding institutional framework in which to implement or concretize
specific actions for the benefit of the trans* population. The second discourse
offers explanations of what the clinic calls “transsexualism” based on genetic,
neurological, and hormonal factors, although to date, no conclusive study exists
that demonstrates a biological cause of the development of transgender and
transsexual identities.24 Representative of the third discourse are the DSM-IV and
ICD-10, which pathologize gender-variant identities with diagnostic criteria that
appeal to a logic of behaviors, attitudes, and cultural expressions that correspond
to the social expectations inherent in gender, that is, to regulatory gender ideals.
Pathologizing gender identity marks the subject as inferior and denies the selfdetermination of the body, thus entailing the violation of fundamental human
rights. Trans* identity is considered by these international manuals to be a disorder that, as such, should be treated with psychiatric attention and sexual
reassignment. In this rigid corporeal fragmentation, a product of biomedical
technology and the essentialism that sustains it, we observe how the mind becomes
inalterably associated with interiority, and the body becomes malleable, controllable, and modifiable.
The Clı́nica Especializada Condesa is committed to a nonstigmatizing,
nondiscriminatory, and depathologizing treatment for trans* identities, that is,
with a focus on human rights. Nevertheless, paradoxically, it uses a psychiatric
and biologistic paradigm to explain and treat transgenderism and transsexuality.
As such it reproduces the stigma, discrimination, and pathologization of this
population. It further institutionalizes the violation of human rights, while
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regulating who must or must not be a transgendered or transsexual person, by
investing in the idea of “permission” to access endocrinology —a permission
inevitably linked to the subjectivity of the person issuing it and his or her particular, contingent, and “local” conceptions of gender.
At the same time, these discourses and medical practices, grounded in the
biologistic paradigm, operate as technologies for the normalization of gender,
based in the culture of hegemonic gender. This search for the concordance of sexgender-desire aims to stabilize the subject, objectify it, and make it socially
intelligible. These are discourses generated through the interpellation of subjects
in terms of gender,25 but what place in the culture of hegemonic gender do the
subjects that are constituted through the interpellating definitions occupy? Do
these discourses permit social transformation in order to locate bodies as recognized subjects, as “normal”/“normalized,” and not as abject? Does the interpellation of these discourses destabilize the binary and exclude certain gendered
social orders? What other knowledge and practices can confer intelligibility on the
subject?
From Eón Inteligencia Transgenérica to the Support Group
for Trans* People at the Clı́nica Especializada Condesa

In 2011, Xantall Nuihla, Anxélica Risco, and Alejandra Zúñiga, three of the
founders of Eón Inteligencia Transgenérica, planned a project to provide individual and group therapy to people who required it. The psychotherapeutic care
that was being offered in the clinic consisted of only a diagnostic evaluation, with
the objective of ruling out “other” psychological and/or psychiatric disorders,
before giving “permission” to begin hormone replacement therapy (HRT). The
Éon founders therefore considered it essential to open a space that could meet the
objective of attending to and accompanying the longer-term processes of those
attending the clinic.
This project was approved by the management of the clinic and consisted
of individual therapy appointments with Xantall every two weeks and meetings
with the trans* support group every other Monday, which is where I began my
fieldwork in 2012. The group, despite being embedded in a public-health institution, did not fully share in the presuppositions or paradigms of the branch of
the clinic that offered medical treatment, a core issue that emerges from the
personal and institutional trajectories of the people who proposed it. For them,
this proposal was a way of keeping continuity with Eón, but in a context that had
changed markedly.26 In this particular development, we can see a clear continuity
among activism and public policies, in which the mutual implication and
resignification of both in each other is everywhere evident.
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Xantall Nuihla is a woman who defines herself as bisexual, as a sex therapist, and also as a therapist of desire and the body. She serves as the therapist for
the “trans* group” at the Clı́nica Condesa and is the partner of Anxélica Risco.
Both were members of Eón Inteligencia Transgenérica. Xantall, as group therapist, coordinates with the rest of the specialists at the clinic, who accepted the
project primarily because they would consequently no longer have to offer psychotherapeutic care and information about trans* issues, which ranged far beyond
their own professional skills.27 According to the protocols of Clı́nica Condesa,
says Xantall, the physicians working there must specialize in endocrinological and
psychiatric care.28 The referents of these protocols are those of WPATH because
they have not yet developed their own protocol, beyond condensing the triadic therapy proposed in US-based protocols to the programming capabilities of
the clinic.
For Xantall, it is crucial that this space exist, above all in order to combat
the isolation of trans* people and the misinformation. She employs a great deal of
irony and cynicism in talking about stereotypes, hegemonic behaviors, gender
roles, and everything ranging from the church and morality to transphobia. She
seems to be trying to generate a space that will allow certain ruptures in the
hegemonic order, questioning essentialism as regard gender identities. With
statements like “Nothing that I have in my biology will determine who I am,”29 she
undermines the stability of gender, the homogeneity, the stigma. She speaks of the
myths that justify that order.
Nonetheless, I do believe it is important to point out the recurrence of
medical discourse and science to explain certain issues in her work. What does it
mean to use science in order to narrate the experience of identity? How is this
narration and appeal articulated with that which questions essentialism and the
stability of identity? Is it a conscious exercise of Xantall—this back and forth
between a position that reads identity in an essentialist way and another that
questions precisely this very essentialism? Is there a strategic use of the scientific
discourse? What does that use bring to the therapist and the people being served
by that person? It would seem that when Xantall appeals to science, it has to do
with a need to make intelligible her discourse and legitimize it, but this appeal
reproduces that which she seems intent on countering: the “biologization” and
medicalization of trans* practices.
If sexology confers on people with trans* practices the possibility of being
intelligible through a stable and essential identity, what is the margin of leakage in
those scientific precepts in the trans* experience? Are there discourses (relative to
this antiessentialist positioning) that can offer intelligibility to the subject with
trans* practices? Some of the youngest participants who regularly enter this
discursive space are in search of intelligibility, at a time when they want to decide
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whether to change their body with hormonal treatment. Many stories hinge on an
“I do not know what I am” position, denoting a lack of referential resources that
appeal to the narration of their selves. These experiences arise as much out of a
lack of positive cultural references as from the need to narrate one’s self from a less
culpable position; because of the way they are conflicting with sexual and gender
normativity, it generates guilt in them. Biomedical technology lowers the individual guilt associated with the desire to transgress the culture of hegemonic
gender, making it an inherent necessity of having been born “in the wrong body.”
Persons are looking for not only intelligibility toward one’s self but also a broader
social intelligibility, if we can indeed separate one from the other.
The profile of attendees at the clinic is hardly generalizable, although there
is an identification as trans* that unifies the group, but that also exemplifies the
gap between representation and lived experience. The group comprised persons
aged eighteen to sixty years; people of different geographical origins, social strata,
and educational levels; boys and girls, men and women, families, and couples; and
even friends of trans* people seeking information. Researchers from various
universities were also present. Some of the participants did not disclose the
moment in the transition process in which they found themselves, or how to live
the transition itself, much less the reasons that led them to this space. But they did
share their everyday experiences, the most significant of which were related to
self-rejection linked to fear and social rejection. An additional theme of these
discussions was the inherent confusion in finding neither a definition nor a
legitimate social place to safeguard one’s desires, attitudes, expressions, feelings,
and/or thoughts outside the framework of abnormality, of the abject. The participants shared the wounds and pain of the imposed impossibility of expressing
and enunciating themselves, to incarnate from the edges of the legitimate genders.
The plurality of body and identity was obvious, sometimes linked to the
moment of transition in which they found themselves, and other times linked
simply to their own desire or the lack of options. Some identified as transsexual
women and men, others as transgender, and even bigender, as the person who
had not missed a single group session since 2012 did. The link between identity
categories that are used to name one’s self and the bodily changes that they desired
did not necessarily correspond. There were people who identified themselves as
transsexuals and had not yet decided whether to perform a hormonal treatment,
others who had already decided that they would not or could not for health
reasons, for example. Sexual reassignment surgery was not a goal for most people
attending the group, either for lack of desire for the modification or for lack of
possibilities. Among the younger participants, it was common to go to the group
before making a decision about how to identify and whether or not to get HRT, in
a kind of search for definitions. In this space, it was evident how corporeal and
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identity diversity intersected not only with sex-gender but also to issues of social
class, age, geographical origins, ethnicity, and even style.30 The bodily and subjective experience of a transgender person with little or no financial resources has
little to do with a person who does have them, just like we cannot understand the
social and intimate experience of the transition of a young person in the same way
as we do with someone who is sixty years old. The immediate social context
conditions this experience, as well as skin color, among other things. Economic
resources, status, race, and age group are key factors in shaping regulatory gender
ideals, and therefore the corposubjectivation processes of the participants.
Another piece of evidence is that, over time, the configurations of corposubjectivity were transforming as much because of the participation in the group
and the treatment as because of other factors in the everyday life of each participant. In the experience of transformation through treatment and participation in
the therapeutic group, the exchange of experiences and strategies given in the
shared space, as well as the different ideas promoted by the therapist, became
fundamental. The result was a space for the production of everyday knowledges,
built from the experience of participants and the therapist, and nonetheless
pierced by hegemonic knowledges. These are subjugated knowledges that do not
break absolutely with the categories, definitions, and concepts of a hegemonic
corpus; rather, they stress them, resignify them, and are embodied in ways that are
particular and complex.
The specific configuration of space, offering security and confidentiality
for naming and expressing concerns, opinion, or intimacy, made it a place where
inevitably judgments or racist, homophobic, sexist, classist, and even transphobic
expressions emerged. This space, dedicated to questioning stereotypes and social
prejudices about gender, was not without reproduction of the same judgments
toward the other, making obvious the embodiment of prevailing values and
norms in the culture, reinforced by knowledge, practices, and institutions such as
the medical, legal, or familial. In some cases, as a strategy for passing, macho or
sexist attitudes linked to hegemonic ideals about masculinity and femininity were
reproduced: One participant declared, “To be a man, I have to despise women, or
to be a woman I must be available to the male gaze or express weakness.”31 It is
interesting how such expressions even became linked to the effects of hormonal
treatment for each specific gender, showing us the impossibility of narrating the
biological effects without gendering them, the impossibility of reading a body
without culturing it—while we are obligated to question ourselves regarding the
limits, if they do exist, between the merely anatomical and the cultural and subjective. A more detailed analysis would allow us, perhaps, to destabilize these
fictitious, representational limits—between body and mind, nature and culture—
with a base upon which knowledge can be built.
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These conceptions about gender ideals also correspond with both psychiatric and medical narratives that define transsexuality and gender—the phase
of “real life experience”32 or “role training” as the Mexican sexologists call it—as
with social narratives that prevail in our context and that men and women
reproduce daily. One of the most interesting peculiarities of this space was the
ongoing task of deconstructing the ideas of the trans* experience that emerged
from the medical institution providing the therapist, by using narratives closer to
trans* activism than to the preconceptions in which the medical treatment in
Mexico City has been institutionalized.
Ethnographic Reflections: From Representation to Corposubjectivation

The first ethnographic reflections arising from my research in the Clı́nica Condesa
focus on the specifics of the therapeutic group in the context of the clinic and, in
turn, the broader context of the trans* situation in Mexico City, and how this
entire web of actors, discourses, and practices impacts the processes of corposubjectivation of the trans* people attending the group. On the one hand, the
program of psychotherapeutic care is developed within the framework of the
institution but not regulated by it, implying that the two paradigms of care coexist
together in one place, reproducing in both a certain ambiguity regarding the
discourses they use. The biologistic/scientific paradigm and the social/activist one
live together in the enunciation of discourses issuing from science, sexology,
human rights, and activism, all in turn strongly influenced by skills and knowledge imported from the United States.
This fact is a historical legacy that led, in a certain moment, to the alliance
between Eón Inteligencia Transgenérica and IMESEX. The purpose of reconstructing the path from 1996 to the present is precisely to show the relationship
between sexology and activism—which I consider to be of fundamental importance in current endeavors—in order to rethink the social treatment of the trans*
issue in Mexico City today. In line with the Colombian sociologist Marı́a Fernanda Carrillo’s proposals (2008), I believe that the trans* issue today is undergoing a process of institutionalization of transgression. This means that the
transgression that occurs in the trans* experience neither goes “outside” the rules
nor breaks the rules. Rather, as the Latin Americanist Manuel Roberto Escobar
(2011) suggests in relation to the “trans body,” it puts them in tension and moves
within the limits that they set, as do, I contend, all other social subjects.
In the group, concepts such as identity, gender, sex, sexuality, and even
transgender in some particular moments, or experiences like the effects of hormonal treatment, are defined from the medical and sexological discourse, while
the space is fundamentally where discourses of deconstruction of certain ideas
and stereotypes of gender and sex are produced.33 This ambiguity regarding the
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treatment of gender and sexuality highlights prevailing medicalized referents in
the clinic. In this sense, the concept of relative power that Teresa de Lauretis
(1989) revises from Wendy Hollway in Technologies of Gender applies:34 understanding it as the motivation that drives people to narrate themselves from
a natural identity, with the promise or hope that in the “alleged” end of the
“process of transition,” their social status will have improved or normalized. For
Hollway, this is what enables agency through the various structural investments. Are the investments of the protagonists in my research those that enable
changes in the dominant discourses, which can “yield greater relative power”?
(de Lauretis 1989: 24).
At the same time, it is important to ask ourselves whether the promise of
normalization constitutes an imaginary possible for all, or if it, rather, is articulated in terms of social class, race, and other factors that shape not only everyday
experience but also social gender ideals, to which we have access. It is in this
interesting configuration where one can observe the attitudes, discourses, emotions, mechanisms, and norms through which gender is constituted, where social
intelligibility is conferred and coherence between gender-sex-desire is negotiated,
in addition to their points of leakage. The naturalization of identity as a strategy
for passing, the erasure of “who I used to be,” the biologistic discourse—the
technology of social normalization par excellence—as an explanatory resource all
highlight the social pressure and the pressure of the existing medical institution to
make a construction of gender coincide with sex, a fact that extends outside the
clinic through legal provisions and the reforms for sex-gender concordance,
which not only have trans* people as their target but are also latently directed at
the entire society (Pons 2011).
Despite this pressure and expectation, there are always gaps that demonstrate the fragility of the regulatory ideals of gender, about which Judith Butler
speaks in several of her works (1993; 1990). The ambiguous and even contradictory condition with which different theoretical and social references in the clinic
are used to inform the patients in the transgender program, and the contradictions that are evident in the stories of both the therapist and of those attending the
group, evidence something that the subject can hardly escape: its own incoherence
and complexity (de Lauretis 1989) and its condition of plagiarism/copy (Butler
1993; 1990). In turn, these questions show us the imperfection of the regulatory
gender ideals themselves and the discourses that try to sustain them.
For example, on many occasions in the group, one heard comments that
depicted transition as a path and the start of the other gender as a rebirth. This
rebirth erases earlier memories and foretells a stormy childhood that, in turn, hides
the traces of the incarnation of the new gender, which is assumed as an identity
that has always been there.35 Xantall, however, encourages a reconciliation with the
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previous biography, offsetting what is promoted by the medical definition. She
does it through a discourse that highlights the need for that history as part of the
biography.36 She also sharply challenges the linearity of the processes of transition,
as it conceives the goal in terms of total ability to pass or achieve sexual reassignment. All these definitions and conditions are what medical discourse uses to
define trans* and thus homogenize and “normalize” it: technologies of the normalization of sexual identities.37 Many interventions at the meetings concerned the
issue of naturalization as a technology of gender,38 but these interventions generally combined the strategy of legitimacy and intelligibility with a tendency to
question hegemonic gender, its norms and stereotypes, and its relationship to
sexuality. Is normalization possible, understood as the process by which something
becomes intelligible and legitimate in the social field,39 at the margin of these
normalizing discourses par excellence?
The answer seems simple: no. However, people attending the group search
for identification with one or another gender through the framework of social
intelligibility, but without necessarily looking for the correspondence of sexgender. This shows the elasticity and noncompulsory nature of the correspondence between sex and gender, as well as a multiplicity of experiences that exceed
the representations available and corresponds to the number of subjects attending
the group.
Gender as Norm and Leakage:
Tensions between the Representation and the Experience

Both trans* people and people that are not trans* become subjects in relation to
the normativity of gender because we cite the norms imperfectly and because
these are ideal and as such are unattainable. There is no “outside”—not even the
abject is outside gender norms or the heterosexual matrix.40 On the contrary, the
unintelligible constitutes the intelligible, the normal constitutes the abnormal and
vice versa (Butler 1993). It is in this precarious, imperfect citational practice, in
which the gaps and possibilities of subversion arise, according to Butler (2004),
but not even the subversion itself has to be the conscious exercise of a subject who
intentionally wishes to transgress, nor must the effects of this subversion directly
transform normativity or regulatory ideals. The possibility of one’s own transformation of themselves will depend, among other things, upon relative power
(de Lauretis 1989), as well as on the social position of the subject in question,
intersected not only by gender but also by social factors such as class, ethnicity,
socioeconomic status, age, and physical capacity.
The use of medical discourse and discourses of resistance at the same time,
to have intelligibility, shows the ambiguity that those experiencing transition are
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not always and not only seeking gender stability and coherence; rather, they are
seeking a corposubjectivation that allows one to live a livable life, negotiated and
contested in tension with social normativity, in which gender becomes central but
articulates with other characteristics oppression vectors that condition or shape it
in peculiar ways. As we speak of the transition processes understood in the
context of treatment for sex-gender agreement, we can also speak of processes of
corposubjectivation in general. But it is important to highlight the paradox. Given
the history and specific configuration of the therapeutic group at the clinic, the life
history and trajectory of the therapist in activist groups, the “failure” to regulate
therapy on the part of the medical specialists of the clinic, and the existing legal
vacuum in matters of health care in the context of Mexico City are all contributing factors, expanding possibilities for enveloping, displacing, inhabiting the
interstices, for collectively resignifying and producing in the group’s local
knowledges and referents, which differ from the legitimate representations produced by medical and legal knowledge.
The relative precarity of prevailing transitional health care in its institutionalization in Mexico City shows us that, on the level of regulation that this
implies, there has opened up a breach of possibility for the reinstrumentalization
of biomedical technology, and a leakage issuing from that same regulation
through a space of production of knowledges that are “other,” “local,” and about
the trans* issue specifically, but also about the prevailing provisions for gender
and body in general. One might therefore conclude that there is an implicit
pathologization, which we found as much in the legal provisions —with its
adjudications of gender-sex concordance—as we did in the institutionalized
medical provisions and in the sexological treatment largely applied in Mexico
City. But despite the existence of these provisions for the regulation of sexuality
and gender, constructed with their foundation in the heterosexual and Western
paradigm, the experience shows how processes of corposubjectivation find
intelligibility beyond the social representations that these provisions generate. At
the same time, it is in the experience in which these knowledges are resignified and
reinstrumentalized, producing local knowledges that exceeds them, and that
questions them, from within themselves.
We cannot speak, then, only of subjects subjected to regulatory regimes;
rather, we must understand that gender, in addition to being a norm, is a leakage
of itself—not only as far as trans* identities are concerned, because no subject as
such can be outside normativity. But neither can one be completely subjugated to
it because the norm is representation, and as such is always in tension with
experience.41
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By processes of corposubjectivation, I mean those by which the subject is embodied as
such and in which social representations around gender, race, and class participate
performatively in a manner that is complex, particular, and constant. It is a continuous
movement of material transformation of the complex corporeal, subjective, and cultural
framework that involves the subject in relation to its context.
Even though there were groups of transvestites, as recounted by Sofı́a Argüello (2013: 79),
they weren’t politicizing transvestite identity.
In my work, I maintain the category of “vestida” (dressed) or “travestido” (transvestite or
cross-dresser), which I find in the oral sources.
The abbreviation stands for the first letters of the names of the founders (Gutiérrez 2014:
92).
According to the website for ILGA, it held the 17th ILGA World Conference in Rio de
Janeiro (Brazil) in 1995. In 1996, the first Regional Committee of Latin America took place
in Bogotá (Colombia) during which Mexican delegates were present alongside those
from Brazil, Ecuador, Colombia, Chile, Argentina, and other Central American countries
(ILGA).
Anxélica Risco, field diary, March 11, 2014.
Anxélica Risco, field diary, March 11, 2014.
Interview with Anxélica Risco, Xantall Nuihla, and Alejandra Zúñiga, November 15, 2012,
Mexico City.
While the concept of gender was invented, later feminist theorists and activists would
appropriate it in order to consolidate the slogan that biology is not destiny (Fausto Sterling
2000; Preciado 2008; Butler 2004; Nieto 1998; Carrillo 2008; Lamas 2012; Laqueur 1990).
The diagnostic categories that refer to gender identity disorders were first introduced in
the 1978 International Classification of Diseases (WHO 1978) and the official nomenclature of the APA in 1980 (APA 1980).
For the Mexican feminist anthropologist Marta Lamas (2012: 121), these phenomena of
medicalization, mediatization, and pathologization, which were geographically situated
in the United States, were globally imposed by what Bolı́var Echeverrı́a terms the
“Americanization of modernity” (quoted in Lamas 2012: 9); this theorization articulates
with what Manuel Roberto Escobar (2011) proposed in his comparative research about
leaders in the trans* movement in Mexico City and Bogota, and also links with the
baroque proposal made by Bolı́var Echeverrı́a (1994, 1997, 2008). See more in Lamas 2012
and Escobar 2011.
At first only “lesbian gay” (LG), until 1999, when “transgender and transsexual” (T) and
“bisexual” (B) were added, thanks to the gradal visibility and politicization of transgender.
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For further information, see Laguarda 2007; Argüello 2013; and Martı́nez 2014.
This meeting took place during ”Ser Humano” (Human Being), an event of discussion
and sensibilization coordinated by a civil-society organization working on issues of HIV
and offering a shelter; Eón shared a table with Dr. Juan Luis Álvarez Gayou, founder of
the Instituto Méxicano de Sexologı́a (IMESEX).
Alejandra Zúñiga, one of the founders of Eón, was invited as a member of the group to
attend the First Forum of Sexual Diversity and Human Rights in the Legislative Assembly
of the District, where he presented a paper (1999).
Anxélica Risco, field diary, March 11, 2014.
Interview with Anxélica Risco, Xantall Nuihla, and Alejandra Zúñiga, November 15, 2012,
Mexico City.
The institutionalization of sexology in Mexico and the institutionalization of human
rights have influenced each other, as described in Eva Alcántara and Ivonne Szasz (2013),
“Between the Local and the Global: Chronicles for Understanding the Field of Sexology
in Mexico.” Sexologists like Dr. Juan Luis Alvarez Gayou, Lic. Luis Perelman, and
Dr. David Barrios have had a major influence in the field of sexual diversity.
In this period, other legislative initiatives were also presented and approved at the local
level (but in Mexico City alone) on the themes of body, gender, and sexuality, including
the Law of Coexisting Societies of 2006, legalized abortion during the first twelve weeks of
pregnancy in 2007, and the Anticipated Will Act in 2007 (Carrillo 2008, 56).
I conducted interviews with specialists including Juan Luis Alvarez Gayou of IMESEX,
David Barrios, and educator Luis Perelman of Armario Abierto (Open Closet), a specialized LGTB library and organization of civil society, under the auspices of the project
“Discourses, Practices and Representations of the Regulation of Sex-Gender in Infancy,”
whose principal investigator is Dr. Eva Alcántara of the Universidad Autónoma
Metropolitana—Unidad Xochimilco.
Interview with David Barrios on July 11, 2014, and interview with Juan Luis Alvarez Gayou
on July 8, 2014, under the auspices of the project “Discourses, Practices and Representations of Sex-Gender Adjustment in Childhood,” with lead researcher Dr. Eva Alcántara
of the Universidad Autónoma Metropolitana—Unidad Xochimilco.
At the time of this writing in early 2016, it is still in the initial phase and has not been
replicated in any other health institution in the city.
Author’s field diary, meeting with Xantall Nuihla, November 1, 2012.
As explained by Dr. Juan Carlos Jorge (2010), School of Medicine, University of Puerto
Rico.
Louis Althusser’s concept of interpellation is taken up by de Lauretis to discuss the
“process whereby a social representation is accepted and absorbed by an individual as his
(or her) own representation and thus becomes, for that individual, real, even when in
reality it is imaginary” (1989: 19).
Author’s field diary, meeting with Xantall Nuihla, November 1, 2012.
It’s interesting to attend to the corporeal fragmentation of the treatment itself. The
endocrinologist treats only hormonal issues, and the psychiatrist deals with only the
psychic state of the patient, leaving the therapist to carry out the task of giving information about the trans* issue and then providing therapeutic care.
Author’s field diary, meeting with Xantall Nuihla, November 1, 2012.
Author’s field diary, January 21, 2013.
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For example, there were those in the group whose style of dress was aesthetically linked to
their passion for rock music or video games.
This issue was extensively addressed in the sessions I participated in at the clinic’s trans*
support group.
Among the care protocols most used internationally for the diagnosis and treatment of
transsexuality are those of the World Professional Association of Transgender Health
(WPATH), denominated as Standards of Care for Gender Identity Disorders (SOC). For
versions of SOC, see WPATH 2015. One of the stages of treatment they propose is “the
real life experience,” during which the person lives their daily life in the gender they feel
they have and the psychiatrist, psychologist, or sexologist makes a record and in many
cases an evaluation of this experience.
Author’s field diary, January 21, 2013.
This is defined as “something between an emotional commitment and a created interest
in the relative power (the satisfaction, award, redistribution) that that position promises
(but isn’t necessarily always satisfied)” (de Lauretis 1989: 23).
Jose Antonio Nieto (2008), the Spanish anthropologist specializing in transgender issues,
named this experience “transnatalidad” (transnatality; Pons 2011).
Author’s field diary, March 3, 2013.
A concept mostly used by Beatriz Preciado (2003), which refers not only to discourses but
also to practices aimed at constituting and reproducing the prevailing gender regulatory
ideals in every historical moment and geopolitical location. An example would be the
hormonal treatments that aim to “normalize” the abject subject in which the correspondence of body-identity-sexuality is questioned—supported by an institution,
medical discourses, biological discourses, and performative body practices that constitute the subject as a gendered subject, in this case, as normal because now the body and
identity theoretically correspond.
A concept defined by Teresa de Lauretis as “techniques and discursive strategies through
which gender is constructed” (1989: 19).
Judith Butler in Undoing Gender dedicates a chapter to “the regulation of gender,” a
phrase that precisely defines the concept of norm (Butler 2004). From the thesis provided, normalization may be understood as a process by which something is made
intelligible and legitimate in the social field.
The heterosexual matrix, according to Butler, defines that which is “normal” and that
which is not, that which is understandable and what is not: “a discursive/epistemological
hegemonic model of gender intelligibility that assumes that in order for bodies to be
coherent and make sense they have to have a stable sex expressed through a stable
gender . . . that is defined hierarchically and by opposition through the practice of
compulsory heterosexuality” (1990: 151).
The analysis in this article is based on the reform of the civil code and civil procedures
approved in 2008, and the special judgment on increasing compliance to reassignment
pursuant to the concordance of sex-gender. For the legal text, see Decreto 2008. On
February 5, 2015, the reform was modified, instituting the legal recognition of gender
identity without judgment or medical and/or psychological expertise as requirements of
the same (Decreto 2015). I will analyze this legal reform in future articles, as well as
address the fieldwork done in support of the political process in which I participated.
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Translating Hijra into Transgender
Performance and Pehchān
in India’s Trans-Hijra Communities

JEFF ROY

Abstract This article analyzes discourses and performance practices in India’s hijra and transgender
communities through a comparison of badhais (ritualistic acoustic music and dance performed by
hijras) and dances from the professional transgender-led troupe known as the Dancing Queens.
Differences between the two evince the transformation of regimes and representations of hijra
identity from devalorized codes of social difference to respectable, middle-class ones within a
transgender narrative of self-understanding and personal empowerment.
Keywords hijra, India, music, performance, identity

n June 2015, the director of programming for Project Pehchān (“acknowledgment,” “identity,” or “recognition” in Hindi-Urdu) at the India HIV/AIDS
Alliance invited me to film a day-long function called the “Third National Hijra
Habba” (“festival” in the language of Kannada).1 The purpose of the event was
to build awareness about the “ongoing struggle for rights, respect, and dignity
for the transgender community”2 and begin discussions surrounding the standardization of the definition of transgender for the purpose of parliamentary
action that was to follow the April 2014 ruling by the Indian Supreme Court to
legally recognize the “third gender.”3 Attended by over 350 transgender and hı̄jrā
community members, the event featured an elaborate array of speeches from
government ministers, “open meetings” with local leaders, cultural events, and
performances from India’s premiere professional transgender- and hijra-led
dance contingent known as the Dancing Queens.4 In matching attire, the troupe
presented two eclectic sets of regional, Bollywood, and international dances
highlighting the event’s mission (see fig. 1).
Against the backdrop of this and other national-level events to define
transgender for institutional recognition, this article investigates what transgender
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legitimacy involves within the
framework of hijra identity.
Among other questions, I ask:
What among the experiences,
practices, and performances
of hijra gets included in the
making of transgender? What
gets excluded? How do changing discourses about what it
means to identify as hijra alter
the ways music and dance in Figure 1. Performance by Abhina Aher of the
the hijra gharānā (household, Dancing Queens at the Third National Hijra Habba,
sponsored by Project Pehchān and India HIV/AIDS Alliance,
literally “of the house”) are Delhi; still from video footage captured by the author,
practiced (and vice versa)? I June 30, 2015
suggest that newly emerging
transgender and hijra-led (hereafter referred to as “trans-hijra”) performance
ensembles are participating in the creation of new, emergent adaptive strategies
for hijra identity. Established within a reconstituted urban Indian context, these
strategies are predicated on trading recently devalorized ways of encoding hijra
difference for updated, modern ones based on middle-class respectability and within
a distinctly transgender lexicon of self-understanding and personal empowerments.5
As I illustrate below, the translation of hijra to transgender is revealed in changes
to regimes and representations of the gharana, the guru-chelā (“teacher-disciple”)
relationship, music pedagogies, and performances.
Transgender, Hijra, and Other Terms

At least in urban centers like Mumbai and Delhi,6 transgender is not synonymous to hijra but possesses at least two distinct meanings in “Hinglish” (Hindi
and English code switching) parlance.7 On the one hand, transgender serves as
a catch-all meant to encompass a potpourri of gender expressions that are
grouped within the “koti family” (a taxonomy for receptive, “effeminate” men)
of gender-nonconforming communities. These include hijras, catla (sariwearing) kotis, kada-catla (non-sari-wearing) kotis, and zenana kotis (Muslimassociated women-men). Other transgender expressions under this domain
include jogins (otherwise known as jogtas or jogappas, who are temple devotees
of the Goddess Renuka-Yellamma), siva-satis (devotees of Shiva), and thirunangai Aravanis (devotees of Lord Aravan from Tamil Nadu; see Gayatri
Reddy’s “scheme of koti variation” [2005: 53]). These individuals are grouped
accordingly because they “all look like men . . . but [are] self-identified as koti”
(52) and are largely defined by regional languages, cultures, and/or religious
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traditions (as is the case with the distinction between the jogta, siva-sati, and
thirunangai communities, among others).
While I find the categories useful to know in the field, I do not read them as
experiential fact for those who live them. In the country’s urban centers, for one,
cultural particularities based on prescribed ethnic, religious, linguistic, and caste/
class affiliation, and the boundaries defining these communities, are absorptive.
For example, while I have met hijras who call themselves kothi, I have also met
kothis who prefer to call themselves hijra, thirunangais who perform hijra badhai
songs from Gujarat, and even jogtas who participate in hijra rituals while
“passing” as non-sari-wearing kothis. Second, while transgender is a common
replacement for koti/kothi in scholarly and colloquial discourse (depending on the
context), their interchangeability conflates gender identity and sexuality while
neglecting the necessary task of problematizing both terms along historical and
ethnographic grounds. Under this rubric, hijras become subcategories of koti/
kothi. By extension, this taxonomy suggests that hijra bodies and desires are
merely “extreme” examples of kothi, which is akin to the misinterpretation of the
relationship between transgender women and gay men in the West and elsewhere.
Where might hijras who identify as transgender women, third gender, and/or
sannyasi (asexual ascetics) place themselves in this rubric (Reddy 2005: 56)? In
these cases, it is necessary to make the distinction between taxonomies based on
perceived differences in bodily appearance and sexual preference and those based
on sociocultural variables that determine membership and social status engendered within and by the hijra gharana.
This brings us to the second meaning of transgender. While the term has
existed for decades in the West,8 it has been employed relatively recently in India
as a category emphasizing one’s individuality and self-understanding (as distinct
from one’s social identity). David Valentine contends that, as a whole, the term
transgender must be seen “in the context of broader changes in US American
understandings of identity politics, the body, and embodied identities in the late
twentieth century [which have been] shaped by shifts in neoliberal capitalist
modes of production and consumption where ‘difference’ can be exploited as a
market niche as much as enabling new forms of subjectivity” (Valentine 2007: 37;
also see Chasin 2001; Martin 1994; Sender 2004). The translation of hijra into
transgender in this way has been an ongoing effort since the emergence of India’s
HIV/AIDS nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) and LGBTIQ activist community in the mid-1990s. Funded by various global organizations, including the
UN (United Nations) AIDS Development Programmes, among others, organizations such as the Naz (Pride) Foundation in Uttar Pradesh and the Humsafar
(Life Companion) Trust in Mumbai established outreach programs based on
notions of individual empowerment and the proliferation of globally endorsed
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identity categories based on sexuality and gender identity. These include the
universally accepted constructs of “men who have sex with men” (MSM)—which
in India include hijras and kotis/kothis —as well as other English-language
markers of gender and sexuality (Roy 2015b: 17).9 However, recently gaining
symbolic capital among these same organizations has been the re/appropriation
of Hindi-Urdu monikers of gender and sexuality. This is signaled by the notion of
pehchān ( ﭘﮩﭽﺎﻥand पहचान, pronounced “pɛtʃăn”), an Urdu word with Persian
etymology that signifies “acknowledgment,” “identity,” or “recognition.”
The term pehchān was employed in 2010 by the nationwide India HIV/AIDS
Alliance to designate a program reaching out and expanding the potential for
usually lower-class clients who are particularly at risk of infection. As of 2015, Project
Pehchān operates across seventeen (out of twenty-nine) states with five subrecipients
(independent organizations),10 and at least two hundred sub-subrecipients (organizations funded and staffed by their subrecipients) in both urban and rural areas.
In addition to providing sexual, reproductive health, and HIV services to at least
450,000 MSM, transgender, and hijra community members, the program also
empowers its participants through community-driven advocacy initiatives. (For a
description of the program, see SAATHII 2015.) The Dancing Queens is one
example of the growing number of performance-based ensembles spearheaded by
trans-hijra practitioners (see Roy 2015a, 2015b).
It is here where I begin to draw connections between pehchan as a locus
of self-understanding or individual identity and Pehchan (with a capital P) as
a sociopolitical designation for social recognition, acknowledgment, and empowerment. The two meanings intersect in a statement delivered by Laxmi Narayan
Tripathi, a well-known trans-hijra activist, at the Habba. She declared (in Hindi),
“Pehchān Project belongs to every person who wants to establish his or her own
individuality — his or her pehchan” (July 30, 2015). A similar sentiment was
expressed by Project Pehchān manager and Dancing Queens founder Abhina
Aher, in a documentary short film that I directed about the event. In a recorded
interview, she described Project Pehchān as that which is “written on the faces
of everyone here” (Aher 2015). In these cases, pehchan as a locus of selfunderstanding and Pehchan as a sociopolitical designation for social recognition become mutually affirming and coconstitutive. Without one, there
would not be the other. Keeping this in mind, I seek to understand how recent
changes to music and dance practice participate in the translation of hijra into
transgender. I suggest that, at least in theory, changes in these performance
practices reflect and engender a shift from socially transgressive, devalorized
modes of hijra social identity toward an embrace of respectable, middle-class
transgender ones based on self-understanding and empowerment.
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Music, Dance, and Identity

One of the ways that we can begin to make sense of the translation of hijra into
transgender is to distinguish identities that are assigned socially, or from “the
collective contexts we are part of,” from those that are assigned individually, or
answer the question “Who am I?” (Gripsud 2002: 6). This is grounded in the
understanding that identities are contingent, unstable, malleable, and/or politically driven for reasons other than those that are believed to be essential or lasting.
I suggest that their music and dance practices participate in the creation of
identity formations that help define what hijra both is and is not. As Timothy Rice
summarizes a point made by ethnomusicologist Peter Manuel (1989), “the construction of identity as a form of self-understanding through music is accomplished when identities need to be or are being changed” for various social and
political reasons (Rice 2007: 26). Music facilitates this process by changing itself or
by being changed by the performers who want to “participate in the construction
of new identities (self-understandings) and the symbolic presentation or representation of that self-understanding to others so that others’ understandings of
the group can change as well” (26–27). If music and dance are central ways of
reflecting and engendering identity, what happens when the very music and dance
forms that define hijra are changed and/or challenged by new forms?
This line of questioning does not necessarily conform to certain commonly held beliefs and practices in hijra culture. Urmi Jadhav, a hijra chela and
political activist, once explained to me that in order to become a hijra, one “must
possess a hij”—a term that she described in her own words as an inherent tendency within one’s body and emotions to become hijra (Jadhav 2015). In another
interview, Abhina Aher described her journey into the hijra gharana as something
she was destined for. “The rhythm was there inside me,” she explained me (Aher
2010). Both Abhina’s and Urmi’s discourses enact a strategic essentialism that
frames hijra through a lens of authenticity and tradition. It suggests that hijra is
not only uniquely Indian but something that has been uniquely Indian since time
immemorial.
The notion of an age-old hijra tradition has been referenced strategically
in many of the national political efforts driving the way for the institutionalization
of the word transgender in India. One poignant example is none other than Anand
Grover’s argument presented in front of the Indian Supreme Court, which ultimately paved the way for the April 2014 bill granting legal recognition to the
country’s transgender communities. In the argument he presented to the Supreme
Court, Grover stated that discrimination on the grounds of gender identity
not only violated the constitutional guarantee of equality but also ignored India’s
rich tradition of transgender and hijra culture, including the contribution of
Aravani communities in Hindu religious pilgrimage ceremonies like Koovagam in
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Tamil Nadu, and ancient texts pointing out the musical roles played by eunuchs in
the royal Mughal courts (Roy 2014).
Music and dance were included in a description of the hijra community
furnished by the British colonial government. In 1871, it enacted the Criminal
Tribes Act (CTA) calling for the registration, surveillance, and control of “certain
tribes and eunuchs.” The act defined these so-called eunuchs along a number of
parameters, including those who:
(A) are reasonably suspected of kidnapping or castrating children, or of committing offenses under Section 377 of the Indian Penal Code; (B) appear dressed or
ornamented like a woman, in a public street or place, or in any other place, with the
intention of being seen; and (C) dance or play music, or take part in any public
exhibition, in a public street or place or for hire in a private house. (Collection of
Acts Passed by the Governor-General of India in Council of the Year 1871)

Through the regulation and surveillance of badhais—among other mostly
benign practices—the potential for criminal behavior and its codification were
inscribed onto the bodies of dancing hijras (Reddy 2005: 27). Now, as evidenced
by Anand Grover’s argument to the Supreme Court, music and dance have
become vital to the community’s efforts to reclaim, (re)legitimize, and reconfigure its cultural heritage. The following sections attempt to trace how pedagogies
and performances within the context of the gharana are being shaped by—and
engendering the transformation of hijra into—new conceptions and practices
surrounding what it means to be transgender.
Hijra Music and Identity as Belonging

The centuries-old practice of badhai conventionally serves as performative
blessings of fertility and financial prosperity for willing patrons at weddings,
births (of male children), or store openings. Badhai songs are also frequently
performed at jalsas (initiation ceremonies, literally “meeting”), religious pilgrimages, and other interregional hijra gatherings for a variety of ritualistic
purposes. In these cases, the music calls to and/or conveys spiritual significance
on behalf of the Mother Goddess known as Bahuchara Mata who sings through
their voices (Roy 2015b: 198). Aside from its spiritual implications, badhai music
lies at the center of hijra economic and social vitality, providing the basis for the
community’s primary organizational and pedagogical system —the gharana.
The word gharānā is utilized in Hindustani (North Indian) music
nomenclature and refers specifically to a “family tradition,” or a “stylistic school
and/or members of that school” (Neuman 1990: 272). As I further interrogate
in my dissertation, certain parallels can be seen between the social organization
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of Hindustani and hijra gharanas. For instance, the basis of the Hindustani
gharana—ustād-śāgird silsila or guru-śisya paramparā (Muslim and Hindu
_
equivalents to the teacher-student relationship, respectively) —functions like an
apprenticeship system. In this system, learning consists not only of aural osmosis
but “an elaborate ritual of instruction” known as talı̄m, another Urdu term
roughly translated as “instruction” (Neuman 2004: 102). Learning depends on the
maintenance of the ustād-śāgird relationship, and students are usually expected to
spend time with their teachers in contexts outside the immediate purview of the
music lesson, as it provides the student with the opportunity to passively absorb
aspects of a professional musician’s life. The “lesson,” therefore, not only structures music learning but implicitly “of being a musician” and, consequently, of
advancing socially within the gharana and gharānedar society (Neuman 1990: 58).
In many cases, students work around the house or run errands, receiving lessons
or home-cooked meals in return, to access other aspects of his professional life.
This type of labor or service—a demonstration of izzat (“respect” or “honor”)—
is linked to the learning process and has conventionally been associated with a
“feudal” (premodern) system of learning wherein the teacher is “the owner of the
‘land,’ or the holder of information, and the student is the laborer that cultivates
it” (Qureshi 2002: 92). Whether feudal or not, izzat is a type of currency students
use for their teachers, not only as a means of learning music but also to progress
socially within gharanedar society (see Roy 2015a, 2015b). The livelihood of the
student, therefore, depends on the cultivation of izzat, and on the strength of the
ustād-śāgird relationship.
Like the Hindustani tradition, hijra gharanas possess specific repertoires of
beliefs, customs, and musical practices that often have large bearings on an
individual’s social status within the gharana and larger hijra community. Hijra
gharanas are founded upon the assumed preeminence of the guru, and her duty to
teach and nurture her chelas. Aural learning consists of elaborate rituals of
instruction surrounding key music and ritualistic practices like badhais, as well as
the “passive absorption” of these and other aspects of hijra life. Similar to the
Hindustani tradition, demonstrations of service, or izzat, have a large bearing on
the ways hijra chelas navigate their identities within the gharana. Badhai music is
part of what sustains the economy of izzat and consequently the authority of the
guru.11
While it is unclear as to when the term gharānā arose in hijra parlance, its
regular use in Hindustani music culture arose in prominent use only in the 1980s.
As Daniel Neuman (1990) argues, the word reflects and engenders a strategy of
framing Hindustani music culture along discourses of authenticity and tradition
as a way of preserving it from the forces of modernity that actually helped to define
it along these terms. This parallels the way in which political institutionalization
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(via the April 2014 Supreme Court ruling) helped to define transgender through
the discourse of hijra essentialism and tradition.
The Dancing Queens and Identity as Self-Understanding

At the same time that transgender is legitimized through the notion of hijra
tradition, practices and conceptions of the hijra family are changing alongside
differences in approach to music pedagogy, economy, performance repertoires,
and stagings. At the center of these changes are trans-hijra activists like Abhina
and Urmi, among others.
About six years ago, I met Abhina at a Cafe Coffee Day in the Santacruz
West neighborhood of Mumbai. The Dancing Queens had just formed one year
earlier in 2009 as a central attraction of the Queer Azādi (Freedom) March fundraising initiative. The success of their first performance—which garnered the
attention of the local press and drew in approximately thirty thousand rupees (the
equivalent to about US$750)—catapulted them to the forefront of the Mumbai
pride organization committee. Now, the Dancing Queens virtually serves as the
face of Mumbai’s pride events.12
At the café, Abhina spoke about how the idea for the group took form soon
after her own coming out. As a young boy, Abhina had considered herself a
dancer, although for fear of being “outed” by her mother, she secretly took lessons
from a dance guru. After coming out, Abhina joined a hijra gharana and began
dancing “in the drag style.” After one year,
I started to realize the kind of guys I would attract, but I was not comfortable with
it. The reason why I did it is to have that kind of thrill. It’s a different kind of
feeling. After a while I realized that it was not worth it, because once you remove
that makeup, you get a different kind of reaction. All the attraction is gone. [Bar
dancing] was a humiliation for the real talent that I have. Ultimately talent is
something which will only cherish if people appreciate it. If I don’t get my
appreciation, I won’t get satisfied. . . . I was at a stage where I needed a different
kind of audience; I needed an audience that would appreciate me for who I am.
(Aher 2010; see Roy 2015a, 2015b)

Born and raised in Mumbai, Abhina is middle class and formally educated, having
attended the University of Mumbai for a degree in public health and working as
an Indian informant communications specialist for Johns Hopkins University.
At the age of twenty, while still part of the gharana, she joined the Humsafar Trust
and began a position as an outreach coordinator. Soon after, Abhina began
hormone therapy at the onset of her gender transition and subsequently left the
gharana because, in her words, it had not provided the freedom or independence
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that she desired. Abhina later found another guru, and now as a guru of several
chelas of her own, Abhina actively encourages their independence and professionalization. Many go to school, work in the nonprofit sector, and have found
other legitimate means of employment.
As mentioned, housed within the larger governing structure of the hijra
gharana is the formal bond between “mother” and “daughter,” an apprenticeship
system wherein learning consists largely of aural osmosis dependent on demonstrations of “service” manifested in the form of izzat. Redefining the guru-chela
relationship by cultivating advancement opportunities for her daughters lies at
the heart of Abhina’s vision. Although Abhina is a hijra guru, her pedagogical
approach challenges the imbalances presented by these demonstrations of izzat
through the adoption of egalitarian participation. This is expressed in a recorded
interview I conducted with Abhina and Urmi, her eldest chela. In the interview,
Abhina states:
It’s more than just a guru-chela relationship. I don’t think it has much to do with
that, because I never treat her as my disciple. I never treat her as my chela, or
something like that, because I treat her equally. And she also makes sure that she
respects all the freedom and all the kinds of opportunities that I provide
her. . . . Sometimes I’m her friend. Sometimes I’m her lover. Sometimes I’m her
husband. I don’t know what exactly. That’s the kind of relationship that we have
together and that makes us bonded to each other and keep both of us grounded.
(Aher and Jadhav 2013; see also Roy 2015a, 2015b)

In theories of participatory culture, a high educative dividend is achieved through
the designation of multiple leadership roles and the cultivation of outlets to apply
them (Kelty et al. 2014). Abhina appropriates the power dynamic implicit awarded
by her izzat within the traditional hijra guru-chela relationship (by being declared
“mother”) but subverts exclusive authority by cultivating opportunities (literal
platforms) for her daughters to express their musical talents outside the conditions set forth by conventional guru-chela relationships. In addition to this,
Abhina forges opportunities for her chelas to learn by doing and, in doing so,
allows them to take ownership of their own labor. This labor, in turn, becomes
part of their identity-forming processes of self-understanding.
Democratically ideal, participation-based pedagogies are also engendered
in the Dancing Queens organization. This is fostered through formal initiatives of
equal opportunity, diversity, and inclusivity through the hosting of auditions; the
fostering of talent through the maintenance of regular rehearsals and performance schedules; individual empowerment and advocacy initiatives; and the
regular shift in leadership, changing choreographers and repertoires. The group
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consists of a fluctuating membership of nearly twenty individuals: a mix of hijras,
gay men (including kothis as well as panthis, “straight” acting men), transmen,
lesbians, and even jogtas (male-to-female transgender individuals from the
Maharashtra/Karnataka border), many of whom serve as auxiliary members for
their cultural shows. During their off-season, Abhina takes part in the group’s
administrative affairs, especially those that do not require her physical presence.
She is now based in Delhi, so managing the Dancing Queens from close up has
become impossible for her. Urmi and Madhuri Sarodhe, another senior chela,
serve as the primary producers and codirectors of the group, taking part in all of
the group’s managerial functions, from choreographing dance pieces to managing rehearsals and auditions.13
Differences in Performance Repertoires and Stagings

On a Sunday morning during the summer of 2011, I traveled to Kanpur (a short
train ride from the Lucknow city center) where I met Zehra, a hijra guru from a
primarily Muslim gharana. She immediately took me under her wing and often
found a great deal of satisfaction in chauffeuring me around town in her SUV. At
one point, we drove through a small street located just off the main road and into
an open field where a cluster of small houses lay in a developing neighborhood.
Zehra parked the car at the end of a row of houses. We got out and made our way
down the street where we could begin to hear the faint sound of the dholak (twofaced membranophone) softly bouncing off the concrete homes, creating a
rhythmless texture in the air. After turning another corner, a small badhai
ensemble of four suddenly materialized about fifty meters away.
Upon our arrival, the chelas greeted Zehra with a quick motion to her feet
(a sign of respect), and the house patrons—one elder man and one younger
woman who appeared to know Zehra—made a similar gesture with an additional
ādāb (a hand gesture signifying respect). The lead chelas encouraged Zehra to
join and, with the flick of the wrist, signaled the lead singer to begin the first verse
of the song. At the end of the lead-in, the performer of a dholak (a fully dressed
male) started playing a keherwa tāl (eight-beat rhythmic cycle), followed by the
soothingly devotional metallic sound of the manjı̈ràs—two metal idiophones
commonly played in bhajans (Hindu devotional music) —articulated by the lead
singer. It was a shādi (marriage) song, the lyrics of which praise a bridegroom for
possessing various riches associated with marriage. The song itself featured a call–
and-response structure, common to most badhai songs. While dancing, Zehra
responded to the lead singer’s call (see Roy 2015c).
Badhais generally consist of two to three numbers, including a ritual song
calling the attention of the Mother Goddess, a jaccha baccha song (if the troupe is
called upon to bless a newborn), a shādi song (if the troupe is called to perform for
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a recently married couple), and (other) film songs performed acoustically for
marriages or other auspicious occasions. When hijras sing, they convey messages
of fertility, financial prosperity, general marital bliss, and spirituality to the
(heterosexual) patrons for whom the badhai is performed. In the song Zehra
performed, the singers blessed a bridegroom for his riches and beauty: “Oh,
bridegroom, there is a precious ring on your hand. With you, there is a King’s
daughter who is worth hundreds of thousands” (Roy 2015c, time marker 1:30).
In Mother Goddess songs, hijra voices index the goddess while the lyrics
signal the roles hijras play as spiritual intermediaries between the Mother Goddess
and her patrons. At the conclusion of one badhai song (in Gujarati language),
three lines form a prayer to the goddess in the rhythmic structure of a tihai (a
three-part rhythmic refrain at the conclusion of a composition):
Mileko bakko mai re,
Jisi ki lodh lagavi re,
Gale mein aaj samao re

I’m yearning to meet you,
That is all I want,
Through my throat (voice) you sing

The literal translation of the final line, “Through my throat you sing,” figuratively
calls the goddess to inhabit the body of the singing hijras (see Roy 2015d).
The voice is a multifaceted locus wherein orality/aurality and subjectivity
are experientially and conceptually interlinked. Through its affective quality, it
gives symbolic shape to identity as self-understanding and is able to “index different aspects of multiple identities through the multiplicity of its formal properties” (Rice 2007: 35). At the same time that the voice of the singer reflects her
own self-understanding (through the sequential ordering of notes and the production of unique timbres), the voice also engenders the singer’s sensorial existence among that of her sisters in the creation of a shared understanding of what it
means to be hijra at the moment of its utterance. Many hijra singing and speaking
voices are characterized by a high-pitched, nasal tonal quality and can be distinguished from conventional, heteronormative female and male voices. Due to
the highly social(ized) function of acoustic badhai performance and its centrality
in the service of the economy of the gharana, the vocals can be heard both as a
vehicle through which to reflect a desired gendered separateness and also an
instrument that participates in the constitution of meanings and situations
associated with the affects and values of what heterosexual patrons expect of the
hijra community (to bless them on behalf of the Mother Goddess). It is through
these acoustic performances that the significance of hijra identity as a social
phenomenon is acquired.
For the Dancing Queens and other transgender ensembles, music and
dance may be socially derived and/or based on the expectations or desires of an
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Figure 2. Theatrical dance by Abhina and Mangala Aher of the Dancing Queens at Godrej India
Culture Lab; photos by Nathan Sigman, November 18, 2015

audience, but this is achieved through very different means. For one, the Dancing
Queens perform not to elicit money from heterosexual patrons but to educate
audiences about the larger aims of Pehchan.14 Song-and-dance numbers are
chosen according to their relevance toward their mission, what may be en vogue in
Indian pop culture at the moment, what is visually attractive, and what advances the
Dancing Queens’ aims of transgender visibility. Music consists of a wide range of
material, ranging from Bollywood numbers to Marathi, Punjabi, and even Kannada
folk song. Styles of dance range from sanitized versions of Lavani (a Maharashtran
folk genre that has a tradition of cross-dressing) to respectable, heteronormative
forms like Garba (a Gujarati folk dance performed during Navratri celebrations;
Garba literally means “womb”). In all the performances that I have witnessed,
none has featured either acoustic music and dance or any songs characteristic of
badhais that feature the hijra singing voice.
Theatrical choreography plays an important role in the conveying of
storytelling. During a performance held on November 18, 2015, at the Godrej
India Culture Lab, Abhina performed a theatrical “dance drama,” alongside her
biological mother, Mangala, set entirely to melodramatic film music (fig. 2).
Although the recorded music supplanted the voice of the performer herself, the
choreographic movements indexed the very personal narrative of Abhina’s
coming-out story. The dance began with a lighthearted duet between mother and
son (childhood), transitioning into a piece detailing their dramatic separation
(adolescence), a solo number from Abhina indexing her despair and emotional
growth as a hijra chela (young adulthood), and the eventual reuniting of mother
and daughter (adulthood; see Roy 2016).
This story was shared to me six years before the performance took place at
the Cafe Coffee Day where Abhina and I first met. During the interview, Abhina
revealed that her mother was not initially supportive of her (then) son’s interest in
dance, for fear that it would make her son gay:
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I was kept away from the kitchen, away from my girlfriends, and was supposed to
go to an all-boys day school. That was the “condition.” Because men don’t [dance].
There was a lot of conscious effort put into [preventing me from dancing]. But, the
rhythm was there inside me. The dance, I picked up like that, and then I just
couldn’t stop. I just kept going. But, at that time I was not a transgender. I was
identifying myself as a passive gay man. That was about eight or nine years before
[I decided to transition]. (Aher 2010)

The theatrical dance details the vital role dance as an art played in Abhina’s
emotional maturation from precognition, to instability, to self-assuredness and
understanding. It substantiates the private circumstances of this growth, and by
embodying the very medium that she credits to this growth, becomes involved in
the making of Abhina’s life narrative. The moment of catharsis is ultimately
revealed in the reuniting of mother and daughter, which is manifested quite
literally following the number when Mangala, Abhina’s biological mother, enters
the stage and embraces her daughter.
Although Abhina joined a hijra gharana, as the theatrical dance reveals, its
importance was medial to her emotional growth toward self-understanding. With
knowledge of the affective role music and dance play in her own development,
Abhina cultivates opportunities for her chelas to “dance for themselves.” In doing
so, she emphasizes the importance of dance not as a service to gurus or badhai
patrons but as a means of achieving their own individual pehchan.15
Applying an (Ethno)historical Model to Hijra Music and Dance Practice

Professional transgender performance troupes like the Dancing Queens reflect
and engender transgender by reconstituting devaluated forms of performance
upon a foundation of LGBTIQ liberation and empowerment. But, to what extent
do already-existing historical models apply to the transformations that seem to be
occurring within the trans-hijra community? Without conflating correlation with
causation, certain parallels can certainly be traced in a number of other cases.
First is the appropriation of Tamasha (grand performance or celebration)
by middle-class performers from working-class practitioners. This has been attributed to the so-called moral crusade at the turn of the century, which was largely
responsible for the sublimation of female hereditary music and dance traditions
to new “classical” traditions around the turn of the twentieth century. In her work
on Karnatak music, Amanda Weidman links the sublimation of these forms to
“the literal domestication of music as a sign of bourgeois respectability” and a
“politics of voice,” which “involved both the privileging [of] the voice itself as
Karnatic music’s locus of authenticity and [a] valuing [of] a certain kind of
voice,” referring specifically to the upper-caste Brahmin female voice (2006: 116).
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Similarly, in his book Unfinished Gestures: Devadasis, Memory, and
Modernity in South India (2012), Davesh Soneji details how hereditary devadasi
dance was appropriated by the culturally and institutionally dominant Brahmin
culture to a program of Hindu nationalism and nation building. Over time, the
once provocative hereditary dance was homogenized, sanitized, and developed
into standard pedagogies that subsequently led to the development of a new
“centuries-old tradition” titled “Bharatanatyam” (literally “Dance of India”). The
translation of devadasi dance into Bharatanatyam underwent a similar process in
the north of India. In her ethnography on the history of Kathak dance, Lalita du
Perron attributes the changes that were demanded of performers as part of a
larger democratization of the female body, rehabilitation of the “fallen woman,”
and the sanitization of the hereditary courtesan tradition (du Perron 2013: 321).
Incidentally, in Mumbai, as new forms of gender representation began to
emerge in performance during Indian nationalism, drag performers—which are
distinct from hijra performers—were gradually displaced from the stage.
Katheryn Hansen attributes this shift to an underlying social anxiety of more
recent cross-dressing genres and its implications of effeminacy as new forms of
theater and musical performance placed greater emphasis on the natural feminine
(2002: 164). This shift can also be attributed to the process of hypermasculinization, which Tanya M. Luhrmann points out was cultivated as a defense strategy
by Indian men during colonial domination, and then was revived and restyled by
advocates of Hindu nationalism in the postcolonial period (Luhrmann 1996).
While traditional gender-nonconforming forms like Lavani were pushed into
obscurity, others were displaced to rural areas, particularly Kathakali of Kerala
and Ramlila of Uttar Pradesh.
The well-established kothi performance group Bin Baykancha Tamasha
(literally “Performance without Women,” hereafter referred to as BBT) represents
one of several professional kothi dance ensembles that perform regularly in India.
The Mumbai-based troupe incorporates a sanitized form of (homo)sexually
charged Lavani, as well as a discourse of respectability in their social organization
and overall media strategy. In doing so, however, the ensemble avoids visible
associations with LGBTIQ activism. This is best reflected in a statement that
Hankare, a member of the BBT, gave to the New Yorker in an article published on
March 7, 2013: “I’m not a kothi. I’m just a man who wears a sari in pursuit of the
art he loves” (Faleiro 2013). For Hankare, self-affirmation and understanding
comes through his rejection of kothi identity.16
To a certain extent, the domestication of the hijra body, which is tied to
disparities in class, can also be found in aspects of the organization and performances of the transgender-led Dancing Queens. The discursive emphasis that
Abhina places on personal liberation signals, in some regard, the domestication
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of the hijra voice as new codes of transgender respectability supplant older ones
based on servitude to the guru and badhai patrons. Moreover, on the performance stage, literal signs of domestication—in the familial sense of the term—
can be seen in certain dance styles in which transgender female dancers may be
seen with male pānthi (sexual top) counterparts (especially in heteronormative
genres like Garba). Abhina’s biological mother even participates in a number of
performances, thereby replacing the hijra custom of severing all ties from one’s
biological family.
As a moral shift in mainstream Indian worldview, the transgender
movement is interpreted by some in the community as imposing upon “traditional” hijra values and practices. The Dancing Queens is largely middle class and
involves a privileging of globally endorsed LGBTIQ values over local, lower-class
hijra and kothi values. Members of the Dancing Queens largely speak English and/
or “high Hindi,” have jobs in the health or business sectors, have college degrees or
some level of formal education, and use the Internet. The Dancing Queens also
conducts most of its official business and advertising on the Internet, visible and
alongside (or in front of) other LGBTIQ organizational efforts. Many of them
have financial independence from their families and live alone or with friends.
Despite its emphasis on middle-class notions of respectability, however,
transgender is founded not on principles of class-based oppression but (ideally)
on uplifting individuals out of the social frameworks previously determined by
their gender identity, sexuality, and class/caste. Efforts made by the Dancing
Queens and other transgender ensembles place a larger emphasis on the normalization of the individual within the fabric of mainstream Indian society and its
cohabitation with hijra tradition.
Some Additional Conclusions

For members of the transgender community, LGBTIQ liberation becomes a
strategy of empowerment to position themselves in front of the negative rhetoric
that hijras conventionally face.17 In doing so, conceptions of identity have shifted
from that which is understood socially or from other people’s perceptions of
them, to that which is understood about the self and answers the question “Who
am I?” In other words, identity has become the domain of the individual.
Because of the efforts by many middle-class transgender activists to craft a
distinctly respectable show of face, this involves the larger move from the socially
transgressive mode of hijra toward a pehchan of individual empowerment. This
results in the transgendering of the hijra family, and reconfiguring what is thought
as musical labor from service associated with the guru toward what can be seen as
the professional employment of the individual and the cultivation of talent.
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To borrow Timothy Rice’s original line of questioning, what exactly does
the performance of music and dance contribute to identity? In light of what we
have found, I would suggest that performance not only gives symbolic shape to a
preexisting (hijra) or emergent (transgender) identity but also provides the
opportunity for the trans-hijra community as a whole to affirm itself through
shared language, practice, and love for music and dance. As Rice suggests, one of
the most powerful properties of music is that it “gives to an identity, especially a
subaltern identity, a positive valence” (2007: 35). If music is responsible for this,
then perhaps in watching the Dancing Queens we are witnessing the emergence of
the individual defined not by a singular allegiance to a shared doctrine of beliefs
but by her own unique contributions given to the community/ies where she
comes from and in the cultivation of her own sense of self-worth.

Jeff Roy is a lecturer in the Department of Ethnomusicology at the University of California,
Los Angeles (UCLA). His research focuses on transgender and hijra performance through the
lens of documentary filmmaking and arts activism.

Notes
1.

2.
3.

The word hijra is currently employed throughout South Asia to represent the subcontinent’s vast and culturally complex communities of individuals who usually identify as
“neither male nor female,” third gender, and/or transgender. Hijras—whose population
may well be over 3 million in India alone—reside in rural and urban locales in the
countries of Bangladesh, India, and Pakistan and possess a variety of cultural belief
systems and structures. The common denominator among most hijras is that they leave
their place and/or family of origin and choose, or become subject to, a way of life within a
social framework of familial ties, kinships, and hierarchies. To be called “hijra” is to be
identified socially. The word signifies a distinct way of life that characterizes one’s
belonging to a specific gharānā (household, literally “of the house”), which is marked by
the act of “putting a rit” (literally “custom” or ritual; see Reddy 2005: 58) and professed
devotion to the Hindu Goddess Bahuchara Mata, also known as Bedraj Mata. Association
or membership within a particular gharana determines the type or subsect of hijra one
may be. In Mumbai, there are at least seven hijra gharanas, and each is conventionally
known to possess a certain occupational (and therefore social) association. For instance,
there are gharanas whose members perform ritualistic acoustic music and dance known
as “badhais” (these are known as badhai hijras), gharanas whose members’ primary
occupation is sex work (these are referred to as kandra hijras; also see Reddy 2005: 56),
gharanas whose members beg in the streets, and gharanas who do all three.
James Robertson, executive director of the India HIV/AIDS Alliance, in video of the
Hijra Habba shot by the author.
In an interview following his speech, the minister of social justice and empowerment
informed me that the ratification of new policy by the Indian Parliament depends on the
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clarification of the term transgender because if the definition is unclear, “then we will not
be able to implement any work schemes” (Gehlot 2015).
The term dancing queens is a vestige of Mumbai’s long-held tradition of bar dance. A
simple Google search of “Mumbai’s Dancing Queens” will yield a surplus of articles
related to the subject. For instance, an Afternoon Despatch and Courier article entitled
“Mumbai’s Dancing Queens,” published on July 17, 2013—around the time the Supreme
Court lifted the ban on Mumbai’s dance bars—contains a description of bar-dancing life
(without mentioning our Dancing Queens). A Daily Mail article entitled “Dancing
Queens Makes a Comeback,” published on July 16, 2013, contains a journalistic ethnography of bar dancers (still with no reference to the group [Kumar 2013]; see also Roy
2015a, 2015b).
This article is a significantly revised and updated version of a chapter in my dissertation
(Roy 2015a). Content from the dissertation has also appeared in the open-access online
journal Ethnomusicology Review (see Roy 2015a).
I seek to distinguish the use of the term transgender regionally for a number of reasons.
The city of Mumbai, for instance, possesses language cultures (primarily Marathi, Hindi,
Gujarati, and English) that are distinct from other regions and city centers. English terms
like transgender, therefore, carry different meanings in these cases. Moreover, city centers
with large regional immigrant populations also possess a diversely represented transgender community. As such, transgender generally encompasses a broad range of
transgender expressions, but with significant overlap between regional-based transgender expressions.
Citing a number of primary sources, Parmesh Shahani attributes the growth of the
Hindi-English “jumble” as part of postliberalized India, made popular by the fast-talking
MTV and Channel V jockeys and utilized in commercials and taglines for brands like
Pepsi (“Yeh dil maange more” [This heart wants more]) and Domino’s (“Hungry, kya?”
[Are you hungry?]), and the introduction of Hindi words (like chai [tea], masala [spices], yaar [friend], chuddies [underwear], and Bollywood) into global English-speaking
lexicons (Shahani 2008: 56).
Many authors credit the American activist Virginia Prince for her coinage of the term
transgenderist in the 1970s. The term was used to describe “those who lived full time in a
gender other than that to which they were ascribed at birth, but without surgical
intervention,” and in doing so, differentiated these individuals from transexual men and
women, as well as cross-dressers (Valentine 2007: 32). Following the onset of the HIV/
AIDS epidemic and the rise of 1990s queer activism, transgender acquired a “radicalized”
meaning through the writings of Holly Boswell (1991) and Sandy Stone (1991) to designate “a position of crossgender identification which embraced an androgynous style
and mode of identification,” which drew on radical claims to gender-variant identity not
simply as a category between transsexual and transvestite but “as an alternative to binary
gender” (Valentine 2007: 32). Then, with the emergence of the field of transgender
studies, transgender was employed in even broader terms to encompass “the movement
across a socially imposed boundary away from an unchosen starting place—rather than
any particular destination or mode of transition” (Stryker 2008: 1). With this new
meaning comes a focus on trans as a process of continuous becoming that, at least
theoretically, extends beyond the realms of gender—or indeed racial, ethnic, religious,
classist, and national—categories of being.
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As I have mentioned in my dissertation, LGBTI and, in particular, Q (queer) are
employed mainly among India’s educated, English-speaking middle class both to serve as
a catch-all meant to encompass gender and sexual expressions that lie outside the
(Western-derived) heterosexual matrix, as well as to mediate the verbal slippage between
local constructs (Roy 2015b: 17–18).
These include the Humsafar Trust, Solidarity and Action against the HIV Infection in
India (SAATHII), the South India AIDS Action Programme (SIAAP), Sangama, and
Alliance India Andhra Pradesh (AIAP).
As I mention in my dissertation, unlike most Hindustani music gharanas—whose system of tutelage and social hierarchy is based primarily on pedigree (consisting usually of
men who possess blood ties to a common ancestor)—hijra gharanas generally comprise
a diverse collection of religious, caste, class, ethnic, linguistic, gender, and sex affiliations.
Membership, in this case, is determined less by one’s (previous) social background and
more upon one’s willingness to acquiesce to the governing structure of the guru-chela
relationship and assume new praxes of social identification based within reconstituted
parameters of caste, class, gender, sexuality, language, and religion. Because of this, the
demonstration of izzat is paramount toward how hijras navigate their identities (also see
Reddy 2005).
The Dancing Queens’ first performance was advertised on Mumbai Pride’s official
weblog (Mumbai Pride 2009). There are also numerous entries related to the Dancing
Queens on the same weblog (Mumbai Pride 2015). For a look at some of their more recent
efforts with Mumbai Pride’s organizational committee, see DNA India 2015; see also Roy
2015a, 2015b.
The Dancing Queens holds auditions on a yearly basis, which are advertised in the local
media. I was invited to record an audition in October 2012, which was held in anticipation of two performances scheduled to take place in conjunction with the 2013 Queer
Azādi (Freedom) March. The gender-blind audition process took place in the Humsafar
Trust’s drop-in space and was judged by five experts on music, dance, and LGBTIQ
issues. The judges included Mangala Aher (a trained bharatanatyam dancer who also
happens to be Abhina’s biological mother), Suhail Abbasi (founding member of the
Humsafar Trust), Pallav Patankar (director of HIV programs at the Humsafar Trust), an
unnamed director of Marathi film, and Laxmi Narayan Tripathi (a transgender activist and bharatanatyam dancer). The judges evaluated contestants based on a number of
attributes, including (1) “basic dancing ability, facial expressions and awareness of the
stage”; (2) “presenting face and energy while dancing”; (3) “openness and outness as an
LGBT person”; (4) ability to volunteer in administrative affairs if needed; (5) awareness
and understanding of the Dancing Queens’ mission; and (6) overall commitment to
dance as an art form (Aher and Jadhav 2013; see also Roy 2015a, 2015b). For the Dancing
Queens, unlike many hijra gharanas, the notion of cultivating one’s own talent (owning
one’s own musical labor) becomes a central aspect of their self-understanding.
Concert spaces are generally chosen based on availability, proximity to an NGO, and
whether the managers of the space are receptive to the goals of the group and the larger
aims of the Queer Azādi movement. It is common for LGBQ and in particular transgender-sponsored events to be denied access to performance, club, and bar venues
because of concerns about their sexual proclivity and/or association with the hijra
community. A gender and sexually inclusive performance group, the Dancing Queens
must navigate societal stigmas associated with both homosexuality and transgenderism.
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These spaces must also possess an elevated stage, a reasonably large audience space, and a
dressing room. The dressing room provides a veritable buffer zone between the performers
and audience members, preventing the unwanted gaze—benign or otherwise—from
intruding in relatively private, intimate affairs of makeup application and costume
changing. See also Roy 2015a, 2015b.
This has become part of her advocacy beyond the exclusive purview of dance as well. In
addition to serving as point persons during local pride parades and celebrations, Abhina
and Urmi of the Dancing Queens often accompany other members of the local LGBTIQ
activist community for documented appearances in the media. The nationally syndicated
television show Satyamev jayate, produced by Bollywood moguls Aamir Khan and Kiran
Rao, recently broadcasted a special segment entitled “Accepting Alternative Sexualities,”
wherein both Abhina and Urmi were given airtime to talk about their coming-out stories
(Khan and Rao 2014). The group has also been featured in various photo shoots with
Western photographers and regularly participates in my own documentary film efforts.
This is a strategy that benefits many gender and sexual minorities in vulnerable, workingclass communities. For many kothis who do not speak English, use the Internet, or hold
college degrees, LGBTIQ visibility is believed to compound their problems more than
rectify them. Many working-class kothis remain “in the closet,” stealthily skirting the line
between married life and sexual nonconformity in order to maintain their freedom of
movement and self-definition through their relative invisibility.
In contrast to the invisibility that some kothis may benefit from, hijras are usually visible
for wearing female attire in public. This leaves them vulnerable to institutional victimization. The trope of the underprivileged and desperate hijra is all too familiar in Bollywood. In entertainment, hijras are conventionally relegated to background figures in
mainstream narratives (ignored), utilized as comic diversions (parodied), portrayed as
foils of the hero (villainized), or sexualized and/or represented through a homosexual
optic. In the media, many stories about hijras exhibit some degree of essentialism and/or
perpetuate the fear surrounding their spiritual powers of persuasion. Stories on Koovagam, for instance, tend to focus on narratives surrounding the thirunangai sex worker who
was mistreated by or who mistreats the common man while attending the annual religious
pilgrimage to the Aravani temple (see Roy 2014). While at Koovagam, transgender author
and activist Annadurai Revathi told me that, while “there is generally a lot of media at
Koovagam . . . that is a mixed blessing because they don’t focus on the events we put on,
what our difficulties are, or what our talents are. They don’t shoot any of that. All they do
is objectify us, show our skin, their vision of beauty” (pers. comm., April 24, 2013).
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Always in Translation
Trans Cinema across Languages

HELEN HOK-SZE LEUNG

Abstract This article examines the role of audiovisual translation in the cinematic circulation of
trans knowledge. Through a case study of the Cantonese-dubbed version of the Thai-language film The
Iron Ladies in Hong Kong, the article analyzes a regional production of trans meanings that negotiates between local subjectivities and globalized categories. The article also demonstrates the
importance of a multilingual approach to the study of trans cinema.
Keywords trans cinema, audiovisual translation, dubbing

A

small kerfuffle broke out during the Q & A session with filmmaker Sebastiano d’Ayala Valva after a screening of his documentary Transvestites Also
Cry (2007) at the 2009 Netherland Transgender Film Festival.1 Several audience
members noisily walked out, apparently offended by the filmmaker’s use of the
term transvestite and the pronoun he deployed for the subjects in his film. The
documentary, which portrays two trans migrant sex workers from Ecuador
working in Paris’s Bois de Boulogne, was filmed over the course of three years
(and would continue for another three, resulting in a follow-up film Angel [dir.
Sebastiano d’Ayala Valva, 2010]). Displaying a respectful intimacy and close
collaboration with its subjects, the film is a far cry from the kind of ignorant or
exploitative voyeurism that might warrant the offense expressed by the audience
members who walked out. Filmed in Paris by an Anglo-Italian filmmaker featuring two Ecuadorians who mostly communicate in Spanish, the film’s titular
transvestites is an attempt to approximate travesti, a term with a complex and
contested history that is not readily translatable into any equivalent in English
(Kulick 1998; Lancaster 1998; Lewis 2006; La Fountain-Stokes 2014). The title
references a direct quotation from Romina, one of the film’s subjects, who says,
“Everybody cries . . . Travestis also cry.” At the Q & A, D’Ayala Valva explained
that he used he to refer to Mia, the other subject of the film, because that was how
Mia—who often dressed in masculine clothing outside of work despite explicit
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feminine identification—asked to be spoken of outside of filming. In the documentary, travesti, homosexual, and tercer sexo (third sex) are used at different
times by Romina and Mia to refer to themselves and their friends, and their use of
gendered pronouns is not always consistent. What is clear is that there is no one
way—not in a title, in a choice of pronoun, even less in a translation practice—to
capture the experience, feelings, and identity of the people the film is portraying.
The difficulty of cultural and linguistic transfer is evident in the discrepancy
between the connotation of transvestite in English and that of travesti in Spanish
and Portuguese. Such difficulty also highlights the broader challenge of rendering
trans lives intelligible to culturally and linguistically diverse audiences. Expectations that translation is supposed to facilitate recognition and a sense of community at a venue such as a transgender film festival often result in frustration or,
in this case, offense.
The situation at the screening reminds me of a story David Valentine tells
from his fieldwork with a support group in New York where some of the gendernonconforming participants understand their own lives through terms (such as
transvestite or fem queen or gay) that are perceived by many service providers,
activists, and scholars to be incorrectly conflating gender and sexual identities and
thus outmoded. Valentine observes that these participants feel pressured to be
“educated into a more enlightened understanding of identity” (Valentine 2006:
417) that is more in line with the classifications sanctioned in academic and
activist circles. Valentine’s study traces the conditions specific to the emergence of
transgender as the preferred umbrella term adopted in scholarship, policy, and
community contexts for gender identity, one that is unambiguously differentiated
from expressions of desire and sexual identity (Valentine 2007). This “sorting
out” of gender from desire is important in illuminating some specific experiences
of gender nonconformity that were hitherto misinterpreted as expressions of gay
desire. At the same time, the reification of this categorical separation of gender
from desire also unwittingly renders other experiences of gender nonconformity
unacceptable and literally unspeakable. In a global context where English has
become the dominant—many argue “imperialist” —language (Pennycook 2002;
Phillipson 2009), Valentine’s critique of transgender is arguably more broadly
applicable to gender and sexual categories in English when they encounter
terms in other languages. Recent studies, whether from francophone Canadian
(Namaste 2011), indigenous (Wesley 2014), or various Southeast and East Asian
contexts (Garcia 2009; Boellstorff 2003; Jackson 2009; Kang 2009), show that the
anglocentric dominance of terms from gay and lesbian to queer and transgender
has the power to modulate and modify, if not erase entirely, ways of knowing
gendered embodiment and sexual desire through other languages. At the very
least, the reification of categories in English as the “correct” or nonoffensive way
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to understand and express gender nonconformity has created a hierarchy of
experiences and subjectivities. The practice of translation can be complicit with
this hierarchy, but it also has the potential to disrupt it. In this article, my goal is to
examine how meanings of trans embodiment and gendered relationality in film
circulate across cultural and linguistic contexts through translation practices.
Attending to issues of translation, an endeavor that is all too often neglected in
the study of queer and trans cinema, shows us forms of encounter and ways of
knowing that are not quite intelligible in English.
Audiovisual Translation

In Tejaswini Niranjana’s account of the history of translation practices in colonial
discourse, she shows how translation has long been deployed to reinforce hegemonic representations of colonized culture as static and fixed, which can be
brought into being, transparently as is, through translation (Niranjana 1992). Yet,
Niranjana also observes that the postcolonial translator’s resistant strategy is not
to retranslate “false” into “true” meaning. Rather, she illustrates how a postcolonial self-understanding of being “already . . . in translation” fosters a translation practice that aims to transform itself from a “containing” force into a
“disruptive, disseminating one” (Niranjana 1992: 186). Similarly, examining
translation in queer and trans contexts is not about adjudicating true or false ways
to signify gendered embodiment and sexual desire. Rather, we pay attention to
practices of translation in order to disrupt received notions that render some ways
of knowing more acceptable than others. In so doing, we lay the groundwork for a
more linguistically diverse framework for disseminating knowledge about gender
and sexual nonconformity.
Cinema, of course, signifies through more than verbal expressions. Even if
Transvestites Also Cry had been more “correctly” —if awkwardly —translated as
“Transgender People Also Cry,” there would still be plenty of visual and nonverbal elements in the film that signal noncoherence between categories, identities, and experience. Furthermore, as new media technology enables an ever more
diverse array of translation strategies for audiovisual texts, the potential for
translation to keep in play, rather than contain, the diversity of significance is
greatly increasing. Multiple options for subtitles and audio dubs in different
languages are widely available on DVD formats. The relative ease with which
one can now create “fan subs” (fan-made subtitles)—or the technically more
challenging “fan dub” (fan dubbing)—means that viewers can provide their
preferred translation for media that is distributed online. What used to be a
specialized practice requiring professional skill is now increasingly open to
participation and disruption by an interactive audience and fan communities.
A disgruntled audience member may walk out during a screening, but a YouTube
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viewer would be more likely to provide their own comments, preferred subtitles,
or dub, which others can, in turn, challenge and discuss or offer their own counter
versions, thereby proliferating, rather than shutting down, signification.
In this quickly evolving media context, the study of what used to be termed
“film translation” is rightly more broadly conceptualized now as “audiovisual
translation” to include source texts and translation practices that involve both
audio and visual elements. Covering a diverse range of texts from feature films
and vines to video games and karaoke, audiovisual translation (AVT) studies has
been an emergent field within translation studies for the past two decades. In a
survey of the field’s development, Jorge Diaz Cintas notes its shift from a focus on
the technical aspects of the professional practice to a “cultural turn” that begins to
pay attention to the “cultural embeddedness” of AVT. In particular, there is
increasing attention paid to how notions of race, class, and gender, in conjunction
with censorship and other institutional constraints, affect the ways audiovisual
meanings are “transferred” across linguistic contexts (Diaz Cintas 2009: 8; De
Marco 2012: 65–70). Furthermore, the absolute dominance of English “as the
main working language in all stages of the AVT industry . . . production, distribution, and exhibition” (Diaz Cintas 2009: 10) means that studying AVT is at
core also a study in anglocentrism and the ways in which its cultural hegemony
is negotiated globally. There is also a direct affinity between AVT and disability
studies that is as yet not fully explored. The core strategies Dias Cintas lists for
AVT are intimately connected to technology for accessibility; the development
of subtitling for the deaf and the hard-of-hearing (SDH) and audio description
(AD) for the blind and the partially sighted closely relate to that of subtitling,
voice-over, and dubbing (Diaz Cintas 2009: 3).
Given the significance of the field, it is surprising that AVT studies has not
had much general impact on film studies and even less on queer and trans film
studies. It may partly be due to the highly context-specific and technical nature of
AVT studies, which often demands specific language expertise from its readers. It
may also be partly due to an anglocentric blindness in English-language scholarship that takes access to non-English-language films for granted without considering how that access is always facilitated through translation. For a more
specific examination of how audiovisual translation facilitates the circulation,
interpretation, and transformation of trans representations on-screen, I turn now
to a case study. Through an analysis of how dubbing was used in Hong Kong to
turn a “foreign” Thai film into a local entertainment event, I examine an interAsian circulation of trans representations on-screen that neither reproduces the
dominant transgender imaginary nor adheres to nativist narratives of local formations. Rather, the film as a site of translation signifies a regional production
of trans meanings that are in negotiation with, but not erased by, globalized
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categories. I also intend the case study to serve more broadly as an example of
a multilingual approach to queer and trans film studies. I conclude with a brief
example to show that trans knowledge on-screen, even in a seemingly monolingual anglophone context, is indeed always in translation.
The Adventures of the Iron Ladies in Hong Kong

The fifteenth anniversary of The Iron Ladies (dir. Yongyoot Thongkongtoon, 2000)
in 2015 was marked by the release of a remake, Iron Ladies Roar! (dir. Poj Arnon,
2015). The lack of English-language media coverage of the new release signals that
there may not be any significant international publicity planned for the film
beyond selected Asian markets. In contrast, the Chinese-language coverage in
Hong Kong about the new film nostalgically recalls the massive success of the
original film (Next Media 2014). Indeed, when The Iron Ladies screened in Hong
Kong in 2000, it grossed a record-breaking US$1.96 million, beating out The
Patriot and Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon in box-office shares. The fact that a
modest-budget Thai-language comedy achieved such massive success over big
Hollywood productions is surprising. That the film features a team of transgender
volleyball players, with a marketing campaign that highlights issues of diversity
and tolerance, makes its mainstream success even more unexpected. What can we
learn about the circulation of trans images and meanings through this success?
It is instructive to compare the film’s success in Hong Kong to its more
conflicted reception in the West. Richard MacDonald and May Adadol Ingawanji’s study of the film’s reception narrates its global trajectory as follows: it
achieved initial success as a mainstream commercial hit in Thailand, subsequently
“crossing over” into the international film festival circuit as a warmly received
“queer cultural event,” but disappointingly ending as a critical and commercial
failure in the Institute of Contemporary Arts (ICA)’s attempt to market it as a
“world cinema” title (MacDonald and Ingawanij 2004). This narrative is useful
in highlighting the discrepancy between the queer festival audience’s expectations and that of art-house consumers. Contrasting the genre appeal of The Iron
Ladies with the poetic and allegorical sensibility of gay male director Apichatpong
Weerasethakul, whose works fit much more successfully into the “world cinema”
canon, the study also illustrates what kind of queer and trans films “travel” best
in the West and for what reasons. There are, however, two blind spots in this
study. First, as Will Higbee and Song Hwee Lim point out in their evaluation of
transnational approaches in film studies, one drawback in studies that focus
on transnational dynamics in production and reception is their tendency to
“obscure the imbalances of power (political, economic, ideological)” inherent in
the transnational exchange (Higbee and Lim 2010: 9). MacDonald and Ingawanij’s study analyzes the reasons The Iron Ladies failed to attain “world cinema”
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status but does not reflect on the power dynamics that establish the aesthetic
criteria for such status. Second, as is typical of many discussions of cultural globalization, MacDonald and Ingawanij’s narrative focuses on a binary trajectory
from the non-West to the West, without paying attention to regional circulation that represents a different kind of global-local interaction. Audrey Yue calls
approaches that attend to these interactions “critical regionalism”: they examine
the ways in which “syncretic practices are produced as a result of the intermingling of nativist and global forces that have come to impact the production of
local LGBT cultures” (Yue 2014: 149). The regional circulation of The Iron Ladies’
travel from Thailand to Hong Kong is an example of such an interaction. In
contrast to the film’s reception in Europe, the film was consumed in Hong Kong
as neither a festival event nor a “world cinema” art-house title. Rather, it was
transformed from a foreign film into star-studded local fare through an elaborately staged, celebrity-voiced dubbing of the film, which facilitates a syncretic
encounter on-screen between distinct forms of trans subjectivities.
The rights to The Iron Ladies were bought by Hong Kong actress Sandra
Ng, who acted on a prompt from actor and musician Leslie Cheung (Cai 2000).
Cheung had seen the film in Thailand and recognized its potential to become a
Pan-Asian hit, much like Nang Nok ([Ghost Wife] dir. Nonzee Nimibutr, 1999)
did the year before. Ng might also have been influenced by her husband, director
Peter Chan, who was one of the earliest advocates for inter-Asian coproductions
and collaborations (DeBoer 2014: 156–57). The Iron Ladies features two themes
that, on their own, are readily familiar to Asian audiences. The genre of sports
drama, in particular volley ball–themed drama, has been made popular by Japanese TV productions such as V Is Our Sign and Burning Youth, both giant hits in
Hong Kong during the 1970s–80s. The popularity of Asian tourism in Thailand
has resulted in a mainstream familiarity with kathoey culture (kathoey is a term
used for a spectrum of trans-feminine persons in Thailand, as will be examined in
more detail below). The Iron Ladies weds these two familiar themes together into a
plot that is original but not too obscure for a mass audience. To further cement the
film’s mainstream appeal, Ng invested elaborate efforts into “localizing” the film
through a Cantonese dub. Film and television dubbing in Hong Kong has been
predominantly done by professional voice actors who do not have any individual profiles, thus ensuring that the dubbed version of a production obscures,
rather than highlights, its dubbed character. Ng took an entirely different route
for The Iron Ladies by explicitly marketing the dub itself as a high-profile celebrity
event. Using her clout as a successful actress, she invited a cast of celebrities,
including actors, comedians, and DJs to voice the main parts, based on a script
with significant addition of local flavor through the use of local celebrity references and names, insider jokes, and even topical reinterpretations. Even the main
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characters’ names were changed to incorporate local and inter-Asian references:
Mon is renamed “Sadako,” which is a cheeky reference to the resemblance
between the character’s long hairstyle and that of the ghost in the Japanese horror
film Ringu (dir. Hideo Nakata, 1998); Jun is renamed “Joey” after Joey Yung, a
popular local singer; Nong is likewise renamed “Pak-ji,” the Cantonese name
of actress Cecilia Cheung; Pia is renamed “Long Po,” a term that plays on its
resemblance to “girl with a boob job.” In addition to these elaborate changes, the
film’s marketing campaign includes a music video featuring a Cantonese version
of the film’s theme song as well as a “making of” featurette comprising interviews
with the entire dubbing cast.
Out of the twenty-three screens showing the film, only three screened
the original Thai-language version, with the remaining twenty all screening the
Cantonese-dubbed version. In Hong Kong, Chinese-language films are usually
screened with both English and Chinese subtitles, to facilitate understanding
for non-Sinophone speakers as well as Sinophone speakers who may not
understand the particular Sinophone language (for example, Cantonese or
Mandarin or Taiwanese) spoken on-screen. For the Cantonese-dubbed version of
The Iron Ladies, the English subtitling uses a “back translation” of the Cantonese
dialogues rather than a direct translation from the Thai version, while the Chinese
subtitling uses written Cantonese rather than standard written Chinese. This
absolute hegemony of the Cantonese version, even in dubbing and subtitling,
betrays a confidence that the film needs only its local audience and that no other
form of linguistic access to the film is necessary. Such a dubbing practice goes
against the norm of the industry, in which English is usually the “pivot language”
(Diaz Cintas 2009: 10). In other words, most non-English-language films would
first be translated into English, a version that then provides the “master subtitles”
for subtitling into other languages, or serves as the master script for dubbing
dialogues into other languages. The Cantonese dub of The Iron Ladies not only
bypasses English in its translation process, but it is used to actively block alternative linguistic access to the film. In so doing, it asserts itself as the primary,
rather than derivative, version of the film in Hong Kong. The success of this
dubbing model also provides the film with a form of international circulation that
deviates from the “world cinema” model or the queer film festival circuit, thus
partially disrupting the dominant pathways of globalization.
From Kathoey to Renyao

While both the Thai title and the English translation highlight the nickname of the
volleyball team (“the iron ladies”), the Cantonese title Renyao da paiqui (Kathoeys
Play Volleyball) deliberately plays up the fact that the volleyball team is made up
of kathoey members. Renyao (or Jan-jiu in Cantonese romanization), used to
translate kathoey in the film, is a highly contested term in Chinese. The term has a
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long semantic history dating as far back as the third century BC, when its usage
in philosophical writings denoted “human prodigy” (phenomena of physical
anomaly) in contrast with its heavenly counterpart (Zeitlin 1993: 104). Kang
Wenqing documents the term’s modern usage during the early twentieth century
when its reference to cross-dressing male-to-female dan performers in Beijing
opera (Kang 2009: 33–39) began to overlap with sexological categories such as
“inversion” and “homosexuality” that were emerging in intellectual writings at
the time (Kang 2009: 41–59). Scholars and activists who study the term’s contemporary meaning consider its usage to be primarily negative and prefer to
translate it as “human freak.” Hans Tao-Ming Huang traces its insulting usage in
Taiwan for gay male prostitution during the 1950s–60s, its growing distinction
from “homosexuality” in the 1970s, to its contemporary reference to “transsexuality,” particularly transgender entertainers in Southeast Asia (Huang 2011: 53–
59). Pui Kei Eleanor Cheung describes its usage in contemporary Hong Kong as
“derogatory” (Cheung 2012: 266) but at the same time notes the widespread
idolatry kathoey cabarets such as the Bangkok Golden Dome Cabarets inspire
when they perform in the city (Cheung 2012: 282n11). TG Garden, a trans activist group in Taiwan, notes, however, that “not all transgender people object to
being called renyao” and distinguishes between the term’s positive or neutral
usage from a negative one (Jiang 2007). The term’s semantic complexity is further
compounded by its latter component yao. When used as an adjective, yao has been
reclaimed by gay men to flaunt their flamboyant effeminacy in defiance of what
Dennis Lin has called “sissyphobia” in the gay community (Lin 2006). During the
1980s, two of Hong Kong’s most famous semicloseted pop musicians, Roman
Tam and Danny Chan, were affectionately nicknamed “dayao” (big freak) and
“xiaoyao” (little freak), respectively. Their fellow singer Anita Mui, whose genderbending aesthetics were iconic during the 1980s, was also nicknamed “yaonü”
(freak girl). To complicate things further, yao (or jiu in Cantonese romanization)
as a verb is used as a euphemism for fuck (diu) in the same way that fudge is
euphemistically used for fuck in English. Queer lyric writer Wyman Wong, who
plays Nong/Pak-ji in the dub, plays with all these conflicting shades of meaning in
his rewriting of the film’s theme song. The song’s chorus goes like this:
You can “fudge” (yao) all you like
I will sparkle with all my might
If you accept me, sure that’s cute
I am as yao as can be
Don’t say I’m too flamboyant
The problem is with prejudice
In our hearts we both know it
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If renyao has often been used as a term of insult in daily life, its use in the film’s
Cantonese dub is at least highly ambiguous. It may well cause offense, in a similar
way that Transvestites Also Cry caused offense among those who would prefer
“transgender” as a more respectful translation. However, it is precisely in this
space between offense and respectability where meanings that exceed established categories are possible. In Cantonese, a literal translation of transgender—
kuaxingbie—exists and is preferred by activists as an umbrella term in the same way
transgender is used in anglophone contexts: the term distinguishes gender nonconformity clearly from same-sex desire. However, in translating a film like The
Iron Ladies, the choice of renyao over kuaxingbie actually serves to keep a plurality
of significance in play while retaining (rather than separating, as transgender/
kuaxingbie would) the entangled affinity between trans and gay subjectivities.
Serhat Ünaldi’s (2011) study of “kathoey movies” within the development
of queer cinema illustrates its contrast with the trajectory of North American
queer cinema. Ruby Rich famously announces that “trans is the new queer” (Rich
2013: 271), thereby placing transgender representation at the forefront of a queer
cinema that used to focus on gay and lesbian subjects who are gender normative or
whose gender-variant embodiment is understood only through narratives of
sexual identity. In contrast, Ünaldi points out that in Thai cinema, the distinctive
presence of kathoey is so established that films with kathoey characters already
exist as a recognizable genre (Ünaldi 2011: 59). Ünaldi also argues that kathoey
movies tend to not differentiate between “gender-normative homosexuality” and
transgender subjectivity: even when explicitly representing the former, as The Iron
Ladies does with the characters of Mon/Sadaki and Nong/Pak-ji, these films would
highlight such characters’ affinity with femininity, whether expressed as love for
fashion and jewelry or for music and dance (66). In reaction to these commonplace representations, independent queer films aspire toward a representation of
gayness that is completely distinct from kathoey, constructing a highly gendernormative form of same-sex desire that eschews any traces of gender nonconformity. Films such as the award-winning Blissfully Yours (dir. Apichatpong
Weerasethakul, 2002) and Tropical Malady (dir. Apichatpong Weerasethakul,
2004) or the popular teen romance Love of Siam (dir. Chookiat Sakveerakul,
2007) are artistically and commercially successful examples of “gay films” that
have resolutely differentiated themselves from the genre of “kathoey films.”
Ünaldi characterizes The Iron Ladies within this development as the
“second wave” (65–71): a mainstream film that replicates the commonplace
portrayal of kathoey’s stereotypical effeminacy but does so with more depth
and complexity. There is obviously a lot of comedy in The Iron Ladies, but the
main kathoey characters provide far more than comic relief and are portrayed
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with some degree of nuance and psychological depth. The film also departs
from earlier mainstream representations in its unflinchingly positive portrayal
of a gender-variant community. It consists of a diverse group of people who, in
Western classification, may be recognizable as gay, trans, drag queens, and
butch lesbian, but in the film they are not named as such. Dredge Byung’chu
Käng has documented with nuance and in great detail the “genderscapes” that
are in use in everyday life in Thailand. While academics and activists use
specialized terms, Käng observes that “sex, gender, and sexuality” are not differentiated in everyday discourse (Käng 2014: 414–15). Rather than conceiving of
these “genderscapes” as non-Western or (more problematically) premodern,
Peter Jackson has suggested that they signify “multiple queer modernities”
(Jackson 2009: 359–60). In other words, gay and trans cultures that differ from
those of the West also differ from their own premodern precursors. They are as
much in negotiation with modernity and capitalism as queer and trans models
are in the West. Paying attention to translation practices and the irreducible
difference between languages can thus also reveal the differential paths of how
queer and trans identities are globalized in multiple ways.
Dub the Right Thing

To demonstrate how the film serves as a site of translation and signifies the
regional production of trans meanings, I will turn now to a scene in the film to
contrast the difference between The Iron Ladies’ English subtitles in the European
version of the film (top line) and the film’s Cantonese dub (bottom line). The
scene takes place after Pia/Long Po has broken up with her boyfriend and the
friends discuss how kathoeys are treated by cisgender men:
mon: Look at how beautiful these shoes are. They must cost a fortune.
sadako: Look at how handsome Louis Koo [a Cantonese actor] is in the magazine. His sideburn and his rock hard muscles!
pia: Men are all the same. Who’s ever going to really love a transvestite? If you’re
born a queen, you’ve got to get what you want while you can.
long po: Men are all assholes. Which one of them would really love a renyao? In
the end, don’t they all end up falling for women? I kept my fidelity all these years,
now I just want to screw whoever I want.
jun: Pia, what the hell are you saying? When you were in love with your boyfriend,
it was a completely different story. You said true love was all that mattered. Why
have you changed so completely? And I believed everything you said then. I’ve
been waiting for my Prince Charming.
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joey: Long Po, don’t talk so loudly! We sisters are talking about private
matters—we can’t let others hear. Why don’t we speak in Thai? [In heavily
accented Thai] You said true love was all that mattered. Why have you changed so
completely? And I believed everything you said then. I’ve been waiting for my
Prince Charming.
pia: There are only Satans in this world!
long po: [in heavily accented Thai] There are only Satans in this world!
jun: What a change. I cannot keep up with you.
joey: [in heavily accented Thai] What a change. I cannot keep up with you.
pia: I’ll tell you one thing. There are no happy endings for gays.
long po: [in heavily accented Thai] I’ll tell you one thing. There are no happy
endings for kathoeys.

The English subtitles in the European version, unlike those in the Cantonese
release, were translated directly from Thai. The translation stays close to the
original dialogues except for kathoey, which it inconsistently translates as “transvestites,” “queen,” and “gay.” In contrast, the Cantonese dub is very loose, adding
elaborate local references (such as substituting local heartthrob Louis Koo for
shoes). It even cheekily makes fun of its own translation practice by having Jun/Joey
suggest that they switch into Thai and then repeating the original dialogues in
heavily accented Thai. However, such reinterpretation and cheeky word play is not
extended to the term kathoey, which the Cantonese dub consistently renders into
renyao, and in so doing retains both terms’ ambiguity and nondifferentiation
between gay/trans subjectivities.
In a study of how the terms lesbi and gay circulate in Indonesia through
mass media and enter into negotiation with various local categories of gender and
sexual variance, Tom Boellstorff uses dubbing as a metaphor for the complex
process through which non-Western subjects “take on” globalized categories of
identity through “overwriting” Western subject positions. It is not a top-down
imposition from the West, nor is it an act of complete agency. Rather, like the
practice of dubbing, it involves displacing a source language but strictly within the
signification of a prewritten script. Boellstorff sees the practice of dubbing as a
“productively partial incorporation of the self into discourse,” a “holding together
of two ostensibly incompatible cultural logics without conflating them [where] a
space for subjectivity appears” (Boellstorff 2003: 237).
The literal dubbing practice performed on The Iron Ladies illustrates
Boellstorff’s metaphor quite aptly. Instead of overwriting Western subject positions,
however, the Cantonese dub performs an inter-Asian collage that holds together
fragments from two parallel, alternative queer/trans modernities that continue to
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be in negotiation with their anglophone counterparts. It represents a regional
translation practice that is too often overlooked in the analysis of global/local
encounters. It shows a different way out in contexts in which transgender may—
or perhaps must—fail, a failure that, as A. Finn Enke suggests, “incites creative
elaboration, the proliferation of stories . . . and begs that we continuously translate
from transgender” (Enke 2014: 243).
Coda: Always in Translation

In marked contrast to the ambivalent reception of Transvestites Also Cry I
described at the beginning of the article, the audience response to Drunktown’s
Finest (dir. Sydney Freeland, 2014) at Vancouver’s Queer Film Festival had been
rapturous, garnering the filmmaker a long standing ovation.2 At a panel discussion held after the screening of her film, Sydney Freeland was inundated with
questions about how she was able to bring such “authenticity” to the film, which
tells interwoven stories of three Navajo young people navigating life on and off
their reserve in New Mexico. One of the characters identifies as trans but, during
the course of the narrative, learns about the nádleehı́, a socially accepted role for
gender-variant individuals that has long existed in Navajo history. Freeland spoke
movingly about how the story paralleled her own journey as a trans-identified
Navajo who, like Felixia, learned about this history and saw it as a different path for
being trans. Freeland emphasized the importance of casting Carmen Moore, a
Navajo actress who is also a trans woman, to ensure that the role would be played
with integrity. At this point, however, perhaps made uneasy by the audience’s
repeated emphasis on how “real” they found the film, Freeland suddenly reeled in
the discussion and reminded the audience that Drunktown’s Finest is a fiction film
after all. Freeland pointed out that the long story Felixia hears about the nádleehı́
from her grandfather is delivered in English because Richard Ray Witman, the actor
who plays Felixia’s grandfather, is a Yuchi from the Muscogee Creek Nation and
does not have facility in Navajo to deliver such a long monologue.
Freeland’s disruption of the audience’s desire for an “authentic” rendition
of Navajo knowledge through her film is an interesting reversal of the scene of
offense at the screening of Transvestites Also Cry. As I show in my discussion of
the potentially offensive use of renyao for kathoey in the dubbing of The Iron
Ladies, attending to the space between offense and respectability in translation
practice often illuminates what has become obscured by or lost between established
categories of trans subjectivities. In contrast, the audience’s too-ready celebration of
Freeland’s success in translating nádleehı́ subjectivity on-screen glosses over the
very history of colonial erasure of indigenous knowledge that renders nádleehı́
unintelligible in English in the first place. Freeland’s deliberate emphasis of the
“translatedness” of what she has presented on-screen is a good reminder that we
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forget the necessity for, as well as the necessary imperfection of, translation at our
own peril. The knowledge represented by the nádleehı́ comes to the film’s audience already translated, of which Freeland reminds her audience by pointing out
that they literally learn about it in English, in translation. This is a lesson well
worth remembering as we ponder how trans knowledge moves locally, regionally,
and globally, whether in monolingual or multilingual contexts.
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The screening took place on May 22, 2009, at De Balie, Amsterdam, The Netherlands.
Details of the screening are available at Netherlands Transgender Film Festival (2009).
The screening took place on August 17, 2014, at Cineplex Odeon International Village in
Vancouver. The panel discussion “New Frontiers in Film” was held on August 18, 2014, at
Simon Fraser University, Vancouver.
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Appendix
Table 1. Film titles

Original title

Romanization
of original
title

English
translation of
original title

Chinese
translation
of title

Pinyin
romanization
of Chinese title

English
translation of
Chinese title

サインはV

Sain wa V

V Is for
Victory

青春火花

Qingchun
huohua

Sparkles of
youth

燃えろアタ Moero atakku Burning
ック
Youth

排球女將

Paiqiu
nüjiang

Volleyball
women
warriors

リング

Ringu

The Ring

午夜凶鈴

Wuye
xiongling

Evil ring at
midnight

สตรีเหล็ก

Satree lek

The Iron
Ladies

人妖打排球

Renyao da
paiqiu

Kathoeys play
volleyball

สตรีเหล็ก
ตบโลกแตก

Satree lek tob
lo taek

Iron Ladies
Roar!

人妖打排球
之鐵女漢拍
碎地球

Renyao da
paijiu zhi tie
nühan paisui
diqiu

Kathoeys play
volleyball:
Iron ladies
smash the
world

นางนาก

Nang nak

Ghost Wife

鬼妻

Guiqi

Ghost wife

Table 2. Terms

Kathoey
Renyao
Kuaxingbie

กะเทย

人妖
跨性別
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Conceptualizing
Sex, Gender, and Trans
An Anglo-Finnish Perspective

U N N I L E I NO

Abstract Language and human cognition are intertwined in such a way that the words we use have a
strong influence in the way we see the world. As Finland is culturally a part of the Western world but
Finnish as a language is not related to the Indo-European languages that cover most of the Western
linguistic map, it is instructive to look at some core trans-related terms in Finnish and English. In
particular, the different ways of dividing the conceptual space of gender/sex/sexuality make a
difference in fighting the sexualization of trans people. To some extent it also affects the degree to
which gender identities are seen as being socially constructed, although here the term identity itself
steers toward a social explanation and away from other possible etiologies.
Keywords terminology, identity, gender concepts, social implications of language

I

n English, and to a large extent in the Western world regardless of language,
the main narrative in describing gender minorities traces its lineage to Harry
Benjamin and through him to Magnus Hirschfeld’s Institut für Sexualwissenschaft
(Institute for Sexual Studies). Benjamin saw what he (in Benjamin 1966) called
“sex orientation” as a continuum and divided it into six types, ranging from
occasional cross-dressing —or, in his terminology, “pseudo transvestism” —to
the kind of “high intensity transsexualism” that required genital surgery. While
this narrative has evolved in the half-century since Benjamin’s work was published, traces of its original form are still visible. The most significant change in
the predominant narrative since Benjamin concerns nonbinary-gender identities
and the way they have gradually become fully fledged gender identities instead of
just degrees of transsexuality. One of the key terms, transgender, has developed
two distinct but intertwined meanings (cf. Williams 2014). On the one hand, it is
often used for those people who are not cisgender but not transsexual in the strict
sense of the word, and on the other hand, as an umbrella term for all trans people.
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While these narrow and broad senses are related to each other to the extent that it
is not always clear which one a given writer has intended, the difference between
them is often important.
Looking at trans identities and gender minorities from a linguistic point of
view, one should start by noting that the language we use is closely related to the
way we see the world. Roughly speaking, there are two competing explanations for
this. The first approach, taken by various linguists, philosophers, and anthropologists over the course of the past century or two, depending on how far one
wants to trace the origins, posits that the lexical and grammatical properties of a
language influence the way one thinks using that language. This idea of linguistic
relativity, often also called the Sapir-Whorf hypothesis (although neither Edward
Sapir nor Benjamin Lee Whorf formulated it as a hypothesis), was in one of
its original forms a reaction against the way nineteenth-century anthropologists
looked down on unwritten languages (see, e.g., Kay and Kempton 1984). While
linguistic relativity sees language as influencing cognition, it takes for granted that
the two are different, and assumes that linguistic thought and nonlinguistic
thought are separate (for a criticism, see Björk 2008). In contrast to this, cognitive
linguistics goes significantly further and claims that language not only influences
cognition but that the two are in fact not distinct from each other. As a consequence, since language is not an autonomic part of human cognition, linguistic
knowledge is an integral part of the human cognitive structure (Croft and Cruse
2004: 2).
Under both these views—although this is more clearly spelled out in
cognitive linguistics —language has significant influence on cognition on both
linguistic and nonlinguistic levels. According to Lakoff and Johnson (1980), most
concepts are partially understood in terms of other concepts. Cognitive semantics
recognizes that there is a rich interplay between linguistic meaning, language use,
and conceptualization. The traditional idea of a “literal” meaning that can be
comprehensively described in a dictionary is a gross oversimplification, and, in
the end, there is no sharp division between literal and figurative meaning (e.g.,
Ariel 2002). Furthermore, the way something is framed influences how it is
perceived, so that a glass that is “half full” is not seen quite in the same way as one
that is “half empty” (Holleman and Pander Maat 2009). An example of how this
applies to sex and gender minorities is the way in which the pathologization of
intersex people and identities was furthered as a by-product of the adoption of the
term disorders of sex development (Topp 2012).
The development of the various trans- terms reflects the way that trans
people and their experiences have been perceived both by the trans community
itself and by outside forces, such as the medical and judicial system. However, the
influence between language and culture proceeds in both directions, so that the
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terms themselves help shape our understanding and conceptualization of the
trans phenomenon. The two oldest terms, transvestite and transsexual, suggest
that trans people can be divided into, first, those who are sufficiently satisfied with
their anatomical sex and assigned gender so that they do not seek transition but
still require the clothes and often some degree of socialization with the so-called
opposite sex, and second, those who desire medical intervention. This dichotomy
can still be seen in diagnostic manuals (ICD 1993) and has largely through them
spread to much of the world, creating conflict with non-Western or even older
Western views of gender minorities (see, e.g., Ocha and Earth 2012; Wilson 2002).
While the present trans- terms may be seen as universal, their origins trace
through English to German. Not only are the two languages related, as both
belong to the Germanic subfamily of the Indo-European languages, but the main
countries where the languages are spoken have relatively strong cultural ties. As
English has in the course of the twentieth century emerged as the main language
of academic discourse, it is natural to view the conceptualization of gender, sex,
and trans as it has issued through that language. In contrast with English, Finnish
belongs to the Finnic branch of the Uralic languages. Although not as apparent
as in other Germanic languages, English still has three sex-based grammatical
genders, while Finnish is nongendered to the extent of not having gender difference even in personal pronouns (Dryer and Haspelmath 2013). On the other
hand, Finland has culturally been a part of Scandinavia and thus the Western
world since the Middle Ages, first as a group of Swedish provinces, after 1809 as an
autonomous part of the Russian empire,1 and finally since 1917 as an independent
country.
Finnish and English divide the conceptual space of gender/sex/sexuality
differently. In English, sex can refer to both one’s anatomy and the act of using it
while gender is used for the social aspects. In present-day Finnish, on the other
hand, seksi refers to the various sexual acts and sukupuoli to anatomical sex and
social gender. These terms are relatively modern: seksi is a recent loan from
English, dated by Kaisa Häkkinen (2009) to the 1960s,2 while sukupuoli was coined
in the late nineteenth century. The word appears in Elias Lönnrot ([1880] 1958),
while Renvall (1826) deploys the more specific miehen puoli (male sex) and
naispuoli/waimon puoli (female sex).3
Historical Concepts of Gender Variance in Finland

In Finland, modern trans visibility and the terminology it brought along with it
appeared relatively recently in the linguistic landscape; by this time, urbanization
and social ties with the rest of Europe had already rooted out the old agrarian
views of gender variance. The change in social gender norms was slow and
gradual, starting with the upper classes during the first half of the nineteenth
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century and extending to the rural population completely by the 1950s (Löfström
1998: 249–51). Near the end of the process, one major step was the Given Names
Act of 1945, which prohibited cross-gender given names and thus also tried to
mandate a strict division of names into male and female. While this legally mandated sharp division never happened completely and has been challenged again
in recent years, the number of cross-gender or gender-neutral names dropped
markedly in the 1940s.4 There are also numerous cases, especially in the 1960s
through the 1980s, in which people discarded an originally gender-neutral name
that had later become associated with the “wrong” gender. In two notable cases,
Jani started out as a rare gender-neutral name but became popular as a male name
in the late 1960s, while Mirka became a female name in the early 1970s. This
resulted in a series of name changes, as young women were embarrassed to have a
male name and young men a female name (Leino 2014).
The general polarization of sexuality into masculine/strong and feminine/
weak was a relatively late development that started in the mid-nineteenth century
in the urban upper and middle classes and spread to the rural population in the
first half of the twentieth century (Löfström 1998: 249–51). Before this, both sexes
were seen as equally active, and, until the nineteenth century, people believed that
conception was possible only if both partners had an orgasm (243).
Jan Löfström (253–54) gives two main axes of male/female polarity for this
earlier period: one related to reproduction (gives birth/does not give birth) and
another one related to the sphere of one’s work (at the farm/at the farm and within
the village). While both also exist in some form in the “new” gender system that
gradually took over between approximately 1800 and 1950, the old constraints
were much narrower than their later counterparts. They were also all there was:
such later notions as women being weak and emotional, and men strong and
rational, were absent.
As the male/female polarity was centered on one’s role in procreation and
in rural work, transgressing gender roles was not as socially freighted as it later
became. A man doing women’s work wasn’t frowned upon, as that work was just
as important (and often as physically demanding) as men’s work. It was still outside
the norm, though, and in some cases people would speculate about the reasons. In
more cases than one, a man who engaged in women’s work, or sometimes a
woman who took a masculine role, was thought to be a hermaphrodite. In other
words, transgressing the gender boundary on one main axis could be thought to
imply a corresponding transgression on the other one as well (242–45).
The rural division of labor was flexible, but in an asymmetrical way: it was
often necessary for women to do men’s work, while men doing women’s work was
far less common (241). This has also left some traces in linguistic descriptions,
so that, for instance, in Christfrid Ganander’s dictionary (1997), the entry for
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mulkku (scrotum; testicle) has mulkku muori (a man who engages in women’s
work).5 The first part of the compound, mulkku, is in modern Finnish strongly
vulgar (and its meaning has expanded to include “penis”). The latter part is more
neutral (“mother; wife; old woman”), so that, while the overall construction is
reminiscent of the English “chick with a dick,” it does not have the sexualized
overtones.
The change from old agrarian views on gender roles to the new urban ones
was completed by the 1950s, as a part of the social changes brought by World
War II. Transsexuality in the modern sense appeared only afterward, and slowly.
According to Veronica Pimenoff (2008: 19), the first Finn applied for permission
to medically transition in 1959, and by the end of the 1960s, three trans women
and one man had applied for genital surgery; this was preceded by Christine
Jorgensen being covered by Finnish media in 1953. The numbers remained low
until the early 1990s, when they first started to rise significantly (11–13, 41). As
described by Jan Wickman (2001), two distinct groups started to organize in
the last two decades of the twentieth century and eventually drifted toward the
Finnish LGB community, which was somewhat ahead of them in terms of organization and social acceptance. This history is still visible in that, while the animosity and tension between the two groups is mostly gone, there is nevertheless a
division between cross-dressers (in Finnish, transvestiitti, without the kind of
fetishistic implications that the corresponding English term has) and transsexuals
(in current Finnish, transsukupuolinen). From roughly the turn of the twenty-first
century, people with various nonbinary identities, usually lumped together under
the term transgender even in Finnish, have started to gain visibility.
From Sexuality to Gender

The term transsexual has been translated into Finnish in two different ways. A
straightforward loan, transseksuaali, is used as late as in the title of the 2002 Act on
Confirming the Gender of a Transsexual (Laki transseksuaalin sukupuolen vahvistamisesta), commonly known as the Trans Act (Translaki). However, starting in
the 1990s, the Finnish trans community voiced concerns that this is misleading. As
seksi refers only to the sexual act, transseksuaali gives the impression that this
phenomenon is primarily about sexuality. This implication is made stronger by its
clear resemblance to the slightly older loan homoseksuaali (homosexual).6 Since
being trans is a matter of the sex/gender complex and not of sexuality per se,
transsukupuolinen has been suggested as a more accurate—and less sexualizing—
term. This term has been gaining acceptance during the early twenty-first century
and is currently used by most people involved in the care of trans people (e.g.,
Mattila and Tinkanen 2015).
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In recent years, a similar development seems to have started in English:
transgender is developing yet another meaning, as a more polite and less easily
sexualized synonym for the earlier transsexual. This is happening quite rapidly:
for instance, on November 13, 2015, the search tools at the New York Times website
found 1,198 instances of transsexual and 3,921 of transgender in all the issues
published so far; of those, only 58 instances of transsexual, as compared with 1,384
of transgender, had appeared in the previous twelve months. David Haig (2004)
describes a similar process outside trans-related discourse in academic titles. His
interpretation is that the adoption of gender as a technical term enabled the term
to gain acceptance, and he suggests that since the 1980s, it has often been used as a
euphemism for sex. It is easy to assume that transgender is similarly being used to
downplay sex in transsexual.7 Looking at the change this way, it is a significant step
away from the sexualization of trans identities, as moving from sex to gender is a
step toward seeing the anatomical aspects of sex in terms other than those related
to sexual acts. Considering the history of the term transgender, using it in this
new manner also takes a position in favor of seeing trans phenomena as a continuum: having a single term means that there is not a clear categorical difference
between binary and nonbinary trans people, and to many this is a step in the right
direction.
In Finland, a clear paradigm shift happened during the 1990s. Previously,
transsexuals and cross-dressers had organized themselves separately, and a clear
difference was observed between the two. Wickman (2001: 184) describes how this
view gave way to seeing different trans identities as a continuum, with crossdressers at one end and transsexuals—in this context, people with “an absolute
need for complete sex reassignment”—at the other. Two key organizational
events marked this change. The first one was the establishment of the Transgender
Support Center in 1994. From the start, the center took an inclusive approach,
something they have consistently continued to do. A year later, the national
transsexual organization Trasek ry changed its bylaws to allow cross-dressers as
members. This resulted in a heated debate but no significant change in membership; however, twenty years later, one can see that it was a clear step in opening the
way for people with nonbinary identities. In recent years, the Finnish LGBT
community has been relatively successful in promoting the use of terms that do
not contribute to the medicalization or sexualization of trans people. Much of the
work has been done by either the Transgender Support Center or the national
LGBT organization, Seta ry, with which it shares offices. Both have published a
glossary of suggested terms on their websites, and in the 2010s, Seta has provided a
guide for journalists on how to write about sexual and gender minorities.
The process in which transsukupuolinen is replacing transseksuaali has not
yet been completed, but a significant portion of major media outlets have adopted
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the more recent term. Over the past year or two, in most instances in which the
old term has been used in general web forums, the discussion thread has included
a follow-up comment that suggests using the new one, usually with the argument
that the trans condition has nothing to do with sexuality. Considering this, it is
not surprising that, on the web, the term transseksuaali is systematically used by
only the porn industry.
Another notable group of people who have used the old term transseksuaali are various conservative groups—for instance in 2014 and early 2015, in the
course of discussions on the bills for amending the Marriage Act and later the Act
on Confirming the Gender of a Transsexual.8 As they have a vested interest in
preserving both the gender binary and strict gender roles, it is very useful to
conservative operatives that transseksuaali appears as a counterpart to homoseksuaali, so that the same arguments can be used to marginalize both minorities.
Furthermore, one can choose in Finnish to refer to the phenomenon of
transsexuality as transseksualismi instead of transseksuaalisuus —the latter being a
neutral term for a characteristic, formed according to regular Finnish morphological rules, while the former hints more toward an ideology or at least a consciously chosen mindset (cf. kommunismi [communism] or hedonismi [hedonism]). Choosing the right derivative suffix can steer the listener away from a
neutral view of trans people and toward a perception of them as sexual deviants
who have consciously chosen to not be normal. Of course, homoseksualismi can be
used similarly to imply that gay and lesbian people have made an ideological
choice to rebel against the “natural” heterosexual norm.
On the other hand, some people in the extreme conservative fringe have
also found the new term transsukupuolinen useful. Morphologically, it contains
three parts. First, there is trans, in this usage a clear loan. Next is sukupuoli
(gender), and finally the suffix -nen, which is a derivative that makes a noun into
an adjective.9 The expected way to parse this compound is that trans modifies the
adjective sukupuolinen, with a meaning of “someone who transitions in terms of
sex/gender.” However, if one chooses to, it is possible to parse this word as the
suffix -nen being added to the noun transsukupuoli. Such a noun is not transgender, in the sense the word is normally used in English, but rather in the sense of
a separate gender labeled “trans.” If one intends to paint trans people as abnormal
and laughable, transsukupuoli can easily be used as a rhetorical device. Perhaps
rather fortunately, this usage is rarely found and usually only in comments on web
forums, where it is routinely removed by moderators.
Official Terms and Concepts

When the current Trans Act was written in 2002, trans people had already been
treated medically for several decades, and the terms used in legislation reflect the
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medical practice of the time. This association has persisted since then, and in 2013,
a working group for drafting changes to the act was commissioned by the Ministry of Social Affairs and Health, which included key organizations and persons
involved in medical treatment. These changes would have included replacing
transseksuaali with transsukupuolinen, as well as bringing the act closer to current
views of how transsexuality should be treated.
The influences between legislation and medical practice proceed in both
directions, in that the treatment of transsexuality is outlined in a 2002 Decree of
the Ministry of Social Affairs and Health on “Organizing the Diagnostics and
Treatment Aiming at Changing Gender, and Medical Statements for the Purpose
of Confirming the Gender of a Transsexual” (Sosiaali- ja terveysministeriön asetus
sukupuolen muuttamiseen tähtäävän tutkimuksen ja hoidon järjestämisestä sekä
lääketieteellisestä selvityksestä transseksuaalin sukupuolen vahvistamista varten),
commonly known as the Trans Decree (Transasetus). Changing one’s legal gender
marker requires a medical diagnosis, and this is undertaken under the criteria in
the tenth version of the International Classification of Diseases (ICD 1993). As the
name implies, the ICD-10 divides the various trans conditions into discrete concepts. It therefore has implications beyond diagnostics, categorizing trans people
into separate classes. In practice, changing one’s legal gender marker is possible
only with a diagnosis of F64.0, transsexualism (in the current Finnish translation,
transsukupuolisuus). This poses a problem for people with non-binary-gender
identities, as the usual diagnosis available to them is F64.8, other gender identity
disorders (muu sukupuoli-identiteetin häiriö). This will not be sufficient for changing one’s legal gender, and the available treatments under this diagnosis are up
to the willingness of the individual physician. The third possible diagnosis for
gender minorities, F64.1, dual-role transvestism (kaksoisroolinen vastakkaiseksi
sukupuoleksi pukeutumisen halu), has been discarded as both medically useless
and socially stigmatizing.
It seems obvious that the reasons for using two different diagnoses has to
do with a strictly binary view of the sex/gender complex, encoded in the diagnostic criteria.10 If there are only two “real” options for gender, everything else
must be considered nontypical, and therefore, transitioning from one of the
major genders into the other is inherently more valid than transitioning from
either to some nonbinary state. However out of touch this view is with the lives of
gender minorities, it is consistent: on the one hand, nonbinary trans people are
denied the possibility for transition, and on the other hand, intersex children are
surgically made to conform to the binary.
In recent years, the criticism of both practices has become stronger, and
medical experts are by no means united in the support of the old views. According
to the Trans Decree, trans people are treated at the Helsinki and Tampere
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University hospitals, and severe intersex cases similarly at the Helsinki and Oulu
University hospitals. Psychiatrists at the Tampere unit have for the past several
years stated that the quality of life of the trans patient should be the deciding
factor (e.g., Mattila et al. 2015); similarly, pediatric surgeons in Oulu no longer
perform cosmetic surgery on intersex babies (Karppinen 2015: 20–21). The Helsinki University Hospital is more conservative in both respects.
Naming Nonbinary Genders

Using transgender in Finnish to refer to nonbinary genders or gender identities is
not a very good choice, for several reasons. First, it is obviously a foreign word
that does not conform to the phonological system of Finnish, which makes it
harder than necessary for people to pronounce. In this, it resembles some young
loan words such as trukki (fork lift) or radio, which in some dialects get constantly
mangled, sometimes with comical results: pronouncing radio as “rario,” common
in Western Finnish dialects, is unambiguous, but pronouncing trukki without the
word-initial consonant cluster results in “rukki” (spinning wheel).
The obviously foreign origin of the word also makes it easy to view it as
something newly invented by foreign theorists who are out of touch with both
the real world and Finnish culture. This makes it easy to invalidate nonbinary
identities by arguing that traditional Finnish culture sees only two distinct genders. Of course, as seen above, the current “traditional” Finnish gender dichotomy is a relatively new import, but so are also some of the “traditional” views on
marriage or the Finnish personal name system.11 If one looks at the meaning
“[someone with] nonbinary gender identity,” it is not at all what one would
expect from the conjunction of trans and gender: rather, looking at the parts of the
compound word, one would assume that the term referred to people who need
to transition in terms of social gender but not in terms of their anatomical sex.
This, of course, is roughly how Virginia Prince used the word and its close relatives, although there are earlier instances of the word that also cover transsexuals
(Williams 2014). The current Finnish sense would be more appropriately termed
“intergender,” but straightforward translation poses a problem, just as it does for
transgender. Finnish does not have a distinction between gender and sex, so the
obvious translations are already in use, transsukupuolinen for “transsexual” and
intersukupuolinen for “intersex.”
In recent years, muunsukupuolinen has been suggested as an indigenous
and more semantically correct alternative to transgender. The word is formed
from muu (other) and sukupuoli (sex; gender),12 and as such it is immediately
understandable to a Finnish reader. It is not without its problems, though, as it
quite literally others nonbinary genders and identities. Still, it is a native neologism and has the further advantage of emphasizing the nonbinary nature of
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gender and deemphasizing any kind of medical issues the person may have. In that
sense, it is a gender and not a condition, in opposition to mies (man) and nainen
(woman) instead of transsukupuolinen, which it otherwise resembles in form.
Gender Identity Disorder

In addition to the various trans subclasses, gender identity itself is a rather difficult concept to put into words. In Finnish, it is usually translated as sukupuoliidentiteetti, a straightforward compound noun containing sukupuoli (sex; gender)
and identiteetti (identity). The translation appears obvious. However, both the
translation and especially the original have problems that may in fact steer cis
people away from understanding trans people. As an example, in late 2014, a
friend of mine referenced a blog post titled “Cis by Default.” Its main argument
was that a large number of cis people do not have a specific gender identity but
instead just proceed in accordance with their anatomical sex, without thinking
about it. My friend thought this part of the post matched her feelings, and in the
following discussion thread it became clear that a large part of this predicament
was due to the term gender identity itself. It seems obvious to parse gender identity
as relating to gender, that is, the social aspects of the sex/gender complex, and
identity, that is, the way a person —usually at least partly consciously —associates
themselves with a group. Both notions are in stark contrast with how many trans
people describe their feelings, and also with the way scientific studies (see, e.g.,
Saraswat, Weinand, and Safer 2014) have over the years shown that the causes are
more biological than social, even if the mechanisms involved are not known. In
the discussion with my friend, once the trans experience was framed in terms of
body integrity and the phantom limb phenomenon, she was much more ready to
agree that yes, she might have a (cis) gender identity after all.
The Finnish sukupuoli-identiteetti is not quite as misleading as its English
counterpart, since Finnish does not make a distinction between sex and gender.
But identiteetti, just like the English identity, takes the position of seeing gender as
an artifact and trans identity as at least a semiconscious choice. Julia Serano (2013:
139–50) goes to some length in describing how it is problematic to see gender
exclusively as either biologically determined or socially constructed, so that either
view in its pure form leads to severe problems in understanding trans people;
from this point of view, gender identity is a rather bad choice for a term. Benjamin’s sex orientation would be much more appropriate and useful if it weren’t so
easily confused with sexual orientation. Serano’s subconscious sex is an even more
appropriate choice.
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Conclusion

In both English and Finnish, the terms and underlying concepts that are used to
describe trans people and identities bear a history that ultimately ties them with
sexual orientation, although in light of current knowledge, these ties are known to
be far looser than they were once thought to be. The terms, however, still keep this
connection alive and influence the way the general public, and to some extent the
experts, see gender minorities. In Finnish, one key change has been to discard
transseksuaali in favor of transsukupuolinen as the term for “transsexual.” The
goal of the trans community in propagating this change was to leave behind the
implication that transsexuality is sexually motivated. This goal has for the most
part been reached, which can be seen also in the way some conservatives deliberately continue using old terms and their variants to emphasize the claim that
trans people are sexual deviants.
In English, a somewhat similar development can be seen in the way many
writers have started to use transgender instead of transsexual. Again, this downplays the sexual connection, but at the same time, the use of gender also hints that
transsexuality is more a matter of social roles and presentation than anatomy. On
the other hand, the line between sex and gender seems also to be changing, so that
sex is more and more restricted to contexts that relate to sexuality, while the scope
of gender is becoming broader.
Even if the central concept of transsexual/transgender is developing away
from sexuality on the level of linguistic connotations as well as scientific knowledge, there is still much work to be done. One problem area involves the concept
of gender identity or its Finnish counterpart sukupuoli-identiteetti. As used, the
term has too close ties to identity, with all the implications of a cultural and to
some extent conscious attachment, instead of a more fundamental phenomenon
with biological roots. This makes it more difficult for cis people to understand
what trans people are feeling. The terms used for nonbinary genders and people
with such identities have not yet developed to a point where they are widely
accepted by the general public, or even by the people themselves. Here a central
problem is that Western society has had very strong binary-gender norms, and
getting back to more flexible views is an arduous undertaking. This process seems
indeed to be under way, but it is not yet obvious how the conceptual space would
be optimally divided into discrete genders and gender terms.

Unni Leino started out as a computational onomastician, chaired the Finnish national LGBT
organization’s recent terminology project, and has spent the past three years working as
professor of Finnish at the University of Tampere, Finland, with a female name on his university
e-mail address and a male one on her office door.
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Notes
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.
10.

11.

The autonomous Grand Duchy of Finland was administratively separated from the
Russian empire and kept its own laws. The ties were loose enough that Arthur Fox-Davies
([1904] 1986: 272) describes the relationship as Finland being “united by personal union
to Russia,” although the reality was more complex than that.
Before this, the main word used for sexual acts and interests was lempi. Gustav Renvall
(1826) translates it as “compassion; love,” but more comprehensively, it refers “to a
cluster of concepts related to luck and happiness in heterosexual relationships as well as
physical attractiveness and ‘sex appeal’” (Stark-Arola 1998: 33). Ulla-Maija Kulonen et al.
(1995: 62) suggest that the original (Proto-Finnic) meaning was related to “fire.”
It is clear that Lönnrot used these terms, containing mies (man), nainen (woman), vaimo
(wife; arch. woman), and puoli (half; side), to coin sukupuoli by substituting suku
(family) for the gender-specific part.
In addition to a number of gender-neutral names, some babies are given a cross-gender
name for one reason or another. These cases were extremely rare in the 1950s, but the
Finnish Population Information System has at least one case in every year of the twentieth
century.
Ganander finished the manuscript for his dictionary in 1787, but it was not published at
the time, likely because Professor H. G. Porthan, who was to inspect it before publication,
never finished it. A facsimile of the manuscript was published in 1937–38, and there the
entry appears to be in Ganander’s hand. The Dictionary of Old Finnish (Vanhan kirjasuomen sanakirja, 2014) also cites mulkkumuori from a note written in the margin of
Porthan’s personal copy of an earlier dictionary.
Matti Sadeniemi et al. (1951) have the adjective homoseksuaalinen and the noun homoseksualisti, but a more precise dating is difficult. Löfström (1998: 252) estimates that the
term started to become widely used from the late 1940s onward but notes that some
informants remember it from before World War II.
The New York Times seems to be also moving from sex to gender, although here the trend
is not nearly as overwhelming as their move from transsexual to transgender, and the
terms do not overlap as clearly.
After a determined opposition from the Christian Democratic Party and key conservative
members of other parties, the Gender-Neutral Marriage bill was finally passed as a citizens’ initiative. In the resulting backlash, the government decided to not submit a bill
that had been drafted, to remove the most glaring human rights issues in the Trans Act.
As an example of this kind of derivation, vesi (water) has led to a similarly formed
adjective, vetinen (watery).
The diagnostic criteria for F64.0 (transsexualism) start with “desire to live and be
accepted as a member of the opposite sex,” with a clear implication that there are two
opposing sexes.
For instance, the requirement for a woman to take her husband’s surname was first
instituted in the Marriage Act of 1929, after the corresponding Swedish legislation, and
was abolished in 1985.
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Muu appears regularly in compounds, for instance, muunkielinen (in/speaker of [some]
other language) or muunmaalainen (of another nationality).
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Pedro Lemebel and
the Translatxrsation
On a Genderqueer Translation Praxis

A R I E L L E A . C O N C I L IO

Abstract Like transgender studies, literary translation has historically suffered marginalization
within the academy and has only recently become established. The marginalization of both, it seems,
stems from rigid binaries—namely, the binaries of male/female and man/woman in the context of
the transgender, and the binaries of author/translator, original/translation, and source language/
target language in the context of translation. By applying the deconstructive work of transgender and
queer theory that undertakes the project of destabilizing cisgender, heteronormative, patriarchal
systems, we can dismantle these binaries to reconceptualize the translator as the translatxr—a
trans*, nonbinary, or genderqueer subjectivity—and translation as translatxrsation, a nonbinary
embodied practice with the potential to produce multilingual, decolonizing strategies and discourses. Such a practice actively resists the erasure and colonization of texts by and about trans*,
trans, nonbinary, or genderqueer persons and lives. This article looks to the work of Chilean writer
and performance artist Pedro Lemebel’s urban chronicles to reveal the antinormalizing, decolonizing
practice of becoming-translation. The article concludes with the translatxrsation of Lemebel’s performance poem “Manifiesto,” to reveal the embodiment of the translatxrsation.
Keywords translation studies, transgender, Lemebel

n the short essay “Queer,” Heather Love asks, “What is the place of queer in
transgender studies?” (Love 2014: 172; emphasis added). Relying upon her
definition of genderqueer as a “refusal of all categories of sexual and gender
identity” (173), and her suggestion that the term offers a productive means for
rethinking the trans and the queer together, I correspondingly ask, what is the
place of genderqueer in translation studies? Like transgender studies, literary
translation has historically suffered marginalization within the academy. While
literary translation has become institutionalized to a degree with the advent of
specialized doctoral and master of fine arts programs, such as at Binghamton
University and the University of Iowa in the United States, as well as associations
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and organizations like the American Literary Translators’ Association (ALTA),
PEN, and the Society of Authors in London, its exclusion from comparative
literature, English, and national philologies has persisted. Still, the absence as yet
of a transgender studies graduate degree program (the first to be launched in fall
2016 at the University of Arizona) may remind us that literary translation’s violent exclusion and invisibilization have been predominantly symbolic, disciplinary, and methodological, while transgender’s exclusion has been the result of
entrenched social stigmas.
Like transgender studies, translation has historically been preoccupied
with issues of authenticity and originality. Writers and editors have historically
characterized translation as secondary and unoriginal work, an unfaithful and
deceptive practice to be scrutinized with deep suspicion and even held in contempt when compared with an “original” (Chamberlain 1988; Littau 1997). This
stigma of translatxrs and interpreters as traitors,1 fabricators, and infiltrators has
sometimes even led to physical violence and imprisonment, as Anthony Pym
([1998] 2014) documents in Method in Translation History and Emily Apter
(2005) in “Translation after 9/11.”
Indeed, this inherited concern about authenticity allows us to draw parallels with the harassment that trans*, nonbinary, and trans persons experience in
the violent accusations of deceitfulness and assertions that their genders are not
real and they are not faithful to the gender assigned at birth. This parallel is not to
equate the violence and invisibility that trans* individuals have suffered and
continue to suffer with the invisibility of translatxrs,2 but instead, to think productively about how translation may be understood as a nonbinary or genderqueer embodied practice, when translating a text by trans* writers or one that
illuminates trans* lives and histories. We may also consider how the translatxr’s
invisibility has functioned to further silence trans* histories and lives through the
politics of what is selected to be translated and published. To better understand
how a genderqueer translation works in practice, I turn to the work of Chilean
loca writer and performance artist Pedro Lemebel for a case study that concludes
in a theorization of what I am calling “translatxrsation.”3
Monolingualism, Modernity, and Cisheteronormativity

The marginalization of both translation and transgender stems from rigid
binaries historically located in modernity—namely, the binaries of male/female
and man/woman in the context of the transgender, and the binaries of author/
translator, original/translation, and source language/target language in the context of translation. As applied linguists Alastair Pennycook and Sinfree Makoni
point out, languages themselves are “inventions” that have been “constructed . . .
by social and semiotic processes,” such as the “development of colonial and
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nationalist ideologies” (2007: 1–2). These same processes allowed for the simultaneous development of an “ideology of language as separate and enumerable
categories . . . reinforced by assumptions of a singular, essentialized languageobject . . . physically located in concepts of space . . . a notion of territorialization,”
or the ideology of boundaries that exist among languages—a project of European colonialist thought to distinguish between what was internal and external to
the modern nation-state (2, 10). This same logic relies upon the assumption of the
unity of language and the border as a “gap or distance” (Gentzler 2012), which
allowed for the invention of monolingualism as a “key structuring principle that
organizes the entire range of modern social life” and enabled the production of
“individuals” as monolingual subjects (Yildiz 2012: 2) with loyalties to an almost
“biological mother-tongue” tied to the monolingual community of the modern
nation-state (Gentzler 2012).4 If the border functions as a “distance” to be crossed,
then the “trope of the border works . . . to determine a particular incident of social
and political transaction as translation.” Translation, then, also has the ability to
“create and inscribe borders” in what Edwin Gentzler defines as the “regime of
modern translation.” Translation (in contrast to the “regime of modern translation”), then, is not a “secondary practice” between two separate and unified
languages but a “multi-directional” and intercultural “transfer of discourse” that
blurs and subverts supposed boundaries between languages (Gentzler 2012).
Just as the modern nation-state relies on monolingualism, the homosexual/heterosexual binary, predicated on “sexual difference” (creating the female/
male and man/woman binary), became the paradigm structuring the modern
family.5 Just as the regime of monolingualism relies upon the supposed biological
authenticity of a “mother tongue” to produce the source/target language and
author/translator binaries, cis heteronormativity relies upon a biological authenticity of sex and gender that produces the trans/cis and the homo/hetero binaries.
Translation theorists, such as Pym ([1998] 2014), Gideon Toury (1982), Lawrence
Venuti and Marina Guglielmi (1995), and Beatriz Zeller (2000), have worked
against such notions of authenticity in order to gain economic justice, intellectual
recognition, and artistic freedom for literary translators by repositioning the
translator as author, thereby reducing the originality of the “source” text. This
newly won status, however, merely inverts the constrictive binaries and obscures a
genderqueer subjectivity and practice. And although feminist translation theorist
Lori Chamberlain has acknowledged that “conventional gender hierarchies” and
“constructs” have historically marginalized women translators, and she imagines
the possibility of “authoring, creating, or legitimizing a text outside of the gender
binaries,” few have theorized translation in its relation to genderqueer or nonbinary gender (1988: 472).
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Embodiment and the Translatxrsation

In her essay “Gender and the Metaphorics of Translation,” Chamberlain argues
that male-identified theorists, such as George Steiner and Terry Eagleton, have
historically conceived of translation as a “feminized practice”—a rigid gendered
space in which the text is female/woman, feminine, and an object, while the
translator is male/man, masculine, and a subject engaged in a battle with another
male/man, masculine author (1988: 462). While Chamberlain critiques the “binary
logics” that underlie this conception and acknowledges the possibility of “authoring, creating, or legitimizing a text outside of the gender binaries,” her positioning
of this possibility may lead one to believe that a nonbinary and trans* understanding of translation may only come after the work of (cis)feminist translation
theory. When read in this way, the statement obscures the existence and history of
nonbinary, genderqueer translatxrs and translation practices while further intimating that the translator’s identity is stable (472).6
But the translator’s identity is not so fixed—the translator’s fluid movement among and negotiation of different positions (such as writer, reader, or
critic) throughout the activity of translation makes it impossible to define or affix
an identity within the author/translator binary at any given moment. Though
Venuti (1998) has long argued for the recognition of the translator as author,
scholars of translation and migration have long suggested that thinking about
translation as travel reveals this fluidity of translation practice (Polezzi 2006;
Tymoczko 2003; Larkosh 2011). Gentzler also points out that, outside the Anglounitedstatesian7 sphere, translation has different meanings that bear implications
for the fluidity and wide range of roles translators are understood to occupy. In
Arabic, for example, “the word most frequently associated with ‘translation’
usually is tarjama, which originally refers to ‘biography’” (Naous 2007), and
translators are frequently understood as “narrators” or storytellers, as well as
“scholars in their own rights” (Gentzler 2012). Gentzler also notes that in Mexico
and Brazil, an understanding of translation as “transcreación” and “transcriação”
suggests that translators are not only authors but also culture makers.8 Indeed,
Maria Tymoczko argues that “the word translation is paradigmatic” of the problem of static binaries, such as author/translator, which developed as part of the
“dominant ideological perspective of . . . Western imperialism” and are “primarily
applicable to a particular Western historical circumstance,” such as “the position
of a national language and literature within a larger cultural hegemony” (2003: 3).
And so, translatxrs’ fluidity, evidenced by the evasion of the author/
translator binary signals a genderqueer embodiment/subjectivity that defies the
norm of a stable, gender-conforming subject. In an essay on Manuel Puig,
Christopher Larkosh (2006: 285) writes, “Translation is indeed that other act
which implies writing in the gender of the author, changing one’s linguistic
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markings in response to the work before him or her, an act that allows male
translators and interpreters to utter statements in the feminine.” But I argue that
this signals not so much a crossing or switching from one binary gender to the
other but a nonbinary, genderqueer process and reembodiment. And yet Larkosh
seems to suggest looking ahead to the idea of translation as a nonbinary practice,
in the introduction to his Re-engendering Translation: “In re-engendering the
study of translation, it may be possible to uncover the ways that translation has
always already been gendered in multiple ways, and how all gender and sexual identifications, wherever they are represented in the translation process, are
poised for an extended discussion which points toward their relevance across the
limits of a single gender or sexual identity” (4). Larkosh continues on to suggest
that a “re-engendered study of translation begins to be recognized as a transcultural practice that calls into question any and all claims to one’s own or others’
centrally fixed identity by its very nature” (5).
Taking Larkosh’s conception of a “re-engendered” translation as a point of
departure, I argue for translatxrsation—a nonbinary, genderqueer understanding of translation.9 In the same way, I wish to push beyond the trans- prefix of the
word translation, to suggest “the possibility of a deeper meaning than the prefix
might” (27). My replacement of the insidious, grammatically masculine o with
the gender-neutral (or inclusive) x not only destabilizes the cisgender subjectivity
ascribed to translator, by revealing the genderqueer identity of the translatxr, but
also alludes to the practice of replacing the grammatically masculine gendered o in
Spanish with the gender-neutral x (as in lxs amigxs, instead of los amigos) and
signals an attempt to undermine the anglocentrism and monolingualism of
transgender knowledge production.10 The term is further indebted to the use of
traductxr, traductorx, and traductorxs in Spanish; the variation of the placement of
the x is a result of Spanish grammar rules that require the addition of an e to
pluralize nouns and adjectives that end in a consonant.11
Finally, because the cis binary of original/translation that casts the text as a
cisfemale/woman object also sustains the rigid cis binary of author/translator,
I argue that the dissolution of the subject and object in these binaries allows us
to further visibilize and demarginalize the translatxr by reimagining the text not
as an object but as a part of a Deleuzian-Guattarian desiring machine that is
translatxrsation.12 In Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari’s essay “The Machines”
(“Les machines”), “the desiring machine is not a metaphor” ([1972] 2004: 300).13
Moreover, “every machine is a machine of a machine”14 and is “related to a
continual material flow that it cuts into . . . for example, the anus machine and the
intestine machine, the intestine machine and the stomach machine, the stomach
machine and the mouth machine” (297). In the case of the translatxrsation,
we may identify the various interconnected machines—the hand and/or eye
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machine that reads and connects to the hand and/or mouth machine that transcribes and/or dictates and cuts off the flow of writing/translating “(and then . . .
and then . . . and then . . . )” (297). From this desiring machine, made up of the
interconnected flow and breaks in flow, then, we can more clearly see the chain
made up of translatxr and translation—two fragments or breaks in the flow of the
same desiring machine of the translatxrsation. “The partial object and the continuous flux, the interruption and the connection, fuse into one” (297).
Finally, we may identify the translatxr as the type of interruption or break
known as the “residual break (coupure reste), or residuum, which produces a
subject alongside the machine, functioning as a part adjacent to the machine”
(300). Yet this subject is but a “surplus” and a “part of the whole” (300). Thus, the
translatxrsation reconceives both translatxr and translation not as distinct subject
and object but as a singular body, both fragmented and unified. The neologism
maintains not only the x of the genderqueer translatxr but also the s of translation
to signify the plurality and polyvocality the translatxrsation creates as a desiring machine. The subject-action-relation that is the translatxrsation, then, can be
assembled and reassembled according to each embodied situation of textual
encounter, again revealing both the mobility and nonrigidity of subjectivity. The
ability to construct/reconstruct/deconstruct through the morphology of the word
translatxrsation also dismantles the unnaturalness of the construction of the
cisgender binaries of author/translator and original/translation.
If, according to Roland Barthes ([1967] 2001), a text is a “multi-dimensional
space in which a variety of writings, none of them original blend and clash . . . a
tissue of quotations drawn from innumerable centres of culture,” and the Derridean
idea of “the text” always bears “a trace of traces of other texts/translations” of other
texts (146), then we can more easily envision the translatxr’s shared coembodiment
with that text in the form of the translatxrsation as it is distributed around the
world. Since the body is also the text, two fragments of the same desiring machine,
then the translatxr leaves multiple bodily-textual “traces” within the body-text and
that also compose the body-text, and therefore blurs the distinctions between
author/translator, original/translation, and translator/translation.
Translatxrsation as a Genderqueer Practice

Now that we have arrived at the articulation of the genderqueer embodiment of
the translatxrsation, how does the translatxrsation move among languages? What
does the transformation of the material body of the translatxrsation look like?
What tools does the translatxrsation take up to resist colonizing or “domesticating” the text?
Turning to the work of Chilean loca writer and performance artist Pedro
Lemebel will enable us to see what kinds of translation strategies might constitute
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a genderqueer practice. Lemebel wrote primarily during and immediately after
the years of the golpe d’estado, or coup d’état, which saw the US-backed overthrow
of the socialist president, Salvador Allende, and the subsequent installation of
Augusto Pinochet, whose dictatorship lasted from 1973 until 1990. Lemebel’s work
chronicles the impact of AIDS on the loca community in Chile during this critical
epoch, an epoch in which political dissidents, homosexuals, trans*, and other
groups were not merely marginalized but also persecuted, tortured, and often
disappeared by the US-backed Pinochet regime.
Lemebel’s gender-sexual identity as a loca suggests a hybridity or multiplicity of gender and sexual positions. According to Melissa M. González, “the
feminine noun la loca can describe not only a crazy woman but also a gendernonconforming homosexual man,” or person assigned male at birth (2014: 123–
24). As such, González notes that locas’ “interchangeable use both masculine and
feminine pronouns. While some people in Latin America self-identify as or equate
terms like trans and loca, a few others, like Lemebel, identify primarily as loca
and not as trans, transexual, travesti, trava, or transgénero” (123–24).15 Similarly,
travesti indicates a complex multiplicity that destabilizes the notion of a binary
gender and sexual identity. According to cultural critic Nelly Richard, “Travestismo breaks the binary of sexual opposition,” which in turn breaks the cisheteronormative structure upon which “Chilean national identity is founded”
(2004: 126) and further links the ethno-racial hybridity of mestizaje to the gender
hybridity and nonbinariness of travestismo (2004).
The sexual-gender hybridity of Lemebel and of the community she
chronicles is reflected not only in the hybridity of the crónica and the performance
text as genres16 but also in the writing itself, which is marked by frequent use of
Chilean modismos or colloquialisms inflected by gender, sexuality, ethnicity, race,
and socioeconomic status.17 Let us look to an example taken from the beginning
of Lemebel’s chronicle, Loco afán: Crónicas de sidario: “Todo el mundo estaba
invitado: las locas pobres, las de Recoleta, las de mediopelo, las del Blue Ballet, las
de la Carlina, las callejeras que patinaban la noche en la calle Huérfanos la
Chumilou y su pandilla travesti, las regias del Coppelia y la Pilola Alessandri”
(1996: 16). The specifically Chilean slang words that appear alongside (in simultaneous conjunction and disjunction with) “english” terms serve as “interruptions” to or “breaks in the ‘flow’” amid the idea of a unified, “hegemonic”
“Spanish,” which subverts the idea of a monolingual text (Deleuze and Guattari
[1972] 2004: 299). We also see the nonbinary loca and the corresponding use of
the feminine definite article las, and markers of class status in mediopelo
and regias (which often refer to ethno-racial identity). Indeed, this sentence
reveals “the way in which identities are elastic and complex, and underlines the
myriad identifications which coincide in the construction of a coherent sense of
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identity” (Averis 2011). Moreover, we can see here what Emi Otsuji and Pennycook
refer to as “metrolingualism,” or “everyday multilingualism in relation to . . .
everyday practices and lived experience of diversity in specific locations—while
emphasizing the interrelationships between language and urban space” (2015: 9).
The references to specific geographic locales within the urban center of Santiago,
such as “Recoleta” and “Huérfanos” (a barrio and a street, respectively) root the
discourses in a specific urban locale and further provide indications of class and
ethnoracial identity.
Through its multiplicity of meanings and referents, then, Lemebel’s text
reaffirms Pennycook and Makoni’s assertion that the distinction between source
and target language is invented, and it subverts the idea of a hegemonic, unified
Spanish, in turn subverting those hegemonic values that reproduce and maintain
cisgender, heteronormative, and patriarchal systems of power. Although one may
question the extent to which Lemebel’s Chileanized text here subverts the power of
the historical legacy of imperial peninsular Spanish or even that of a standardized
Spanish imposed by the Chilean government (to create a sense of Chilean national
identity) on the basis that Spanish is the dominant language in contact with indigenous languages in Latin America,18 many words or modismos he uses are words
that are either derived from or are direct loans from the Mapundungun and
Araucano indigenous languages of the region.
While Clare Mar-Molinero points out that Spanish is often the dominant
language in contact with local languages in Spain and indigenous languages in
Latin America, in the United States, “it is the minority, marginalised language of
an underprivileged community” (2000: xii). What implications, then, does this
have for the translatxr translating for a US audience, and who seeks to produce
this multiplicity of meanings for a supposedly (predominantly) “monolingual”
audience? How might the translatxr attempt to produce the text’s metrolingual
meanings, especially when what takes place in the genre of the crónica occurs both
prior to writing (a gap of twenty years in the case of Loco afán) and to translation
(another gap of twenty years)?
Despite the often-cited monolingualism of the United States, the number
of Spanish speakers continues to grow, and many Spanish terms have been incorporated into unitedstatesian English and are widely understood. Such examples
include macho, casa, and barrio. Maintaining these terms, then, reveals the multiplicity of English in the United States and destabilizes the myth of monolingual
unity. While Venuti and others might identify the maintenance of these terms as a
“foreignizing strategy” (vs. “domesticating”) of translation, the fact that many of
these terms are not foreign to readers of US English reveals the instability of such
binaristic terms (1998). Moreover, Tymoczko argues not only that such binaristic
terms are the products of Eurocentric thought but also that “any translation
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procedure can become a tool of cultural colonization, even foreignizing translation” (2000: 35).19 In the line of Tymoczko’s proposition for using translation as
a means of “political engagement,” we might employ some of her suggestions,
namely, that in translating, we must be “[willing] to manipulate texts . . . to adapt
and subordinate [them] to political aims,” and that “translators should be . . .
varied in their approach to translation. No single approach is likely to suffice”
(42). Thus, in translating Loco afán, I have made a series of choices, all aimed at
producing the text’s metrolingual meanings that ultimately destabilize binaristic
thinking around gender and sexuality.
Let us now examine how (one possible) translation actively destabilizes
such thinking:
The whole world was invited: the poor wannabe locas, las locas from Recoleta, the
mediopelos, the ones from the Blue Ballet, the ones from La Carlina, the streetwalkers who slinked through the night down Huérfanos Street, La Chumilou with
her travesti gang, the royal highnesses from the Coppelia and La Pilola Alessandri.20

While many translations might attempt to rely on “equivalents” for colloquialisms, doing so not only erases difference and otherness —thereby contributing to
the illusion of sameness and a perfect, uninterrupted linearity between texts —but
also promotes a misunderstanding and erasure of the language and culture being
translated. For example, one might choose to substitute the Chilean mediopelos
(referring to the pejorative, not-quite-upper-class, not-quite-lower-class Chileans
of Spanish descent) with a US English term. While one might argue that the use of
this term would offer readers of US English an equivalent through which they can
relate to and understand Chilean culture, the replacement of such a culturally and
regionally specific term contributes to the dangerous illusion of sameness and
erasure of difference between cultures (not to mention the risk of cultural appropriation). The word travesti also has its own specificity of gender nonnormativity
in Latin America (with additional distinctions depending on region), for which
no English equivalent exists.21
The maintenance of the feminine noun loca (and its feminine definite
article la, as discussed earlier) also resists the erasure of its specific reference to and
use by “effeminate male born gay men” (González 2014: 123). The maintenance of
these terms, then, reflects the multilingual nature of the text and actively resists
the erasure of the specificity of gender nonnormativity in the context of Santiago
de Chile in the years of the dictatorship. Moreover, the maintenance of the terms
is not to insist on the impossibility or limits of translation but, on the contrary, to
enable the reconception of translation as both a pedagogical tool and a form of
resistance against anglocentrism.
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Turning to another example from Loco afán allows us to more directly
imagine the possibility of political engagement through translation, as Tymoczko
suggests. The performance poem “Manifiesto,” which comes at the very beginning of the third section of the crónicas, was first performed as an intervention in
a leftist political act in September 1986, in la Estación Mapoche (the Mapoche
Train Terminal) in Santiago. Dressed in makeup and tacos altos, or high heels,
Lemebel begins with a declaration of her identity not in the affirmative but in a
series of negations:
No soy Pasolini pidiendo explicaciones
No soy Ginsberg expulsado de Cuba
No soy un marica disfrazado de poeta
I am not Pasolini begging for pardon
I am not Ginsberg expelled from Cuba
I am not a marica disguised as a poet

Instead of historically placing herself in the tradition of the persecuted male
homosexual European and US poets/artists, Lemebel defines himself against
these figures to demonstrate her marginal position as not only a homosexual but
also as a loca outside the European-US sphere. These references also reveal an
immediate rejection of the European and North American tradition of gay male
artists, which looks ahead to what will become one of the central themes in Loco
afán—the scathing critique of the politics and culture of the US gay movement of the
1960s as a form of cultural exportation in the years of the US-backed dictatorship.
In the English, one notices that the Spanish word marica has been maintained. The word in Spanish often functions as a derogatory term for maleidentified gays and is a diminutive of the more derogatory maricón. But when
used by Lemebel, the term becomes both a reappropriation and a reprehension of
its derogatory use. To insert an English term here could signal the imposition of
US gay culture onto Lemebel’s text and also erase the processes by which the word
maricón has traveled and become familiar to non-Spanish-speaking speakers of
US English. Moreover, for Lemebel, the word marica becomes a site or a focal
point against which to combat claims that he is not a poet, not travesti. “No
necesito disfraz / Aquı́ está mi cara / Hablo por mi diferencia” (I need no disguise /
Here is my face / I speak from my difference), he says. Here, Lemebel affirms her
identity as poet, as loca, as marica —a complex multiplicity that both destabilizes
the notion of a singular identity and again reflects the multiple nature of gender,
genre, sexuality, and identity.
Most important, at the (written) text’s end, a note appears indicating
that the poem was first performed as an intervention to denounce the Chilean
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political Left for marginalizing the travesti and homosexual community. Lemebel’s intervention in this political event through vehement questions, urgings, and
public appearance as a revolutionary loca reveals the performance as inseparable
from the text, and vital to its existence. Like the translatxrsation (that forever
shares a coembodiment with the translatxr as it goes about the world), the performance of “Manifiesto” shares a coembodiment and survives in the written
text, in the crónica. The multiplicity of the performance/text and its survival is
undoubtedly part of Lemebel’s “strategy”: “Más que una construcción literaria,
mi escritura es una estrategı́a” (More than a literary construction, my writing is a
strategy [Lemebel 2015]) and “Mi escritura es estrategia de sobrevivencia más que
novelerı́a” (My writing is a strategy of survival more than it is one of novelty
[Lemebel 2015]).22
Final Notes on the Translatxrsation: (A Preface)

The specific translatxrsation of “Manifiesto,” then, not only survives in written
textual form but will take on a new meaning of embodiment when performed.
According to Sandy Stone, “subjective boundaries and bodily boundaries,” as
Anglo society and culture constructs them, attempt to “preserve the illusion that
[we’re] fixed in place” (2008: 127). Because the “body is an instrument for engagement with others” and “a site for the play of language,” performance of the translatxrsation, and the translatxrsation’s performance of the body text, then, reveals
precisely the sites of crossing, as well as the construction of the binaries of author/
translator, original/translation, and source language/target language, and hence,
their destabilization (127). What follows is the translatxrsation, “Manifesto” —not
a static text, but the translatxrsation, the body text, the body in performance, in
flesh, in language, in voice—“a generator of symbolic exchange” (127).
“Manifesto”

(I speak from my difference)
I am not Pasolini begging for explanations
I am not Ginsberg expelled from Cuba
I am not a marica disguised as a poet
I need no disguise
Here is my face
I speak from my difference
I defend what I am
And I am not so queer
This injustice sickens me
And I suspect this democratic cueca
But don’t talk to me about the proletariat
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Because being a poor maricón is worse
One must be acid to withstand it
It’s giving a rodeo to the machitos on the corner
It’s a father who hates you
Because his son is a swish
It’s having a mother with hands scorched by bleach
Raw from scrubbing
Lulling you to sleep in your sickness
For bad habits
For bad luck
Like dictatorship
Worse than dictatorship
Because dictatorship comes
And democracy follows
And behind it, socialism
And then?
What will they do with us, comrade?
Will they tie us up by the braids, pack us in bundles,
left to the same fate as the Cuban with the anally injected death sentence?
They’ll put us on a train to nowhere
Like on General Ibañez’s ship
Where we learned to swim
But no one made it to the coast
That’s why Valparaı́so turned off its red lights
That’s why the bathhouses
Cried black tears
For the fairies eaten by crabs
The year that the Human Rights Commission forgets
That’s why, comrade, I ask you
Does the Siberian reactionary propaganda train still exist?
That train that passes through your pupils
When my voice becomes too sweet
And you?
What will you do with that memory of us as boys beating each other off (among
other things) on those vacations in Cartagena?
Will the future be in black and white?
Time in working nights and days without any confusion?
Will there be no maricón on some corner upsetting the future of her new man?
Will they let us stitch birds into the flags of the free fatherland?
I leave you the rifle
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Covered in cold blood
And it’s not fear
The fear of knives slowly stabbing
through the sexual sheets where I romped
And don’t play the victim
If I tell you about these things
And I look at your package
I am not a hypocrite
Don’t you look at women’s tits?
Don’t you think that alone in the mountains something might occur to us?
Even though you’d hate me after
For corrupting your revolutionary morals
Are you afraid that life will be homosexualized?
And I’m not talking about putting it in and taking it out
I’m talking about tenderness, comrade
You don’t know
How much it costs to find love
In these conditions
You don’t know
What it is to live with this leprosy
People keep their distance
People realize and say:
He’s a marica but writes well
He’s a marica but a good friend
¡Suuuuper buena onda!
I am not buena onda
I accept the world
Without requesting politeness from anyone
But they laugh anyways
I have scars of laughter on my back
You think that I think with my ass
And that at the CNI’s first electric barbeque
I would spill everything
You don’t know that I never learned to be a man
In the barracks
The night taught me my manhood
Behind a pole
That manliness you brag about
Was installed in the regiment
By a murderous soldier
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One of those still in power
I didn’t receive my manhood from the party
Because they scorned me with giggles
So many times
I learned my manhood participating
In the hardness of those years
And they laughed at my fairy voice
Screaming: It’s gonna fall! It’s gonna fall!
And even though you shout like a man
You still haven’t managed to leave
My manliness was the gag
It didn’t go to the stadium
Fist pumping, rooting for the Colo Colo
Football is another gay closet
Like boxing, politics, and wine
My manhood was biting back jokes
Eating rage so as not to kill the entire world
My manhood is accepting that I am different
Being a coward is much harder
And I don’t turn the other cheek
I offer my ass, comrade
And that is my vengeance
My manhood waits patiently
For the machos to grow old
Because in these times
The left offers up its limp ass
To the Parliament
My manhood was difficult
That’s why I won’t board this train
Without knowing where it’s going
I’m not going to change for Marxism
That rebuked me so many times
I don’t need to change
I am more subversive than you
I’m not going to change
Only for the poor and the rich
Go tell it somewhere else
Nor because capitalism is unjust
In New York the maricas kiss in the street
But I’ll leave that to you
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If you care
That the revolution doesn’t completely rot
I leave you this message
And it’s not for me
I’m old
And your utopia is for future generations
There are so many kids who will be born
With a broken little wing
And I want them to fly, comrade
I want your revolution
to Give them a piece of red sky
So they can fly.
Note:
The Spanish version of this text was first read as part of a political intervention
at a leftist political event in September 1986, in Santiago, Chile. The English text
above was intended to be read as part of a political intervention to denounce the
transphobic, homophobic, and racist policies at Dartmouth College in June 2015 in
Hanover, New Hampshire, US.
Manifiesto

(Hablo por mi diferencia)
No soy Pasolini pidiendo explicaciones
No soy Ginsberg expulsado de Cuba
No soy un marica disfrazado de poeta
No necesito disfraz
Aquı́ está mi cara
Hablo por mi diferencia
Defiendo lo que soy
Y no soy tan raro
Me apesta la injusticia
Y sospecho de esta cueca democrática
Pero no me hable del proletariado
Porque ser pobre y maricón es peor
Hay que ser ácido para soportarlo
Es darle un rodeo a los machitos de la esquina
Es un padre que te odia
Porque al hijo se le dobla la patita
Es tener una madre de manos tajeadas por el cloro
Envejecidas de limpieza
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Acunándote de enfermo
Por malas costumbres
Por mala suerte
Como la dictadura
Peor que la dictadura
Porque la dictadura pasa
Y viene la democracia
Y detrasito el socialismo
¿Y entonces?
¿Qué harán con nosotros compañero?
¿Nos amarrarán de las trenzas en fardos
con destino a un sidario cubano?
Nos meterán en algún tren de ninguna parte
Como en el barco del general Ibáñez
Donde aprendimos a nadar
Pero ninguno llegó a la costa
Por eso Valparaı́so apagó sus luces rojas
Por eso las casas de caramba
Le brindaron una lágrima negra
A los colizas comidos por las jaibas
Ese año que la Comisión de Derechos Humanos
no recuerda
Por eso compañero le pregunto
¿Existe aún el tren siberiano
de la propaganda reaccionaria?
Ese tren que pasa por sus pupilas
Cuando mi voz se pone demasiado dulce
¿Y usted?
¿Qué hará con ese recuerdo de niños
Pajeándonos y otras cosas
En las vacaciones de Cartagena?
¿El futuro será en blanco y negro?
¿El tiempo en noche y dı́a laboral
sin ambigüedades?
¿No habrá un maricón en alguna esquina
desequilibrando el futuro de su hombre nuevo?
¿Van a dejarnos bordar de pájaros
las banderas de la patria libre?
El fusil se lo dejo a usted
Que tiene la sangre frı́a
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Y no es miedo
El miedo se me fue pasando
De atajar cuchillos
En los sótanos sexuales donde anduve
Y no se sienta agredido
Si le hablo de estas cosas
Y le miro el bulto
No soy hipócrita
¿Acaso las tetas de una mujer
no lo hacen bajar la vista?
¿No cree usted
que solos en la sierra
algo se nos iba a ocurrir?
Aunque después me odie
Por corromper su moral revolucionaria
¿Tiene miedo que se homosexualice la vida?
Y no hablo de meterlo y sacarlo
Y sacarlo y meterlo solamente
Hablo de ternura compañero
Usted no sabe
Cómo cuesta encontrar el amor
En estas condiciones
Usted no sabe
Qué es cargar con esta lepra
La gente guarda las distancias
La gente comprende y dice:
Es marica pero escribe bien
Es marica pero es buen amigo
Súper-buena-onda
Yo no soy buena onda
Yo acepto al mundo
Sin pedirle esa buena onda
Pero igual se rı́en
Tengo cicatrices de risas en la espalda
Usted cree que pienso con el poto
Y que al primer parrillazo de la CNI
Y Lo iba a soltar todo
No sabe que la hombrı́a
Nunca la aprendı́ en los cuarteles
Mi hombrı́a me la enseñó la noche
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Detrás de un poste
Esa hombrı́a de la que usted se jacta
Se la metieron en el regimiento
Un milico asesino
De esos que aún están en el poder
Mi hombrı́a no la recibı́ del partido
Porque me rechazaron con risitas
Muchas veces
Mi hombrı́a la aprendı́ participando
En la dura de esos años
Y se rieron de mi voz amariconada
Gritando: Y va a caer, y va a caer
Y aunque usted grita como hombre
No ha conseguido que se vaya
Mi hombrı́a fue la mordaza
No fue ir al estadio
Y agarrarme a combos por el Colo Colo
El fútbol es otra homosexualidad tapada
Como el box, la polı́tica y el vino
Mi hombrı́a fue morderme las burlas
Comer rabia para no matar a todo el mundo
Mi hombrı́a es aceptarme diferente
Ser cobarde es mucho más duro
Yo no pongo la otra mejilla
Pongo el culo compañero
Y ésa es mi venganza
Mi hombrı́a espera paciente
Que los machos se hagan viejos
Porque a esta altura del partido
La izquierda tranza su culo lacio
En el parlamento
Mi hombrı́a fue difı́cil
Por eso a este tren no me subo
Sin saber dónde va
Yo no voy a cambiar por el marxismo
Que me rechazó tantas veces
No necesito cambiar
Soy más subversivo que usted
No voy a cambiar solamente
Porque los pobres y los ricos
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A otro perro con ese hueso
Tampoco porque el capitalismo es injusto
En Nueva York los maricas se besan en la calle
Pero esa parte se la dejo a usted
Que tanto le interesa
Que la revolución no se pudra del todo
A usted le doy este mensaje
Y no es por mı́
Yo estoy viejo
Y su utopı́a es para las generaciones futuras
Hay tantos niños que van a nacer
Con una alita rota
Y yo quiero que vuelen compañero
Que su revolución
Les dé un pedazo de cielo rojo
Para que puedan volar.
Nota:
Este texto fue leı́do como intervención en un acto polı́tico de la izquierda en septiembre de 1986, en Santiago de Chile.
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Notes
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

The respelling of translator will be explained later as part of the reconceptualization of the
translatxr as a genderqueer subjectivity.
For more on the invisibility of the translator, see Venuti 1995.
The term will be explained later in this article.
See Gramling 2011 for more on the enumerability of languages and monolingualism.
For more on the colonial/modern gender system, please see Lugones 2007.
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That is to say, both translatxrs and a nonbinary practice I am identifying here are not
born in this essay, nor does their existence come into being only after feminist translation theory. On the use of “genderqueer” and “nonbinary”: I do not attempt to fix a stable
meaning to terms/identities that are constantly contested but rather to suggest their
ability to represent/encompass a multiplicity of sometimes contradictory meanings. Nor
does the use of these terms suggest a symmetrical equivalent for both loca and travesti,
as translation, as I argue in this essay, can never offer an equivalent. Rather I hope to
put these terms into conversation to think productively about their dissonances, convergences, and divergences to open up new modes of thought and configurations.
The term unitedstatesian is a literal translation of the Spanish term estadounidense that
has been proposed as an alternative to contest the use of the term American to refer
exclusively to people living in the United States, thereby erasing those living in Abya Yala,
or “Latin America.” The term unitedstatesian, however, is imperfect in that it also
obscures the names used by some indigenous peoples within “North America” to refer to
these territories, such as Turtle Island, among others. While imperfect, the use of unitedstatesian in this essay is used with this awareness but also as a means of contesting the
racism and imperialism of American.
Brazilian poet Haroldo de Campos is most famous for using the term in his assertion,
“Uma trascrição é uma práxis de tradução radical” (Transcreation is a practice of radical
translation [1984: 185]). For more on transcreación, see Rı́os-Quimera 1981.
An earlier version of the terms translatxrsation and translatxr made use of the asterisk to
offer a productive means of thinking beyond static conceptions of translation. Much of
this article, however, was written with the use of a screen reader, in which the asterisk and many other typological symbols are often unreadable. The elimination
of the asterisk, then, intends to render it more accessible to those of us who rely upon
these programs.
This practice arose out of the feminist practice of using the @ symbol instead of the
default masculine o to refer to a group of binary male- and female-identified people (e.g.,
l@s amig@s). Because the @ symbol is believed to still inscribe the binary, it has been
abandoned by most and replaced with the x. It is important, however, to note that in
written Spanish, the practice of replacing the x with the masculine o sometimes has two
meanings: the x may refer only to a group of individuals who identify as nonbinary,
gender nonconforming, and/or genderqueer (no-binarias, no-binaristas), or a group
composed of individuals identifying as binary (male or female) as well as nonbinary. In
spoken language, the latter is typically expressed as “les amigues/amiguis,” “las amigas,”
and “los amigos,” with the e used as the gender-neutral form and pronounced phonetically. Because it is not always clear whether the x refers exclusively to nonbinary
individuals or to a group composed of both binary and nonbinary, some prefer to use
this latter example of all three terms. Also note that the change of the a or o to e requires
the change in the spelling of the word to maintain the hard sound of the g in Spanish, as
happens with first-person singular verb endings in the past tense such as agregué (from
the infinitive, agregar).
For an additional example of these variations, see La 2015. For more on the x, please see
Dı́az and Mijail, forthcoming.
Peers have asked about the pronunciation of this term; the refusal to affix a singular
“correct” pronunciation results in the proliferation of pronunciations—a multiplicity of
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voices unique to the polyvocality of transidentity and embodiment, resistant to taxonomic representation.
Translation by Robert Hurley, Helen R. Lane, and Mark Seem, italics are my own. Following from Karin Littau’s work on translation, intertextuality, and postmodern production, “all quotations from . . . texts will appear in translation rather than the original,
precisely because the very assumption that unmediated truthful access to the original can
only be gained by quoting in the original language runs counter to . . . the notion that
translation might constitute an inferiorised version of the original” (1997: 93). As such,
only Lemebel’s texts will be cited in the Spanish. Titles will be cited in multiple languages.
For more on Deleuze and translation, see Levan 2007.
This formulation calls to mind Octavio Paz’s postulation that “every text is a translation
of a translation” in Traducción: Literatura y literalidad (1971: 10) (translation is my own).
While most scholars and writers have consistently referred to Lemebel with the masculine, this seems an erasure of Lemebel’s femininity and frequent use of feminine
pronouns. In her talk “Aesthetics of Dystopia: Memory and Landscape,” Macarena
Gomez-Barris (2015) uses the pronoun “she or ella . . . because it is the pronoun the
performer and poet often adhered to as a transgender subject living within a vastly homo
and transphobic society.” The very slippage between use of masculine and feminine
forms to refer to Lemebel affirms Kate Averis’s assertion that “any exploration of the
hybridity and mobility of identifications in Lemebel’s Loco afán must take into account a
reflection on Lemebel’s own changing sense of identity and his heterogeneous identifications with different groups within Chilean society” (2011). As such, I will refer to
Lemebel throughout this essay in both the feminine and masculine.
For more on the relation among hybridity, crónica, and identity, see Lobo 2004.
As of the writing of this essay, only a single published full-length print translation into
English of Lemebel’s more than nine published literary works exists, My Tender Matador
(2005), translated by Katherine Silver. The work revolves around a love story between La
Loca del Frente and a man named Carlos. Silver chooses to maintain the feminine
grammatical pronouns used to refer to La Loca and translates her name as the “Queen of
the Corner.” It is also interesting to note that the only translation published in print is
one of only two works of fiction Lemebel wrote, and not the crónica for which she is
renowned in Chile. I argue that the marginalization of the chronicle as a genre is linked to
its hybridity (see Lobo 2004), and that Lemebel’s marginalization in his conspicuous
absence from the US-anglophone literary market is also linked to her gender nonnormativity and scathing critique of homonormative “gay identity” (and historically
documented transphobia). From a Bordieusian understanding of cultural production,
Lemebel’s resistance to be marketed as a “gay” icon reveals a further aspect of the relationship between homonormativity, “gay” politics, and the politics of the publication of
translations. Texts that subvert (homo)normative values are rarely translated because
they cannot be easily marketed to an audience that upholds those values and whose
economic means then determine what is selected to be published and translated.
See Mar-Molinero 2000 on Spanish as an antihegemonic language.
See Bassi 2014 for a critique of Venuti’s “domesticating” and “foreignizing” strategies.
Translations are my own unless otherwise noted.
See Richard 1998 for a discussion of the travesti in the Chilean context.
In this sense, the translatxrsation seems linked to Walter Benjamin’s “afterlife” of the
translation: “A translation issues from the original—not so much from its life as from its
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afterlife. For a translation comes later than the original, and since the important works of
world literature never find their chosen translators at the time of their origin, their
translation marks their stage of continued life” ([1923] 2000).
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Keeping the Trans in Translation
Queering Early Modern Transgender Memoirs

E M I LY R O S E

Abstract This article discusses how a trans-disciplinary exploration of two translations from French and
Spanish to English of two early modern transgender memoirs could create a new angle on the translation
of trans identity. Translation equals manipulation and the power to re-present certain identities in
texts: could trans identities be legitimized in order to expose all gender as unstable or could they be
celebrated as unintelligible? The author looks in detail at the English translation of an eighteenthcentury French memoir written by the Chevalier d’Eon. The author compares this to a translation of a
seventeenth-century Spanish memoir written by Catalina de Erauso. D’Eon and Erauso use both feminine
and masculine gender markers to refer to themselves, sometimes in the same sentence. This article
examines how queering translation in order to preserve transgender identity can promote all identity
(transgender or cisgender) and all writing (“original” or translated) as multilayered and queer.
Keywords transgender, translation, gender, memoirs, creativity, queer

Ce qu’il y a de remarquable à ma naissance est que je suis née coiffée. . . . Après la
résolution de mes études à Paris et à l’académie du cheval et des armes on a fini par
faire de moi un Cornette de Dragons, puis je suis devenu fille malgré moi.
(What is remarkable about my birth is that I was born with a caul. . . . After the
resolution of my studies in Paris and at the military academy I ended up being
made an officer of the Dragoons, then I became a girl despite myself.)

T

his extract comes from the first page of the memoir of Charles Geneviève
Louis Auguste Timothée d’Eon de Beaumont, La grande epı̂tre historique de la
Chevalière d’Eon en 1785 (The Great Historical Epistle of the Chevalière d’Eon of
1785). In my translation above, the anglophone reader may be unaware of what
makes this text so interesting: in the French original, née (born) and coifée (with a
caul) are feminine and devenu (became) is masculine.1 In French, nouns, pronouns, adjectives, and some past participles are gendered; the biological sex of the
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person speaking/writing determines the grammatical gender used in characterizations about themselves. However, d’Eon here mixes masculine and feminine
gender markers to refer to “himself.” Accordingly, I shall henceforth refer to
d’Eon using the epicene pronouns ze, hir, and hirself to mean “he/she,” “him/
her,” and “herself/himself,” respectively.2 D’Eon was born on October 5, 1728, in
Tonnerre, and hir autobiography tells the story of someone who “lived the first
half of his life as a woman who had dressed as a man in order to succeed in the
patriarchal world of politics, diplomacy and warfare” (Kates 1995: 559).
In this article, I shall be examining the English translation of d’Eon’s
memoir alongside the English translation of a seventeenth-century Spanish
memoir by Catalina de Erauso. Erauso, to whom I shall also refer with epicene
pronouns, was born in 1592 in the Basque region of Spain to a family who clearly
reflected the traditional gender roles of the time: all of hir brothers were in the
army and, while one of hir sisters was married, the other three entered a convent
(Pérez-Villanueva 2014: 11).3 Erauso also joined a convent at the age of four, but
the conventional part of hir life ended at fifteen: ze escaped the convent disguised
as a man, worked in northern Spain as a page, and traveled to the Americas as
a soldier, all while constantly switching between grammatical genders. (Like
French, Spanish shows gender through many nouns, and through all pronouns,
adjectives, definite and indefinite articles, and participles.)
How can unconventional, vacillating grammatical gender be shown in
translation? Any analysis of the use of linguistic gender, and any potential translation of it, has to take several aspects into consideration: how the author treats his
or her own gender, how French and Spanish use linguistic gender differently than
English, what strategies for translating transgender texts already exist, and which
definition of “transgender” to follow.4 It is increasingly common to encounter trans
used with an asterisk to denote how “trans*” involves many different identities: “the
asterisk stems from common computing usage wherein it represents a wildcard—
any number of other characters attached to the original prefix” (Ryan 2014).
Correspondingly, Maria Tymoczko also uses an asterisk with the word translation because “all . . . types of translation practices must be accommodated within
the cross-cultural concept *translation in the development of translation studies as an international academic discipline” (2007: 64). This usage also highlights the “varied and capacious nature of the cross-cultural and cross-temporal
concept of *translation” (65). The asterisk reminds the reader that both trans*
and *translation mean differently, depending on the reader’s temporal and
spatial position.
It is my intention to consider how the use of a transdisciplinary methodology exposing links between translation and trans identity can help critically
reframe the translation of transgender texts, how considerations of the translator
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as a powerful and creative agent of change can embolden trans identities, and how
d’Eon’s and Erauso’s translators have countenanced the particularly translational
dilemmas of linguistic gender. Finally, I shall highlight new, powerful, and queer
ways in which transgender memoirs might be translated.
A Trans Methodology

The most common approach when pairing translation studies with gender studies
is that of interdisciplinarity (Castro 2013). With Des Fitzgerald and Felicity
Callard, I, however, believe that we need to move beyond “the regime of the inter”
(2014: 15). Reflecting on ways neuroscience can intersect with social sciences and
the humanities, they believe that the rhetoric of inter ought to give way to an
entanglement based around the idea of experiment as a “space of intervention”
(6), not least because disciplinary boundaries are “pasted across objects which
are quite indifferent to a bureaucratic division between disciplines” (23). This
idea of experiment corresponds well with a queer stance, in which “queer loosely
describes a diverse, often conflicting set of interdisciplinary approaches to desire,
subjectivity, identity, relationality, ethics and norms” (Giffney 2009: 2). Furthermore, Noreen Giffney continues, queer “signifies the messiness of identity, the fact
that desire and thus desiring subjects cannot be placed into discrete identity
categories, which remain static for the duration of people’s lives” (2).
For their part, Fitzgerald and Callard specifically “direct attention to spaces
of experimentation in which the intersections between scientific ‘objects,’ instruments . . . and experimenters still quiver with uncertainty” (2014: 17). My study of
d’Eon and Erauso accordingly moves beyond interdisciplinarity to consider the
potential affordances of a trans-disciplinary methodology, in which, according to
Particia Leavy, “transdisciplinary research practices are issue- or problem-centered
and prioritize the problem at the center of research. . . . Methodologically, transdisciplinary research follows responsive or iterative methodologies and requires
innovation, creativity and flexibility” (2011: 9).
Indeed, having made their livelihoods before the rise of sexology and
sexual science, both d’Eon and Erauso are complex subjects who can be properly
understood only by way of a concerted disinvestment in disciplinary boundaries.5
Griselda Pollock asks of the Chevalier d’Eon’s memoir: “How can we make sense
of this archive, this story, this episode? Is it a matter for historians, political theorists,
art historians, costume historians, or biographers?” (2010: ix). Pollock does not
include translators on this list, but they are indeed vital to the analytical process; in order to bring d’Eon’s text to nonfrancophone theorists and readers, its
translators must be more than just translators; they must be able to see d’Eon’s
setting and situation “through the many lenses of each of these specializations”
(ix). As questions arise regarding both the originality of the source texts and the
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originality of their subjects’ core gender, transgender and queer theory in turn
variously critique the assumption that a translator must be “faithful” to an
“original” text or author. Just as these texts are revealed to have been (and as
being) produced by multiple players, but then retrospectively labeled “original”
(Foucault [1969] 1979), gender is concurrently revealed as a social product only
retrospectively considered “original” or “biological.” Transgender and queer
approaches to translation demonstrate how there is no single “body” underneath
a person’s vestments, no “truth” to uncover underneath a translation.
Two Early Modern Transgender Memoirs

Catalina de Erauso is a divisive figure among scholars as regards the question
“how female-to-male individuals ‘should’ be represented in texts” (Velasco 2000:
6). During hir time in the Americas, Erauso gambled, brawled, and killed six men
(including hir own brother, accidentally) before confessing to a bishop that ze was
a “biological” woman. Ze then returned to Spain where ze was awarded a soldier’s
pension by the king and given a dispensation from the pope to continue living as
a man. Before ze returned again to the Americas, ze either wrote down hir own
story or dictated it to an amanuensis. The original account written or dictated by
Erauso no longer exists, but there is a manuscript held in the Madrid Royal
Academy of History, which was transcribed from the original document by Juan
Bautista Muñoz in 1784.6 There are two published versions of Erauso’s autobiography based on the Madrid manuscript. The first, La historia de la monja alférez
Doña Catalina de Erauso (The Story of the Lieutenant Nun Miss Catalina de
Erauso), was published by Joaquı́n Marı́a Ferrer in 1829. Ferrer’s publication,
however, does depart from the manuscript: he divided the story into twenty-five
chapters, while the Madrid manuscript has only twenty (see Pérez-Villanueva
2014). Furthermore, Ferrer claims that the copyist made mistakes with place
names, character names, and dates, which he corrected by comparing authentic documents (1829: xxiii). The second version of Erauso’s text is entitled Vida i
sucesos de la monja alférez (Life and Events of the Lieutenant Nun) and was faithfully
transcribed in 1992 by Rima de Vallbona using the manuscript that is located in the
library of the Madrid Royal Academy of History under the number XXVIII, A-70
(Vallbona 1992: 3).
D’Eon’s memoir does not pose quite so many problems as does Erauso’s in
terms of specifying the nature or existence of an original text. This does not mean
that accessing the author is any less problematic. D’Eon was a member of the
French Foreign Ministry who also worked for the Secret du Roi (The King’s
Secret), a network of secret agents set up by Louis XV to protect French interests
abroad. In 1762, ze was sent to London where ze “was made minister plenipotentiary to the Court of St James, France’s most important diplomatic mission”
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(Conlin 2010: 47). D’Eon was meant to hold this position only temporarily but
was so aggrieved when ze was demoted that ze refused to hand over important
diplomatic papers to hir successor and threatened to divulge hir secret mission;
d’Eon continued to make trouble for the French Foreign Ministry into the 1770s
but stopped short of revealing hirself as a spy (see Conlin 2010). When Louis XV
died in 1774, Louis XVI wanted the Secret disbanded, and Pierre Caron de
Beaumarchais was charged with returning d’Eon and his compromising documents to France. In order for hir to return, Beaumarchais made d’Eon sign a set of
agreements known as “The Transaction.” One of the agreements was that d’Eon
dress as a woman, or rather that ze readopt women’s clothing, as ze had allegedly
been born female (it had been thought that d’Eon might be a woman since 1771
when a rumor first spread that ze was not really a man; see Conlin 2010). It is
unknown whether it was d’Eon’s idea to request that ze live as a woman or
whether Beaumarchais came up with it to prevent d’Eon being imprisoned in the
Bastille (50). Whatever the reason, d’Eon agreed and returned to France to live as a
woman. However, “when d’Eon finally died in 1810, everyone . . . was shocked to
discover the naked truth: the eighty-one-year-old chevalière actually possessed a
male body” (Kates 1995: 561). What we have then is a “biological” male who lived
the first half of hir life as a man, then the second half as a woman passing off as
autobiography the story of a “biological” female who dresses as a man but is
found out and forced to return to hir “natural” state of womanhood. Just as we
cannot entirely trust the sources for Erauso’s story and therefore can only speculate about Erauso’s identity, we cannot trust d’Eon’s sources on hir own identity
either: “The Chevalier sold his memoirs to a publisher in 1805 but he never
delivered the manuscript: a fact that reminds us that all attempts to explain his
transformation must to some extent remain speculative” (Conlin 2010: 51).
Erauso’s Linguistic Gender

In her foreword to the 1996 translation of Erauso’s text by Gabriel Stepto and
Michele Stepto entitled Lieutenant Nun: Memoir of a Basque Transvestite in the New
World, Marjorie Garber points out, “The disruptive gender identities (marked in the
text by ‘male’ and ‘female’ pronouns) and geographical wandering between Spain
and Peru are undertaken by a figure already exceptional and transgressive” (1996:
xvi). The reader is therefore made aware in the paratextual material of the translation
that Erauso was a transgressive figure; however, it is hard to tell if “the text” Garber
refers to is the Spanish original or the English translation. In the Spanish text, male
and female pronouns are nonexistent, not only because this is a first-person account
but also because subject pronouns are rarely used in the Spanish, the ending of
the verb already denoting the subject (but not their gender). In the English translation, the gender-neutral I is prevalent, but where third-person pronouns are used
for Erauso, they are always made “female.” Erauso’s gender is marked on adjectives,
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not pronouns. Readers cannot directly access a sense of Erauso’s unusual use of
grammatical gender in the English text, something Michele Stepto readily admits:
There are several challenges facing the translator who would render Catalina’s
memoir in English. One, at least, is insurmountable—there is no English equivalent for the gender inflections of the Spanish adjective, which make a primary,
grammatical notation of gender with practically every sentence, thus setting up a
drumbeat of sexual self-identification that reverberates from one end of the text to
the other. The fact that Catalina almost invariably uses masculine endings to
describe herself is lost in English, as are those rare moments when she chooses a
feminine ending. (1996: xlvi)

Stepto is clearly aware of how important this use of grammatical gender is, and yet
she marks it down as an inevitable loss in English. She goes on to say that “it has
always seemed to us that the best translations were those that hued [sic] most
closely to the original text. . . . For this reason, nothing has been added here,
nothing left out” (xlviii, my emphasis). I find it questionable whether the Steptos’
removal of grammatical gender is really hewing “most closely to the original text.”
In the following section, I analyze quotations from both La historia de la
monja alférez and Vida i sucesos de la monja alférez. These two versions of Erauso’s
text, which are supposedly transcribed from the same source, differ with regard to
Erauso’s usage of grammatical gender.7 La historia de la monja alférez shall be used
as the main source because this is the text the Steptos used for their translation.
In the Spanish quotations, the gendered words are underlined, while the gender
used shall be indicated in parentheses after the appropriate word in my English gloss.
In chapter I, Erauso describes what happened after ze escaped from the convent:
Partı́ no sé
por dónde, calando
caminos y pasando lugares, hasta
I-left no knew for where making-marks-on paths
and passing places until
venir a dar en Vitoria, que dista
de San Sebastián cerca de
to-come to give in Vitoria which is-a-distance from San Sebastian nearly of
veinte leguas, a pie, cansada y sin
haber comido. (Erauso 1986: 12)
twenty leagues on foot tired(f) and without to-have eaten.
I set off without knowing where I was going, threading my way down roads and
passing villages, until I came to the town of Vitoria, some twenty leagues from San
Sebastian, on foot, tired, and having eaten nothing. (Stepto and Stepto 1996: 4)

The feminine gender is also presented in Vallbona’s text, and she adds a note to
indicate that “the feminine is employed in the manuscript as in the Ferrer edition”
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(1992: 36, my translation). At this point Erauso has fashioned shorts, a jacket, and
leggings out of the dress ze wore in the convent and has cut hir hair short. While ze
has yet to fashion for hirself a male persona with an alias, ze is, for all intents and
purposes, dressed as a man. However, ze still uses feminine grammatical gender,
and this shows that it is not simply a change of clothes that indicates a change of
gender. Erauso does take up a male name when ze moves to Valladolid, where we
first see hir use the masculine gender:
Entrado
en Valladolid, donde estaba entonces la Corte [ . . . ] Allı́ me
Entered(m) in Valladolid where was then
the court [ . . . ] There myself
llamé Francisco Loyola y estuve bienhallado
siete meses.(Erauso 1986: 13)
I called Francisco Loyola and I-was well-situated(m) six months.
The Court was in Valladolid at the time. . . . There I went by the name of Francisco
Loyola, and for seven months I did very well for myself. (Stepto and Stepto 1996: 5)

In Vida i sucesos, the paragraph begins “Entrada en Valladolid” (1992: 36; [Entered
(f) in Valladolid]). Vallbona notes that “from this sequence onwards we will start
to find differences in the use of attributive words applied to [Erauso]” (1992: 37,
my translation). If we are to believe that Vallbona’s version is more accurate than
Ferrer’s, then we can presume that Erauso is still using the feminine gender despite
the change in dress.8 Erauso then moves on to Estella:
Entré
en Estella, donde me acomodé por paje de don Carlos de Arellano,
I-entered in Estella where myself I-settled-in for page of don Carlos de Arrellano
del
hábito de Santiago, en cuya casa y servicio estuve dos años, bien
of-the habit of Santiago in whose house and service I-was two years well
tratado
y bien vestido. (Erauso 1986: 14)
treated(m) and well dressed(m).
I headed for Estella in the province of Navarre, which must be about twenty
leagues off. I found work there as a page to don Carlos de Arellano, a native of
Santiago, and remained in his house and employment for two years, well-fed and
well-clothed. (Stepto and Stepto 1996: 6)

Once again, in Vida i sucesos (1992: 38), the two past participles are feminine:
tratada and vestida. It is possible that Ferrer’s edition of Erauso’s work does not
take full account of the gendered aspects of the text; this could be because he felt
Erauso’s gender should match the clothes ze was wearing. However, this next
quotation undermines the hypothesis that Ferrer changed grammatical endings
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on purpose, as we have a clear example in both Ferrer and Vallbona (1992: 98) of
Erauso using the feminine gender while dressed as a man. Erauso has stolen a
horse and been caught:
Rodeáronme
ministros, y dijo el alcalde: «¿ Qué hemos de hacer en
They-surrounded-me ministers and said the mayor
what we-have to to-do in
esto?». Yo, cogida de repente, no sabı́a qué decir; vacilante y confusa,
this
I caught(f) by start
no knew what to-say unsteady and confused(f)
parecı́a delincuente. (Erauso 1986: 59)
I-seemed criminal.
The deputies surrounded me and the mayor said, “Well, what do we have here?”
The whole thing was so sudden that I didn’t know what to say, and there I stood,
confounded and stammering, the very picture of guilt. (Stepto and Stepto 1996: 53)

The suggestion here could be that as Erauso has been caught off-guard in a
moment of weakness ze reverts to the feminine gender. It could also be used as
evidence of Erauso’s vacillating and ambiguous gender identity. Stepto and
Stepto not only ignore Erauso’s choice of grammatical gender but also partially
write out hir agency by changing what is effectively “I was caught off-guard” to “it
was so sudden.”
D’Eon’s Linguistic Gender

In contrast, Roland A. Champagne, Nina Ekstein, and Gary Kates’s translation of
d’Eon’s memoir refutes Michele Stepto’s claim that showing grammatical gender
in English is an “insurmountable” problem. In their introduction to The Maiden
of Tonnerre: The Vicissitudes of the Chevalier and the Chevalière d’Eon (2001), the
translators explain that “d’Eon’s grammar is a key to the gender transformation he
narrates . . . d’Eon shifted frequently between male and female when identifying
himself” (Champagne, Ekstein, and Kates 2001: xxi). They explain how they have
translated this into English: “To give the reader a sense of the ambivalence with
which d’Eon ‘marked’ his own gender, we the translators indicate each instance
with an m or an f” (Champagne, Ekstein, and Kates 2001: xxi). Gender is marked
when using the past tense (passé compose) in French. The most common way to
form the past tense is to use the verb avoir with a past participle; in today’s usage
the participle only ever agrees with preceding direct objects. The verb être is used
with the past participle for verbs of movement, the passive voice, and reflexive
verbs. Today the past participle always agrees in number and gender with the
subject when using être. In the past, “in certain cases, there is agreement between
subjects or direct objects and past participles. In the eighteenth century the former
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agreements were universally applied, while the usage concerning the latter was
inconsistent” (Champagne, Ekstein, and Kates 2001: xxi).9 Agreement between
subjects and past participles used with être was not inconsistent in d’Eon’s time
despite d’Eon’s own inconsistency. In 1659, the linguist Laurent Chiflet declared
that “if it is a woman who speaks, she will say ‘je suis allée, je suis arrivée, je suis
venue’” ([1659] 1680: 98, my translation); these are all verbs of movement used
with être. These changes were being documented a century before d’Eon was
writing, and it is likely that by using the extra e on the end of past participles with
être, ze was deliberately breaking the rules of, and playing with, standardized
grammar.
Just as Erauso’s text is unreliable (we get hir story at least thirdhand if we
consider that we have to go through the original amanuensis and Juan Bautista
Muñoz before we get to Ferrer/Vallbona), so is d’Eon’s; in both texts, “the writing
subject endlessly disappears” (Foucault [1969] 1979: 15). D’Eon’s text involves a
double performance that relies heavily on deceiving hir reader of hir “true”
identity. The French quotations below are my transcriptions from the manuscript
held in the Leeds Brotherton Library Collection (d’Eon 1785). Again, I have
underlined the gendered words and used parentheses in the gloss. At the beginning of hir memoir, d’Eon describes how ze takes refuge with the Dragoons:
Je me conduis de facon que personne ne peut dire si je suis fille ou garcon.
I myself conducted of way that nobody not can to-say if I am girl or boy
Si je suis blessée, je ne serai pas deshonorée pour avoir été à la guerre.
if I am injured(f) I not will-be not dishonoured(f) for to-have been to the war
Si je suis tuée
je serai couverte de la poussière de la gloire militaire.
if I am killed(f) I will-be covered(f) in the dust
of the glory military.
During the day I will act in such a way that no one will be able to tell whether I am a
girl or a boy. If I am woundedf I will not be dishonoredf in having been a warrior. If
I am killedf I will be shroudedf with the dust of military glory. (Champagne,
Ekstein, and Kates 2001: 8)

D’Eon may be trying to convince the reader that ze was born female here by using
the feminine gender to describe hir time as a soldier. However, when d’Eon uses
different genders in the same sentence, ze could well be indicating the ambiguous
nature of hir identity. D’Eon is in conversation with Dom Bernard (his uncle’s
confessor) and explains who hir confessor is:
C’est l’abbé
Lebel Docteur de Sorbonne— je le connois depuis long-tems,
It-is the-abbot Lebel Doctor of Sorbonne
I him know since long-time
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c’est un homme savant
et pieux. J’irai
le voir, je lui
parlerai
it-is a man
knowledgeable and pious I-will-go him to-see I to-him will-speak
m’en
étant donc
allé
contente.
myself-there being therefore gone(m) happy(f).
“The Abbé Lebel, a doctor of the Sorbonne. I have known him for a long time. He
is knowledgeable and pious. I will go see him and talk to him.” And so I leftm
contentedf. (Champagne, Ekstein, and Kates 2001: 10)

In another passage, d’Eon has returned from England, and ze is on hir way to
Paris where ze will be forced to dress as a woman. Ze has gone to stay at the St.
Denis Abbey and during dinner ze is
reconnoissante et confuse
à l’exces
d’etre traité
en uniforme comme
grateful(f)
and confused(f) to the-excess to-be treated(m) in uniform like
une mère d’enfans, je voulais partir après le caffe.
a mother of-children I wanted to-leave after the coffee
appreciativef and yet painfully embarrassedf at being treatedm like a mother while
in uniform, I wanted to leave after the coffee. (Champagne, Ekstein, and Kates
2001: 29)

Here d’Eon is evidently dressed as a man in uniform because ze describes being
confused at being treated like a woman while wearing male clothes. To begin with,
ze uses the feminine gender, and then when ze talks of hir uniform ze uses the
masculine gender. The fact that ze uses the feminine gender while dressed as a man
aligns with those instances in which Erauso’s gender does not match hir clothes
and suggests more than a conventional transvestism. Furthermore, d’Eon’s fiction
is trying to make the reader think that in this scene ze is dressed as a man but is
really a woman underneath, something hir fellow diners are apparently aware
of. So why, if ze is being treated like a mother and is trying to convince the reader
that ze is a woman, does traité take the masculine gender? When and how often
d’Eon chooses to use the feminine grammatical form (or the masculine) could, of
course, be entirely capricious and a product of free-form playfulness. But that
d’Eon specifically chooses to play only with grammatical gender points to an
ambiguous gender identity.
In conversation with Madame Louise (the former king’s daughter), d’Eon
remarks:
J’ai été elevée ainsi, votre Auguste père le savoit et s’est
servi de
I-have been raised(f) this-way your august father it knew and himself-is served of
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moi. Mais maintenant qu’il est mort, je suis devenu
une servante inutile.
me but now
that-he is dead I am became(m) a servant(f) useless.
I was raisedf like this. Your illustrious father knew it and made use of me. But now
that he is dead, I have becomem a useless servantf. (Champagne, Ekstein, and Kates
2001: 29)

Here d’Eon uses feminine gender throughout, except for devenu, which is masculine. That d’Eon uses the masculine gender on a verb like become, a “trans” verb
of transition, hints to ambiguity because it suggests that before this becoming ze
was female, but ze does not fully become male because the gender on servant
remains feminine —ze has become both masculine and feminine.
The Role of the Translator

How a transgender person, or any protagonist, is represented in translation
depends on how the translator views the act of translation. In contemporary
translation studies, the translator is expected to reconcile constant and ongoing
renegotiations between texts and cultures, instead of simply reproducing a text in
a different language (Bassnett 2014: 6). And “as concepts of translation become
enlarged . . . and move away from equivalence-based models, it becomes easier to
see translation as inherently creative” (O’Sullivan 2013: 44). Translation is still,
however, often denigrated as uncreative and derivative, as discourses of creativity
continue to be linked to the virtue of originality (42).
However, the notion of originality is itself ambivalent. “That is, it can
mean ‘from the beginning, former, ancient’. . . and it can mean ‘fresh, new, novel,
unexpected’” (Pope 2005: 57). The source text may be held to be the origin (the
beginning) for the translation, but that translation can still yet originate something new in its own right. Furthermore, the source text’s supposed originality (in
the sense of innovation) cannot spring from nothing: “‘Invention,’ then, is hardly
ever a making-up entirely from scratch. It is the ‘coming-in’ and in effect the
‘coming-together’ of potentialities already available” (64). In translation, there is
no ultimate meaning to be uncovered and re-covered in a new language because
“a text is not a line of words releasing a single ‘theological’ meaning (the ‘message’
of the Author-God) but a multi-dimensional space in which a variety of writings,
none of them original, blend and clash. The text is a tissue of quotations drawn from
the innumerable centres of culture” (Barthes 1977: 146). All writing (including
translation) is always re-creation or revision, and the translator is thus empowered as
the (re)writer of the source text. Once the power of the translator is acknowledged,
we can see that the target text is no longer shackled to the source text: “The idea of
‘manipulation’ is inherent to the phenomenon of ‘translation’ . . . [both involve]
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an (artful) adaptation, change, transformation, transmission—to suit one’s
purpose or advantage” (Santaemilia 2005: 1). That the translator is not impartial is not necessarily negative, but manipulation is “intrinsically connected to
power, to a desire to redefine reality, to a desire to control behaviour and to
shape identities (or entire literary or cultural traditions) to particular ideological expectations” (5–6). The translator has the power to shape transgender
identity in their translations.
Any identity is also shaped by discourse; Michel Foucault writes that “the
subject (and its substitutes) must be stripped of its creative role and analysed as a
complex and variable function of discourse” ([1969] 1979: 28). Judith Butler also
writes that discourse creates the very thing it claims to represent: “What I’m trying
to do is think about the performativity as that aspect of discourse that has the
capacity to produce what it names . . . performativity is the vehicle through which
ontological effects are established” (1994: 33). Both Butler ([1990] 2006: 195) and
Roland Barthes believe that the doer does not exist before the deed and is, instead,
constructed through the deed; for Barthes, the author “is born simultaneously
with the text, is in no way equipped with a being preceding or exceeding the
writing . . . ; there is no other time than that of the enunciation and every text is
eternally written here and now” (1977: 145).
We cannot read d’Eon’s and Erauso’s texts in the here and now without
considering the then of their lives. The idea that there is no doer behind the deed
complicates the idea of “self-fashioning” in autobiography, but there is a paradox
at work here that Stephen Greenblatt clarifies in his study on self-fashioning in
Renaissance England. He notes that, over the course of his research, “the human
subject itself began to seem remarkably unfree, the ideological product of the
relations of power in a particular society. Whenever I focused sharply upon a
moment of apparently autonomous self-fashioning, I found not an epiphany of
identity freely chosen but a cultural artefact” (2005: 256). But the author of a
memoir must also be allowed, to some extent, the right to write themselves (or
believe that this is what they are doing) because “to abandon self-fashioning is to
abandon the craving for freedom, and to let go of one’s stubborn hold upon
selfhood, even selfhood conceived as fiction, is to die” (257). The early-modern
author is a product of their time, not ours, and that time needs to be examined;
the historical ontology of early-modern texts needs to be excavated.10 Both d’Eon
and Erauso appropriate the gendered natures of their languages to express themselves in a world where there were few opportunities to express shifting positions in
sexual or gendered identity (see Gilbert 2002). How can we re-create their strategic discourse in translation? A retranslation of Erauso’s or d’Eon’s texts can
counter the fossilization of seventeenth- or eighteenth-century gender identifications but could also be a locus of trans engagement today.
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Are These “Transgender” Memoirs?

It is not my aim to discover why d’Eon or Erauso crossed the gender divide, but to
discover if an examination of their actions and words could influence an activist
translation for a twenty-first-century audience interested in LGBTQIA+ questions
and lives. Some of d’Eon’s biographers believe ze is not trans at all; Gary Kates
claims that d’Eon’s crossing was for political reasons:
He did not do it because he felt compelled to dress as a woman: there is no
evidence of his cross-dressing before he was legally declared a woman in 1777. He
did not even represent himself as unusually effeminate. . . . Nor had he always
longed to be a woman. . . . Rather, the evidence reveals that d’Eon’s gender
transformation must be seen as part of a midlife moral and spiritual crisis brought
on by his political status as an exile in London. (1995: 592)

I find this argument unlikely. By ascribing d’Eon’s transformation to a “midlife
crisis,” Kates inserts a twentieth-century trope into an eighteenth-century context
in which the idea of “autobiography” as a distinct genre that tackled ideas of modern self-identity and subjectivity was not yet fully developed (see Anderson 2011).
Stephen Brogan claims that “d’Eon’s transformation was the result of a change of
costume, but not of performance. Although he wore female attire, he did not
embrace feminine practices, but rather continued to perform masculinity, to behave
like a man” (2010: 86). However, according to Kimberley Chrisman-Campbell’s
2010 study of d’Eon’s account books, ze wore corsets long before ze “became” a
woman. Kates claims that d’Eon’s other biographers “have assumed that d’Eon was
simply the passive victim of a gender identity disorder—transsexualism —and
that it was this illness that was the true cause of his transgender transgression”
(1995: 592). This medicalizing approach presumes that transsexuals are merely ill
people who need to be cured. I cannot claim that my study of d’Eon or Erauso
unearths the “right” reading of either, or that there is a “right” reading to be made,
but translators should be aware of what is at stake in translating texts by anyone in
a traditionally marginalized position.
The title of the Steptos’ translation (Memoir of a Basque Transvestite) suggests
that they see Erauso as a sensationalist cross-dresser. However, in 1630, Erauso
returned to the New World where ze spent the rest of hir life working as a mule
driver called Antonio de Erauso (see Velasco 2011: 69). For Sherry Velasco, this
commitment means that Erauso “might be described in today’s terms either as
[a] trans[man], [a] female-to-male transgender, or [a] gender bender who desire
[s] women” (69). Even Chloe Rutter-Jensen who argues for Erauso as transsexual
cannot deny Erauso’s ambiguity: “Erauso does not fit into the category of the
chaste woman because she/he is a man. However, neither is she/he allowed to be a
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virile man, because she/he is a woman” (2007: 93, my translation). Leslie Feinberg
considers Erauso to be an early “transgender warrior” and suggests that ze must
have been transgender because of hir commitment to hir masculine gender:
“How could females have lived and been accepted as men without hormones or
surgery? They must have been transgendered. If they were not, how could they
pass?” (1996: 85). This claim parallels my refutation of Kates’s view that d’Eon
dressed as a woman for political reasons; if ze were not transgender, could ze
really have passed so convincingly? Champagne, Ekstein, and Kates describe
d’Eon’s memoir as “certainly the story of a transgendered person; but it narrates
the journey of a supposed male-to-female transvestite, when the actual situation involved male-to-female transgendered life” (2001: x). They claim that “his
autobiography thus bears witness to his profound ambivalence concerning gender. While forced by society to be either a man (1728–77) or a woman (1777–1810),
d’Eon’s natural state seems to have been far more indeterminate and unstable”
(Champagne, Ekstein, and Kates 2001: xx). What suggests a transgender experience is that while d’Eon was a woman “he enjoyed the violent, uncomplicated
existence of the soldier, and for the rest of his life he treasured his Dragoon’s
uniform, wearing it often in memory of the carefree days when he had fought for
his king” (Baldick 1970: xvii). As Burrows et al. also note, “D’Eon’s transition
possessed a layered quality that defies two-dimensional paradigms. His surreptitious donning of corsets and his stubborn insistence in continuing to wear his
Cross of Saint-Louis atop his female attire, suggests the need for a model of gender identity that can accommodate stratification and gradation equally well as
homogenization” (2010: 10). Clearly, theorists have fought over how to categorize
both d’Eon and Erauso, who have variously been appropriated as proponents of
or precedents for transvestism and transsexualism (Rutter-Jensen 2007; Garber
1996; Morris 2010; Ellis 1928). It might be going too far to claim d’Eon and Erauso
as transgender by today’s standards, but a close analysis of their works reveals that
they are ambiguous and nonbinary. Is there a model for ambiguity and stratification that could be used in translation? Is there an extra-linguistic translation process that attempts to not only show Erauso’s multiple source texts, for
example, but also highlights the multiplicity of every text and body? Every text is
unstable, not just a translated text; every body, too, is ambiguous, not just a
transgender body.
Trans*lation

The use of m and f after gendered words in English is a strategy that promotes
transgender narratives but that aims to show what the French text does without
really making any comment. Should la monja alférez and grande epı̂tre be translated
with “conventional” strategies like this one, or with more estranging strategies?
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Ought we use estranging strategies to point out that this text is transgender, or
ought we use conventional strategies to show that transgender texts and people
are like any other? As Rikki Wilchins (2002: 53–54) asks, “Do we want to fight
as genderqueers? Or do we want to question the whole project of queerness? Do
we want to make genderqueerness ok. . . . Or do we want to attack the notion of
normative genders itself?” Patricia Elliot writes of a debate between Judith Butler
and Judith Halberstam over whether trans identities should be deliberately marginalized or whether they should be legitimized: “One process requires developing
an ethical capacity to recognize as fellow human beings those whose bodies,
genders, or sexualities are visibly configured in unconventional ways. The other
process requires an ‘undoing’ of existing normative assumptions about gender”
(Elliot 2010: 72). Halberstam (1998: 20), Feinberg (1996: 107), and Kate Bornstein
([1994] 1995: 98) advocate for the celebration of the trans person as “third,” as an
“outlaw,” while Judith Butler claims that if trans people were seen as normative,
the instability of all gender would be exposed: “When the unreal lays claim to
reality, or enters into its domain, something other than a simple assimilation into
prevailing norms can and does take place. The norms themselves can become
rattled, display their instability, and become open to resignification” (Butler 2004:
27–28). However, neither of the possibilities of deliberately marginalizing or of
legitimizing complexity is wholly satisfactory; if we celebrate the trans person
as nonhuman, we could unwittingly encourage transphobia. At the same time,
we might ask whether “rendering trans a more coherent and legible category
risk[s] . . . undermining the capacity of transpersons to oppose the normative?”
(Elliot 2010: 64). This debate over becoming strange versus being normal and
becoming normal versus being strange bothers Nikki Sullivan because the logic
behind these positions “serves ultimately to set up not only a (false) opposition
between the normal and the strange, between conformity and transgression,
between being and becoming, and between self and other, but also, an impasse”
(2006: 562). Elliot suggests that we should move beyond this debate to ask, “How
might we envision another position that would claim both intelligibility and
unintelligibility, while insisting on the internal complexity of any identity?”
(2010: 62). Perhaps the solution would be to search for something that has the
power to suggest two opposing things at once.
Is there a way of showing that Erauso and d’Eon are human, normative
subjects who also manage to contest normativity by critiquing gender and
embodiment? (Elliot 2010: 63). Could we see transgender identity as formed of
layers of different bodies and identities the way that translation is often considered to be formed of layers of (inter)text? Jean Bobby Noble sees “transed bodies
as grafted, where one materialization is haunted by the other, as opposed to
crossing or exiting” (2006: 84). If we can question the concept of crossing, then
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maybe we can also question the concept of passing. According to Bornstein,
“passing becomes invisibility. Passing becomes lies. Passing becomes self-denial”
([1994] 1995: 125). Sandy Stone also considers the merits of moving beyond the
concept of “passing” as a way of creating discourse that speaks for trans lives; she
asks transsexuals to become “posttranssexual, to be consciously ‘read,’ to read
oneself aloud —and by this troubling and productive reading, to begin to write
oneself into the discourses by which one has been written” (2006: 232). When a
translator “passes” as an author, they become invisible, they deny their creative
ability. Could a translator become a “posttranslator” by writing themselves into
their text and into textual discourse, by allowing their status as translator to be
consciously “read”? Butler states, “It is crucial to recognize that the notion of the
human will only be built over time in and by the process of cultural translation,
where it is not a translation between two languages that stay enclosed, distinct,
unified. But rather, translation will compel each language to change in order to
apprehend the other, and this apprehension, at the limit of what is familiar,
parochial and already known, will be the occasion for both an ethical and social
transformation” (2004: 38–39).
The openness of languages—the fluidity between the source language and
target language, between the source text and the target text—brings to mind the
concept of the palimpsest: “An involuted phenomenon where otherwise unrelated texts are involved and entangled, intricately interwoven, interrupting and
inhabiting each other” (Dillon 2007: 2). In the general sense of the term, the texts
of a palimpsest are not necessarily connected —in the past, texts were erased
from parchment or papyrus to make room for new texts. Those erasures being
incomplete, the old text would show through; the old text could be mathematical
and the new religious (as with the Archimedes Palimpsest, see Dillon 2007).
However, we can use an analogy of the palimpsest to dispel notions of the
“originality” of all writing because “there is no literary work that does not evoke
(to some extent and according to how it is read) some other literary work”
(Genette 1997: 9). Furthermore, “the texts which inhabit the palimpsest’s surface . . . cannot be hierarchically ordered, or dissociated; they are not separate
predicates; they are not the essential attributes of the palimpsest” (Dillon 2007:
43). Could the palimpsest help dispel notions of the “essentiality” of gender?
According to Dillon (92), the palimpsest serves as the hymen that holds the
masculine surface text and the feminine texts residing underneath together and
apart. This holding together and apart by a membrane is “a process that eliminates the spatial heterogeneity between” the two texts, and, “as a result, they exist
in a hymenic fusion or marriage which at the same time preserves their separate
identities and inscribes difference within the heart of the identity of the
palimpsest. The vellum of the palimpsest thus represents the ‘inter’ —the between
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of the texts—a between that is no longer that of difference, but of identity, and
identity redefined as, and traversed by, difference” (97). Perhaps trans experience
could be a “between of bodies,” a between that is characterized by queer notions of
identity as unstable. According to Dillon, the palimpsest has a role in the queering
of writing, reading, and identity because it is “a figure for the poststructuralist
notion of the spectralized subject, ‘queer’ and ‘the palimpsest’ can be understood
as structurally comparable figures for the essential involutedness of identity, be it
sexual, gender or racial” (2007: 124–25). A queer translation is “palimpsestuous,”
and a “palimpsestuous” translation is queer.
Conclusion

In order to show trans characters as both normative and nonnormative, perhaps
any translation of a transgender text could be queer, could literally show its
divisions, its multiplicities, in order to point to the multiplicity of the characters
it (re)creates. Lawrence Venuti describes translation as never having one single
identity but “always a lack and a supplement, and it can never be a transparent
representation, only an interpretative transformation that exposes multiple and
divided meanings in the foreign text and displaces it with another set of meanings, equally multiple and divided” (1992: 12). In queering their translation, the
translator can “seek out the ways in which texts are constructed by interrogating and denaturalizing the text’s manifold assumptions, and exposing the text’s
internal contradictions and reliance upon excluded properties to evoke a sense of
unity” (Giffney 2009: 7). This queer destabilization of translation could be done
through paratexts — through the use of introductions, footnotes, or annotations pointing to the translation’s influences. Venuti ([1995] 2008: 255) claims
that translators can only become more than marginal “within the codes that
are specific to the receiving culture. This means . . . limiting their discursive
experiments to perceptible deviations that may risk but stop short of the
parodic or the incomprehensible.” However, Butler (1994: 38) warns against
challenges that become legible as they are “readily recuperable,” what subversive practices have to do is “overwhelm the capacity to read, challenge conventions of reading, and demand new possibilities of reading.” If one dares to
truly be a “posttranslator,” to move away from the idea of the translator as a
faithful servant, to be read as an engaged and committed translator-writer, perhaps one should risk going beyond the comprehensible, the acceptable. If we want
to question norms, both of gender and of translation, then we should play with
those norms. We can expose all gender as complex, and yet at the same time show
that trans people are human through the palimpsestuous translation of transgender identities. If we create a true palimpsest of translation over source text, then
we can place an early-modern and twenty-first-century reading together; we can
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create something recognizable and yet incomprehensible, normative and yet
nonnormative, multiple and yet unified, feminine and yet masculine, foreign and
yet domestic. If we keep the “trans” in translation by being prepared to overcome
supposedly “insurmountable” differences between languages through experiment
and risk, we can expose all writing and all gender as always already queer.

Emily Rose started her PhD in literary translation at the University of East Anglia in 2014. She
is exploring the translation of trans identity from French and Spanish into English and vice
versa. Her research interests include translation studies, transgender studies, and queer
studies.

Notes
1.
2.
3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

I have deliberately not indicated linguistic gender in this extract into English in an
attempt to produce a nonannotated translation.
For more information on epicene pronouns, see MIT 2015.
These epicene pronouns are not intended to categorize d’Eon or Erauso as modern
genderqueers or to associate them with contemporary conceptions of nonbinary identity
but to acknowledge their multiple gender identifications.
As transgender people do not necessarily view their own range of identities in the same
way as transsexuals might, even though transgender can be used as an umbrella term to
refer to both, I shall use trans as the umbrella term. I shall follow the GLAAD Media
Reference Guide’s definition of trans as “transgender or transsexual—or sometimes to be
inclusive of a wide variety of identities under the transgender umbrella.” I shall in turn
use transgender in reference to a more specific identity: The Oxford English Dictionary
Online defines a transgender person as “a person whose identity does not conform
unambiguously to conventions of male or female gender, but combines or moves
between these.” Oxford English Dictionary Online, s.v. “transgender,” accessed October 7,
2014, www.oed.com.
These labels are anachronistic and not what d’Eon or Erauso would have chosen for
themselves, but I am appropriating their identities to engage in activist translation.
I am not suggesting that anyone can hope to unequivocally know d’Eon or Erauso, but
that in order to have as full a picture of their lives as possible, they must be approached
from various angles.
There were also two manuscripts discovered in the archives of Seville Cathedral. These
are different from the Madrid manuscript but are believed to be taken from the same
source. Owing to the limited scope of this article, only the Madrid manuscript will be
consulted.
The two sources differ in more than grammatical gender; for example, Vida i sucesos uses
Basque spelling. However, as the main focus of this article is grammatical gender, other
differences will not be remarked upon.
We must always bear in mind that the Madrid manuscript itself is open to question.
Vallbona’s text might be an accurate transcription of the Madrid manuscript, but how
much is the Madrid manuscript itself an accurate transcription of the original?
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Because the gender of the past participle does not refer to the subject with avoir, I am only
using gendered past participles with être and gendered adjectives for my examples.
Because of the limited scope of this article, I cannot do this excavation here.
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Translation, Transition, Transgender
Framing the Life of Charlotte von Mahlsdorf

BRIAN JAMES BAER

Abstract This article discusses the anglophone reception of the life and work of the East German
transvestite Charlotte von Mahlsdorf following the collapse of communism in Eastern Europe. Particular attention is paid to the translation and marketing of von Mahlsdorf’s memoir against the
backdrop of Eastern Europe’s purported transition to Western capitalist democracy. Using the concept
of framing developed first by Erving Goffman and adapted to the study of translation by Albrecht
Neubert and Gregory Shreve, and then Mona Baker, the author analyzes the ways in which the
presentation of von Mahlsdorf’s life in the translated memoir reflects a specific Western framing of
queer lives, which is later altered in Doug Wright’s award-winning play about von Mahlsdorf following
the release of von Mahlsdorf’s secret police file and the troubled progress of the so-called transition.
The article demonstrates how the careful study of translations can challenge the universalizing of
Western conceptual and temporal frames by highlighting the historical and contingent nature of our
sexual selves.
Keywords Charlotte von Mahlsdorf, Doug Wright, postcommunist Europe, queer autobiography,
transvestism

R

epresentations of the life of the East German transvestite Charlotte von
Mahlsdorf, which began to circulate internationally not long after the fall of
communism in Eastern Europe, raise fundamental questions about the act of
framing —that is, the application of conceptual categories to make sense of people
and events and to market representations of those lives to specific audiences.
Especially interesting are the ways in which the personal and the political aspects of
von Mahlsdorf’s biography, which spans the entire troubled history of twentiethcentury Germany, became entangled—in different ways across different languages
and genres—to produce specific readings of history and politics. An examination
of the shifting frames used to package von Mahlsdorf’s life story for Western
audiences in a post–Cold War era —and the ambivalent role of translation in
these acts of framing —reveals how such frames enable and foreclose Western
readings of queer lives and transnational history.
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Von Mahlsdorf was born Lothar Berfelde in Berlin-Mahlsdorf in 1928. She
came of age during the rise of Nazism, and her abusive father appeared to embody
the increasing violence of the regime. In fact, the father was a leader in the local
Nazi party and forced his son to join the Hitler Youth. Von Mahlsdorf would
murder her father in 1944, in order to protect herself and her mother, as a consequence of which she was sentenced to four years in prison. She was released,
however, at the end of the war, at which point she continued to make ends meet
by foraging for antiques in abandoned homes and apartments. When she first
took up this activity before the war, she was foraging in apartments abandoned by
Jewish families, lending a dubious moral cast to her occupation. After the war, she
foraged in dwellings abandoned by Germans who had fled to the West after the
communist takeover.1
She eventually set up a museum of everyday objects in the former estate of
the von Mahlsdorf family, from which she derived her aristocratic name Charlotte
von Mahlsdorf. Although there were periodic attempts made by the government
to shut down the museum, and von Mahlsdorf was the subject of some harassment, she lived a largely peaceful life in the German Democratic Republic until an
attack on her museum by a group of neo-Nazis. For having preserved cultural
artifacts, including a Weimar-era bar and cabaret, which she installed in the
basement of the manor house, von Mahlsdorf was awarded the Order of Merit of
the Federal Republic of Germany in 1992. She became a symbol of a new democratic and reunified Germany, until the release of police records that revealed
von Mahlsdorf to have collaborated with the East German Secret Police, or Stasi,
as an informer. She left Germany in the late 1990s and lived the rest of her life in
Sweden. She died in 2002 while on a visit to Berlin.
In a life that spanned most of modern German history, from the Weimar
Republic through Nazi Germany, socialist East Germany, and a postcommunist
reunified Germany, it was perhaps inevitable that von Mahlsdorf’s life story would
become thoroughly entangled with—and framed by—the metanarratives inspired
by the fall of communism in Eastern Europe.2
Framing and/as Censorship

The notion of framing I will use to analyze the packaging of von Mahlsdorf in the
so-called transition period following the fall of communism in Eastern Europe
owes much to the postmodern conceptualization of censorship as elaborated by
Judith Butler in her 1998 essay “Ruled Out: Vocabularies of the Censor.” To the
extent that censorship is understood as an enabling condition of discourse,
defining what is and is not sayable, then we ought no longer to talk of censored
and uncensored works but must instead explore varieties of censorship and
censorship’s role in the making of subjects. Censorship, therefore, is not only a
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repressive form of power but also a productive one. Butler goes on to make a
distinction between explicit and implicit workings of censorship. By implicit
censorship, Butler is referring to “operations of power that rule out in unspoken
ways what will remain unspeakable” (1998: 249), functioning through norms that
structure and frame “the very field of speech” (256).3 In this sense, implicit forms
of censorship do not so much silence already existing discourse as they represent
the very conditions of legibility, thereby framing discourse in ways that enable and
disable certain interpretations—often without the subject being aware of it.4
The concept of framing was introduced in translation studies in the 1980s,
during the so-called textual turn, when scholars in the field, influenced by
sociolinguistics, shifted away from treating language as an abstract system to
focusing on the sociocultural mediation of individual speech acts, discussed by
Mikhail Bakhtin as “speech genres” (1986) and later by Albrecht Neubert (1985)
and Christiane Nord (1997) as text-types. In Translation as Text, Albrecht Neubert
and Gregory Shreve devoted a section to frames, which they defined, following
Erving Goffman’s concept of frame analysis (1974), as “the knowledge repertoires
from which producers and comprehenders make their choices” (1992: 60). These
repertoires, they go on to say, “are not random repositories of linguistic and
world knowledge. They are highly structured. This organization of experience
may be referred to as framing and the knowledge structures themselves as frames”
(60). In the following section, they discuss scenarios, schemas, plans, and scripts
(62), which they describe as “organizational structures which establish connections and progressions between frames at the time of frame actualization” (63).
The concept of temporal framing has recently been expanded in translation
studies by Mona Baker, who discusses framing in terms of narratives. Defining
narrative as “a story that unfolds in time, with a (perceived) beginning and a
(projected) end” (2015: 247), Baker then discusses four types of narrative: personal,
public, disciplinary, and meta narratives (248). While the meaning of personal, or
private, and public narratives is rather obvious, Baker’s use of disciplinary and
metanarrative needs to be clarified. By “disciplinary framing,” Baker is referring to
the conceptual framing of a phenomenon generated by scholarly, or scientific,
research. By “metanarrative,” Baker is referring to the framing of a phenomenon at
the level of society or the world.
The relationships among the various levels of framing become especially
fraught when applied to queer lives. First, private and public narratives have been
thoroughly intertwined in feminist and queer social movements, which stress that
“the personal is political.” That intertwining of personal and public narratives is
also a defining characteristic of autobiographies, such as von Mahlsdorf’s. As
Baker notes, autobiography represents the public framing of a private narrative,
revealing private narratives to be, on the one hand, “dependent on and informed
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by the collective narratives in which they are situated,” while on the other, “crucial
for the elaboration and maintenance” of those same public narratives (Baker
2006: 29). Moreover, in societies in which full citizenship is defined in terms of
heteronormativity, the public framing of queer lives can involve legal and other
social restrictions on what is sayable.
Consider, for example, the attempt by von Mahlsdorf’s friends following
her death to publicly frame her life in the form of a memorial plaque in a public
park in Berlin. They had hoped to have engraved on the plaque the now iconic
quotation from her autobiography, “Ich bin meine eigene Frau” (I am my own
wife), referencing her transgender identity. Von Mahlsdorf’s family, however,
objected to this framing and, exerting their legal right as von Mahlsdorf’s closest
living relatives, had the proposed inscription replaced by something more conventional: “Lothar Berfelde, 1928–2002, genannt Charlotte von Mahlsdorf. Dem
Museumsgründer zur Erinnerung” (Lothar Berfelde, 1928–2002, known as Charlotte von Mahlsdorf. In memory of the founder [masc.] of the museum). Rather
than focusing on von Mahlsdorf’s gender-bending persona, the family chose to
stress her biological sex by foregrounding her birth name and by presenting her
occupation as a museum curator, also gendered on the plaque as masculine.5
The “disciplinary” level of framing is also especially relevant to queer lives
insofar as the science of sexology has since the late nineteenth century played an
enormous role in establishing the conceptual terms in which queer desire has been
understood not only in academe, medicine, and law, but among laypeople as well.
The very real effects of such disciplinary framing on individual queer lives is made
clear in von Mahlsdorf’s memoir, in which she recounts how, while staying at the
country house of her cross-dressing Aunt Louisa, who was also von Mahlsdorf’s
godmother, she came upon a copy of German sexologist Magnus Hirschfeld’s 1910
monograph Die Transvestiten (Tranvestites), which contained a dedication to his
aunt written by the author. Von Mahlsdorf becomes absorbed in the book, and
when her aunt enters the room and asks what she is reading she tells her but insists
that she’d picked up the book by chance, to which her aunt declares, “Read it
carefully. . . . It’s about both of us” (Mahlsdorf 1995: 44). And so throughout von
Mahlsdorf’s life, she would refer to herself, in the somewhat archaic terms of
Hirschfeld’s work, as a transvestite and “a female soul in a man’s body.”6
Her lifelong attachment to Hirschfeld’s concept of transvestitism may have
been due to the enormous influence of her Aunt Louisa, who was such a positive
and supportive queer role model for von Mahlsdorf. It may have also been due to
the fact that, living in East Germany, von Mahlsdorf was largely cut off from the
developments in the field of sexology that were taking place in the West in the
postwar period, which resulted in a disciplinary reframing of queer desire that can
be broadly described as depathologizing, leading to the emergence of the concept
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of transgender in the early 1990s (see Stryker 2008), which definitively problematized the alignment of sexual orientation with gender identity that characterized the work of early sexologists such as Hirschfeld.
And so, while von Mahlsdorf ascended the international stage in the early
1990s, at precisely the moment when the transgender movement was emerging in
the West (Stryker 2008: viii), von Mahlsdorf continued to classify herself as a
transvestite, as defined by Hirschfeld. Because the term transgender never appears
in von Mahlsdorf’s memoirs, the keywords used to catalog von Mahlsdorf’s
autobiography in the Library of Congress include only transvestite and gay.7 In a
sense, one could say, von Mahlsdorf fell between two disciplinary frames. In fact,
transgender does not appear in the marketing materials accompanying the English
translation of the memoir, first published in 1995, until the second edition, issued
in 2004, which includes a blurb from a review in the Village Voice in which the
term transgender is used.8
On a metanarrative level, queer lives are often framed in conservative
political discourse by narratives of social decline (a symptom of moral decadence
and even demographic crisis). Increasingly in the postwar West, however, queer
lives have also been framed by—and enfolded into —the metanarrative of social
progress (the extension of civil rights). As David Valentine writes, the depathologization of homosexuality is “one of the oft-told progressivist stories of the late
twentieth century” (2007: 15). Susan Stryker, too, suggests that the increasing
popularity of transgender in the West over the past two decades is due to its being
framed within some of the most compelling metanarratives of the time:
increasing globalization, advances in biomedical engineering, and the post–Cold
War collapse of traditional political and cultural binaries (2008: 25–28).
This enfolding of the private, public, and disciplinary framing of queer
lives into the metanarrative of the West’s triumph over communism is wonderfully illustrated by an event that appears toward the end of both the autobiography and the documentary, when von Mahlsdorf and some gay friends, on the
very night the Berlin Wall collapsed, attend—in drag—the premiere of the first
East German film to offer a sympathetic portrayal of same-sex desire. Directed by
the East German Heiner Carow, the film is acted entirely in German but bears the
English title Coming Out. While the personal and the public are already entangled
in the individual act of coming out, the English title of the film and the timing of
the premiere invite a metaphoric association between the individual’s “coming
out” as gay and East Germany’s transition to a (Western) capitalist democracy, as
evidenced by the depathologization of homosexuality, as well as freedom of
expression.
It should be noted, however, that von Mahlsdorf herself was not seduced
by this metanarrative, commenting wryly that the East Germans would flock to
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the West, take a look around, then return home the next day (Mahlsdorf 2004:
174). Moreover, she begins her memoir by recounting a violent attack on her
museum by neo-Nazi skinheads that occurred after the fall of communism there,
complicating the simplistic reading of the fall of communism as a happy ending.
Nevertheless, Western publishers couldn’t resist the temptation to market von
Mahlsdorf’s life as an allegory for Eastern Europe’s transition to free-market
capitalism. The revelation in the late 1990s that von Mahlsdorf had collaborated
with the East German Secret Police (or Stasi) would, however, initiate a radical
reframing of von Mahlsdorf’s life story and of Eastern European history —but
one, I will argue, that preserved the basic tenets of the original framing.
The Initial Framing of Von Mahlsdorf: She’s One of Us!

The meaning of von Mahlsdorf’s life, one could say, was overdetermined by the
historical moment in which she gained international notoriety—the so-called
transition period following the collapse of communism in Eastern Europe.9 Von
Mahlsdorf became something of a media darling after 1989, reflecting what Doug
Wright describes as “the [Western] media’s thirst for human interest stories following the fall of the [Berlin] wall” (2004: x), appearing on German television and
in newspapers and magazines. In 1992, a documentary film about von Mahlsdorf
by the West German gay activist and filmmaker Rosa von Praunheim appeared
under the title Ich bin meine eigene Frau (I Am My Own Wife). That same year, the
first German edition of von Mahlsdorf’s autobiography appeared under the title
Ich bin meine eigene Frau: Ein Leben (I Am My Own Wife: A Life). Translations of
the autobiography into a variety of languages soon followed—the first were the
Spanish and Dutch translations in 1994, Yu soj mi propia mujer, translated by
Teófilo de Lozoya (Barcelona: Tusquets) and Ik ben mijn eigen vrouw, translated by
Gerda Meijerink (Antwerp, Amsterdam: Mantau); followed by the English translation in 1995, I Am My Own Woman, translated by Jean Hollander (San Francisco:
Cleis); the Russian translation in 1997, Ia sam sebe zhena: Tainaia zhizn’ Sharlotty
fon Mal’sdorf, samogo izvestnogo berlinskogo transvestita, translated by Aleksandr
Shatalov (Moscow: Glagol); and the Hungarian translation in 2000, A magma
asszonya vagyok: egy életút, translated by Németh Zita (Budapest: Rana in Fabula).
The first translation of von Mahlsdorf’s autobiography into English,
undertaken by Jean Hollander, was published by Clies Press in 1995 and appeared
under the title I Am My Own Woman. Although the translation of Frau as “woman”
is semantically possible given the polysemous nature of the German word Frau, it
does not accurately reflect the usage of the word in its original site of enunciation:
von Mahlsdorf utters this now iconic statement in response to her mother’s
suggestion that she marry. Keenly aware of this, Hollander adds a translator’s note
at the beginning of the volume to justify her translation of the title:
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Although the title I Am My Own Woman is a valid translation of the German Ich
bin meine eigene Frau, the context in which the phrase appears makes it clear that
the author may also mean “I am my own wife.” Near the end of the book, in a
conversation with his mother, he quotes her as saying, “As much as I like to have
you with me, you are now really at an age to get married.” His witty, self-aware
answer is, “I am my own wife,” an answer that leaves the mother smiling. (1995: 5)

The choice of “my own woman,” by analogy with the English expression “to be
one’s own person,” indexes a discourse of self-empowerment, presenting von
Mahlsdorf in the 1960s, when this exchange with his mother took place, as
independent, even defiant—a gay activist avant la lettre.10 “I am my own woman”
was also the English translation used for von Praunheim’s 1992 documentary film
about von Mahlsdorf’s life (released in English in 1994). The translated title, as
well as the promotional material accompanying the English version of the
DVD—“A courageous outsider and born fighter!”—underscores this activist
framing of von Mahlsdorf. Indeed, von Mahlsdorf utters the statement twice in
the documentary film, and both times it is translated into English as “I am my
own woman.”11
This first English translation of the title endures in some of the critical
literature surrounding von Mahlsdorf’s autobiography. Katharina Gerstenberger,
for example, uses the translation I Am My Own Woman, although it obscures the
point she is trying to make in the following passage of her analysis: “The ‘I’ that
claims a possessive relationship to the ‘self as wife’ in the self-referential title I Am
My Own Woman asserts a sense of (hetero-) sociosexual autonomy: The man who
is his own wife does not physically reproduce or adopt a paternal role vis-à-vis
others” (1998: 114; italics added). Jens Richard Giersdorf uses I Am My Own
Woman (2006: 186–87) to refer to von Mahlsdorf’s memoir and I Am My Own
Wife (2006: 193n, 194n) to refer to Wright’s play, of which he is very critical.12 By
the time of publication of Giersdorf’s article, the English memoir had already
been rereleased under the title I Am My Own Wife, so it appears that Giersdorf was
using the translation I Am My Own Woman to set up a contrast with Wright’s play,
which he felt unduly domesticated von Mahlsdorf. Moreover, the translation of
Frau as “woman” was more helpful to Giersdorf in presenting von Mahlsdorf as a
queer radical: “Even though she reiterates the phrase about the woman living in a
male body, she titles her autobiography I Am My Own Woman. The title suggests
that von Mahlsdorf is not suppressing one or the other side of her corporeal
identity. Rather, she creates an identity that includes male as well as female elements of her corporeality” (2006: 180).
The packaging of von Mahlsdorf as an activist is further underscored by
the DVD cover for the English edition of the documentary, which includes a
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quotation from a critic for the gay periodical the Advocate, Lawrence Frascella,
who pronounces von Mahlsdorf “a gay hero!” This image of von Mahlsdorf was
reinforced by the cross-marketing of the autobiography and the DVD; the DVD
ends with an advertisement for the autobiography, and a note in the autobiography mentions the documentary.
The subtitle of the English translation of the autobiography also contributes to the framing of von Mahlsdorf as an activist rebel, albeit a classy one:
“The Outlaw Life of Charlotte von Mahlsdorf, Berlin’s Most Distinguished
Transvestite.” The degree of manipulation in the English title is evident when we
compare it to the laconic subtitle of the German original: “ein Leben” (A Life).
This framing was no doubt undertaken at the urging of the publisher, Cleis Press,
which specializes in provocation, as is evident still today on their website, where
the press’s offerings are described in the following way: “Outriders. Outwriters.
Outliers. Cleis Press publishes provocative, intelligent books across genres. Whether literary fiction, human rights, mystery, romance, erotica, LGBTQ studies, sex
guides, pulp fiction, or memoir, you know that if it’s outside the ordinary, it’s Cleis
Press” (2014).13 By presenting von Mahlsdorf as a radical activist, the English
edition reflects not only the press’s specific marketing profile but also the broader
context of reception—characterized by, among other things, the rise of more
confrontational activist groups in the United States, such as Act Up and Queer
Nation, founded in 1987 and 1990, respectively, in response to the AIDS crisis.
The specificity of this framing to the US reception environment comes
into greater relief when we compare the English title to that of the 1997 Russian
translation by Aleksandr Shatalov. On the one hand, Shatalov appears to have
been influenced by the English subtitle—at least in terms of length. On the other
hand, the Russian subtitle does not describe von Mahlsdorf as an outlaw, focusing
instead on her “secret life”: Tainaia zhizn’ Sharlotty fon Mal’sdorf, samogo izvestnogo berlinskogo transvestita (The Secret Life of Charlotte von Mahlsdorf, Berlin’s
Most Famous Transvestite). Shatalov’s introduction, too, stresses von Mahlsdorf’s
identity as a “modest worker” seeking peace in her private life. This focus on the
protection of private life represents a distinctly Eastern European concern following the fall of communism, which helps to explain the troubled fate of queer
activist movements in many countries of the region (see Flam 2001; Štulhofer
and Sandfort 2005; and Kulpa and Mizielinska 2011). Not uncoincidentally the
East German scholar Jens Richard Giersdorf’s interpretation of von Mahlsdorf’s
political significance supports Shatalov’s framing: “East German citizens experienced a serious abuse of national identity and community in Nazi Germany and
under the socialist regime. These experiences created a strong suspicion of group
identifications and an emphasis on individuality for resistant acts. Von Mahlsdorf’s
performance throughout her life illustrates one individual approach to minority
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resistance, suggesting the possibility of tactics that can operate as alternatives to the
increasingly corporate queer North American export” (2006: 172).14
Reframing von Mahlsdorf as Enigma: The Communist Stain

The persistence of communist majorities in “postsocialist” Eastern Europe, the
return of authoritarian forms of government, and increasing discrimination and
violence against queers, however, challenged the developmental framing as the
1990s wore on. Against this backdrop, von Mahlsdorf’s Stasi file became public,
revealing that she had collaborated with the East German secret police. All this
initiated a reframing of von Mahlsdorf’s life story—and of Eastern European
history —that culminated in the English-language play by Doug Wright, entitled I
Am My Own Wife, which debuted on Broadway in 2003. The play, based not only
on the autobiography of von Mahlsdorf but also on many interviews that Wright
conducted with her, was greeted with both popular and critical acclaim, receiving
the 2004 Pulitzer Prize, as well as a Tony Award and a Drama Desk Award. No
longer a gay activist and rebel, von Mahlsdorf was presented in the play as
thoroughly foreign, an enigma, as shown below.15
While the initial framing of the memoir was largely covert — evident
only when one compares the source and target texts — the reframing by Wright
could be described as overt as Wright thematizes the issue of framing itself,
which is reflected in the play’s subtitle: Studies for a Play about the Life of
Charlotte von Mahlsdorf. Indeed, as Wright makes clear toward the end of
his introduction, “[the play] is not meant as definitive biography” (2004: xxiv).
Interestingly, the success of Wright’s play led to a reframing of the memoir,
which was republished by Cleis in 2004, still in Hollander’s translation but with
a new glossy cover photo of von Mahlsdorf in pearls and with a new title: I Am
My Own Wife: The True Story of Charlotte von Mahlsdorf, thus aligning the
memoir with the award-winning play while implying the greater historical
veracity of the memoir, based on, if nothing else, the truth claims of the genre
of autobiography.
As the playwright discusses in his introduction to the play, the process of
writing the work was extremely complex, owing not to a lack of historical data but
rather to the abundance of data he’d collected —and owing to the moral complexities of von Mahlsdorf’s life. While at first Wright thought he’d found the
perfect feel-good story for a Western audience about an outsider “maintaining an
unwavering sense of herself during such repressive times”—“a bona fide gay hero”
(2004: xi)—the revelation of von Mahlsdorf’s collaboration with the Stasi, the East
German Secret Police, complicated that simple frame, leading Wright to tell a
rather different story, one in which his search for the “true” von Mahlsdorf would
serve as the organizing theme. “If Charlotte were a curator of nineteenth-century
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antiquities,” Wright explains, “I would present myself in the play as a curator of
her” (2004: xv). By drawing a direct analogy with von Mahlsdorf’s collecting,
Wright appears to acknowledge, at least implicitly, the moral ambiguity of his
project.
Wright further problematizes the whole idea of framing by questioning
one’s authority to frame another person’s life—especially that of someone from a
culture so different from one’s own. Wright’s alter ego in the drama is presented as
utterly ill equipped to translate, in both the literal and metaphoric senses of the
term, von Mahlsdorf’s life. He speaks with a pronounced Texas twang; his German, as he himself admits in the play, “sucks” (44)—indeed, several scenes in the
play feature Wright speaking very bad German—and, again by his own admission, he “didn’t even really know what the Cold War was until it ended” (37).
Moreover, in the first letter he writes to von Mahlsdorf, he reveals himself to be
someone unused to communicating with nonnative speakers of English, by using
the expressions “Bible Belt” and “a slam dunk,” which in turn draws a subtle
connection between Wright and the rube-ish American soldiers who buy clocks
from von Mahlsdorf as souvenirs in act 2. Later, in a scene titled “Eine Spende”
(“A Gift”), Wright’s character calls his friend in Germany at four in the morning,
having forgotten about the time difference, another subtle way Wright suggests
his character is insensitive to cultural differences. Wright also mentions that he’d
never heard of the sexologist Magnus Hirshfeld before meeting von Mahlsdorf,
telling her, “You are teaching me a history I never knew I had” (18).
But Wright does not merely problematize his position as observer; he also
problematizes von Mahlsdorf as the observed, presenting her as radically other.
Jens Giersdorf notes this othering effect in Wright’s emphasis on von Mahlsdorf’s
national identity, reflected in her heavily accented English; her use of German
words such as willkommen, ja, or nein; and in her onstage (mis)translations of her
German statements into English. But while Wright others von Mahlsdorf as
German, he normalizes her, Giersdorf contends, as a queer radical, transforming
her “all-but-normal life” into something that was “successfully safe for mainstream
consumption in the United States, a country that . . . is conservative in its official
recognition of non-normative sexuality and even sexuality in general” (2006: 171).
Wright presents von Mahlsdorf not as a sexual radical—as von Praunheim does in
the documentary, which includes, among other things, a mild S&M scene—or as a
radical activist, as the English translation of the memoir does, but, rather, as a
largely asexual representative of the petty bourgeoisie, as underscored by Wright’s
decision to translate the Frau in the title of the memoir as “wife” instead of
“woman.” “Wright’s decision to remove any sexuality from his theatrical presentation of von Mahlsdorf,” Giersdorf maintains, “assures emphasis on the
national over the queer” (2006: 186). Indeed, Wright’s decision to open the play
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with the statement “This is, in fact, a man” and to close it with a discussion of a
photograph of von Mahlsdorf as a youth, dressed as a boy, offers an essentialist
biological framing, which works to diffuse much of the postmodern or queer
gender-bending potential of von Mahlsdorf’s self-fashioning.
The frame Wright invokes is not narrowly nationalist, however; it is, I
would argue, more broadly ideological. In other words, Wright doesn’t other
Germany as a nation; he others communism as a political and economic ideology,
which he opposes to Western capitalist democracy. Wright achieves this ideological
othering in a number of subtle and not so subtle ways. Wright demonizes communism by continually associating the communist period with prison. For example,
Wright describes early postcommunist Mahlsdorf as “a grim place [where] vast
apartment complexes rise like cement gulags” (11). The opening scene of act 2, which
takes place in her former lover Alfred Kirschner’s prison cell, begins with “the rollicking sound of an old pianola” and “ends with the loud slam of a prison door” (29).
Two scenes later, when Charlotte recounts the arrest of Kirschner by the Stasi, the
stage directions indicate again “the brutal slam of a prison door” (34). In a letter
from prison, Alfred writes to Charlotte, “For your sake, I won’t give up, and I’ll live
patiently for the day I’ll be set free” (29; italics added).
Wright also invokes the Cold War specter of communism in the title of
his introduction —“Portrait of an Enigma”—which may reference Winston
Churchill’s famous description of communist Russia in a 1939 BBC radio
broadcast as “a riddle, wrapped in a mystery inside an enigma.” The association
with communism is evident too in von Mahlsdorf’s costume in the play, which is
stark, all black and severely cut, unlike the embroidered dress in which she is
shown on the cover of her memoir.
The theme of oppression is further supported by Wright’s marked preference for the more politically charged term communist, a term von Mahlsdorf
herself rarely uses, preferring the more benign-sounding socialist. In fact, von
Mahlsdorf refers to communism only three times in the entire memoir, and in all
three cases, it has a distinctly positive valence, as when she describes her beloved
great-uncle, who was a Christian communist before the war, and later when she
describes her living arrangement in Mahlsdorf with a lesbian couple, Beate and
Silvia, as a Homokommune, or “homo-commune” (201), translated by Hollander as
“homo-community” (Mahlsdorf 1995: 184).16 In Wright’s play, however, references
to communism are many and are invariably negative as, for example, when
Charlotte describes the Stasi as “the Communist secret police, the most feared
government spies of all the world” (Wright 2004: 24). The word socialism never
appears. While von Mahlsdorf mentions the Stasi by name only twelve times in the
memoir, Wright makes twenty-two references in the play, which is significantly
shorter than the memoir. Indeed, Wright’s association of communism with the
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Stasi not only underscores the negative connotations of communism in the play
but also supports the (Western) narrative of postcommunist liberation by presenting East Germany as a kind of prison.
Along the same lines, Wright prefers the medico-legal-sounding term
homosexual, while von Mahlsdorf overwhelmingly favors the more colloquial
term Schwule, which is commonly used among gays and lesbians in Germany—a
term closer to gay than to homosexual. Schwule is used twenty-one times in the
memoir and lesbi, nineteen times, while some form of Homosexual is used only
nine times, and invariably toward the end of the memoir, to refer to gay organizations, which von Mahlsdorf describes in rather benign terms. These organizations provided support to von Mahlsdorf, for which she expressed gratitude.
Wright, however, maps homosexual and gay geographically, not chronologically, as in the memoir. For example, he associates homosexual with East
Germany: one of his anonymous East German characters is named “A Homosexual Man,” and both von Mahlsdorf and her one-time lover Alfred describe
themselves as “homosexual.” On the other hand, Wright uses the word gay to refer
only to Americans, describing himself as “a gay man” and the American Mark
Finley as “a gay activist.” Wright also others von Mahlsdorf’s gender/sexual
identity by having her use the German word Transvestit twice in the play, lending
the concept of transvestite a somewhat foreign and perhaps anachronizing ring.
This ideological othering of Germany is further driven home by Wright’s use of the
modifier East to describe the various locales mentioned: East Berlin, East Prussia,
and East Germany. This is something von Mahlsdorf herself rarely does, preferring
Old Berlin, Prussia, and the GDR (German Democratic Republic). And so, if von
Mahlsdorf’s broken English serves to other her, the repetition of the negatively
inflected terms communist and homosexual—and, perhaps, too, the German
Transvestit—serves to other East Germany, presenting it as a place of violent
oppression, locked in its history.
In these ways, Wright resituates von Mahlsdorf’s life story within a distinctly Cold War frame. In fact, the Cold War is explicitly mentioned three times
in the play but not once in the autobiography. Wright’s Cold War reframing is also
achieved by playing down the Nazi era, which was so central in the memoir. In
fact, Nazis are referenced fifty-six times in the memoir and only nine times in the
play, and Jews are referenced forty-one times in the memoir and only four times
in the play. We see a difference, too, between the memoir and the play when
Charlotte recounts the attack on her museum by skinheads, which, as previously noted, occurred after the fall of communism. In the German version of the
autobiography, von Mahlsdorf first refers to the thugs as “Skinheads”—in English—and only subsequently as “Neo Nazis” and “young Nazis.” Wright, on the
other hand, presents the attack from the start as a historical return: “The Brown
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plague had come back again. Kristallnacht once more” (69), and Wright’s Charlotte goes on to note that one of the skinheads “had a swastika tattooed on his
arm.” The first skinhead then says to Charlotte, “Hitler forgot to shove you in an
oven in Sachsenhausen” (70). By closely connecting von Mahlsdorf’s skinheads to
German Nazism, Wright effectively forecloses any association between the skinhead movement and the traumatizing neoliberal economic policies—the shock
therapy—of the early postcommunist transition period. Moreover, while von
Mahlsdorf begins her memoir with this incident, thereby suggesting the endurance of intolerance across political regimes, Wright’s nazification of the attack and
his placement of the attack toward the end of the play suggests a vision of Eastern
Europe as trapped in its own history.
Another way in which Wright reframes von Mahlsdorf’s story within the
Cold War opposition of communist totalitarianism and neoliberal democracy is in
his presentation of von Mahlsdorf’s relationship to consumer goods. Whereas in
the memoir, von Mahlsdorf presents her collecting as a response to the destruction
of her era—an attempt to preserve the past—Wright presents it as a kind of
perverse consumer fetishism. One place in the play where he does this is when he
has von Mahlsdorf mistranslate the German verb bekommen, “to receive,” as “to
become”: “[von Mahlsdorf’s] broken English suddenly constituted a remarkable
kind of poetry. For example, a word in German for ‘to receive’ is bekommen. In the
past tense, Charlotte would say, ‘Ich bekam diese Möbel’ or ‘I received this furniture.’ But when she translated that from German to English, she would say, ‘I
became this furniture.’ How beautiful and true! I realized her own malipropridden syntax was far better than any language I could invent on her behalf” (2004:
xvi). This framing is covert to the extent that Wright uses von Mahlsdorf’s “own”
words—although he knows them to be a mistranslation. This framing of von
Mahlsdorf as object or commodity is reinforced earlier in the play when Wright’s
character says to a friend, “She doesn’t run a museum, she is one! The rarest
artifact she has isn’t a grandfather clock or a Beidermeier tall-boy. It’s her” (22).
Contrast this presentation of von Mahlsdorf as consumer fetishist and consumer
good with the American inventor Thomas Alva Edison, mentioned twice in
marked positions—at the very beginning and the very end of the play—where
von Mahlsdorf describes him as “the inventor of the first talking machine in the
world,” later mentioning the location of his company in Orange, New Jersey.17
Here Wright suggests an opposition of American inventors and producers to East
German consumers and collectors, invoking a developmental frame, which casts
Eastern Europe as not only politically but also economically backward.
The political and economic superiority of the West is underscored later in
the opening monologue, when von Mahlsdorf says, “In the Second World War,
when the airplanes flew over Mahlsdorf, and the bombs were coming down,
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I played British and American records. And I thought, ‘They can hear in the
airplanes that I am playing Edison records.’ I thought—if they hear me—they
will know I’m their friend” (2005: 9–10). This reference to America’s role as
liberator of Europe in the Second World War obscures the reality that the Red
Army —the communists—liberated von Mahlsdorf’s Berlin. This is something to
which von Mahlsdorf dedicates several pages of her memoir; von Praunheim, too,
features the Russian liberators in his film. In both the memoir and the film, the
Russians are portrayed in a fairly benign light. Wright, on the other hand, has
Charlotte mention the Russians only once in the entire play, after which she
switches to “the Allies,” obscuring the Russians’ role: “And I saw on the street the
large Russian tanks. And behind the tanks were coming horses with painted
wagons. The Allies were coming to Berlin” (2004: 34; italics added).
Foreclosing Alternatives

By radically othering the communist East, Wright offers a resolution not only to
the problem of von Mahlsdorf’s collaboration with the Stasi but also to the East’s
failed transition to neoliberal democracy: the communist regime had so perverted
its subjects that they were unfit for Western capitalist democracy. Despite his
critique of consumerism in the final scenes of the play and of American naı̈veté
throughout, Wright’s demonizing of communism effectively removes it as a
viable political and economic alternative.
That von Mahlsdorf did not intend her life story to be read as a condemnation of communist ideals is implicit in her repeated criticism of the specter of
unfettered development and industrialization, not to mention private ownership—
indeed, where else but communist Eastern Europe could a poor hausfrau live in
a palace? This point is more explicitly made, however, toward the end of the
memoir, where she writes:
We should guard against equating the DDR dictatorship with National Socialism.
It is possible to draw comparisons—and there are parallels—if they serve to help
our understanding. But one thing is certain: The assembly line murder of millions
of people from 1933 to 1945 by the Germans remains a gruesome exception, against
which any other comparison becomes invalid.
My admiration and sympathy go to all those who wanted to make socialist
ideas a reality, but failed, were doomed to fail because of the inadequacy of human
beings. The idea remains a good one, even when discredited by the reality of
socialism. (2004: 168)

Moreover, in the memoir, von Mahlsdorf interprets the longing of many East
Germans to emigrate to the West as a function of the government’s restrictions
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that induced the desire, not of some essential superiority of Western society
(2004: 174).
And so, Wright’s framing of von Mahlsdorf serves not only to domesticate
her queer sexuality but also to foreignize her in political and economic terms,
supporting a particular Western (mis)reading of recent Eastern European history
as a failed transition. The enfolding of private, public, and disciplinary narratives
within a powerful metanarrative of Eastern Europe’s transition to neoliberal
democracy has produced two different but equally colonizing readings of von
Mahlsdorf’s life story, one that appropriates cultural difference, effectively
domesticating von Mahlsdorf (von Mahlsdorf as one of us!) —and the other,
radically foreignizing her (von Mahlsdorf as an enigma). To avoid such readings,
it is important to focus not only as Giersdorf does on the erasure of difference
“through an export of dominant paradigms of queer identity from North
America” (171)—or total translatability—but also on the creation of some
untranslatable difference.
As Carol Maier and Anuradha Dingwaney caution:
The dangers of mobilizing solely one or the other category are many. An uncritical
assumption of identity is, as we have shown through Rigoberta Menchú, a mode of
appropriation. Similarly, identification is a function of recuperating the unfamiliar “other” in terms of the familiar; reading this way relies on the stereotypes
one culture utilized to understand, and domesticate, (an)other. An uncritical
assumption of difference, which presumes that (an)other is never accessible,
allows readers to abandon, indeed exonerates them from, the task of ever reading
cross-cultural texts. Deployed solely, each category produces an impasse. (Dingwaney and Maier 1995: 312)

Reading queer lives in translation, that is, across cultures—especially when those
cultures are unequal in terms of economic and political power —encourages us to
interrogate our framing of those lives so as to allow for a “subtly dialectical
interplay of identity (identification) and difference” (312). Comparing translations
of queer narratives can be an effective way to challenge the universalizing of
Western metanarratives and the subsequent foreclosing of alternatives, reminding
us of the historical and contingent nature of our gendered/sexual selves.

Brian James Baer is professor of Russian and translation studies at Kent State University. He is
the author of Other Russias: Homosexuality and the Crisis of Post-Soviet Identity (2009) and
Translation and the Making of Modern Russian Literature (2015).
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Notes
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.
7.

8.

9.

Katharina Gerstenberger attempts to redeem von Mahlsdorf’s collecting by presenting
her preservation of artifacts not as collaboration but as an act of resistance “against the
physical and social destruction of minority lives” (1998: 116). She then recounts how von
Mahlsdorf, when exhibiting a bookcase she had acquired from a Jewish household, “told
the story of its owners to the visitors, and later donated it to a new Jewish museum in
West Berlin” (1998: 116).
It should be noted that two German scholars working in the United States have argued
that von Mahlsdorf defied framing. Analyzing the memoir Ich bin meine eigene Frau,
Katharina Gerstenberger argues that von Mahlsdorf’s complicated life story is essentially
unframable to the extent that “the subject that emerges in [von Mahlsdorf’s] autobiography constantly crosses the lines between categories” (Gerstenberger 1998: 115). Jens
Richard Giersdorf also presents von Mahlsdorf as an individual who resists framing
altogether, contending that “von Mahlsdorf avoids the state official’s systematization by
refusing any categorization. She challenges class distinctions through her excessive
performance of the wrong kind of feminine labor. And she functions in neither the gay/
straight nor the female/male binary. It is also not possible to categorize von Mahlsdorf in
terms of passing or visibly crossing gender or sexual identities” (2006: 178).
The framing of a translated work is most often implicit, to the extent that the translator
or publisher’s manipulation of the source text is typically invisible to readers of the target
text. Without knowledge of the source text language or access to the source text itself,
readers assume the translation to be a true and accurate rendition of the original; they are
unaware that their reading experience has been framed on the reception side of the
equation.
Von Mahlsdorf herself seems aware of this kind of conceptual framing as foreclosure
when she describes her abusive father, who could never comprehend her transgender
identity: “My father never noticed, blind as he was to anything that did not fit into his
scheme of things. I don’t think he ever realized that I was a girl in a boy’s body” (2004: 43).
While the legal system in the end sided with von Mahlsdorf’s biological family by granting
them the power to frame von Mahlsdorf’s life on the monument, the public nature of the
lawsuit underscored what Butler describes as the ambivalence of repressive censorship
practices, which often generate discourse about the object of censorship—in this case,
von Mahlsdorf’s transvestism—that it purports to silence.
Stryker describes transvestite as “an old word” (2008: 16).
The choice of gay as a search term is perhaps no less anachronizing than transvestite
insofar as it has associations with the Gay Liberation Movement, which the German
original Schwule does not have.
The idea that transgender as a disciplinary frame that both enables and forecloses certain
identifications and knowledge production is central to David Valentine’s ethnography
Imagining Transgender (2007). While never explicitly discussing framing as a methodology or a theoretical concept—nor does he include framing in the book’s index—
Valentine repeatedly uses frame as a noun and a verb to describe his study of “the recent
(and spectacular) rise and institutionalization of transgender as a collective term to
incorporate all and any variance from imagined gendered norms” (2007: 14).
Compare the implied progressivist narrative embedded in the English word transition to
the more temporally neutral term used by the Germans to describe this period: die
Wende, or “the turning.”
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When translating the actual passage in the memoir, however, Hollander chooses to
translate Frau as “wife.”
It is unclear whether von Praunheim had any say in the translation of the title of his film
into English, but the choice of woman instead of wife certainly reflected von Praunheim’s
own activist, antibourgeois bent. Born in a Latvian prison during the German occupation
of that country, von Praunheim was given up for adoption. He lived with his adopted
family, the Mischwitzkys, in East Germany until they moved to West Germany in 1953.
Mischwitzky became a writer and gay activist in the sixties, when he adopted the artistic
name of Rosa von Praunheim, with “Praunheim” referring to a neighborhood in
Frankfurt and “Rosa” referring to the pink triangles homosexuals were forced to wear in
Nazi concentration camps. Von Praunheim made many other films with a gay activist
agenda both before and after Ich bin meine eigene Frau, such as the 1977 Nicht der
Homosexuelle ist pervers, sondern die Situation, in der er lebt (It’s Not the Homosexual Who
Is Perverse, but the Society in Which He Lives) and Der Einstein des Sex (The Einstein of
Sex), dedicated to the life and work of Magnus Hirschfeld, released in 1999.
It should be noted that Giersdorf is not consistent, translating the title of von Praunheim’s film as I Am My Own Wife (2006: 194n), when it had been released in English
under the title I Am My Own Woman, but then writes that von Mahlsdorf had titled her
autobiography I Am My Own Woman (180).
The translator, Jean Hollander, confirmed to me in an e-mail of December 27, 2014, that
she played no role in the creation of the subtitle.
This is not to suggest that this Eastern framing is necessarily the correct one. Von
Mahlsdorf engaged with LGBT groups as they emerged in East Germany and was happy
to receive support from LGBT organizations, so one cannot describe her as against
political activity or even identity politics. This framing is meant only to relativize the
Western framing of her life as one historically contingent reading, although one that was
widely disseminated and promoted.
Wright’s play was translated into several foreign languages and was successfully performed in the Czech Republic in 2008, in Quebec in 2009, in Mexico in 2010, and in
Athens in 2011.
This translation by Hollander of Homokommune as “homo community” as opposed to
“homo commune” attenuates any positive associations with communism.
Wright’s use of the American term Gay Nineties to describe the German Gründerzeit
period also betrays a clearly Western, and perhaps specifically US, frame of reference and
allows him to introduce a double entendre not possible with the German term.
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Untranslating Gender
in Trish Salah’s Lyric Sexology Vol. 1
K AY G A B R I E L

Abstract The author explores the thematics of transsexuality, untranslatability, and figuration in a
recent volume of poetry by the Canadian poet and scholar Trish Salah, Lyric Sexology Vol. 1. Lyric
Sexology confronts historical, aesthetic, and political questions that are best understood in the
framework of translation and its failure. Drawing on Barbara Cassin’s philosophical reflections on
untranslatables, the author argues that gender as a representational system necessarily experiences
trans configurations of gender as untranslatables, which it “never ceases (not) translating.” The
author deploys Salah’s collection of poems, which explores a number of historical discourses and
sciences oriented around understanding transsexuality, to help think through some of the questions
that the paradigm of untranslatability opens. This article argues that Lyric Sexology stages an analogy
between linguistic and literary translations and historical attempts to categorize transsexuality, thus
rendering transsexuality legible within normative gender categories. In this account, categorization
is treated as a historical analogue of translation, the repetitions and failures of which can be
understood as a response to transsexuality as an untranslatable. Through a reading of Salah’s poems,
the author develops an interpretation of categorization as dependent upon figuration to achieve its
intended effect of translating its targets into, in Salah’s words, one “of those things you have words
for.” The author’s interpretation of Lyric Sexology through the history it proposes thus helps her to
develop a paradigm for understanding the functions of untranslatability and figuration in determining the past and present configurations of trans social relations.
Keywords poetry, untranslatability, translation, lyric

I

f we understand gender as a system of representations that mediates experiences of social relations and functionally helps to determine the production of
economic value, we can observe how trans configurations of gender pose problems for what Stuart Hall has referred to as ideological “codes of intelligibility”
(Hall 1985: 105).1 Transsexual bodies, voices that are characterized by ambiguously
gendered pitches or tones, gender-nonconforming bodily presentations, names,
pronouns, forms of address, and other meaningful social and material aspects
of trans bodies and selves are treated—necessarily and coercively—as significant within a gendered system of representation. But this system produces erratic,
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inconsistent, or simply wrong readings of the same signs it attempts to interpret,
and trans people experience various interpretations, interpellations, and categorizations based on these readings and misreadings, on our inscrutability or
ambiguity of signification in relation to gendered representations. These misrecognitions, and the threats of violence they entail, are hardly uniform across
different categories of trans identity. Indeed, such misrecognitions are highly
unequally distributed according to further ideological mediations that render
certain bodies more subject to scrutiny in given social spaces and encounters—
with, for instance, police, passersby, sexual partners, doctors, and so on. Nonetheless, this process of coercive and inevitable “reading” of gender points toward
translation as an appropriate paradigm for understanding the politically charged
interval in which a trans person’s gender is intuited.
Moreover, the features of this process of reading gender I have remarked
on—its inevitability and its propensity to fail—point to the untranslatability of
trans configurations of gender into Hall’s “codes of intelligibility.” As Barbara
Cassin has argued, an untranslatable is not simply the point at which translation
stops short; it is a sign or assemblage of signs that a given language “never ceases
(not) translating” (Cassin 2004: xvii). If this paradigm of untranslatability is
theoretically appropriate, then pertinent questions arise: If untranslatables engender repeat (mis)readings in the attempt to render them legible in a different, and
dominant, system of representation, what are the historical forms that these
repeated acts of translation have taken with respect to transgender lives? What
forms of violence against the lives in question has this process entailed or threatened? How does the present conjuncture relate to this history of accrued translations and failures to translate trans lives and bodies? And how is it possible to
represent this conjuncture in conversation with the historical process out of
which it has emerged?
This essay attempts a partial answer to these questions through investigating
the dynamics of untranslatability in a recent intervention into lyric poetry, Lyric
Sexology Vol. 1 (Salah 2014a), by the Canadian poet and academic Trish Salah. The
collection engages a variety of historical and representational concerns focalized
around transsexual women. Lyric Sexology surveys a range of discourses, sciences,
political positions, and epistemologies that have had multiple, overlapping, and
contradictory roles to play in determining the historical emergence of transsexuality, and of transsexual womanhood specifically, as a coherent category of gender.
In a reading at the 2014 East Bay Poetry Summit, Salah describes these discourses
and sciences that her collection mines as “queer archives,” which she specifies as
“mythological, sexological, legal, autobiographical, queer theory, the contemporary
trans community, and feminist” (Salah 2014b). In their turns through history,
Salah’s poems invoke topoi that are simultaneously overdetermined as genealogical
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sites of modern trans identities as well as the historical roots of violently figurative
categories —homosexual, paranoid, autogynephile, rapist, man-made sexual
object, pseudo-lesbian, and so on—that have targeted transsexual women as
recipients of particularized misogynist violences, further particularized across
lines of racial identity, even as these categorizations have simultaneously mediated
the historical emergence of transsexuality itself.
Salah’s collection situates itself in ironic, ambivalent, and self-implicating
ways with respect to the genre it is advertised as writing in. Lyric poetry typically
advertises its originality, albeit, as Theodor Adorno argued, in relation to a collectivity that allows the lyric I to be assumed by a readership at the point of its
most subjective and inward withdrawal (Adorno 1991: 41–42). By contrast, Salah’s
volume forgoes the stance of originality for the foregrounding of historical
determination of its own poetic techniques and a bricolage of cultural references
that it writes both through and against. As we shall see, Lyric Sexology will thus
emerge as a negation of Adorno’s theory of the lyric. Far from refusing to thematize the social, Lyric Sexology explicitly engages the cultural forces that subtend
the subjective experiences it narrates. Particularly in its early chapters, it hosts a
series of so-called impersonations—of Tiresias, Daniel Paul Schreber, Julian
Robinson, Lili Elbe, and others—that complicate the eventual emergence of the
lyric I in the volume. Salah invokes cultural and poetic precedents such as
T. S. Eliot and Adrienne Rich in a spirit of irony, which she extends to “the
propensity of secondary, lesbian, Post, identity transsexuals to limn greek mythology” (2014a: 117).2 Yet Salah performs the very gestures she targets. Noticing this
feature of the poetry is not an attempt to catch Lyric Sexology out on the very
activity it negates but an acknowledgment of its own acknowledgment of ambivalence, its conscious and inevitable self-implication in the process of history, just
as in the genre of the lyric.
Moreover, paying attention to the political dimension of Salah’s complicated, genre-problematizing aesthetics is not to reduce these rich aesthetic techniques to their purely political significance: Salah’s poems relate to situations of
violence, precarity, and exploitation conditioned by transphobia and racism but
are not in themselves construed as forms of political action or response to such
situations. Rather, Salah mobilizes a polemical poetics of the lyric to formalize
conditions, structures of feeling, and reflections on the social and historical situations that she takes as the content of her poems. This complex engagement
between aesthetics and politics, in which both inform each other but neither is
reducible into the other, evokes Nathaniel Mackey’s observations on the aesthetic
experiments of black twentieth-century writers, which help illuminate the force of
Salah’s poetics as a negation of the Adornian paradigm of subjective lyric withdrawal from the social. Invoking Mackey, we might say that Salah “tells her story
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while calling [generic] conventions into question, tells her story by calling such
conventions into question” (Mackey 1993: 19). As we approach Salah’s poetry, we
can neither insert an artificial separation between its aesthetic interventions and
its social, political, and historical dimensions nor assume a false identification of
the aesthetic with the political.
From the summary of the text thus far, the connection between Lyric
Sexology and untranslatability has yet to be made clear. In what follows, I shall
accomplish this connection by triangulating translation and gender through the
literary-rhetorical technique of figuration as formalized in the poems of Lyric
Sexology. Attending to the text’s survey of its “archives,” I argue that Salah stages
an analogy between linguistic-literary translation and historical forms of categorization that have targeted transsexual women with specific forms of violence,
exploitation, and control. These events have simultaneously mediated the very
development of the historical coherence of transsexuality. I argue that Salah’s
survey of these genres and sciences displaces knowledge in order to focus on
figuration, as a technique that helps, briefly and unsatisfactorily, to render transsexual genders and selves meaningful with the significations of hegemonic gender
categories. I shall conclude by examining the complicated position of transsexual
self-representation and -figuration in Salah’s volume as these approaches of poetics engage with the history from which they emerge.
Before I proceed to a reading of Salah’s poems themselves, I must briefly
elaborate the key terms of my method here. In brief, the impetus to read Lyric
Sexology from the point of view of translation deserves some initial justification,
especially insofar as Lyric Sexology is less obviously concerned with translation
than Salah’s first collection, Wanting in Arabic ([2002] 2013), whose diverse thematics of desire, gender transition, and translational shifts between linguistic
paradigms frequently index each other such that translation connotes transition
and vice versa. But if Lyric Sexology only rarely takes translation as the content and object of its poetry, we might nonetheless see an abiding concern with
translation raised to the level of the collection’s form. The poems in Lyric Sexology
repeatedly pose the question of how the significations of gender may be intuited
across historical periods, self-contained discourses, complex social situations,
and indeed languages themselves. They thus stage an analogy between language and literature as the scene of transsexual representation and the process of
history itself: theorists such as Sigmund Freud, Harry Benjamin, and Janice
Raymond —all of whom feature in Salah’s poems—act, in some sense, as historical translators, whose take on their objects of study at once led to linguistic
categorization (homosexual; transsexual; fraudulent, artificial woman) and historical mediation of transsexuality in its present and past conjunctures.
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Second, the historical act of categorization points up figuration as a central
term in my analysis, insofar as the former is subtended by the rhetorical force of
the latter. By “figuration” I mean here to denote rhetorical techniques that
dynamically relate together a tenor and vehicle such that the form of the figure as
well as the content of the vehicle concretely changes the representation of the
tenor in question. The formulation as I have presented it both extends and revises
I. A. Richards’s deployment of these terms in his theorization of metaphor. First, I
treat the category of the figurative as encompassing, but not exhausted by, the
rhetorical figure of metaphor; not every instance of figurative representation is a
specifically metaphorical one, and my interest here shall attend to figuration in
general rather than to metaphor specifically. Second, Richards treats metaphor as
“the omnipresent principle of language”; and this claim points to the ultimately
figurative operation of all language whereby one thing must always stand in for
another in a representational chain (Richards 1936: 89). While we may observe the
truth in this claim, I am nonetheless interested here in the more specialized
deployment of figuration whereby, rather than simply being entailed by the basic
operations of syntax, it also affects the rhetoric of language in a given instance.
Figuration in this sense ultimately reflects a choice to represent an object, term, or
situation in such a way as to connote certain meanings and close off others, thus
concretely altering the rhetorical force of the representation in question.
In the present context, we may see figurative representation as that which
temporarily fills the interval in meaning opened by the untranslatable, a function that we may understand better by elaborating Cassin’s theorization of the
untranslatable. Cassin argues that an untranslatable is a “semantic and/or syntactic symptom of the differences of languages” (Cassin 2010: 18). This claim
prompts us to question how languages address this linguistic remainder as
they attempt their repeat translations of the offending symptom. In this light, it
becomes clear that any attempt to render the content of an untranslatable from
one language into another will, ex hypothesi, fail to represent this content completely, engendering a linguistic remainder not yet captured in translation that
prompts both the failure and the repetition of translation. I suggest that this gap
of meaning is closed by ultimately figurative means: a translation of an untranslatable may be attempted based on the similarity or analogical structure between
the content of the original sign and the content of a chosen, if ultimately inappropriate, translation. Such appeals to likeness depend on the simultaneous play
of identity and difference that is evoked through the ultimately figurative relationship of comparison. Attempts to translate an untranslatable are thus inevitably figurative in their strategies of communicating meaning, where the function
of the figurative becomes precisely the partial expression of the ultimately
incommunicable content of the untranslatable. If this seems to return us to the
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syntactic and semantic necessity or omnipresence of figuration we observed in
Richards’s account of metaphor, I nonetheless suggest that the deployment of
figuration must concretely affect the rhetoric of a translation through the highly
charged decision to connote certain meanings and historical resonances and
suppress others. Thus, to take an example from the English edition of Cassin’s
Dictionary of Untranslatables, the meaning of the Latin term imperium is not
fully rendered by the English empire—even if the latter is linguistically derived
from the former, as Robert Young’s entry on the term demonstrates. Rather, the
two are related together by the appeal to similarity —a fundamentally figurative
comparison —that nonetheless fails to capture entirely the historical connotations that ultimately distinguish the terms. This choice, in turn, concretely alters
the rhetorical force of the translation by connoting certain meanings of imperium
through the translation “empire,” and by obscuring others.
The abstract and categorical relationship between the untranslatable and
the figurative emerges in concrete and historical ways in the mediating theoretical
moments I have touched on above, whereby figuration, in the face of the untranslatability of a gender configuration that is not yet legible within the categories of
hegemonic gender, supports the violence of categorization that erupts from this
epistemological moment. Janice Raymond, the notorious antitrans theorist and
author of The Transsexual Empire: The Making of the She-Male, offers an illustrative example, one that in turn informs Lyric Sexology. Raymond’s theorization
of transsexuality depends on and is dedicated to a form of categorization, insofar
as the intention of The Transsexual Empire is to deny transsexual women categorization as women and to categorize such women instead as male infiltrators
into women’s spaces whose very transitions constitute a perpetration of sexual violence. In an infamous passage on transsexual lesbians in a chapter titled
“Sappho by Surgery,” Raymond writes, “All transsexuals rape women’s bodies by
reducing the female form to an artifact, appropriating this body for themselves”
(Raymond [1979] 1994: 104). The rhetoric of this claim depends on a crucial series
of figures:
One of the definitions of male, as related in Webster’s, is “designed for fitting into a
corresponding hollow part.” This, of course, means much more than the literal
signification of heterosexual intercourse. It can be taken to mean that men have
been very adept at penetrating all of women’s “hollow” spaces, at filling up the
gaps, and of sliding into the interstices. . . . Rape, of course, is a masculinist
violation of bodily integrity. . . . [A]s Mary Daly has remarked, in the case of the
transsexually constructed lesbian-feminists their whole presence becomes a
“member” invading women’s presence and dividing us once more from each
other. (103–4)
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Raymond’s categorization of transsexual women as rapists is thus subtended by
the metaphorical abstraction of physical penetration into a figurative quality. This
process moves from the physical and literal description of sexual penetration
to the abstract quality “designed for fitting into a corresponding hollow part.”
Raymond then predicates this abstract quality of transsexual lesbians’ sociality
within women’s spaces, which is thereby figuratively represented as a form of
penetration and thereby rape. In the following paragraph, Raymond extends this
figure once more to cover the very process of gender transition, arguing that
transition means “reducing the female form to an artifact, appropriating this
body for themselves” and equating this process with rape. In this last description,
the key term penetration has fallen out of view; while gender transition takes
place in the sole region of one individual’s body, Raymond is able to cast it as the
violation of another’s—indeed the violation of cisgender women’s bodies in an
abstract sense —by virtue of an analogy itself based on an obscured slippage
between literal and figurative uses of the term. The Transsexual Empire thus
exemplifies the process I am attempting to describe, one that we shall investigate
further as we turn to the text of Lyric Sexology itself, which thematizes figuration in
multiple, overlapping, and productively tense ways.
One of Those Things You Have Words For

Salah’s lyrical-sexological departure into history starts from Tiresias: where
else could a transsexual history begin, however ventriloquized and impersonated,
however ironic in its nod toward genealogy? Tiresias is the cross-sex seer of Greek
mythology, who (in Ovid’s version of the myth [Metamorphoses 3.316–38]) struck
a pair of copulating snakes with a staff and metamorphosed into a woman for
seven years until she struck the same pair of snakes, and who was blinded by Juno,
and gifted with prophesy by Jupiter, for affirming that the pleasure women derive
from sex was, in fact, the greater. Salah first mobilizes Tiresias in her text to
approach the complications of history, epistemology, and the deployment of each
in contemporary trans genealogies. She writes in the collection’s initial poem,
titled “Prelude”:
I didn’t mean to become an I.
I didn’t mean to be.
But, I got caught up, predictably, in a subject, History, yours.
(Or, it was a sequence of events. You wanted me
to make sense of it all.
Or, I thought so.
Or, I wanted to think so.)
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History (yours) catapulted me forward.
Predictably, I was forwarded to you, catastrophically.
Catastrophe gave way, gave me body. (Salah 2014a: 9)

Lyric Sexology opens with an I—but not only the lyric I, the default and often all
but autobiographical person of the genre. This I is also, at least potentially,
Tiresias, or an impersonation of Tiresias: the first chapter of the volume includes
a series of references to and ventriloquisms of the seer, which Salah announces in
so many words in the chapter’s third poem, “Tiresias, Impersonated.” If the voice
is Tiresias’s, then it makes sense for her to have been “catapulted . . . forward” out
of her own historical-literary context in a genealogical project. The poem thus
foregrounds “the propensity . . . to limn Greek mythology,” as Salah writes later in
her volume (117); the genealogical impulse of the text is, in other words, immediately self-referential. By such self-reference the poem draws our attention to
the difference between “History, yours” and a mere “sequence of events,” split
as these are across a stanza break. It thus thematizes the interpretive act of
historiography itself, pointing to the deployment of the past as a meaningful
engagement with the present that “history” in opposition to a “sequence of
events” portends. How the past resides in the present of gender, and how the
trans present reinterprets and deploys the past, guide our attentions in Salah’s
engagement with Tiresian mythography.
Beginning with Tiresias allows Salah to summon a problem of knowability:
the mythological character figures both “pure knowing” and also a categorical
failure of epistemic projects of gender, bound as these are to historically specific
possibilities of naming and language. The third poem of the collection, “Tiresias,
Impersonated,” raises problems of the contingency of language and attempts to
read an untranslatable gender into the classicizing transsexual genealogy:
Impersonation doesn’t mean what you think. This is the introduction to this book,
my introduction, my lyrical sexology. Lyric Sexology. This is one of the things you
need to get straight. This is another . . .
I am not a transsexual. Or an intersexual, or a hermaphrodite. . . . I am not any of
those things you have words for now. . . . What was was this:
I was a dude.
Then I was a chick.
Then I was a dude again.
Hah. You didn’t think we said “dude” or “chick” in what you call ancient Greece,
Hellas of the Hellenes, etc. Think again.
Here is what you don’t have words for: What is a seer? What is beyond knowing?
How can I write you now, a now impossibly out of joint with your own, knowing
you will read this? Knowing you? . . . (11)
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Impersonation doesn’t mean what we think, in part, because Salah impersonates
Tiresias impersonating Salah as the writer of Lyric Sexology. Tiresias’s disavowal of
being “a transsexual. Or an intersexual, or . . . any of those things you have words
for” contrasts against the affirmed predicative chain of dude/chick/dude. This
contrast mirrors the distinction in “Prelude” between “History, yours” and a
“sequence of events”: the sequence dude/chick/dude lacks the organizing principle of history that governs the possibility of understanding such a label as
“transsexual.” But just as Tiresias’s acknowledged impersonation of Salah designates the temporal context of Lyric Sexology’s production, the brazen slang of
“dude/chick/dude” no more neutrally imposes thick, historically local gender
signifiers than a category like “transsexual.” Tiresias as a figure for knowledge
herself undergoes a textual metamorphosis to an unknowable gender configuration, in whose case any attempt to surmount the historical particularities of
gender signified in a language point solely to their own failure. Salah represents
this problem as fundamentally translational: how to make Tiresias one “of those
things you have words for”? Thus the failure of translation is not one that stops
short but one that continues, an act of translation prompted by and in response
to the impossibility of imposing meaning onto a conflicting and contradictory
position of gender.
If invoking Tiresias allows Salah to question categories of topos, genealogy, and the projection of transsexuality outside the moment of its historical
coherence, Salah also employs the Greek seer to summon problems of transsexual
epistemologies. Lyric Sexology inquires into various overlapping and contradictory historical attempts to render (in the phrase of the sexologist Harry Benjamin
[1966]) “the transsexual phenomenon” an object of knowledge, as well as to the
mediating and determining function that these attempts have exercised over contemporary forms of transsexual subjecthood, desire, and self-representation.
Given the long-standing practices of the North American medical establishment
to restrict access to transition-related medical procedures and to require transsexuals who desire these procedures to become objects of psychological, medical,
and scientific knowledge, it is unsurprising that Salah represents this problem as a
coercive if desired exchange. She writes in a poem titled “Godeyed,” “Tiresias
changed sex twice (she recalled), how one traded sight for site, a certain affiliation
with knowledge for the chance to suffer desire” (17).
Lyric Sexology continues in a similar vein, with poems such as “Careers in
Transsexuality: Case Studies” fixating on dependence on and even indebtedness to
medical knowledge and validation by a medical regime as well as vulnerability to
its failures:
So doctors, who here doesn’t love doctors? Going to the doctor’s, talking to the
doctors, getting dressed for a trip to the doctors, preparing our lists of symptoms
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for the doctors, taking the morning off in case we can’t function after the doctors,
perhaps doing a little striptease for the doctors, or getting felt up by the doctors or
merely providing an annotated bibliography for the doctors. Who the fuck cares
about the doctors? . . .
So, love, in love with your surgeon, your endo, is it really so different from your
girlfriend . . .
I craved the impersonality of the doctor. His arrogant projections, and clinical
curiosity.
As an object for his gaze, I felt stabilized, like a borromean [] knot. (90)

The poem expresses a kind of thrilled objectification under a medical lens;
undressings and intrusions of the body by a doctor are figured as genuine erotic
experiences and encounters. Its narrator welcomes medical voyeurism and scientific objectification, but does she really have a choice? The following verse
paragraph deepens our suspicions:
That’s just a joke, as if my unconscious were looped through [I was a colony once]
topography with the [so sleepy] desire of the other folding [joking] flesh into mode
of [misfortune or voluptuous pleasure] production or the ongoing trau[no joke]ma
time of colonial violence. That’s just a joke. (90)

Craving medical intimacy, feeling pleasure in objectification—all the love the
poem expresses for doctors is both a joke and, as the italicized words splitting
apart trauma intimate, no joke at all. The poem does not explicitly identify the
speaker of the italicized portions: are they the loops of the speaker’s “unconscious,” making themselves known with urgent and symptomatic intrusions into
the more legitimate speech they splinter? Or simply a different and simultaneous
register of the same voice, emphatically clarifying both the vulnerability of the
medical encounter and how much the speaker desires it, the ambivalence that
announces a “[misfortune or voluptuous pleasure]”? Or do we hear an intrusion of
the frequently disconnected italicized voice that punctuates the ends of many
poems in Lyric Sexology, which chooses this moment to insert itself into the main
text and break up (no accident) trauma? While the poem leaves open these and
other possibilities, such ambiguities do not point toward indeterminacy but
rather the overdetermination of a complicated, implicated, and ambivalent
attachment to the encounter at hand. The poem points up the multiple valences of
living in the wake of a particular and contingent history of medical science that
simultaneously constrains, delimits, and safeguards access to certain forms of
transsexual embodiment, and has mediated and conditioned the very possibility
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of desiring and requiring these forms of embodiment at all. The final verse paragraph of the poem thus underscores the ambivalence of a medically dependent
eroticism, the coercive necessity of “suffering desire” in someone else’s epistemic
project.
Lyric Sexology progressively heightens this tension between experiencing
desire for a kind of transsexual embodiment and commanding knowledge of it
into a contradiction, whereby both positions, implicated in the social process
gestured at above, appear to be oppositional and mutually exclusive of each other.
This contradictory relationship comes to a climax in Lyric Sexology’s chapter
focused on Daniel Paul Schreber, which Tiresias’s narration of “trad[ing] sight for
site, a certain affiliation with knowledge for the chance to suffer desire” had
already anticipated (17). Widely acknowledged as the most famous patient in the
history of psychiatry, Schreber was a German judge whose memoirs Denkwürdigkeiten eines Nervenkranen (Memoirs of My Nervous Illness) became the Ur-text
for Freud’s theorization of a connection between male homosexuality, feminizing transsexuality, and psychological paranoia, as Salah herself has persuasively
argued, most recently at the Trans Temporality Conference at the University of
Toronto in April 2016.3 Schreber, like Tiresias before her, becomes in Salah’s
volume a figure for traducing knowledge and knowability, exchanging positions
of judgment and understanding for experiences of embodiment and pleasure, as
we see in the second poem in a sequence of twelve titled “Schrebergarden”:4
II “To Submit to the Act of Copulation as a Woman”

A judge cannot
contemplate
her body in bed
submitting
her arse a temple
to Manhood.
A beautiful feeling fucked free of judgment.
“Fuck my sex out.”
“Fuck the god out.”
“Fuck my brains out,”
A judge cannot be a judge in/of her body. . . .
To be without the whole wealth of knowing
Sexed thusly knowing the English love of pattern
Galaxies at the end.
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One cannot but want to be bruise
Assfucked, and blazoned ripe and purple
Known,
Biblically speaking,
Across the firmament. (36)

The poem refers both to Schreber’s career as a high-ranking judge in the German
judicial system at the time of her incarceration as well as the desire and paranoia
she experienced that fixated around sex as a woman. Knowledge and sexual
pleasure form the poem’s antinomies, according to which the judge —figured
here as a position of legality, jurisprudence, and legitimation in the eyes of the law,
as well as the position of someone who can render cognitive, epistemic judgment
over an activity—cannot even entertain the thought of sexual “submission,” and
this inability frees the fucking of judgment. The choice between being a judge and
submitting to fucking, the mutually exclusive distinction that prevents the judge
from being “a judge in/of her body,” resonates with Tiresias’s exchange of the
position of a knower for “the chance to suffer desire.” But sexual pleasure’s
negation of judgment resuscitates knowledge in the final stanza. The “chance to
suffer desire” is ultimately no less an escape from knowledge and judgment than
an escape, within the poem’s religious imagination, from God: however much the
arse may be a sacrilegious temple for Manhood, however vigorously the deity may
get fucked out, sexual pleasure reintroduces God as a final knower and judge
along with a remarkable series of passive participles (sexed, assfucked, blazoned,
known). Knowledge, as it were, comes in from behind at the poem’s end, elevated
to divine inescapability; the experience of sexed and pleasured embodiment is free
of one’s own judgment only insofar as one cannot be both a knower and a known
subject in this imaginary. Submitting “to the act of copulation as a woman” is thus
submitting to knowledge in a passive sense, to being known. While in this formulation submitting to the desire for a certain kind of body, a certain kind of
pleasure, precludes self-knowledge, -representation, or -awareness, it also inevitably entails one’s submission to the categorization that we have seen emerge
from this medical-psychological encounter —in the case of Freud’s reading of
Schreber, as a homosexual and paranoid.
The Economy of Representation

Salah addresses this contradiction between bodiless knower and positioned/
sexed/known subject through her survey of history and historical categorizations
of transsexuality. This survey is not reducible to a form of historical analysis,
although Lyric Sexology makes its polemics against certain analyses of gender
central to any interpretation of the text. Rather, Salah proceeds from a displacement of epistemology in favor of an examination of figuration and the role
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that figuration plays in the categorical determination of transsexual subjecthoods.
The impulse of the text is not so much to reveal how a given science or genre
(sexology, mythology, feminist analysis) comes to know the transsexuality it
theorizes but to emphasize the literary-rhetorical figures these modes of analysis
employ to make transsexual gender positions and transitions comprehensible
within hegemonic gender categories. That is to say: Lyric Sexology’s escape from
the trap it adumbrates—experiencing embodiment, positionality, and sexuality
at the cost of becoming an object of knowledge —is not to conduct an epistemology in its own terms but rather to focus on the breakdown of these knowledge
projects, the moments when they run afoul of the untranslatability of transsexuality and resort to figuration in order to close the gap of meaning and render
transsexual genders and persons legible within normative gender categories.
Here we come full circle to the hegemonic experience of transsexuality as
an untranslatable, for we can now observe how the necessity derived within
capitalism of making transsexual subject positions meaningful in the reproduction of social relations has repeatedly foundered on the shoals of an ideological
representation of gender in which transsexuality is not, prima facie, meaningful.
A body that defies certain forms of gendered categorization—categorizations that
are, in turn, derived from gendered significations written on and through the
body—is a wrench in the cogs of the ideology that mediates demands for certain
kinds of labor and distributes these unevenly across categories of social being. In a
critical prose essay, Salah comments on these operations:
Regarding the labour of transsexual and transgender subjects, it seems that there
is, again, a crisis of classification wherein a suspicion as to the ontological (sexed)
status of the trans subject may preclude the assignment of value; certainly, nonpassing trans people’s difficulty in accessing paid employment within the legal
economy is directly tied to transphobic repudiation of not only trans people’s sex
of identification, but of their value as people within the sex of assignment. Conversely, transsexual women’s most consistently lucrative form of employment, sex
work, constitutes a participation in an economy of exchange that operates through
its opacity as exchange (i.e., sexual and emotional labour within heterosexual
marriage). . . . It is perhaps this scandal that requires that women, including
transsexual women, who engage in sex work be symbolically abjected, without
value beyond their sexual labour, and treated as disposable in relation to it, and
simultaneously barred from recognition as producers of value or culture. There is
also the question of “the other of the other”: the feminist engaging the public
remains haunted by that other public woman, the prostitute. (Salah 2013: 178)

I have been outlining what Salah calls a “crisis of classification” as the challenges
that transsexual bodies pose to categorization.5 Her nuanced understanding of this
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crisis and its implications for the peculiar conditions of the labor of transsexual
women in the present conjuncture points up simultaneously why categorization of
gender must take place at all—the assignation and derivation of value from potential laborers—as well as the exploitative conditions that result from the conflicting
and revisable interpretations of gendered significations of transsexual bodies.
This process, above all, points to the function of transsexuality as an untranslatable that, to paraphrase Cassin once more, never ceases (not) being translated.
The dynamic of untranslatability as explored and exemplified in Lyric
Sexology thus returns us to figuration as a literary-rhetorical process formalized
through Salah’s lyric compositions. I suggested above that figuration becomes
necessary in the face of the untranslatable insofar as the content of an untranslatable sign cannot be literally rendered from one to another language, and thus
this representation must figuratively depend on similarity, comparison, metonymy, and similar rhetorical deployments that depend on an interaction between
tenor and vehicle. Figuration thus subtends categorization, a rhetorical act with
social and historical consequences. We are now in a position to observe how Lyric
Sexology attends to figuration and its various formal techniques, which occupy the
interval of meaning opened by untranslatability. At a crucial point in Lyric Sexology, Salah explicitly evokes figuration as a category in her text, writing in a dense
poem titled “Various Naturalisms”:
which if—is that all [ ] there is?—as if your labyris yields
before i, [if, that sex] a sly buoy vulgarly flouting the pacific
example, as in, as if, a knowable ratio:
“ x” number of unregarded co[]pse to “x” number cops[]
at the pigs’ trough, woman after woman voided as who[r]
[e],
who died where? who, not reading this,
can’t argue if, with Plato, you decry such “figural []use”
what can [ab]solve a “too loose economy”
“the prostitution” of representation?
like a downwardly mobile Venus’ cum borne off Hanlon’s Point
to wash over all there is? (Salah 2014a: 103)

Salah’s syntax, reference, and citation in this poem are deliberately obscure—
programmatically so, in fact, insofar as the poem is directed at a problem of
representation, the “knowable ratio” that might evoke “all [ ] there is.” Representation, in a semantic sense, is thus depicted in the form of an abstract exchange,
albeit one in which interruptions of brackets and displacements of the letters
call attention to the terms that have fallen from view in the course of this
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abstraction. Following Salah’s logic from her observations on labor quoted above,
it is not surprising that this symbolic and linguistic exchange points toward a
social analogue of erasure and abjection, “woman after woman voided as who[r]
[e]”; the bracketed letters here suggest both the mystification of this voiding —the
word whore has been split apart on the page—as the supplementations that textual criticism provides for a fragmentary text, an after-the-fact guess at elided or
erased content. But the social corollary (sex work) of the elided remainder of
linguistic exchange reappears as a problem for representation itself, insofar as
“‘figural []use’” becomes “‘the prostitution’ of representation,” an illicit and
mystified addition to the economy by which the knowable ratio represents all
there is. Such prostitution, “what can [ab]solve a ‘too loose economy,’” appears to
engage this economy in complex and contradictory ways: “solve,” without the
bracketed prefix [ab], suggests that figuration provides a solution for the looseness
of this economy; “absolve” evokes, by contrast, the cleansing of fault, suggesting
that problems in the ratio representing “all there is” can be postponed onto figuration, much as sex work is ideologically represented as an ethical root of social
problems rather than an effect of class structure, gender, and economic relations;
and finally, the resonances of the “‘too loose economy’” returns us etymologically
to the roots of “solve” in Latin solvere, in the sense of loosening or dissolving
representation. It is presumably this last sense that is supposed to be “decried,”
and yet this loosening trend is in fact impossible to avoid, as we see enacted when
the stanza collapses at the end into a vivid simile: “like a downwardly mobile
Venus’ cum borne off Hanlon’s Point to wash over all there is.” The operations of
figuration over a representational economy are themselves represented through a
trebly scandalizing figure, a simile that evokes sex work once more (“downwardly
mobile”), the sexuality of transsexual women (the “Venus” who ejaculates), and a
notorious public nude beach on one of the Toronto islands (“Hanlon’s Point”), all
of which touch and taint the object of representation (“to wash over all there
is”). The multiple roles of figure in representation—solution, absolution, dissolution —reveal its inevitable deployment in representational projects in tandem
with the oppositions it poses for these projects, in which there always seems to be
the chance for figuration to irrevocably loosen the representational economy that
it is employed to keep in place.
Such contradictory functions of figuration feature prominently in Lyric
Sexology’s turns through history, coming to a head in a chapter titled “The Feminist Century.” Here Salah nods at the historical legacy of trans-exterminationist
feminisms that became theoretically dominant in the mid-1970s, and these feminisms’ categorizations of trans women as man-made sexual objects, fake lesbians,
and rapists, which I have gestured to above in my discussion of Raymond’s
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Transsexual Empire. These voices emerge in a poem addressed “with apologies to
Adrienne Rich” and titled “Explore the Wreak,” a riff on Rich’s 1973 volume Diving
into the Wreck that both negates Rich’s form of confessional lyric composition and
polemicizes her as a central figure in antitrans cisgender lesbian feminism of
the period:
iv.
women’s country now in the torsion of a violent naming
(yes, michigan still . . .
...
vii.
“you don’t, re-vision them. they are . . . rapey,
reconstructed porn gazebos or maudlin wanna lezbees, shed shes
not women. man- made. sing it, sister. they wanna do us soooo bad” (100–101)

The broken syntax and informal register of the seventh section of the poem,
following references to Twitter earlier in the poem, suggest that Salah is here
quoting or mimicking a commenter on an online platform. The interest of the
poem in history is thus not confined to a closed or former theoretical moment but,
rather, the residuality of that structure past its point of dominance, the “wreak”
caused by “violent naming” that has outlived some of its central purveyors, including Rich herself. The speech that Salah quotes is thus notable for its citation not of
Raymond herself but of the central categorical maneuver of the “Sappho by Surgery” chapter in Raymond’s Transsexual Empire, the categorical predication of
trans women as rapists and “maudlin wanna lezbees.” While the quoted speech of
“Explore the Wreak” traipses into a fully and explicitly figurative register, referring to trans women as “reconstructed porn gazebos,” it crucially repeats Raymond’s basically figurative gesture that subtends such predications, except now in
a thoroughly mystified way: the tendentious logic of invasion and penetration
that figuratively represented transsexual women as rapists in Raymond’s text has
vanished from view, leaving only the residual structure of the category in its wake.
But Salah stresses equally that the figuration of transsexual bodies, especially those of trans women, is an inescapable part of self-representation and
-understanding. She elsewhere represents a struggle of determining a survivable
sexual-gender configuration against and alongside sexual violence itself. From a
poem titled “Teenage Trans Vamp Montreal, Fall 1987”:
I masturbate in lunar cycles
with your bleeding agile thighs,
big tits in red mesh crushed. . . .
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At Club Super Sexe, you’re the new favourite:
corkscrew blonde curls, ballerina body
except those tits you hate—
why you’re not a ballerina— . . .
You gunk up my face and put me in your dress,
ripped fishnets. I look awful. I cut my face
in the bathroom mirror. You suck the glass out,
smoke me up and promise
someday I’ll have tits like yours. . . .
I take my pills, the depression rolls
over the futon, I say my mantra:
idon’twannadieidon’twannadieidon’twannadieidon’twanndieidon’t
wanna die
Yoou kick me out of bed—obviously, the futon—
it’s okay I masturbate in lunar cycles.
...
After I give him head, and you, her
in the art guy’s loft
I push you down stairs.
Not jealous just unable to fathom
why are you so nice to me?
Still drunk you don’t remember. (87)

“Teenage Trans Vamp” balances an erotic camaraderie between its narrative voice
and addressee, one that hinges on the future possibility of a transsexual alteration
of the body (“You . . . / . . . promise / someday I’ll have tits like yours”). The poem
simultaneously subtends a negative, desexualizing, and/or jealous violence
directed both inward and across the erotic relationship —hating one’s own tits
that another is jealous of, cutting one’s face in the attempt to make it up, pushing
the kind addressee downstairs. Masturbating “in lunar cycles,” the poem’s
opening figure, encapsulates this relationship of negation, a dialectic of waxing
and waning, hypersexuality and desexualization. The narrative voice struggles to
articulate its developing sexuality against external objectifications and sexual
violence. These emerge most clearly in the poem’s final stanza:
My uncle, the cop, drives us home.
First you, then me.
He sticks his bony finger through a hole
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in your fishnets, tears them from my thigh to
ankle, calls me Maudite tapette.
He’s not French, so it’s unlikely,
him being in Montreal, in this poem
you can guess what he means. (88)

The instance of assault that closes the poem takes particular advantage of the
vulnerability present in the context of this ambivalent transsexual relationship
with sexuality and embodiment —never mind the vulnerability that is created
by the law’s tacit consent to the sexual violence that its enforcer, “my uncle, the
cop,” perpetrates. The poem’s representation of violence closes with a failure of
translation expressed in contradictory designations over the clarity of the cop’s
address/slur. “He’s not French, so it’s unlikely, / him being in Montreal, in this
poem / you can guess what he means”: Salah refuses to translate the slur maudite
tapette (damn/dirty queer/faggot), with its simultaneous antigay and antitrans
connotations. The ambivalent syntax of the final sentence both prompts a reader’s
guess at its meaning (“in this poem, you can guess”) and introduces an element of
continual doubt into the process of rendering this linguistic violence legible (“it’s
unlikely [that] you can guess what he means”). The two localizing specifications,
of the poem’s setting and the cop’s ability to speak French, similarly designate the
meaning contrarily: ought he to know what the slur means, because he is in
Montreal and despite his not being French? The poem makes this question
undecidable, but by virtue of its very ambiguity underscores the slur as an
untranslatable. This untranslatable in turn functions as a linguistic analogue of
the social untranslatable posed by the poem’s gender-transgressive narrator,
whom the cop attempts to translate, via his slur, into one “of those things [he has]
words for” (11).
“Teenage Trans Vamp” juxtaposes this categorization of the narrator alongside the scenes of assault and affection it describes; organizing these scenes
paratactically, it refuses to impose an interpretation of how these moments—
verbal and sexual assault, categorization of the gender-variant body, depression,
sex work, erotic affection, desire for and pleasure in one’s own body—relate to
each other. Parataxis serves to highlight rather than resolve the contradiction
between the transsexual experience of being a subject and object of desire and
figuration; this refusal does not equivocate between these experiences but rather
calls attention to the vexed question of their interrelation. We may, in fact, see this
refusal as programmatic for Lyric Sexology as a whole: the poems of the collection read the figurative self-representation of transsexual women as historically
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intertwined with and emerging from the external imposition of figuration as the
“solution” of the “too loose economy” of representation. Just as there is no way
forward for representation but through figuration, just as the circumscribed
legibility of transsexual bodies requires figurative maneuvers to render them
meaningful within a system of assigning and extracting value, so, too, transsexual
women’s desires, relations, and representations and figurations of ourselves
remain mediated, conditioned, and determined through the historical processes
that have brought this gender configuration into its moment of coherence.
Lyric Sexology thus demonstrates a unified process to which it refuses to
provide an artificial resolution. As I hope to have shown, this process emerges
through an analogy that Lyric Sexology stages between linguistic, literary, and
rhetorical representations of transsexual women and the social act of repeat and
contradictory categorizations of transsexuality; this process in turn has conditioned both the violence and exploitation that target transsexual women as well as
past and contemporary forms of transsexual subjectivities, desires, and selfrepresentations. I have argued that the key terms for this process are untranslatability and figuration. Untranslatability provides a crucial paradigm for understanding the failure of normative gender categories to make transsexuality
meaningful, pointing to the repetition of categorization as conditioned by this
failure: Tiresias will continue to be represented as one “of those things you have
words for,” but this act of translation necessarily engenders a linguistic remainder
whose content must be rendered figuratively in order to be represented at all. Lyric
Sexology addresses this process formally—through its insistence on repeat historical acts of categorization, through drawing attention to figuration as a key term
that subtends such acts, and through its attention to transsexual women as both
objects and subjects of representation.
The force of this poetic intervention becomes fully, and finally, clear if we
recall the negation that Salah’s poetics enact of Adorno’s theorization of lyric
poetry in terms of its social withdrawal. Adorno poses the need for poetry to
reflect on its social conjuncture at a distance, but he specifies this distance as
achievable through a subjective introversion of attention by the lyric I onto itself;
as he writes, “the less the work thematizes the relationship of ‘I’ and society, the
more spontaneously it crystallizes of its own accord in the poem, the more
complete this process of precipitation will be” (Adorno 1991: 42). Salah’s poetics
forgo this introversion, but, as we have seen, her poems also refuse to charge into
the immediacy of the present conjuncture. Rather, she achieves the reflective
distance of the lyric precisely through her historical attentions to the enmeshing
of present social and political conditions with the more or less obscured past.
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Formalizing history through poetics, Salah thus chooses to illuminate the residue
of this history in the trans present, and hangs the emergence of forms of trans life
on the figures we’re made to, or make ourselves, assume.

Kay Gabriel is a student in the classics PhD program at Princeton University. She is a coeditor
of Vetch: A Journal of Trans Poetry and Poetics.
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Notes
1.

2.

3.

4.

As is now common, I use “transgender” or “trans” in the sense inaugurated by Leslie
Feinberg and Gordene Olga Mackenzie to refer to a range of gender configurations
positioned in opposition to coercive genital-based birth assignment; “transsexual” by
contrast designates a range of embodied experiences of physical, anatomical, and social
alterations or the desire for these embodied changes. Namaste (2005: 12–33) targets the
category “transgender” as fundamentally antitranssexual by enacting an erasure of
material differences between transsexuals and nontranssexuals and especially of the
violence directed against transsexual women. Salah herself argues for a similar position
(2013). While situated within the category of “transgender literature,” as Salah describes
it in her interview with fellow Canadian trans women writers Morgan M. Page and Casey
Plett (Page 2014), I suggest that Salah’s poetry speaks, at different levels of specificity, to
transsexual and especially transsexual women’s experiences, subjecthoods, histories, and
poetics. (I here write “trans women” interchangeably with “transsexual women.”)
Salah elsewhere clarifies the “post” of this comment, writing on “post-feminism”: “I draw
upon those thinkers who articulate that post-, not in the sense of being against feminism,
but rather ‘after’ the selective integration of elements of feminist rhetoric into common
sense and increased access to the social apparatuses of power has been ranted to some of
those who deploy such rhetorics (both women and men)” (2013: 167–68).
Salah writes in a poem titled “Itinerary of a Book / Anxiety of Influence” (2014a: 47),
following her own ekphrasis of Schreber’s memoirs, “Delusion. Just this, writing ‘the
cross sexed wish, a symptom of the patients’ repressed homosexuality harbinger of their
savior fantasies, paranoia’ / A century of that, thank you doctor. Couldn’t you just have
slept with Sandor yourself?” (This final question presumably refers to Sándor Ferenczi,
the Hungarian psychoanalyst and associate of Freud’s.)
Presumably in reference to the urban gardening plots that became popular in the twentieth
century and commemorate Schreber’s father, Moritz Schreber (Schreber 1988: xvi).
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In (following Salah in) invoking transsexuality here, I do not mean to assert the ontological fixity or transhistorical validity of transsexuality as a category in ways I have
otherwise resisted in this essay. Rather, I follow Salah’s lead in her essay cited above,
which engages transsexuality as a configuration of embodiment, gender, and biomedical
history that emerged in the twentieth century. Salah’s claims concerning the labor of the
transsexual subject thus relate to how transsexuality, consciously and unconsciously, is
positioned within the contemporary ideological structure of gendered signification, and
how this structure mediates material effects on the lives of transsexuals.
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Plus the Swinging of the Door
N AT H A N A Ë L

Abstract When Haitian author Frankétienne writes in French and Kreyòl, as he does in Rapjazz and in
other texts, part of the work he achieves is the dismantling of a linear understanding of translation
as movement between two languages, or as might be figured by the meeting of two bodies (whatever their attributed sexes). What appear to be blocks of texts in differentiable languages reveal
themselves to not simply mirror one another but also refract and resorb one another; the languages
devour each other, and their compost—Frankétienne’s text—carries embedded trace elements that
make their precise differentiation impracticable. Every translative act risks, of necessity, a form of
double exposure, of both translator and text. Here, it is not so much the Marassa figure (from the
Vodun tradition) in Frankétienne’s text that demands attention but the text itself as a figure of the
Marassa.
Keywords Frankétienne, Marassa, Kreyòl, Vodun, Rapjazz, twins

The figure four is as the four of the cross-roads plus the swinging of the door,
which is the point itself of crossing, the moment of arrival and departure.
—Maya Deren, Divine Horsemen

Rapjazz by Frankétienne

ritten in eponymous strains of rap and jazz, Rapjazz is Haitian writer and
artist Frankétienne’s coarsely voluptuous elegy to the city of Port-au-Prince.
An inter- and intralingual “diary of a pariah,” it chants the spoils of the city in the
figure of the author’s double “Foukifoura.”
Following closely after Voix marassas (1998), in which the author deploys
the high powers of twinned genders embodied by the figure of the Marassa—a
power greater even than that of the Loas (spirits of Vodun) and capable of
good or evil—Rapjazz (1999) pursues and heightens the inquest inscribed
in the androgynous trope. Exemplified by the adjacency and cross-contamination
of Kreyòl and French in the text, this trope denounces an idea of impermeability,
be it of languages, bodies, or nations, all of which are damningly and intractably
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historical. All are vulnerable not only to their
defeat but to the violences that threaten to destroy
them—the desegregation of particularities is conjoined to the quakes that lead both languages to
collide with one another, in order to wrench from
them a historical narrative that owes its voice to a
shriek and its body to the banishment and defiance of its death.
By invoking memory against its obliviation, Frankétienne takes Port-au-Prince as his
witness to (and evidence of) a present of trespass
Figure 1. Vévé (religious symbol)
of the Marassa
by extending the call of his text into an as-yetunaccounted-for future, the parameters of which
have not yet been set. In order to do so, he takes his double, Foukifoura, to task,1
and sets him(self) up as both madman and jester:
Artistic creation, especially when it testifies to the difficulty of living, to existential
discomfort and destructive barbarity, inscribes itself absolutely in the refusal of
amnesia and death.
Writing is my ultimate oasis in the fire of my deserts. My last port of
registry on the tormented shores of this fabulous continent that is Life. My rapjazz
of folly. (Frankétienne 1999: 12)2

Port-au-Prince is, of course, the capital of Haiti, the country that withstood
Napoléon’s incursions in 1802, resisting the reinstatement of slavery as it was
genocidally reimplemented against the express ideals of the French Revolution,3
in other existing colonies —though not without similarly fierce resistance.4 Under
the leadership of Toussaint-Louverture, Haiti was the first independent postcolonial state to liberate itself from the French empire, a distinction that nonetheless
did not prevent the country from succumbing to countless political terrorisms,
often abetted by Western powers, committed during the rule of ruthless dictators,
from Faustin Soulouque (president and then emperor during 1847–59) to the
Duvaliers (father and son, so-called life presidents, respectively, during 1964–71
and 1971–86), and beyond, and by the repressive police forces of the zinglins of the
1800s, precursors of the tontons-macoutes of recent terrible memory.5 Added to
this is the burden of a ravaging AIDS epidemic, political disasters, and natural
disasters (including the 2010 earthquake that plundered the country), aggravated
by the oversight and malpractices of humanitarian aid groups.6
What Rapjazz achieves, in the continuance of Frankétienne’s extensive
body of work, is nothing less than a revaluation of Haitian history in the figure of
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the city. It is, in a sense, a letter of a violent, defiled love, to Port-au-Prince. Unlike
many of his contemporaries who exited the country under the Duvalier regimes,
Frankétienne, an interior exile, remained and founded a school in his neighborhood.7 He developed an oblique form of resistance to the dictatorship in his
writing through the experimental conjugation of Kreyòl with French (Martin 2014).
Nominal Corollaries

In the early 1970s, Frankétienne founded the Spiralisme movement with writers
Jean-Claude Fignolé and René Philoctète (Glover 2011). While the proponents of
Spiralisme, inspired in part by the nouveau roman and James Joyce, were fittingly
unable to arrive at a consensual definition of the movement, in an interview with
the journal Dérives, Frankétienne defines it as “a method of approach to try to
seize reality that is always in movement” (quoted in Fleischmann 1977: 23). It is a
movement verging on dissolute forms, in which the writer is “condemned to eat
his own book, leaf by leaf” (Frankétienne 1993).
This same incompletable movement is at work under Frankétienne’s signature. Agglutinating two of his given names, Franck and Étienne, the author
arrived at a Frankétienne with multiple orthographies, each of which is respectively reflective of evolutions in the attested orthography of Haitian Creole
(Kreyòl) in accordance with three periods: thus Frankétienne reflects the author’s
signature in the 1970s; in the 1980s, in keeping with the contemporary convention
of the time, the acute accent is dropped, leaving Franketienne; and then, reflecting
the current spelling system for Haitian Creole, Franketyèn (Douglas 2009: vii–
viii). Eventually, the name spiraled back, with its author, to Frankétienne, the
spelling adopted here.
Frankétienne’s engagement with the relationship between his two languages is essential to the frank politics of his work, and Rapjazz is an exemplar of
this collision and the collusion between the two. It then goes without saying that
Rapjazz imposes upon its translation into English strategies that arise directly
from its structure, not the least of which is its distribution between and among
two languages that inter-speak.
A Marassa “Textimonial”

The following reflections are to be placed under the sign of the Marassa—with the
caution that this is thought that is still experimenting with itself, at times with
some embarrassment, and so what will be glimpsed, in a manner of speaking,
through a crack in the door, is my fingering something I am not sure how to
touch—an intellectual experiment, in other words, which implicates the whole
split body without aspiring to anything remotely conclusive. Every translative act
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risks, of necessity, a form of double exposure, of both translator and text. Here, it
is not so much the Marassa figure in Frankétienne’s text that demands attention
but the text itself as a figure of the Marassa.
In chapter 5 of Divine Horsemen, Maya Deren’s 1953 document on Haitian
deities and Vodun, entitled “The Marassa—Two and Two Equals Five,” Deren
reveals the extent to which the Marassa is not the sum of its own parts. Elsewhere,
I have similarly proposed equivocation as a way of understanding translation
against the tendency to seek in it something of a mathematical equation. In other
words, “equals doesn’t equal equals” (Nathanaël 2015).
Derens articulation is much more specific: “Ghede, loa of life and death,
is the corpse of the first man, who, in his original twinned nature, can be thought
of as a cosmic totality segmented by the horizontal axis of the mirror divide into
identical twins. The worship of the Marassa, the Divine Twins, is a celebration of
man’s twinned nature: half matter, half metaphysical; half mortal, half immortal;
half human, half divine” (Deren 1953: 38). The Marassa, Deren explains, are “the
first humans, they are also the first, the original Dead” (39). She later goes on to
qualify what appears to figure itself as a binary. “But the Haitian myth,” she writes,
“has gone beyond the concept of Marassa of the same sex, as metaphysical
reflection, and the Marassa of opposite sexes, as progenitive differentiation. . . .
The Twins are not to be separated into competitive, conflicting dualism. In
Voudoun one and one make three; two and two make five; for the and of the
equation is the third and fifth part, respectively, the relationship which makes all
the parts meaning” (40).
The Marassa, if one were to imagine a correlative in Western thought,
might tender itself toward a third sex that isn’t yet named (by Monique Wittig) a
lesbian.8 But this third sex would be one that is yet unfixed in language and in sex,
a sex into which one is not forcibly born, and that is not clamped to a seemingly
intractable binary.
When Frankétienne writes in French and Kreyòl, as he does in Rapjazz and
in other texts, part of the work he achieves is the dismantling of a linear
understanding of translation as movement between two languages, or as might be
figured by the meeting of two bodies (whatever their attributed sexes). What
appear to be blocks of texts in differentiable languages reveal themselves to not
simply mirror one another, as Deren suggests of the Marassa, but to refract and
resorb one another; the languages devour each other, and their compost—
Frankétienne’s text—carries embedded trace elements that make their precise
differentiation impracticable. Here, there is much to be said about the identification of the species and the enlightened tendency to name, categorize, sequester,
distinguish, isolate, discipline, quarantine, diagnose, measure, prognosticate,
exile, or evacuate. But perhaps some other time.
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Take the following fairly economical example, from an earlier passage in
Rapjazz in which Frankétienne writes, “Je brûle, je boule, je bouboule.” At first
glance, French provides an expedient conduit for this sentence, and without
attending to the reiterative alliteration, one could thrust oneself into “I burn, I
roll, I hoot” (like an owl). But the surface impression in this instance is, as is often
the case, misleading. A closer reading of the clause reveals an internal translation
at work in the line, into which Frankétienne has smuggled Kreyòl elements that
appear as French elements, producing inter-, intra-, and translingual polysemy:9
Je brûle, I burn; Je boule, I burn. Boule in Kreyòl means “to burn.”10 The second
clause surreptitiously translates the first, as itself. And bouboule, a double burn in a
sense, deploys the twinning translation for the sheer pleasure of its sonority.
English can offer up a paltry booboo, not a hoot, but a whimper. To return for a
moment to the middle clause, je boule, Patwah’s fortuitous (for this translation)
term for burn is bun.11 A happy coincidence here retains the French sense of the
roll. Thus: I burn, I bun, I booboo.
A last note before casting off, without having attended to the anthropophagic valence of Frankétienne’s work, an impetus that situates it very powerfully in the Americas, along the central axis of which the island of Hispaniola is
split, and which is perceivable as intertwined by the hermaphroditic trinity (“I eat
myself interminably / my shadow and I / unbearable Siamese in precincts forbidden to my musical saw” [Frankétienne 1998: 18]). In Haiti, when asked the
simple question “Sak pase?” (How are you?), a possible answer, in the everyday,
under the archipelago’s sun, is “N’ap boule” (I burn).12
The ontological fires are the same that ignite the author’s desire to consume and to consummate himself in the city’s severally sexed conflagration. It was
Sappho, in a fragment, who may have written “You burn me.”13 To which echo,
perhaps, Frankétienne’s therianthropic reply might be, “To the beating of dusk
raising the great fires of prestige and prestidigitation, my fingers light up virtuosos. / The sun awakens. The wind slides slowly over my nocturnal burns. I leaf
through my scales, my buds and my flowers. I file away my scores, my petals and
my words. / To the vice of writing / for me silence is fatal” (1998: 18).

Nathanaël is the (self-)translating author of more than twenty books, most recently, The
Middle Notebookes (2015), Asclepias: The Milkweeds (2015), and Sotto l’immagine (2014).
Extrinsic translations include works by Édouard Glissant, Catherine Mavrikakis, Hervé Guibert,
and Hilda Hilst. Nathanaël lives in Chicago.
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Notes
1.

2.
3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Foukifoura is the cross-bred name of a character later borrowed from Rapjazz into the
play, Foukifoura (2000), and arising out of the coupling of Kreyòl and French that
associates folly or madness (fou) with sexual play (fourrer) in the simple past (foura)
conjoined by the Kreyòl for who (ki), thus: fou-ki-foura. Furthering the enmeshment of
madnesses through translingual referents, the narrator of Rapjazz is later self-described as
“loco”—mad, in Spanish, but also the name attributed to a “loa that is the guardian of
sanctuaries, and especially the loa of vegetation; he is the one who confers to the leaves of
trees their magical properties. Loco (alternately spelled “Loko”) is a personification of
plants, and cannot be identified to only two elements” (Le Grenier de Clio 2015; emphasis
added). According to Maya Deren, loco also governs the principle of androgeneity (1953:
81). From the text:
Loco my burning sex the color of a watermelon heart tasting like moon syrup in the
ass of my envexed city of fornicating winds, of hodgepodge, of debris, of waste, of
trash, of passions, of lies, of distress, of ravaging killings, of useless settings, of
morbid atrocities, of heat and blood.
Loco for a rutting city with its coital smell.
Loco for a spitting city, pissing, sweating, bleeding.
Loco for a bruised/labored/sacked/rent city.
Loco for a city of cinders and obscure light.
Loco for a city that moves between living and dying.
Translations are mine, unless indicated otherwise.
It is worth noting here that the abolition of slavery and attribution of citizenship to freed
slaves following from the French Revolution is only fully implemented in 1794, five years
after the Revolution.
See, in this vein, La Mulâtresse Solitude by André Schwarz-Bart (2001), a fictionalized
account of the legendary figure of the Guadeloupean maroon, Solitude, who led a
rebellion against the French forces, which culminated in the suicidal revolt of some
three hundred Guadeloupeans resisting reenslavement. Solitude, who was captured, was
hanged after a period of imprisonment during which time her pregnancy was brought to
term.
The role of the zinglins, a secret police corps created by Haitian president Faustin Soulouque (1782–1867), was to identify real, potential, or imaginary enemies of the president
and to eliminate them. Zinglin, alternately spelled “zenglen,” also refers to broken glass.
Several quite recent examples include the United Nation’s (UN) introduction in 2010 of a
cholera epidemic through poor sanitation practices, the downplayed rape of girls by any
number of a hundred UN soldiers hurriedly repatriated to Sri Lanka, and the International Monetary Fund’s abolishment of tariffs in the 1990s, resulting in the devastation of
Haiti’s agriculture.
Frankétienne prefers to consider himself “miracled” rather than a “visionary” as a result
of having lived through the Duvalier regime without having been tortured or imprisoned. This expression is inscribed in the 2004 work Miraculeuse.
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See Wittig’s “On ne naı̂t pas femme” (1980), published in English as “One Is Not Born a
Woman,” in The Straight Mind and Other Essays (1992). (There is some conflicting
information regarding the “first language” of this text; the copyright notice to The
Straight Mind indicates this essay was first written in English and dates it at 1981; however,
the text was clearly published in French in 1980; in any case it would appear the author
penned both versions, disallowing the sort of bibliographic certainty one may aspire to.)
Not to mention various degrees of disguise. One could push further into imagining this
text as a marauder, indeed, a suspect and not altogether traceable figure apprehending
the shores of an unfixed littoral under cover of night.
“Par contre, il omet beaucoup de mots fondamentaux comme bouler pour brûler”
(Pompilus 1985: 97).
The Patwah expression “bun them,” which tends to mean “bothers them,” literally
translates as “burns them.” The Rastafarian expression “fiyah bun” (fire burn) is an
expression used to strongly denounce something or someone. See Jamaican Patwah 2015.
I am grateful to Rodney Saint-Éloi for such elucidations as this.
A mistranslation, if one is to believe Anne Carson, and one she purposefully retains in her
translations of Sappho’s fragments, for the sheer impression upon her memory (Sappho
2002: 77).
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Flows of Trans-Language
Translating Transgender in the Paraguayan Sea

C H R IS TO P H E R L A R K O S H

Abstract This introduction accompanies a partial translation of southern Brazilian author Wilson
Bueno’s 1992 short novel Mar Paraguayo (Paraguayan Sea), originally written in a hybrid language of
Portuguese and Spanish commonly known as Portunhol and mixed with ample vocabulary from
Guarani, a cross-border indigenous language of the region. The text serves as an example not only of
literary cross-identification between the male author and the presumably female, but also quite
possibly transgender, protagonist, but also cross-identification in the particular transnational
political and social context of the Southern Cone of South America in the decade following a series of
violent CIA-supported military dictatorships. By translating the text at least partially into a similarly
hybrid “language of empire,” one comprising both elements of English and remnants of the original
text, how might this textual transformation perform an implicit critique on the usage of language as
cultural hegemony—not only in the dissemination of gender norms as an integral part of the
ideology of authoritarian nation-states, but also in the transnational imposition of such regimes in
the geopolitical context of late Cold War US imperialism? Along with providing this complex
transnational, cultural, and linguistic context, this introductory text also attempts to shed some
light on the facts surrounding the author’s murder in 2010 and question the process of justice, as well
as ask whether translation, in the ways it introduces new linguistic and cultural contexts for discussions/denunciations of violence against gender minorities, might take on yet another performative critical function.
Keywords Wilson Bueno, translation, hybrid language, transgender identification, postdictatorial
culture.

To Begin: Some Cultural Background

T

ranslating a multilingual text invariably presents a set of particular challenges
to any translator: How much of the linguistic variety of the original can be
maintained while still allowing a degree of legibility to a new audience of readers
of a text that presumably will be, at least to some extent, in the new target language? And what if the translation of such a text—one characterized from the
outset not only by linguistic “mixity” but also of outright unfamiliarity — is
accompanied by other “trans” terms such as transitioning, transformation,
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transience, or perhaps a continuous transfer between any number of possible
gender and linguistic identity positions?
The act of translating in a multilingual environment finds a fertile terrain
in the Southern Cone of South America, where indigenous language groups such
as Guarani, Quechua, Aymara, Mapudungun, and others continue to circulate
across the boundaries of the nation-states formed in the aftermath of Spanish and
Portuguese colonialism: Argentina, Uruguay, Paraguay, Bolivia, and Chile, along
with the southernmost states of Brazil—Rio Grande do Sul, Santa Catarina, and
Paraná. Add to this the languages and cultures of African diaspora communities
from the area that is now Angola and Congo to the Gulf of Guinea and the
westernmost islands of Cabo Verde, as well as successive waves of immigrants
from Europe and elsewhere: Italian, German, Polish, Ukrainian, Japanese, Arabic,
and others, not to mention other languages such as English that have largely
accompanied the articulation of economic and political terms of imperialism,
dependency, and globalization in the region over the course of the nineteenth,
twentieth, and early twenty-first centuries.
It is precisely in this intensely multilingual environment that Wilson
Bueno, an author from the southern Brazilian town of Curitiba, wrote a short
novel in 1992 with the visibly enigmatic title Mar paraguayo (Paraguayan Sea). To
start, the Guarani etymology of the name Paraguay is paradoxical in and of itself;
the name means a place “born of water,” even though a quick look at any map will
show that the country is landlocked. It is, however, bordered and crossed by some
of South America’s largest rivers, ones that, in conjunction with a series of often
brutal dictatorships, have served to isolate the country from its neighbors and the
rest of the outside world for much of its two-hundred-year history as an independent nation.
The work is centered around a protagonist of indeterminate linguistic,
cultural, and gender identity named La Marafona, who contemplates her existence
at a moment of crisis between the mysterious sudden death of her older lover El
Viejo, and a growing infatuation for an adolescent boy whom she spies from the
window of her apartment in the seaside resort town of Guaratuba as he returns
from the beach each day. This southern Brazilian coast is known for attracting a
large number of vacationers from nearby Paraguay, which is, as everyone with a
rudimentary knowledge of South American geography knows, a country without a
seacoast of its own. But this Guarani name could also refer to other fluid bodies, of
ways of imagining the confluence of language and gender identity, each as alternating and shifting here in their tidal flow as any body of water.
When examined more closely, this confluence may well be the principal
point of complexity in the representation of gender transitionality, both in literary fiction and in its eventual translation. The stories we invent, adopt, adapt,
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translate, or otherwise devise about ourselves always have the potential to become
our principal mode of self-narration, unless they reverse themselves or continually alternate with others as we see fit. As Wilson’s text illustrates, these fictional
narratives are always on the edge of our capacities of (trans)identification, and
they can involve a combination of gender identity, linguistic or cultural surroundings, racial and ethnic (non)belonging, or even an outright challenge to the
porous and shifting borders of the nation-state.
The language that La Marafona uses to narrate her story is based on a
common hybrid of Spanish and Portuguese known as Portuñol (Sp.) or Portunhol
(Port.), a mode of cross-border intercomprehension that had developed over the
years of contact between Brazilians and their Spanish-speaking South American
counterparts as they attempted to communicate with one another over increasingly porous national borders. Portunhol is a mode of communication between
languages that operates largely unconcerned with the normative grammar of
either one; each person who speaks it can be said to do so on their own terms,
using the vocabulary and pronunciation from either language to facilitate communication with their interlocutor at any given time. If that were not enough,
Wilson Bueno adds to this another element, that of the indigenous language
Guarani, spoken as one of two official languages in Paraguay as well as by sizable
communities in neighboring areas of Argentina and Brazil, to describe cultural
elements such as music, arts, and mythology. To facilitate comprehension, Wilson
includes a Guarani-Portuguese glossary, though an attentive reader may well be
able to intuit the meaning of much of this vocabulary through the author’s frequent repetition of their meaning in Portunhol.
It is significant that the Argentine poet and urban anthropologist Néstor
Perlóngher would be the one to write the novel’s preface, called “Sopa paraguaia,”
an oblique reference to a Paraguayan food that is not a soup at all, but a kind of
cornbread, doubling down once again on the confusion created in the novel
between liquid and solid, fluid and concrete—whether one is speaking of language
or landscape, language or gender. Although this preface was written in Portuguese
in light of Perlóngher’s many years of self-imposed exile in Brazil, it does much
more to connect the novel thematically to the Argentine literary tradition. He
references Esteban Echeverrı́a, a romantic poet of the early years of independence,
whose canonical short story “El matadero” (“The Slaughterhouse”) tells the tale of
a man much like Echeverrı́a himself—schooled in the languages and ideals of
Europe and a political opponent of the ruling dictator Manuel Rosas—who is
brutally raped by a mob of supporters of the regime. In this context, multilingualism is associated with antipatriotic sentiment and a direct challenge to a presumably more authentic form of masculinity; any subversion of this authoritarian
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regime of gender subordination is thus deemed to be deserving of the most brutal
forms of sexual and political violence.
There is also the inevitable mention of the post-Boom writer Manuel
Puig, especially the transgender character Molina from his 1976 novel The Kiss
of the Spider Woman, whose transgender identification takes shape by appropriating lines from the performances of female Hollywood film stars, much as
Puig himself also did to some extent in his impersonations and literary depictions of Rita Hayworth. One of Molina’s best-known cinematic alter egos, the
Spider Woman — whether in the original novelistic form in Spanish or her later
cinematic Brazilian translation/reincarnation in the form of the actress Sônia
Braga — has no doubt left a clearly identifiable and indelible mark on the pages
of Wilson’s novel as well.
Then again, this reference could have been extended to any number of other
Argentine and Latin American authors who have made the link between literature, translingualism, transgender performance, and the implicit yet unavoidable
critique of military dictatorship. The Argentine playwright and cartoonist Copi
and his dramatic interpretations of Eva Perón in French, or the Cuban neobaroque novelist Severo Sarduy, whose work alternates between the drag queens
of Havana’s Chinatown and the worlds of Eastern Dharmic religions, were both
part of the Parisian cultural scene of the late 1960s and early 1970s. To what extent
have these Latin American precursors to Wilson’s work already set the stage for a
discussion of how the web of alternating performances, its doing and undoing, is
always already at work in gender/linguistic transidentification? How have they set
the stage for subjectivities that are irreversibly fluid, border crossing, and migrant
by speaking, writing, lip-synching, and interpreting, both into a foreign language
and between “East” and “West”?
Moreover, while Perlóngher does not mention his own work explicitly, his
own poetry, written in Buenos Aires under the brutal Argentine military dictatorship of 1976–83 and during self-imposed exile in São Paulo, with its longstanding literary cross-identification with the early twentieth-century communist
revolutionary Rosa Luxemburg, also represents a requisite point of entry to
introduce readers to this constellation of literary figures who have contributed to
the critical vocabulary of an experimental and antiauthoritarian transgenderthemed literature, with origins both in the Southern Cone and elsewhere in Latin
America.
Other critical references made by Perlóngher include Wilson’s contemporary and friend from Curitiba, the experimental poet and novelist Paulo
Leminski, whose multilingual experimentation with the novelistic form and
concrete poetry was a seminal influence on Wilson as he began to write and
publish. Furthermore, the French poststructuralist theorists Gilles Deleuze and
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Félix Guattari allow for a comparison of these two Curitiba writers with the rhizomatic and schizo-analytic modes of theoretical discourse and literary style
popularized in works like A Thousand Plateaus. Each author extends the frame of
reference further into the realm of translingual writing and experimental translation, academic discussions of postidentitarian becomings, and other forms of
multilingual transit as these literary cultures ponder possible lines of flight from
the political, cultural, and discursive residue of CIA-sponsored authoritarian
military dictatorships in the region.
Perlóngher’s introductory “Sopa paraguaia” thus underscores how the use
of code switching in Wilson’s novel acts as a sort of antiauthoritarian linguistic
mechanism, resisting multiple zones of normativity while highlighting the inevitable misunderstandings that can, and perhaps even should, arise from a mix of
languages continually on the edges of one another. As Perlóngher points out, the
hybrid language of the text is subject to no single law or prescriptive grammar, a
condition that continually alludes to both the ideological underpinnings and
limits of power and authority that have dominated literary production, academic
scholarship, and the attendant production of knowledge, from the age of those
founding fathers and elected presidents that established the current symbolic
system of nation-states to the military regimes that were to characterize them all
too frequently over the course of the twentieth century. Read this way, the hybrid
language of Mar paraguayo can be understood as a subversive literary and linguistic practice aimed at undoing the effects of a patriarchal, authoritarian, and
inherently violent symbolic order, one in which the use of language is also at the
very heart of its political strategy of control, as I have argued elsewhere on the
relationship between transgender identification and translation in times of military dictatorship (Larkosh 2006, 2007, 2011, inter alia).
Strategies of Translating Translingual and Transgender Fluidity

With this complex backdrop of interwoven historical, cultural, and literary connections in mind, the question of how to translate this challenging multilingual
and experimental text becomes one of both preserving and extending the complex
web of references as part of an ever-expanding project of antiauthoritarian dispersal and reassemblage, interweaving new threads of cultural and linguistic
contact, much like the references to the Paraguayan ñanduti lace that shapes the
novel’s narrative structure: “a point of finı́ssimo crochê: ñandu: ñanduti: ñandurenimbó: uno solo punto solitario and almost beyond ocular or human comprensión: ñandu: puntos mobiles, milliones escaping from the huevo on the lı́nea
fragil of the spider web: ñandurenimbó:” (Wilson 1992: 44–45, my translation).
In much the same way, the text in translation should also continue to
extend this web of entanglement, much like the learning of a new language or
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hybrid combination of languages. Translation into English, in particular, might
also draw on the familiarity that the character La Marafona might have with US
consumer culture as she continues to extend her cultural reach outward, as the
original text already suggests: “Yo estoy aqui, still here, and here is the mundo
posible. I dream of a beautiful home, con aristocráticos Dalmatians running on the
lawn de una gran mansión en los Estados Unidos, miragens, on the way to delirio.
Por qué, why can’t someone arrive a la felicidade on these paths in Technicolor? Just
one thing, una cosa, is above all doubt: la muerte. The rest is todo ficción: dramas,
televisión, literatura” (51, my translation). The text already holds part of its plan to
migrate north, engage with this imaginary consumer paradise, to live a second life
in a perhaps impossible American Dream. This implicit escape route provokes a
strategic question for me as translator: would the eventual act of translation serve
to indulge that fantasy, or actively work to dismantle or disavow it?
At the same time that English language media and US consumer culture
enjoys easy access to other cultural spaces, both in the Americas as well as its other
zones of global influence, the reverse cannot always be taken for granted. Thus, by
translating the text for English readers, the idea could be to provoke at least some
significant measure of linguistic discomfort as they enter this text, with the reach
of English visibly limited or held in check in the text in the same way that Spanish,
Portuguese, and Guarani are. At the same time, by adding elements of English to
the linguistic mix, the translation might actually serve to question its complicity
in the authoritarian importation and imposition of consumer and mass-media
capitalism in much the same way that Wilson’s original text does.
As a translator, I knew that any translation would have to allow access to a
new and different linguistically informed audience but would still have to do so
on its own terms, in which the reader’s linguistic comfort zone is confronted and
challenged as one conditioned by at least some degree of cultural, educational,
and geopolitical privilege. The challenge could be extended even beyond what
might be the more familiar vocabulary of Spanish and Portuguese, especially in
undeniably bi- or multilingual areas. My home region of southeastern New
England finds itself wedged between the edges of an identifiably Lusophone
Atlantic on the one hand and, on the other, a majority Francophone, increasingly
multilingual and migrant, yet still-resistant native and hybrid society called
Québec, one with its own highly developed set of theoretical discussions on
translation and gender, as embodied in the creative work of lesbian feminist
novelist and poet Nicole Brossard and translator/theorists such as Barbara
Godard and Susanne de Lothbinière-Harwood, among numerous others.
In Tucson, Arizona, near the US/Mexico border, where I first read this
translation to a group of scholars assembled for a workshop on translating
transgender in January 2015, Wilson’s work in translation came into contact not
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only with the inescapable points of comparison with any number of bilingual
Chicana feminist and queer texts from Gloria Anzaldúa and Cherrie Moraga
onward, but also with those scholars there present and participating in this singular encounter. And yet even here in this vastly expanded set of cultural and
linguistic contexts, there still remain those resistant elements of Guarani still to be
examined and learned, ones that cannot simply be dissolved into this hybrid
translated text as easily as others.
Through e-mail exchanges with Wilson in late 2009, the idea became not
to translate into English for a specifically English-speaking public but, rather, to
reimagine the linguistic boundaries of this literary world, adding to it what we
half-jokingly called “la lı́ngua del império”: that is to say, a language that is no
longer English or Spanish or Portuguese but, rather, a mixed register of transferred signs and symbols that exemplify many of the unequal transnational
relationships of power already operating in the original text. While the translated
text certainly cannot reverse these political and economic dynamics of linguistic
inequality all by itself, it can serve to underscore the reality that is perhaps all too
obvious to so many of us: that is, that those from differing linguistic, cultural,
ethnic, and gendered communities cannot access certain zones of political power,
economic privilege, or cultural prestige (not to mention something as elusive as
happiness) as easily as others do.
The tragic news I received that Wilson Bueno was murdered in his home
on the outskirts of Curitiba in late May 2010, under apparently mysterious and
still not completely resolved circumstances, also speaks to the precariousness and
violence to which such messengers in a new language are so often subjected. Local
news sources told of an intruder in his house, and that a knife was the apparent
murder weapon. Later reports gave the name of the nineteen-year-old assailant,
his public confession to the crime, along with details as to where they met (a gay
sauna), the presumed motive for the murder (a bounced check?), and the verdict
in the murder trial held in Curitiba in April 2014; despite the suspect’s confession,
the jury absolved him with a verdict of not guilty, four votes to three.
In light of what can only be called, if somewhat ironically, a travesty of
justice, it is not difficult to imagine that Wilson’s well-known and public sexual
and gender identity played a role in denying him a fair trial. When relegated to the
fraying and all-too-often dysfunctional edges of the early twenty-first-century
police and security regime, people like Wilson are often left unprotected, prone to
arbitrary or systematic breaches of justice. With the loss of Wilson to an act as
bloody as the official verdict of it is unjust, the task of presenting his text here
takes on an added urgency for me, one in which characters marginalized or
victimized on the basis of their gender or linguistic nonconformity assume center
stage as protagonists, and those in positions of authoritarian power are finally
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shunted aside, obscured by a new narrative, perhaps even to be forgotten someday, once and for all.
In the aftermath of the loss of such a friend, whose narratives fundamentally changed the ways I understand such pivotal questions such as gender
identity, linguistic transitionality, and the unequal dynamics of power, to say
nothing of justice, the trans-identificatory act that translation can represent, in
much the same way as friendship or love can, has aided me all the same toward an
important realization. By encouraging me to set my own linguistic positionality
and even my own moments of transgender questioning aside for a moment, the
embodied act of translating Mar paraguayo has served as a sort of extended
linguistic exercise of reinvention with the critical purpose of rendering more
permeable, if not dismantling entirely, the rigid distinctions of self and other that
established linguistic standards, not to mention rigid gender binaries and identifications, all too frequently encourage. In the wake of this lingering and still
unresolved crisis, it is my fervent hope that returning to this Paraguayan Sea, this
time as translator, might encourage in others that often disorienting, yet still
somehow pleasurable, effect of increasingly fluid and gendered linguistic transitioning, perhaps similar to the one that the original text has had on me over the
past twenty-odd years of reading and rereading.
Bear in mind that I have left this translation incomplete; what follows is the
continuous text of the original novel, from the introductory note to a point about
one third into the main body of text. My reason for publishing this excerpt instead
of the entire novel is not simply for reasons of space but to mark out where I was,
and also where he was, at the moment of his death; it also makes manifest my wish
not to presume that anyone can replace the original, whether the late author
himself or the text that, from the very outset, has resisted any and all attempts at
an exhaustive, complete, or definitive version. In its stead, I present only a sizable
starting point along with this introduction, one that opaquely replicates its main
stylistic features, encouraging the eventual reader to extend the play between
languages into her/his own linguistic milieu, to jump ship from monolingualism,
and dive without fear into the multilingual and transgender sea that Wilson has
already created—perhaps even to open one’s eyes underwater and read through
the shimmering surface of words and phrases without any specific or implied
injunction to understanding. Begin here, by all means; but continue on your own,
through Spanish and Portuguese, perhaps into Guarani or any other in the
myriad combination of other languages, uprooting all impulse for one language
alone. Ultimately, this translation and implicit transition will complete itself in
each and every committed and attentive reader who enters here.
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Excerpt from Paraguayan Sea
By Wilson Bueno
Translated by Christopher Larkosh
Notı́cia/Announcement

Note: Guarani is as essencial a part of this account as the flight of a pájaro, the dust
on the window sill, the cooing of português, or the pouring nerudas in cascades
onto the soil of a single suicide of wide words. One the error of the other. Perhaps
wanting to warp myself in this zoo of signs, I will end up aspiring to that essencial
curve that is part of the escorpion’s tail. Eso es: I would like to reach everything
that vibrates and rings below, far below la lı́nea del silêncio. There are no languages here. Only the vertigo of language. Let it exist for me. Por eso, I will play
my song by ear over the beaches of Guaratuba, defended from El Viejo, dragging
myself through this house like a pallid soul sin calor, suffering from El Viejo in
this way, a necessary evil—without ever killing him, in spite of my efforts to try
and overcome in noches y dias de abuso puro, in the macabre obsessión of
deceiving the well-trodden flesh of his neck. No, believe me when I say, honesto y
fundo: I did not kill El Viejo.
Y después, the boy with his hard horse thighs—la fuerza inventada del
hombre in his shoulders and in his flesh, ossessiva del sexo that seeks me out and
hunts me down: I his prey . . . and his hunter.
Ñe’ê.
I am La Marafona, the seaside tramp. Aqui, en Guaratuba, I live by chance.
Ah, mi felicidad is a cristal ball in the sun, a divining sphere carried through the
future, like a bomb that is going to explode in the uranium of day. The sea. Mi
mar. La mer. Merde la vie that I bear on my back, like a madame worthy of
execution by guillotine. O Dios . . . Dios? Sı́, hay Dios y mis dı́as. ¿Qué hacer?
Hoy, I see myself before this dead man’s gaze, este hombre who makes me
dance with castanets in bed, que me hace sufrir, who makes me, who has made
me, out of dolor y sangre, from the blood that mi vida amarga has poured out.
From his shoulders, mi destino, the same as the one that a dagger cuts out in the
right side of the heart.
Ahora, en este momento, yo no sé what to say to that hardened face, his red
eyes buried underground that once were my eyes, mis ojos.
No, no lo matê, I did not kill him, because his life was enmeshed with
mine. No, it was chance, as I said. The guessing game of the cristal ball, bólide y
cristal. Long before I saw it all, saw him más muerto than death itself.
I was born in the depths of the depths of the depths of my native
land—this hacienda guarani, guarânia y soledad. The first time I came close to
the sea, all I could see was this view—full of waves and blue. And I carried in me
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another song—locked in the elevator, hopelessness, suicidados desesperos, and
bitterness.
I was not afraid of this great abyss of water and foam. I watched it nonstop,
even though it was all just the joy of a girl, I who had already returned, with terror
and white patches in my hair, from the Cape of Good Hope.
Mi cuerpo, this body that grew fat from never leaving this dark room,
where I now chart out my fate, or better yet, his fate, of this man that mis manos,
my hands, had just finished killing off so softly, with the temper of swan and
sword. Or had he just died?
It was simple as this: I had just caught him off-guard, and with a single,
sole distracción y el malo that was being his attendant and esclava, I threw him on
the sofá con terror y susto—strangely silent and in abrupta soledad. Not a drop of
blood to rush me, no, not one.
I follow the art of the fortune-teller, the dirt house with mango trees in the
garden and parasols in the backyard, to say nothing of the raw sun, el sol de las
mañanas, las tardes y las noches —the frightful Guaratuba summer, when it is
diciembre and everyone takes to their beach huts, los chicos por las playas coloridas in the afternoon —and this great little artist, in the colors of the sky.
A la noche tengo mi trabajo: not that I love it, no es esto, what I say is todo
un labirinto de aranhas, of spiders that weave their webs in the corners of la casa,
while I lose myself watching the telenovela with Sônia Braga—her hips that give
me chills every time they appear in the video, like the last image of a life, mi vida,
la vida, de viés—tipped over on its side.
Yo sé que muerto está: and even when he is dead, El Viejo will live on
forever, chained to my chest, the knotted memory of his lengua sutil, making me
explode con gusto, joy and orgasmo.
Y yo, every time, dreamed more and more of la Braga, this Sônia de mi
vida marafa, to see myself in those dark depths, to sea. Ah, aqui at the seaside no
one speaks my language, nadie, ninguém, if not the drawn out silencio calcificado
of summer siestas, with the song of dying cicadas y little birds in the boughs of the
flamboyant, all ablaze with summer laughter, its laugh of flowery blush, near the
hibiscus that tells me that it is already too late to die, sı́, mucho tarde para morrer.
Qué ideia, this idea of mine—I had already forgotten, toda olvidada,
about the only companion who can make me say, make no mistake, this is
something real like the hibiscus. Mi perro, mi chiquito, my little dog who answers
to the name of Brinks, who is so small, so stuffed-toy small, so bushy tailed as if he
were a mobile, two-pronged comma.
And now, the drama. Añaretã. Añaretãmeguá.
From the time when these climates of smoke and the soul’s anxiety were
made, from the fact of living like this, entre coronas y espinas, thorny crowns
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made from claws and eggs—almost as made as being born —by escorpiones that
already come into this world with their raw sting? What I’m talking about, in such
circumlocuciones, is cabaret. Observo: one arrives in the world, supposedly to be
happy, alegre, that ever-elusive felicidad, and laughing, rubs up against las chicas,
lifts their skirts, sticks fingers into the cavities of their cuerpos oferecidos. No one
can live without humility, sin humildad. Ñemomirihá. Ñemomiri. En mi lengua
nativa, things are shorter and come together with silenciosa ferocidad. Ñemomiri.
Ñemomirihá.
When I enter these zones of the magnificent mystery of existencia, from
which the putrido, sordido and lustful might come to be, when I catch myself
there, in flagrante delicto, almost supreme, it all becomes so many things inside of
me, tantas cosas dentro de mı́, close to hell, del infierno. Hell exists, of fire and
flame, lámpara in the depths of our ojos queimados.
Añaretãmeguá.
I’m afraid, tengo mucho miedo of what might happen, más adelante, or in
a little while. Maybe it will be um milagre, or perhaps el abismo. Paraı̂pieté es el
abismo todo en el mar, the abyss that is the sea.
La verdad es que nunca no lo sê, and this makes me lost in fear, sem
coragem even to go out into the street to show off my vestidos longos, my
necklaces and braceletes and madre-pêrola earrings. Yel miedo es una cosa viscosa,
that comes from deep inside—slowly, placing its furry paws, llegando, subtly, to
catch you, in panic, to catch you—forever—by the strings of your heart. There are
those who, en estos momentos, kill themselves. Moving añaretã: ¿No hay Dios?
In the cabaret, I sit with El Viejo: me, La Marafona, the seaside tramp of
Guaratuba, and he starts off ordering a glass of agua mineral, but I can see en sus
ojos, in his trembling eyes I see that he doesn’t care what his médico says, esse
doutor Paiva, who comes to see El Viejo una o dos vezes por semana. El Viejo only
cares about la noche borracha, to hunt me, to catch me, después, en la cama, with
its full finitude of tremores y el sexo de total impossibilidad. El deseo, after all,
goes on existing, like a pierna amputada that continues to itch. Añaretãmeguá?
Under the inferno, only el infierno. This I can say with no fear of error. Mi
vida enferma, mi vida marafa de varicose veins and scars. The clock near the
window, la cortina cerrada, tarde de estas noches de vino, yo en esta casa by the sea
in Guaratuba, y el silencio, blunt, breaking, unfolding—gota a gota, drop by
drop, pingo a pingo, insistente, recorrente, almost fatal. The bewitching dance of
the hours, ay qué danza, señor, little man, without the soul of the cururu, the
cateretê, añaretãmeguá, the dance in the shadows, the error without the direction
of gloom, of butterflies or the rain in the winters of my muddy, dusty, captive
childhood, of moist streets and peoples without fortune or future. My home.
Tava, tavaiguá.
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You end up alone, and that is the deepest, darkest añaretã. You die and and
it all scrapes bottom: el infierno. You go, crioulo vagabundo de los caminos,
ruffian or gigolô, and here it is again, de nuevo, de novo, the nerve of infierno.
Añaretá. And you get wrinkles on your face, and your hair goes white, gray, these
too are cosas del infierno. The skin of God, these stones: tupaitá.
Hell, el infierno, añaretã: it exists, and it rubs against the sea, the sky, las
mañanas chiquitas de sol and hummingbirds, fluted mango trees, dulces mangueiras, because el infierno does exist, añaretã, añaretãmeguá, and that alone is
enough, in the molten streams of iron and hunger. Sı́, hambre, hambre de amor y
afecto, hambre tan escandalosa, walking on shards of broken glass, barefoot y en
carne viva. Yerobi. It is the dance over the abyss of those called to the tightrope—just
like my Argentine grandmother, in her broken español, used to tell me long ago,
letting me try the bitter taste of defeat, of yet another smack en la cabeza, or once
again, de las cosas inexplicables del corazón. What is its reason, to the right or to
the left? What moves it, this muscle of flesh, blood, and thorns?
If it were not for my vida marafa, I would end my day making dinner for
the children, with the sweet expectation of mothers awaiting their husbands, with
the meal ready, una flor cut from a tomate on top of the maionese, if it were not
for my vida marafa I would be just like all the others, all the mothers and espouses
so full of felicidade, and who only go to the doctor’s, never to the psychiatrist, and
who only go when their blood pressure goes up too high to stand it anymore. Ah,
it’s so hard to live this way, tan difı́cil vivir. Ah, tecové, tecovembiki, tecovepá.
That is why I cross over, so many times, I cross over, with the movimento of
their existência that arrives ası́, in nonsense, without ever really wanting it, sem
querer, I cross over to him and to the infierno of hot coals and knives. El infierno,
añaretã, exists and we have to figure out a song or an escape to lose it, for that is
where the viper is, mboi, mboihovı̂, coral-colored coral mboichumbé, and we have
to lose it somehow, it arrives with an apetito feroz, screeching like the call of bats,
los murciélagos, andirá, our ears unable to hear them, andirá, the changing and
modulating scream of the morcegos, bat messagers approaching, mensajeros,
murciélagos, from some kind of hell, and I want you to know, ustedes, que lo
saiban todo, el infierno existe, y es mucho, inumerable. Hasta en la rosa de la rosa
de la rosa. Karai.
When I put El Viejo on the sofá, en sueño and unreachable, in those
sonambulismos when the excessive heat made me its vı́ctima, a feeling in my belly
that set the sea ablaze like hot coals, cuñá, cuñambatará, la brasa del sexo burning
the sins of the summer, tiegui paraipieté, when I attracted him, like this, with an
almost loving caress, were it not for my silence, solamente mi silêncio, sin si sı́ sı́,
mi silêncio, it was hard, because I loved him, El Viejo, with a passion I could not
easily explain, but I loved him, even in the pure death throes of his ante-coma that
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made the flowers on my chest wilt, once so firm, vieja cuñá, and he caught me in
an enclosure without locks or bars, but it was as if there were and I felt as if I were
decomposing in his ritmo frágil, no, I put him on the sofá solamente, and when I
went to cover his face, he had just died. The médico I telefoned told me it was a
heart attack, with excessos de urgência and fear, añaretã, añaretãmeguá, con
mucho miedo, I must confess to you, my inventive, invective readers, mucho más
than this invención from my soul, held captive by these hemorrhages, these
exageros de tangos y guarânias, el dolor, of harpstrings en perfecta soledad on the
margen de los lagos o las profundas montañas, to you who will decipher me in
another dimensión, this I tell you, en confidência: there is a doubt, una gran duda,
morangú, that follows me through the house and puts me, as I explained to you,
puts me cara a cara con el infierno, these momentos that exist, añaretã, añaretãmeguá, la duda. more than just intimate, that something killed him, not el Viejo,
no, not an accidente vascular, not even câncer, as câncer doesn’t kill imediatamente, não, la duda remains in the same place as this certeza profunda that
someone—a being or a snake, a serpentity —it makes no difference, but someone
and not his health that, from the recent visits of Dr. Paiva, yo, solo yo sabia, was
very good for an eighty-five-year-old man and that seemed more like fifteen the
way he devoured women, drinks, mournful cabaret songs, smoke, el fumo,
anoréxia, yes my readers, lectores de mi corazón, someone who was the author—
the actor—of the death of El Viejo—this old rag I dragged around con sacrificio y
sorda ferocidad. Quien dice que lo matê—who says I killed him? But that’s where
it both begins and does not, hell, añaretã, la cosa añaretãmeguá, speaking more of
this than of El Viejo, en más alto grado, mucho más. As I said, el Viejo was a traste,
an old, wornout rag that wore me out, hacı́a mi vida harta y farda, Ah sı́, y farta.
Sı́, hablo del infierno, a hell that always seemed to me to be imprisoned
until it finally rebels, y con invencible insensibilidad, it breaks the bars and gets
out, señor de los martirios and drought, of great plagues of lobsters, tucú, langostas más bı́blicas que toda la Judea del mundo, tucú, este mundo that I tell,
morangú, borders y fronteras de la muerte, e infierno, añaretã, a hell that can be
seen in a pair of ojos verdes, hovı́, mboihovı́, que te comem en la cozina, just like
las stars de televisión, imposibles pero concretamente presentes, y con quien
muchas veces hacemos el amor, we make love to them con ojos cerrados, alone in
the bathtub del baño, or then, like this infierno, añaretã, añaretetãmeguá, mi
infierno, to possess all the stars y las estrellas, los astros y todos los planetas del
cosmo assoluto y también, above all, the moon at dawn, in those ojos verdes that
remind me of a faraway canción, ojos verdes will betray you, ojos azules are
jealous, but ojos castaños are loyal.
El infierno es concreto like a piedra in the sun; for the muchacho de
Guaratuba I derailed a railway, I cried noches y dı́as, I hid my dolor under the
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pillow of El Viejo, so that when he, El Viejo, went a bit into a coma—it was as if
there was nothing left. Because of him, my body was trembling en la cama, so
sinceramente enferma, tası̂, tası̂ tapiá, just a little more, un poquito más y tası̂, tası̂
tapiá, I will overcome la muerte, ancient señora of my wells of existing close to el
infierno, always turning, añaretã, turning in my head like a sin, sim, como un
pecado oscuro e súcio de su propria inocência.
My fear of living is not of soledad alone. Hay mis manos and everything I
can do with these hands, sus infinitas capacidades, their fervor to kill or die, su
encendido furor close to death and its waters, itacupupú, chiã chiã, tinı́, chinı́,
a la muerte y sus aguas de pura agonı́a, umbrellas, paraguas, mar de perdas y
rumores, chororó, chororó, pará, sea of drowned desires sin limite ni frontera, the
whitewashed lime of the land, the downtrodden blood of days, ı̂guasu, ı̂paguasu,
ay the trampled blood, tuguı̂vaı̂, where already las moscas, mberú, mberú,
mberuñaró, the flies and the noturnal beetles of summer, lay their eggs of whitest
white. Like the dawn in the sea? Pará, paraná, panamá. Paraı̂pı̂eté.
It was from the ventana that I spotted him and pulled off his flower print
bermuda shorts, he who was coming down the rua en frente, firm thighs, his knees
like those of a caballo al sol, his seventeen years of age that toy with me, en este
mundo de aflición, my nails bitten down from disuse and inseguridad. It is not
like I sit at the janela all day like those neighbor ladies with high blood pressure, las
vecinas already getting old, looking at him, al tiempo que passa en esta rua de
sombreros y flamboyants burned by the summer sun. Yo, even locked away in this
room, I still saw him, that he was coming down the street, without seeing me,
catching me red-handed as I devoured him, señora de los dolores, a smudged
mess of rouge y batón.
¡Qué terror puede ser la beleza! Añaretã, añaretãmeguá. De que monstruosidades y sinistro fascı́nio is this terrible beauty, a boy of hard horse thighs, at
ten o’clock on a jueves en diciembre, on the other side de la rua, mi corazón
beating beating, pi’abereté, ô pi’á, coração and the lower belly, tı̂egui, tı̂egui, on the
other side of the calle provoking a convulsión, tuguivaı́, right where the neighbor
ladies—most often at sunset—usually don’t see anything but themselves and
their own pena, suffering and grief, siempre right before the telenovela, at the edge
of the ventana when the bañistas, with their esposas gordas y sus hijos inquietos,
covered in sand and sea and ice creams dipped in caramel, they go on, van distraı́dos, por el camino. Tecové, tecové—mis ojos van y ven: they go, they come,
they see.
I only know that, once again, he was a perfect animal, with straight black
hair, oh Dios, if I can see and tell it all and nothing shakes my certainty, he had dos
ojos verdes, mboihovi, eyes so green that at the slightest instant, in a single flash,
they seemed to be the very abyss in the sea, paraı̂peté, verdant vertices, tan verdes,
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so hovı̂ they were of an unnecessary wildness. I moved closer to the ventana and
drawing the curtains with a studied indiferença, I was able to see him better, mejor
y total, total en su nudez porãité, porãitereı́, de bronze, and above all I saw that he
saw me. Dolor y sombra y gusto, what was fading at the bottom of those ı́rises
gave me a vertigo that had already shut me down. ¿Qué hacer? I have no need
for eyeglasses, which are for reading letters or guessing fortunes, but this porãitereı́, I invent him. Sim, lo invento, and with him, thigh and flesh, I can only
feel the rough freshness of his laughing face, everything smiled back at me,
astonished—atomic? I give back, solo no sê cómo, todo, I must have returned a
sign in my startled face. Ah, taı̂hu, ah mboraı̂hu. Porenó in his arms, porenó,
porenó, mongetá.
El Viejo was so concrete, tan bueno, I don’t know if I killed him con mis
manos or if it was la vida itself que lo mató, a sudden blow to his corazón frágil,
corazón de melón, melón, melón, ah pequeñito Viejo, so slow, pi’á, pi’á, yo no soy
cunambatará, perdón Viejito, forgive our insensatez humana. I only did, as I
already said en segredo, y de público también, I only did it out of rage, el silêncio, I
repeat, will go so far as to say—con mucho amor represado, solo fiz de alguna ira,
I only tried to get him out of bed, póstumo em Guaratuba, as if here, morangú,
there were no sea, these playas punctuated with parasoles stuck into the arena as if
in toros in the ring, y carnes ready like choice cuts on the hooks of the butcher
shop, tuguı̂vaı́, tuguı̂vaı́. Al Viejo no le gustaba el sol, no, he didn’t like the sun,
and he was right, tenia razón, his skin, at the slightest neglect, would get blisters
and he would spend três noches incendiado, agônicas dolores que los analgésicos
could not relieve. Tası̂, tası̂, tan malo. Ah, mi vida, tecové, tinı̂. The decay of
matter is an astonishing thing. Que Dios me lleve, that He may take me before the
last pegs of my construción precária begin to fall down to the ground. No, no
quiero, I don’t want to see myself turn to dust and porous bones, osossosporosos.
Añaretã. Mi edad de hoy, I hide my age con verguenza y miedo, It is too
much and puts all the cosas vanas and dying things, claro que de nuevo hablo,
añaretã, I speak of hell again, señor, senhores, señoras, lectores, readers, rosas,
rosales, claro está, qué retorno, to come back to speak of el infierno. Y sei que
mañana I will be but a recuerdo, a passage, perhaps only in the memória erótica
del niño, this boy of down and esplendor, the one who is watching me now con la
curiosidad de los muchachos en flor, flowering of buttocks and nipple, porãitereı́,
porã porã, and the juice of his shoulder blades and the blade of his sword,
porenó, porenó, taı̂hu chororó, the juice of his saliva ardiente, the taste of chicletes or mentol dropes, and the taste of him, más que todo, more than anything
the taste of salt in his starry eyes, hovı̂-hovı̂, mboihovı̂, watching me with the
glow that sex awakens in these animals, dormant volcano about to explode, que
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se va a explodir, cuñambatará, en mi ofertada rosa de obsessión, the rose of the
rose, entre mis piernas, the in-between, oh Dios, I feel it, I let it happen.
Sı́, el infierno, anaretã, anaretãmeguá, it exists and I know, forcing a
certain honestidad, that el infierno is preparing itself for me, is meant for me,
above all the desire for more love, siempre y sempre más e mais amor, this
inquieta insaciabilidad that completes me, naked y llorando in the widow’s
marriage bed, so long, crying out the certainty, sin duda, that we will all die one
day, un dı́a, um dia a gente va a morir: tecové, tecové, tecovepavaerã.
Entonces, who can I turn to, the bad boy or the gunpowder, is there
anyone who can go down to the cave, over the sands, tapevaı̂, of the seaside town
of Guaratuba? And all the while, the wind, el viento, chororó, chororó, mutes all
clear answers, chororó, chororó. Pero en los árboles, in the trees it does not die
down, mi vivo bruto cuerpo de Marafona, captive and needy. Which way to die,
sepulchre or song? Morangú, morangú: but before it is time to die, it will be
morning, y manaña cantarê, behind my cristal ball, the sound of the oro de mis
braceletes, I will tell to myself, to the first one I see in town, a fable, morangú
morangú, una fábula de amor I will tell: may it be sublime.
Elucidarium: Glossário Guarani
Añaretã: hell.
Añaretãmeguá: hellish; something infernal.
Andirá: bat.
Andiráimevá: a flock of bats; many of them.
Cateretê: religious dance performed by the first Guaranis.
Chiã: sound of boiling water.
Chinı̂: also expresses the sound of boiling water.
Chororó: murmur, whisper; the sound of placidly flowing water.
Cuñá: woman.
Cuñambatará: prostitute; woman with a disordered life.
Cururú: religious dance of the first Guaranis; same as catereté.
Hovı̂: Green; also (curiously) refers to blue, or bluish green, or vice versa.
Îguasu: sea.
Îpaguasú: synonym of previous entry; sea.
Îtacupupú: boiling water.
Karai: prophets who announced, among the Guarani, the need to go in search of the Land without
Evil; flame; solar fire; heat; renaissance or rebirth; opposite (or completion) of Tupã.
Mberú: fly.
Mboi: cobra.
Mboihovı̂: green cobra; to turn green; to turn blue (-greenish).
Mboichumbé: coral-colored cobra; to turn the color of coral.
Mongetá: amor; make love.
Morangú: legend; fable; story.
Ñe’ê: word; vocabulary; language; voice; communication, to communicate; to speak; converse.
Ñemomirı̂: humuliation, to humiliate oneself.
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Ñemomirı̂há: humility.
Panamá: butterfly.
Pará: sea (in archaic Guarani); pattern in various colors; polychromatic.
Paraı̂peté: the abyss of the sea.
Paraná: river connected to the sea; river the size of the sea; river that reminds one of the sea.
Pi’á: heart.
Pi’abereté: strong heart.
Porä: beautiful; pretty; lovely (both adj. and adv.).
Porãtereı́: most beautiful.
Porenó: to copulate; to ejaculate; to make love.
Taihu: love.
Tapiá: always.
Tavá: village.
Tavaiguá: hometown.
Tası̂: to hurt; suffer pain; sickly; illness; pain; illness.
Tecové: life; person; persona.
Tecovembiki: short life.
Tecovepá: to end one’s life; to deliver oneself, or be delivered.
Tecovepavaerá: mortal.
Tı̂egui: lower abdomen.
Tinı́: sound of boiling water.
Tucu: grasshopper.
Tuguı̂vaı̂: bad blood; blood disease.
Tupã: Supreme Being; opposite (and completion) of Karai for being the absolute god of the waters
of the world, and of the world itself.
Tupaitá: stone of God.

Christopher Larkosh teaches Portuguese at the University of Massachusetts Dartmouth; his
comparative work also engages other global cultures (Argentina, Québec, Italy, Turkey, India).
His earliest research connecting transgender and translation studies dates from 2004 and
continues in Re-Engendering Translation (2011) and KulturConfusão (2015). He is director of
Tagus Press (UPNE).
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In Memoriam to Identity
Transgender as Strategy in Qiu Miaojin’s
Last Words from Montmartre

A R I L A R I S SA H E I N R I C H a n d E L O I S E D O W D

Abstract When Taiwanese author Qiu Miaojin ended her life in 1995, she left behind her final work,
the experimental novel Last Words from Montmartre. This article outlines some of the challenges in
translating Qiu Miaojin’s novel from Chinese to English. Structured as a series of letters to mirror the
novel’s own epistolary form, the article discusses how, supported by the novel’s constructed chaos,
Qiu’s narrator occupies several distinct genders over the course of the novel. The authors argue that
what might be construed in certain Western literary traditions as the novel’s excessive emotionality is
in fact a radical act of expression and even resistance to prevailing calls for queer “reticence” in the
time and place of its production.
Keywords Chinese, translation, experimental fiction, lesbian, Taiwan

Dear Reader,
You recently asked me about the translation process of Qiu Miaojin’s experimental novel, Last Words from Montmartre. I struggled to start my translation, but
after talking with scholars of Qiu Miaojin’s work, and people who knew her, I
decided not to try to embellish the English. For the first draft I aimed to stick as
closely as possible to the original awkwardness of the Chinese—that is, to stick as
closely as I could to a slippery, experimental quasimemoir that disregards
punctuation, inverts linear narrative, and generally refuses gender, all in a language famous for its plastic, modular grammar. Presented as a series of personal
letters, Qiu’s genre-bending novel from 1996 features sentences that run together
or stop abruptly. Chapters may be read in any order, and there’s no beginning,
middle, or end. And while the book’s main voices seem to belong to the same
person (a moody, alienated narrator the details of whose life bear a conspicuous
resemblance to the author’s), the name and gender of that narrator seem to shift
over the course of the book, so that at any given point readers can’t be sure which
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gendered iteration of self the first-person pronoun (or 我) is referring back to. In
short, I struggled to translate a book that even original-language speakers of
Chinese find confusing. What to do? I couldn’t go to Qiu herself for clarification;
she was dead. Last Words from Montmartre, a book that chronicles the selfannihilating intentions of its elusive narrator, was the final text Qiu produced
before ending her life, in Paris in 1995.
It’s an epistolary novel. The book’s narrator (like the author, a brokenhearted twenty-something Taiwanese graduate student in Paris) writes letters to
Xu, the girlfriend who has abandoned her and returned to Taipei, as well as to a
sometime lover in Japan. But this is just a conceit; the narrator explains she will
never send the letters. Instead, as Eileen Myles has pointed out, she addresses them
to “the eternal, thus revealing herself” (2014: 40).
The letters document relationships with women and men. They document
ecstasy and heartbreak. And they introduce us to several different gendered
iterations of the same narrator. The first and most commonly understood of these
is Qiu’s more obvious avatar, a sensitive Taiwanese graduate student taking classes
with the famous French feminist Hélène Cixous. This narrator attends meetings at
the women’s center, has affairs with women, and rejects sexual advances by male
classmates on the grounds that she is only attracted to women. Assumptions that
the narrator’s default gender identity is as a woman are further reinforced not only
in self-referential comments about Qiu’s earlier real-life publications but also in
the depiction of what we might understand in mid-1990s French feminist theory
to be experiments in “writing the body”: experiments in embodied form. Later in
the book, for example, we read a description of a sexual encounter with a French
activist called Laurence that culminates in the detailed description of the narrator’s vaginal orgasm:
She knew the right time to push her cunt against mine, making me come in a
heartbeat. . . . When her own body reached a certain degree of arousal she’d bore
into me like a small snake and slide swiftly into the mouth of my groin. . . . She
knew what rhythm to follow and when to enter my cunt, to brush against all those
obscure curves, the creased cliffs, the canals, climbing the steep slope of arousal
and suddenly planting a crimson flag there. The Virgin Mother of burgeoning
flowers reproducing asexually and gushing forth in clusters from the slender
internal palace. (Qiu 2014: 114)

Of course, clues like these are not conclusive evidence that the narrator is a
woman; the presence or absence of a vagina does not determine whether the
narrator is a woman. And, in fact, the text suggests the narrator’s ambivalence
toward a fixed idea of the feminine, as when the narrator describes a kind of
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waking dream of “becoming” a woman, “according to some basic biological
definition of ‘woman,’ anyway” (Qiu 2014: 79). But at the time Qiu composed
Montmartre, Qiu’s celebrity status as a lesbian author meant that readers would
have opened the book with the assumption that the main character of a semiautobiographical work was a woman. And for the most part, they still do.
Yet at some point, many readers also begin to suspect that things are not as
they seem around gender. For instance, the narrator has a beloved pet rabbit,
called “Bunny,” whose death in the opening letter sets the book off to a dark start.
As I have discussed elsewhere, the narrator refers to himself as the rabbit’s
“Daddy,” refuses to gender the rabbit itself until the end of the novel (it’s male),
and refers to analogies with masculine or male associations in various selfreferential comments and descriptions (Heinrich 2012: 168–70).1 Unlike languages
in which the sex or gender of the speaker determines grammar and vocabulary, in
Chinese, as in English, it is hypothetically possible to compose an entire book in
the first person without specifying the narrator’s gender (as Jeanette Winterson
did in her virtuosic fictional narrative Written on the Body [1994]). In Last Words
from Montmartre, Qiu too avoids explicit references to the narrator’s gender, but
instead of using the first-person mode to produce a single character of ambiguous
gender (like Winterson’s), Qiu creates an ontologically continuous first-person
entity whose gender identity nonetheless seems to shift over the course of the
book.2
In a binary-gendered language like English, to perform such gymnastic
feats with gendered pronouns is, I would argue, a kind of radical speech act (and
possibly even a kind of fundamentally “transgender” literary strategy). But Chinese is not binaristic in the same way; in spoken Chinese, the third-person pronouns 她 or 他 are pronounced identically —as “tā”—with the result that, unlike
in English, it is possible to have an entire conversation about a third party
without ever knowing their sex or gender. In the written language, however, one
must still choose between the masculine third-person pronoun (他) and the
feminine third-person pronoun (她); we might go so far as to say that the act
of transcription automatically “genders” the otherwise-ambiguous character of
third-person pronouns in spoken Chinese, a distinctly modern phenomenon.3 In
Last Words from Montmartre, Qiu resists the gender tyranny of transcription by
avoiding third-person references to the narrator altogether. Instead, she forces
readers to rely on inadequate social cues and increasingly unstable conventional
categories to figure out what gender the narrator currently occupies.
Finally, deep into the novel, we at last encounter yet another iteration of
the narrator’s gendered self: Zoë, a “second-person” character who openly embraces
the trappings of gender ambiguity, while still somehow communicating to readers
that this is the same character who has been narrating passages all along. Zoë
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admits to wanting to optimize their chances with a woman. Describing a desire to
surprise a love interest with a newly incarnated self, Zoë says:
She couldn’t know that I was biding my time, waiting for the coming two months,
preparing for her, preparing to reincarnate into my new identity as Zoë. In July I
want to present her with a Zoë who smokes cigarettes, who has long hair, who
rides a bicycle, who is immersed in learning the violin, who has returned to the
novel and who is writing poetry regularly, who stays locked in the office to finish
the thesis, whose French is catching up with hers, whose social life is busy, who has
a light, easygoing personality, a Zoë who is handsome and beautiful. (Qiu 2014: 35)

Zoë here seems to represent an apotheosis of self, a narratorial ideal. In a text of
almost unbearable weight, Zoë’s appearance marks perhaps the only moments of
lightness and release in the novel, creating a rarified space where gender is
associated with autonomy and completeness, rather than with loss, sadness, or
suppression.
Yours,
The Translator

Dear Translator,
This Zoë character. I did not encounter Zoë when I was “deep into the novel.”
(Can you really get deeper into a novel with no beginning, middle, or end?) Qiu’s
statements on the first page that “readers can begin anywhere” and that “the only
connection between the chapters is the time frame in which they were written”
inspired me to read out of order, and so I found Zoë turning up quickly and then
suddenly disappearing. Then when I read through a second time, this time in the
received order, I saw that by the “end” of the novel, Zoë is gone again (though one
could argue this is still no order at all, as even turning pages sequentially, we find
letter 6 following letter 4, two versions of letter 17 presented at different intervals,
and so on). The stylistic conventions of the novel offer no permanence to the Zoë
state. There is no conventional transition from one fixed state to another, no final,
“correct” body. Any way you read it, there is a flux of gender in the narrator. We
could read this as a gender-fluid identity, or alternatively, we could read Zoë as an
ideal, a basically unrealizable state.
It feels like there is this constant self-annihilation going on, not only in
terms of gender but also in terms of a willful destruction of contentment.
Moments of ecstasy break up the narrator’s misery, but there’s almost nothing in
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between. It’s as if the narrator can’t live in the quiet and refuses to pretend that she
can, something resonant with what we know of Qiu’s own life and death. So
neither can the narrator accept a more conventional novelistic structure —that
would be too neat, too easy, too clean.
—Your Reader

Dear Reader,
Qiu’s refusal of a mono-gendered narrator has emotional (and textual) consequences. For one thing, it makes translation even harder, not only because in
English the embedded ambiguities of she and he mean that suddenly the translator
has the unwelcome responsibility of deciding who is male and who is female in the
translated text but also because —despite its innovations in gender and voice—
Last Words from Montmartre is not, in the end, particularly concerned with
gender. Rather, gender in the novel is one of several means to an end, including
(but not limited to) the act of writing itself, the possibility of generating connections with other artists and authors across space and time, and, relatedly, the
act of leaving a true and original record of one’s spiritual life to create moments of
resonance in future readers. Gender in Last Words from Montmartre, I would
argue, is not about the body and societal limitations, but about freedom and
creativity; the novel’s resistance to the enforcement of gender binaries contributes
to, but does not cause, happiness, which is instead the province of art.
Even more important than gender in Qiu’s project, then, is the challenge of
conveying raw emotion. The letters of Last Words from Montmartre are not meant
to be pretty. Rather, they are meant to be emotionally accurate. But as such, a
number of passages in Last Words from Montmartre risk coming across unsympathetically; to have a young person write dramatically about art, and self, and
love, and betrayal, is something perhaps overfamiliar to Western audiences since
Goethe’s Sorrows of Young Werther. (Similarly, consider that, besides long,
repetitive laments about her lost love, Qiu reproduces the entirety of the lyrics to
Elvis Presley’s “Can’t Help Falling in Love” in English, in the body of the text, as if
the text itself is bursting into song—but wholly without irony. How do I frame
this, and the passage in which it appears, in such a way that readers in English can
approach it with fresh eyes?)
Yet, I would argue that besides the refusal of binaristic gender formations,
what makes Qiu’s work original is precisely the text’s unapologetic emotional
excess. The articulation of emotion, which is often ugly and uncomfortable and
dismissed as mental illness, can be difficult to accept as art; as Chris Kraus wrote in
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I Love Dick, “emotion’s just so terrifying [that] the world refuses to believe that it
can be pursued as discipline, as form” (Kraus 2006: 196). Instead of editing and
crafting emotion, Qiu’s narrator is unapologetically and painfully open, especially
about love and anguish. In the context of Taiwanese society at the time (and
indeed in many contexts, both past and present, all over the world), this openness
about difficult emotions could be seen as a radical act. In their essay “Reticent
Poetics, Queer Politics,” Liu Jen-peng and Ding Naifei (2005) argue that what may
be understood as a kind of cultural reticence around acknowledging queerness in
Chinese cultures has been misinterpreted as a kind of tolerance, that is, that the
relative lack of open, violent, or “corrective” aggression toward homosexuality in
Chinese contexts is sometimes misinterpreted as a lack of homophobia, when in
reality it generates an intense pressure to suppress sexuality and internalize selfhatred, with catastrophic consequences for queers.4 In a time when it was bold to
be a woman writer, bold to be a lesbian, and bold to fail to be reticent, Qiu insisted
on describing emotions in excruciating detail; she insisted on transcribing the
ecstatic, the ugly, the disturbing, the adolescent, the raw. There is such audacity in
her willingness to expose everything, including her ambition, particularly when
the world of her time would have preferred her to be reticent about gender and
sex and everything else.
For the first draft of the translation, I tried to preserve this emotional
audacity as much as possible. Qiu repeats awkward turns of phrase about the
meaning of love or the qualities that make us human, constructing long, looping
“house that Jack built” clauses and then repeating parts of them again and again.
Where we might diversify the vocabulary, both in English and in Chinese, she
repeats the same words again and again. So I translated them again and again. For
example, she uses the same word for “trauma” or “wound” throughout the text,
repeatedly as verb and noun and adjective, even though it would make more sense
to diversify into words like painful, hurting, injured, wrongful, harming, grievance,
damaged, or ache. But since Qiu’s narrator repeats the words trauma and wound
again and again, I felt that I had to repeat these words in the English version too.
I’m not going to try to improve on what I may not understand. How many
ways can we repeat pain? As a translator, is it appropriate for me to translate her
awkwardness, knowing that the reader may find it hard? So when Zoë materializes amidst this pain, happily embracing the ideal of the future, it is a relief, or
at least an emotional escape, a place of pleasure —a genderless space and an act
of liberation.
—Your Translator
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Translator,
Isn’t that her point though? Isn’t the language deliberately repetitive and excruciating and obsessive and boring because heartbreak is repetitive and excruciating
and obsessive and boring? It’s self-indulgence as a literary device. As for repeating
a word similar to trauma . . . well, what’s more repetitive than trauma? I’m
thinking posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD), flashbacks, the reliving of an event
again and again and again. As a student of clinical psychology, Qiu was sure to
have been exposed to such concepts. Is the Qiu of the book suffering some kind of
love-related PTSD? Who hasn’t felt that looping effect, the shell shock of heartbreak? By the way, the sound track to this letter is P. J. Harvey.
This intensity can be as comforting as it is infuriating. I mean, she was
driving me crazy at points. And then I would read another page and think, oh
yeah, I remember that feeling. (I remember another writer telling me of Qiu, “At
certain points I just wanted to slap her, then hug her, and tell her it will be ok.”)
Michelle Tea once speculated that if America were to “fling up a chain of roadside
motels to be used as a needed neon refuge for girls too smart for their own good,
the writings of Chris Kraus would be the bitterly comforting Gideon Bibles tucked
into the bedside.”5 Maybe Qiu is the custodian of a home for those that want too
much—a patron saint of perpetual desire.
—Reader

Dear Reader,
The experimental nature of Qiu’s work can be difficult to digest, but it is also what
gives it such vitality. Even today, online, readers respond to Qiu as if she’s alive.
They see this epistolary experimental novel and respond with letters of their own.
They plead with her, express empathy, and confide in her. They turn to her for
company when they’re down and can’t deal with anyone else (or they throw her
book across the room in frustration). Even well-known Taiwanese authors write
novels “in conversation” with Qiu. It’s like she never died, or like she’s living all
over again in death: a second life online. Is it her fearlessness in emotion and
ambition that people respond to? Her lust was always extreme, whether for lovers,
or greatness, or even her own death.
Maybe that’s why, in the end, translating the novel felt so conversational, a
dialogue with a living, speaking text. It was like living with Qiu for five years,
although in some ways we had been together much longer. I often thought about
how we’d traveled together unintentionally, the same age in the same places at the
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same times, from Paris to Taipei and from LGBT to queer and from gender to
fuck-gender. I wondered where we overlapped. I wonder what Qiu would make of
2015. Qiu was, or is, like a brother to me. I find that easier to say in Chinese than in
English. I know other readers feel as I do. There’s a word for “trans*” in Chinese
now (or perhaps I should say, there’s a word, 跨, that acts as a placeholder for an
idea that has neither source nor target language and is literally subject to change,
or a changing subject, both in gender and in translation), but there wasn’t then. If
the book were written today, would everything be different?
—Translator

Ari Larissa Heinrich teaches in the Literature Department at the University of California,
San Diego. Beside translating Qiu Miaojin’s Last Words from Montmartre, he has written about
intersex and “transgender consciousness” in the oeuvre of Malay filmmaker Yasmin Ahmad,
anarchist alternatives to marriage in Chinese literary modernism, queer sinophone cultures,
and the medically commodified body.
Eloise Dowd is currently completing an MA in writing at Swinburne University, Australia. She
lives in San Diego.

Notes
1.
2.

3.
4.

5.

For a more detailed discussion of the relationship between transgender and genre in Last
Words from Montmartre, see Heinrich 2012.
I wouldn’t compare the book to Jeffrey Eugenides’s Middlesex (2002) for a number of
reasons, one of which is that the work is more unambiguously fictional; but also because
Middlesex is about gender in a way that both Written on the Body and Last Words are not;
where these two books leave out gender and gender-pronouns, Middlesex brings it/them
to the fore.
On the history of the third-person pronoun in Chinese, see Liu 1995.
On the concept of reticence in relation to queer poetics in Taiwan, see Liu and Ding 2005;
on debates about Qiu’s representation of gender binaries in Taiwan, see Ding and Liu
2007 and Liu 2015.
Blurb on back cover of Kraus 2006.
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“You Have Made Her a Man among Men”
Translating the Khuntha’s
Anatomy in Fatimid Jurisprudence

SA Q E R A . A L M A R R I

Abstract The study of gender, sex, and sexuality in Islam has been growing. However, close textual
study of the jurisprudential frameworks that conceptualized the body and sex is lacking. This study
examines a section of a medieval-era legal manual written by Al-Qadi Al-Nu‘man, a major jurist of the
Fatimid Caliphate, through the perspective of translation theory. The section documents Fatimid
jurisprudence in relation to the khuntha, a category of persons with ambiguous genitalia, through the
depiction of a series of cases. In these cases, the jurist and judge must examine the body of the
khuntha through a set of complex procedures in order to ascertain a “true” sex that is to be declared.
The act of examination of a body unfamiliar to the public and declaration of the unfamiliar body’s
underlying “true” sex is akin to the process of translation in which a translator must examine a text
unfamiliar to the public and translate the text into a familiar language. The study concludes that the
judges and jurists produced such complex procedures, owing to their investment in the discourse of
“true” sex.
Keywords Islam, intersex, translation, khuntha

M

edieval Islamic jurisprudence, as well as contemporary Islamic jurisprudence, draws a deep social boundary between males and females, which has
correspondingly intensive consequences within institutions such as marriage,
slavery, and inheritance. Given these jurisprudential and societal rules, men and
women are said to live in “separate, but intersecting, spheres” (Sanders 1991: 74).
The study of gender, sex, and sexuality in Islamic societies has been growing in
caliber and intensity, with valuable new contributions in the fields of the history
of Islamic theology and jurisprudence (see, e.g., Barlas 2002; Ali 2010; Hafez 2011).
However, this general observation of scholarly advancement cannot be extended
to the study of hermaphroditism and intersexuality in past and contemporary
Islamic societies and communities. Even with the rise of the study of homosexuality and transgenderism (see, e.g., Kugle 2014; Altınay 2014; Musić 2003; Rowson
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1991), the topic of intersexuality and hermaphroditism within Islamic studies
remains largely unapproached by scholars. The topic’s complexity and peripherality, as well as the phenomenon’s assumed rarity, may be to blame for such a
lacuna within the field.
Islamic jurisprudence has largely developed directly out of interpretations of the scriptural sources, namely, the Qur’an and the Prophetic Traditions
(ahadith). Muslim jurists (‘ulama) are those specialized in the knowledge associated with the religion, and jurisprudence was the primary element in that
knowledge. B. F. Musallam (1983: 13) points out that the jurists were the “custodians of the community’s traditions” and “the authors of most of the written
records of Muslim societies.” Thus, jurisprudence as a practice developed not in a
vacuum but, rather, within social and cultural contexts that shaped these jurisprudential discourses from the first century of the Islamic era (c. seventh century
CE) to the present. These differing social, cultural, and economic contexts are the
primary cause of the variations exhibited by the various schools of jurisprudence.
Many schools of Islamic jurisprudence flourished throughout the centuries, and among them is the school established in the Fatimid Caliphate (909–1094
CE, 297–487 AH), which reigned over much of the southern and eastern coasts of
the Mediterranean Sea. This school is often described as the Fatimid or Isma‘ili
school of jurisprudence, owing to the Fatimid jurist Al-Qadi Al-Nu‘man.
Al-Nu‘man served the first four Fatimid caliphs and died in Cairo in 974 CE/363
AH (Daftary 1990: 92). During his service, Al-Nu‘man composed works in jurisprudence and theological hermeneutics that form the foundation of this particular school (Poonawala 1996: 119). Among his works is a magnum opus,
Da‘a’imu-l-Islam (The Pillars of Islam), which was commissioned by the fourth
Fatimid caliph al-Mu‘izz around 960/349 (126). This comprehensive legal manual
is available in two volumes: the first volume comprises an exposition of the
theological matters of faith according to the Isma‘ili branch of Shi‘i Islam, and the
second volume comprises legal guidance on practical civil matters such as sales,
marriages, testimonies, inheritance, and so on, through the use of case narratives.
This book was described by Wadad al-Qadi as representing “not only the divine
constitution of the Fatimid State but also the civil constitution of the Fatimid
State” (Al-Qadi 1978: 104), and it is described by Farhad Daftary as the corpus juris
of the Fatimid caliphate (Daftary 1990: 250). It continues to be used as the primary
book of jurisprudence within Isma‘ili sects that trace their genealogies to the
Fatimids, such as the Tayyibi Isma‘ili communities of Yemen and India (250). A
critical edition produced by A. A. A. Fyzee was published by the Cairo-based Dar
Al-Ma‘arif in 1961 and 1963. This edition is the source of the text translated below.
It is through jurists like Al-Nu‘man that scholars of religion in the academy (and the religious seminary) have access to narratives of the lives of people
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who existed within historical Muslim communities. It is rare to come across any
evidence of the historicity or the specificity of the lives of people discussed in the
narratives that the jurists have documented. It is important to note that discussions about the origins of these narratives and their historicity, as Musallam
has written, divert attention from their true value; they are authentic in that
“someone at that time reported, remembered, or fabricated them” (1983: 15).
Thus, the documents translated and discussed below do not confirm to us the
extent to which these juridical opinions and decisions were applied in the lives of
people. Rather, the documents themselves demonstrate underlying ideologies
about the role of the judge and about the meanings of the body and its sex to
these jurists.
Al-Nu‘man’s book Da‘a’imu-l-Islam includes a chapter dedicated to a
series of inheritance cases (“Kitab al-Fara’id” [“The Book of Inheritance”]) involving persons described as “khuntha,” or a person who bears ambiguous genitalia.
Some of these cases are indeed directly associated with inheritance as such, while
others are indirectly associated by way of parentage, marriage, and social life.
These cases may have been placed within the inheritance chapter because rules
governing inheritance among most Islamic sects are sex based, as will be shown in
the excerpts translated and discussed below. Brothers, for instance, inherit twice
as much as their sisters, though this is contingent upon the jurists’ interpretations
of the Qur’anic verse 4:11. Such an inheritance principle has profound consequences for individuals, and since this principle is based on an individual’s designated anatomical sex, practices of sex determination and verification are a
crucial aspect of this process. In the case of the khuntha, sex is not determined
with the ease associated with persons of “normal” genitalia; the presence of a penis
and a vulva complicates the situation, as the following sections will show.
Khuntha is the classical Arabic word for the persons often referred to
(and often translated to) as hermaphrodite, or intersex persons. It is difficult to
ascertain when the earliest use of the term began, as most pre-Islamic texts of
classical Arabic are preserved in documents and texts produced in the first few
centuries of the Islamic era. In the analyses to follow, I have opted to only use the
transliterated Arabic term to avoid any semantic conflation with other cultural
notions of the hermaphrodite, such as those associated with Greek mythologies or
with intersex and its contexts within social and medical modernity and contemporary intersex rights movements. I am also wary of using the term intersex as
a translation for khuntha, as doing so underwrites popular notions of intersex as
entailing ambiguous genitalia, when, for instance, the clinical term intersex may
also “refer . . . to attributes that are not apparent on the body’s surface” (Morland
2014: 111). In contrast, for the jurists described in the cases discussed and translated
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below, khuntha indeed refers to attributes strictly apparent on the body’s surface
upon close inspection.
The cases examined below clarify the usage of the term khuntha through
descriptions of the individuals involved in the cases. Most often, the khuntha is
depicted as a person whose genitalia are ambiguous enough such that when
subjected to the jurist’s gaze, the genitalia seem to have both a penis and a vulva.
This situation of ambiguity causes the jurist to seek clarity by way of further
examination. This series of cases will be discussed and analyzed in light of what
Thomas Laqueur considered to be the classical habit of thought about anatomy.
Laqueur demonstrated how dominant notions of anatomy, by way of the Galenic
model, considered males and females to be of the same sex (Laqueur 1990: 170).
This model contradicts an earlier model attributed to Aristotle, as well as later
developments that led up to modern and contemporary notions of anatomy. This
intermediary medieval model is attributed to Galen of Pergamum, who believed
that women were no different than men except for the placement of their genital
structures. This difference was caused by a difference of heat. Women’s bodies
were of lesser heat than men’s bodies, which caused these genital structures to be
retained inside, as opposed to the genital structures of men, which were pushed
out of the body. Galen went to great lengths to describe the different genital
structures of women as inverted to the genital structures of men, so that the
vagina could be conceived as an interior penis and the ovaries as internal testicles
(4, 31, 170).
Paula Sanders, in an important survey of the various practices jurists
required of the khuntha, writes that the Galenic model was consistent with the
classical Islamic notions of anatomy (1991: 76). It is important to note that the
Galenic notion of a single sex differentiated by matters of body heat does not go
against the dimorphic gender paradigm that Altınay (2014: 115) suggests is used by
the Qur’an to organize social conduct. The jurisprudential problems surrounding
the khuntha derive from the ways in which Islamic jurisprudence creates a highly
impermeable social boundary between males and females, and this boundary
cannot be “crossed legitimately by an act of will” (Sanders 1991: 76). Thus, the
jurists police this boundary by creating a set of highly rigid rules to govern the
khuntha, who by virtue of ambiguity exist on the fine edge of this boundary. The
solution given by the jurists, as is the case of Al-Nu‘man and the judges he cites, is
to ultimately determine the khuntha’s “true” sex, based on the notion that every
person has a “true” sex that must be determined and assigned.
Al-Nu‘man’s approach, following that of the judges, is to make a declaration about the khuntha’s sex. This declaration requires the jurist to “translate”
the khuntha into a category that is familiar to them and the public, one for which
they can provide judgments. This conception of translation builds upon Vicente
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Rafael’s conception of translation in The Promise of the Foreign (2005), in which
translation is the “double process of appropriating and replacing what is foreign while keeping its foreignness in view” (xvii). Although Rafael develops this
conception of translation through an examination of the history of Filipino
nationalism and its relation to the foreignness of Spanish colonization, this
conception remains useful for the analysis of the case of the jurist and the
khuntha. The conception of translation can be restated for this context as such:
the process of replacing the unfamiliar (body) with the familiar while keeping its
unfamiliarity in full view. In terms of the bodies, familiarity is attributed to genital
structures that fit one form or the other, while a genital structure that confounds
categorization is rejected as unfamiliar. Therefore, the jurist plays the role of
translator by examining the unfamiliar genitalia and translating them for the
society into something that is familiar while still maintaining that this body had to
be examined for such a decision to be made. Consequently, the jurisprudent
undertakes an act of determining the “true” sex of a khuntha, that is, to make their
sex familiar to the normalized notion of sex, while still maintaining the khuntha’s
nonfamiliarity as an abnormal body. The determination of the “true” sex of a
person consists, then, of examining the genitalia under question. The procedures
described in the text do not involve surgical examination of the body, but, rather,
a jurist’s gaze. The cases provided and translated below narrate a step-by-step
procedure for determining the sex of the person.
The first procedure is to examine whether a person has a penis or a vulva. If
the person has genital structures associated with both males and females, then a
further examination is required to test which orifice urine is excreted from. If the
urine is ejected through an orifice in the penis, then the person is deemed a male,
whereas the person is deemed a female when urine is ejected through an orifice in
the vulva. The situation becomes further complicated if the urine is excreted from
two orifices, a penile orifice and a vulvar orifice. If the urine is excreted from both
orifices, the penile and the vulvar orifices, then the sex is determined according to
the location of the first trickle of urine. This contrasts with the protocol of another
Shi‘i jurist, Abu Ja‘far Al-Tusi, who establishes the last trickle as the criterion for
the decision on the body’s sex (Sanders 1991: 78).
The situation allows for further complications, should the urine excretion
begin at the same moment. This eventuality renders the examination of the genital
structures fruitless, thus forcing the jurist to determine the sex through an
examination of the ribs. This protocol is based on the Islamic tradition that views
the creation of humanity as a two-step process: first, the creation of the first nafs
(person/soul), then the creation of a partner. Although the Qur’an does not
specifically mark Adam as the first person (Qur’an 4:1), Qur’anic commentaries of
various theological traditions have interpreted the first nafs as being Adam and
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Hawwa’ (Eve) as created from the first nafs through Adam’s rib (e.g., AlZamakhshari’s al-Kashshaf, 1987: vol. 1, 461; Al-Mahalli and al-Suyuti’s Tafsir alJalalayn, 1995: 80; Ibn Kathir’s Tafsir al-Qur’an, 1998: vol. 2, 181; al-Majlisi Taqi’s
Bihar al-Anwar, vol. 11, 99). Therefore, according to this tradition, Adam and all
males are understood as having one rib fewer than Hawwa’ and all females.
One case in the series describes a situation in which a khuntha impregnates
a servant-slave. The khuntha undergoes a series of anatomical examinations, first
the urine orifice examination, then the counting of the ribs. The judge presiding
in the case is a notable character in early Islamic history. Judge Al-Qadi Shuraih
served during the Rashidun caliphate eras (c. 632–61 CE/11–41 AH). He likely
began to serve as a judge during Caliph Omar’s reign (c. 634–44 CE/13–24 AH)
and held office at least until the end of Caliph Ali’s reign, upon which the
Rashidun caliphate came to its conclusion (Al-Asbahani 1967: 134). The khuntha’s
anatomical circumstances confuse the judge, who then consults Caliph Ali, who
agrees to preside over the case and commands two women to count the khuntha’s
ribs. The rib count comes short of the traditional number of ribs that females are
supposed to have. This results in the caliph’s undoing the khuntha’s robes from a
wrapping style used by women, redressing the khuntha in a wrapping style used by
men, and commanding a barber to render services to the newly declared man.
This act serves as legal sanction, by the caliph’s authority, to transition and live as
a man in society. This case further shows the ways in which this border is heavily
policed, and how crossing it carries great social consequences. The khuntha in
question becomes immediately divorced from the husband they were married to
prior to the caliph-sanctioned transition. The husband objects to the ruling, thus
prompting a justificatory explanation from the caliph regarding why his wife has
been deemed a man: the number of ribs the khuntha had matched the number of
ribs that Adam had.
Through the sex-determination procedures described, it becomes clear
that the idea of “true” sex mattered to the jurists, and that it is only through the
jurists that a person is allowed to cross this highly impermeable boundary. These
jurists show deep investment in creating and maintaining such a boundary. The
economic consequences of crossing it are evidenced by the discussion of such cases
within sections on the jurisprudence of inheritance. The khuntha who lives their
social life as one sex may be allowed to transition into the other sex, if the other sex
is demonstrated to be the “true” sex following the complicated procedures of
examination and translation described above. The logic of a “true” sex may have
prevented the jurists from rethinking the jurisprudential importance of sex.
As some contemporary Muslims begin to reexamine the collective heritage
they have taken on from earlier generations of Muslims and jurists, questions
about how and why religious jurisprudence differentiates between people and
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classifies them will arise. Intersex, transgender, and critically aware cisgender
Muslims invested in the discussion of gender, sex, and sexuality will have to
approach the complex aspect of the Islamic discourse around gender, sex, and
sexuality with a focus on the methods and meanings that historical jurists used in
their jurisprudence and their effects upon people’s lived experiences.

Saqer A. Almarri is a PhD candidate in translation studies at Binghamton University. His
research interests are the translation of Islamic religious and legal literature, with a focus on
the study of religious and legal literature from the late antiquity and medieval eras of Islamic
societies.
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Appendix
The Pillars is a book that I browsed many years ago after reading Farhad Daftary’s historiographical
works on the Fatimid caliphate. I ﬁrst experienced the book as a primitive HTML‐based e‐book that
was a part of a website managed by Arabic‐speaking Isma‘ili Muslims. Years later, I gained access to
printed copies of the book and had the chance to reread the sections on the khuntha again after
noticing that Thomas Laqueur’s Making Sex examined the history of the body, sex, and gender based
on a number of Latin translations of Arabic books. Although my ﬁrst instinct was to go to Avicenna,
Averroes, and Rhazes to read their works in Arabic in search of how they wrote about the body and
sex, it ultimately made more sense to return to Al‐Nu‘man’s work because it had been my ﬁrst
experience in the Arabic discourse of sex and gender. This translation and study are the results of that
return.
The following text is a translation of the series of cases described above from the Arabic
original. The paragraphs are numbered as they appear in the 1961–63 critical edition of Al‐Qadi Al‐
Nu‘man’s The Pillars of Islam. The text is taken from “Section 7: On Who Is Allowed to Inherit, and
Who Has No Inheritance” from the chapter titled “The Book of Inheritance” (“Kitab al‐Fara’id”).
(1377) From him [Ja‘far ibn Muhammad], peace be upon him, that they have said, “The
inheritance for and from the khuntha depends on his urethral oriﬁce [mabal]. The case is the same
for the jurisprudential rules applying to him. If he urinates from the penis [dhakar], then he is a man,
to him what men have, and obliged of him what is obliged of men. If the urine exits from the vulva
[faraj], then she is a woman, to her what women have, and obliged of her what is obliged of women. If
he urinates from both oriﬁces, then the oriﬁce where the urine exits from ﬁrst is what takes precedence. However if the urine exits from both oriﬁces at the same moment, it was narrated to us about
such a case from Ali, peace be upon him, that a woman stood before Shuraih the Judge and said,
“Judge, I have a case.” To which the judge responded, “Who is challenged in this case?” “You are, so
empty this court.” The judge ordered everyone to leave the court and allowed her to speak. “I am a
woman, I have a penis [ihlil] and a vulva [faraj].” The judge responded, “There was a similar case
presented before Amir Al‐Mu’minin [Caliph Ali], and he gave the inheritance relying on where the
urine exits.” She responded, “It comes from both of them.” The judge said, “He has also judged to
which the urine precedes from.” The woman responded that neither precedes the other: “They begin
at the same time, and end at the same time.” Shuraih the judge said, “You astonish me!” The woman
explained her circumstances, “I will tell you more, my paternal uncle’s son married me, and gifted me
a servant‐girl, whom I had coitus with, so she bore me a child. I have only come because of what was
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born of me so that you may judge in my situation. If I were a man, that you separate me from my
husband.” Shuraih stood up in the court and went to consult with Amir Al‐Mu’minin Ali, peace be
upon him; he told him of the case of the woman. He summoned her, and asked, to which she
responded as the judge had told him. He summoned her husband, and told the husband, “She is your
wife, and the daughter of your uncle.” The man said it was true. So he was asked by Ali, “Did you gift
her a servant‐girl?” The man said it was true. So he was asked, “So she had intercourse with her, and
impregnated her?” The man said it was true. So Ali asked him, “And after that you had intercourse
with your wife after that?” The man said, “Yes.” Ali responded, “You are certainly foolishly braver
than a man who dares to castrate a lion.” He summoned two women and a barber. He ordered the
two women to enter a home and count the ribs on each side. They did so, and reported to him, “On
the right, we counted twelve ribs, and on the left we counted eleven ribs.” Amir Al‐Mu’minin
exclaimed, “God is indeed great, bring me the barber.” He commanded the barber, “Cut this man’s
hair.” Then he stripped off her robe‐cloth and redressed her with it in the way men wrap it. Then he
said, “Go, there is no need for this [women’s robes] on you, marry and wed whomever you desire
among the women.” The man [the husband] then said, “Amir Al‐Mu’minin, my wife, and paternal
uncle’s daughter, you have made her a man among men, wherefrom did you bring such a judgment?”
He responded, “From my ancestor Adam, peace be upon him, because Hawwa’ [Eve] was created
from his rib, therefore the ribs of men are less than the ribs of women.”
(1378) And it was narrated to us from Ja‘far bin Muhammad, peace be upon him, from his
father, and grandfathers, that Ali, peace be upon him, said about the khuntha, that if the urine exited
from both oriﬁces, then the decision was based on the ﬁrst oriﬁce, and if the urine exited at the same
time, then the khuntha is given half a man’s inheritance and half a woman’s inheritance. This case
may apply to persons mentioned in the earlier narration that involved the number of ribs, to which he
said, “That is because of the place of the boy born of him, because he mentioned that the urine comes
from both oriﬁces, but when the boy gained a penis, the decision was different. The ﬁrst to judge the
case of the khuntha in Islam is Ali, peace be upon him.”
(1379) And from him, peace be upon him, that he was sitting in Al‐Rahabah until a group of
ﬁve men approached him, and greeted him. He did not recognize them, so he asked, “Are you from
the Levant [Al‐Sham] or from Upper Mesopotamia [Al‐Jazirah]?” They said they were from the
Levant. Amir Al‐Mu’minin asked, “What brings you here?” They said, “An argument broke out
between us. We are brothers, our father died, and he left us a lot of money. And this one has a urethral
oriﬁce in his vulva, just like the vulva of women, and a penis like the penises of men. We gave him the
inheritance of women, but he refused and insisted on the inheritance of men.” Ali then asked, “Where
were you from Mu‘awiyah [the governor of the Levant, who will later wage a war against Ali to
claim the throne]? Did you not approach him?” They said, “We wanted your judgement, Amir Al‐
Mu’minin.” He responded, “I will not give judgement to settle this until you tell me of what happened.” They said, “We approached him, but he knew not what to do, and told us that this is a lot of
money and he cannot judge because he does not know. He told us, ‘Go to Ali, for he will know what
to do, and he will ask if you came to me, tell him that you did not.’” Ali, peace be upon him, said,
“May God curse a people who accept our judgement but libel us in our faith. Take your brother with
you, let him drink, then see where the urine exits, if it comes out from the penis, then he inherits as a
man. And if it exits through the vulva, then he inherits as a woman.” So he urinated from his penis,
therefore inherited as a man among his brothers.
(1380) From Ali, peace be upon him, that he said of the khuntha, that if he urinated from
both oriﬁces, then he is considered and inherits as by which oriﬁce precedes.
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Translating the Human
The Androginos in Tosefta Bikurim

MAX STRASSFELD

Abstract Discussions of gender variance abound in rabbinic literature, a corpus of canonical Jewish
texts that originate in the first six centuries of the common era. This article reads the most central
text on the androginos, a person who is described by the rabbis as having dual genitalia. Both English
and Hebrew are languages that ostensibly require the assignment of male or female; I discuss the
challenges of translating the androginos while not foreclosing the question of hir gender just as it is
being raised by the rabbis. I argue that this ostensibly straightforward issue of translation actually
raises broader issues about the intelligibility of the androginos within language and law. As the rabbis
debate the status of the androginos within gendered rabbinic law, they lay out conflicting strategies
for managing the androginos, including suggesting that gender variance is ultimately unassimilable
under the law. In the process, they both establish the centrality of gender to rabbinic law and
obliquely sketch out a category of the human in rabbinic law. Noting that this category of the human
is accompanied by a discussion of violence to the androginos, I explore some of the costs of the
category of the human and unintelligibility under the law for gender variant bodies.
Keywords trans*, Rabbinics, translation, androgyne, law

[The] androginos is in some ways equivalent to men, is in some ways equivalent to
women, is in some ways equivalent to both men and women, and is in some ways
not equivalent to either men or women. (tBikurim 2:3)
 ויש, ויש בו דרכים שוה לאנשים ולנשים,' ויש בו דרכים שוה לנשי,אנדרוגינוס יש דרכים שוה לאנשים
בו שאינו שוה לא לאנשים ולא לנשים

S

o begins an increasingly well-known Jewish text that treats the legal status of
the androginos.1 In rabbinic literature, the term androginos refers to a person
with dual genitalia. The word androginos itself comes from the Greek and is a
compound term formed out of the separate words for man (ἀνήρ, or ἀνδρός in
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the genitive) and woman (γυνή). The passage above raises a basic question: Jewish
law is generally structured by a deep division between men’s and women’s roles.
Where does the androginos fit into this divided legal system?
While rabbinic law is not systematic, the text about the androginos above
is the most programmatic statement on the legal status of the androginos. In
this article, I will discuss the linguistic, contextual, and political complexities of
translating the androginos. My translation will demonstrate the challenges of
encapsulating the androginos in Hebrew and English, which makes the process
of translating this text doubly difficult. I will closely read an excerpt to discuss
the relationship between translation and the politics of intelligibility. The unintelligibility of trans lives and bodies can have grave consequences. I will argue that
rendering trans lives/texts/bodies legible is an attempt to include trans bodies
within the category of the human.
Within transgender studies, scholarship has explored the constitution of
the category of the human. To address this question, scholars have analyzed
linguistic hierarchies of animacy built along lines of race and disability, they have
raised questions about the boundaries between human and nonhuman animals,
and they have debated the role of gender in the creation of legible personhood.2 At
the heart of these different approaches, theorists are responding to an urgent
concern: What are the processes by which some are designated as disposable, or
as not-quite-human? Through the frameworks of translation and intelligibility,
I am considering the question of when and how transgender is rendered human.
I will explore how the various strategies of the most programmatic text on the
androginos collude in order to make gender central to the question of intelligibility under rabbinic law. Finally, I will return to the questions of translation and
the intelligibility of trans lives.
A Brief Introduction to Rabbinic Literature for Nonspecialists

The text I am translating comes from the Tosefta, which is a part of a larger corpus
of rabbinic literature produced in the first six centuries of the common era. The
Tosefta itself is a roughly third-century Palestinian compilation.3 Rabbinic texts
are notoriously slippery when viewed from the vantage point of modern Western
sensibilities concerning authorship, authoritativeness, originality, and so forth.
For example, the Talmud, considered the apogee of this literature, is not the work
of a single author. Rather, while it contains traditions that are cited in the name of
individual sages, the compilation itself is the product of the collaborative efforts of
a particular Jewish sectarian movement. Moreover, the specific redactor(s) of the
Talmud have remained anonymous, and much of the conditions of production
remain a mystery. In both points, rabbinic literature is configured in ways that
resist the modern Western notion of individual genius. I refer to “texts,” but this
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literature originates out of a culture that prized orality and oral performance
above the calcifying tendencies of the written word.4 Finally, the text about the
androginos is a part of the rabbinic legal system, and yet rabbinic law and our
modern commonsense understandings of law are quite distinct. Calling rabbinic
law a “system” is, in itself, somewhat misleading. The legal materials are not (for
the most part) considered by scholars to be a code or systematic in any way that
could be considered analogous to contemporary law. Rabbinic law treats many
aspects of life—bathrooms, corpse rot, and the legal obligations attached to lost
property that the owner has despaired of, to name a few—and it can convey an
impression of comprehensiveness. Comprehensiveness is different from the kinds
of authority and unified systematicity that tend to be ascribed to contemporary
bodies of law.
Part legal theory, part case law, part biographical tall tales about the sages,
and part exegetical readings of the Hebrew Bible, rabbinic literature subverts our
contemporary categories of genre. There is no scholarly consensus about the
various compilations and their purpose.5 The study of the androginos can be used
to undermine the naturalization of the contemporary gender binary. Similarly,
our contemporary categories (such as categories of genre, etc.) and tools for the
study of literature and law must be historicized as well in our study of the rabbis.
When we read texts that later become canonical in particular traditions,
like the Talmud, we have to separate their original contexts from their reception in
history. Rabbinic literature is probably the product of a minority Jewish movement, which was likely not a wildly popular Jewish movement for its first several
centuries. Indeed, some current scholarship argues that the rabbinic movement
does not really take off until some of the major political gains of Christianity
occur, potentially around the same time as the Tosefta was compiled.6 Not only is
the rabbinic movement not popular in its inception, according to some, but it is
formed within the context of the Roman colonial rule of Palestine. The rabbis,
therefore, constitute an important alternative voice in this time period. They
subvert and negotiate dominant cultural norms as they construct gender in law.
Translating against the Grain:
The Linguistic Problem of the Gender of the Androginos

Rabbinic literature is primarily written in Tannaitic Hebrew and Aramaic (with
additional loan words, mostly from Greek). Translating this text into English
means negotiating the multilingualism of rabbinic literature and recognizing that
issues of translation (including the rabbis’ decision not to translate certain words
from Greek, etc.) are already at the heart of the text. In the analysis that follows, I
take the rabbis’ lead in their choice to leave androginos untranslated, that is,
transcribed from the Greek via Hebrew letters and script. The English word
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androgyne, while it comes from the same Greek extraction, bears some of the same
meanings as the transcribed androginos in rabbinic literature (a being with two
sexes), but it also bears additional meanings that I do not necessarily wish to
convey (like male effeminacy or, in adjectival form, sexlessness).
Hebrew is a gendered language: nouns have genders, as do verbs (which
have to match number and gender in most tenses). In Hebrew, the masculine is
treated as the “unmarked” or neutral pronoun. For example, if there is a mixed
gender group of people, the convention is to describe the group using male pronouns. Groups described in female pronouns are assumed to be exclusively female.
Except for one line at the end, which I will return to in my close reading, the
androginos text uses masculine pronouns and adjectives to describe the androginos. In the opening to this article, I translated the first line as “The androginos is
in some ways equivalent to men, is in some ways equivalent to women” (tBikurim
2:3). A more literal translation would be “[The] androginos: he is in some ways
equivalent to men, he is in some ways equivalent to women.”
In my broader translation, I have chosen to either skirt pronouns or use
gender-neutral pronouns, rather than translating the androginos as masculine.7
Using gender-neutral pronouns can accurately capture the way the text is opening
up possibilities for the androginos in Jewish law. However, its use also obscures
the androcentric linguistic context. Still, the alternative is to collude in the androcentrism of Hebrew by using masculine pronouns as the default. Moreover, I would
be confusing contemporary English readers who do not understand (or accept)
the conceit that he is an unmarked “universal” pronoun.8 Still, the framing of the
original text is worthy of note: the masculine gender in Hebrew is unmarked,
which means that it can (androcentrically) incorporate the feminine. In this text,
it also can swallow the androginos as well. Using gender-neutral language,
my third translation of that first line is “[The] androginos: ze is in some ways
equivalent to men, ze is in some ways equivalent to women, ze is in some ways
equivalent to both men and women, and ze is in some ways not equivalent to men
or women.” There is one final advantage to translating using gender-neutral
pronouns: if I choose the literal translation of the androginos as male, this move
forecloses the question of the legal gender of the androginos just as it is being
asked. The Toseftan text, on the surface at least, is posing the question of how the
androginos functions legally as male, female, both male and female, and neither
male nor female. There is tension in the question of how he functions as male,
female, and so on, but it also obscures the scope of the question, which is, in fact:
can the androginos function as male, female, and so forth? While this is a matter
of a straightforward debate over the status of the androginos in relation to specific
laws, my contention is that there is a deeper concern that borders on the ontological. Can Jewish law incorporate the body of the androginos? As we shall see,
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the rabbis broaden the question to make clear that they are inquiring into the
androginos’s status —is ze somehow essentially different/unintelligible within the
confines of Jewish law?
In the process of raising these questions about the place of the androginos
in gendered law, these passages struggle with the limits of Hebrew; the problem of
the status of the androginos in law is foreshadowed by the problem of the androginos in language itself.9 The ability to describe an array of genders in language is
not just a challenge for Hebrew, as many of us in varied trans communities experience similar linguistic blocks. In this context then, the figure of the androginos
provides us the opportunity to test the gendered borders of Hebrew itself. And
perhaps, it provides contemporary trans and intersex Jewish activists with a model
from within Jewish canonical texts about how to ask questions that strain against
the constraints of both language and tradition.
Translating the Talmud: Trans and Intersex Jewish Activist Readings

Translating the androginos invites us to consider the gendered constraints of
language. Translation also calls our attention to the question of how language
shapes (and is the product of) particular historical and cultural contexts. What
kinds of translation are required, for example, to read rabbinic categories of gender
variance within the context of transgender studies? Rabbinic literature is some of
the more technical Jewish literature in terms of its readerly accessibility; it is traditionally studied by (cis) men in religious settings for years before acquiring any
sort of mastery of the corpus. While opportunities for women to study rabbinic
literature have increased in the last several decades, most spaces for studying
Talmud are single-sex, posing difficulties for those who do not fit (or do not
pass) and who would nonetheless seek to learn the necessary skills. As a genderqueer Talmudist, I move among these spaces and fields—which seem, at times,
to conflict. One of the first questions often asked when meeting new people in my
field is “Where did you learn?” These questions are innocuous, meant to forge
connections (perhaps, after all, we have teachers in common), but in my case they
involve genuine curiosity: my colleagues are asking how someone like me could
have possibly accessed the traditional skills necessary to study these texts. Reading
rabbinic literature within the secular academy is always already linked to the study
of the Talmud in religious spaces because of the way Rabbinics privileges knowledge that is assumed to be available only from religious spaces. Given the gendered
politics of the study of rabbinic literature, it is, however, a particularly fraught act of
translation for a transgender Talmudist.
I am not the only transgender Jew to be interested in the category of the
androginos; in recent years, Jewish transgender and intersex artists and activists
have been drawn to these texts.10 These Jews turn to the androginos in order to
carve a place for themselves within Judaism. Activists and rabbis who are finding
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the androginos in canonical texts are seeking out transgender antecedents, and
this desire for a trans Jewish past is what lends these texts their power. Jews turn to
these texts as a way to push back against the confines of the contemporary gender
binary. In the process, they translate both the texts and, to a degree, themselves, as
a way to navigate the tensions of multiple idioms.
Elliot Kukla, the first openly transgender rabbi to be ordained, wrote his
rabbinic thesis about the androginos in rabbinic literature. In addition to the
androginos, he discusses the tumtum in his thesis, another category of gender
variance in rabbinic literature. About these categories, Kukla writes:
Tannaitic gender multiplicity provides modern feminists, queers, trans people and
gender deviants a solid connection to another time, space and community. The
tumtum and the androgynos are a resource not just for destabilizing modern
dichotomous sexes, but also for stabilizing wholly new and surprising constructions of sexual identity. I believe that gender multiplicity in the texts of Jewish
antiquity do not just offer the reader more options for finding a home within a
gender. These texts indicate an opening towards infinite locations for belonging
that are still authentically connected to our histories and communities. (Kukla
2006a: 58)

Here Kukla offers several reasons why he is drawn to these categories. Firstly, the
tumtum and androginos can serve to undermine the naturalized gender binary.
Leaving aside for the moment the language of “authentic” connections, what this
offers Kukla is a way of identifying with not just the tumtum (although he does
state in the beginning of his thesis that he sees his face in the tumtum) but also a
language out of which he constructs new identities. The language of construction
indicates that this translation is deliberate and creative, and it engenders a sense of
the distance between the androginos and contemporary transgender identities,
even as it attempts to reach across that distance.
The desire to place oneself inside a tradition, to give oneself a history, is a
powerfully attractive one, even as it is fraught with difficulties. Many of the legal
texts that treat the tumtum and androginos are rhetorically freighted, outright
violent, or subtly pejorative, and it is not clear how these texts fit into the notion
of Kukla’s home. The investment of these texts in regulating the boundaries
of gender is not intuitively liberating. While we may deconstruct the power of
“traditional” texts, we can also acknowledge their problematic pull, personally and politically, toward their power. Activists’ drives to connect, overturn,
and counter these texts are creative acts negotiating within a limited realm of
options. The strategic use of these texts to carve a home into a rejecting culture
is an appropriation not only of history but also of powerful tools that can
negotiate the multiple idioms of Jewish transgender and intersex lives.
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Finally, what connects my reading of the androginos to contemporary
activism is the question of legibility. What are the processes by which some lives
become legible? If contemporary activists are attempting to translate themselves
into legible trans Jews via the androginos, then the act of translation and the
question of legibility may be intimately intertwined. I will treat these questions
further in my reading of the text, in which I explore some of the associated costs
arising from legibility. It is enough for the moment to note that, in a text that
debates the legibility of the androginos in Jewish law, which trans activists draw
on so heavily to push back against trans invisibility, both translation and legibility
become heavily freighted concepts.
“Like Neither”: The Androginos and the Category of the Human

Traditions about gender variance abound in rabbinic literature—the androginos
is one of several categories that do not fit into male or female, all of which are
discussed in a wide range of sources.11 The most programmatic text on the
androginos is found in the second chapter of Tosefta Bikurim.12 This text takes
the form of a list of gendered laws and delineates the obligation of the androginos
in relation to these laws. The list therefore accomplishes two things at once: it
systematically lays out a catalog of gendered laws and investigates the nature of
the androginos in rabbinic law. I will focus my reading primarily on one section
of the third category of the list and its implications for the construction of the
human in rabbinic law.
When encountering the central text about the androginos, one of the first
questions from the perspective of those familiar with rabbinic literature must be
why this topic falls within Bikurim at all. Tractate Bikurim in general focuses on
the biblical commandment incumbent on the Israelites to offer the first fruits of
the season to the priests at the Temple, an area of law that has no inherent
connection to the question of the legal status of the androginos. In the version
found in the Tosefta, the immediate context of the androginos is a text about
the koi, an animal that is half domesticated and half wild. The koi is used
conceptually to test the boundaries of the legal dichotomy of the laws governing
wild and domesticated animals. Still, the invocation of the koi raises more
questions than it answers, since one might assume that the koi more naturally
fits within the already established laws regarding prohibited cross-breeds. The
biblical laws prohibiting cross-breeds already discuss the prohibitions on crossbreeding wild and domesticated animals.13 Elsewhere, I conclude that what
connects the koi and the androginos to Tractate Bikurim is the theme of legal
hybridity.14 For our purposes here, it is enough to note that the text about the
androginos is connected — linguistically, structurally, and thematically — to a
text about a mixed animal.
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All the various versions of the androginos list begin with a thesis statement
that mimics the koi list:
[In the case of the] androginos: there are ways that ze is [legally] equivalent to
men, there are ways that ze is [legally] equivalent to women, there are ways that ze
is [legally] equivalent to both men and women, and there are ways in which ze is
not [legally] equivalent to men or women. (tBikurim 2:3)
, ויש בו דרכים שוה לאנשים ולנשים,' ויש בו דרכים שוה לנשי,אנדרוגינוס יש בו דרכים שוה לאנשים
ויש בו שאינו שוה לא לאנשים ולא לנשים

The list of laws that follows is organized under these four headings. For example
(and I will use gender neutral pronouns here) ze functions as a man in that ze
becomes impure through seminal emissions like men do, and ze performs all of
the positive commandments in the Hebrew Bible (by implication this includes
positive time-bound commandments, from which women are generally excluded). Ze also must “marry but not be married” like men are —in Hebrew this is
rendered by the rather cryptic phrase: נושא אבל לא נישא כאנשים. This statement
requires understanding that men are the active party in marriage under rabbinic
law, and that women are acquired. Therefore, the active verb—marry
(—)נושאimplies that ze functions as a man in regards to the laws of marriage: ze
can initiate a marriage contract. In the “heterosexual” economy of rabbinic
marriage, this means that ze can marry a woman (like men do), but ze cannot be
married (a phrase that is grammatically in the passive) like women are to a man.
Charlotte Fonrobert uses this legal ruling to argue that the rabbis privilege the
presence of male genitalia, indicating an overall preference toward weighting the
androginos as male (Fonrobert 2007: 281). Sarra Lev, in contrast, has argued that
the list is formulated to apply the stringencies of the categories of male and female,
and that a union between two men constitutes a greater legal problem for the
rabbis than a union between two women.15 Regardless, on the face of it, the list
implies that the androginos has a place within androcentric marriage laws and can
participate in forming a family. Even differently sexed bodies can be enlisted in
the aid of the project of androcentric law. Later layers of rabbinic literature will
work hard to undo this inclusion, but for the moment it seems that the androginos can take part in the formation of kinship under the law.
The next section enumerates the ways the androginos is like a woman. Ze
becomes impure through menstruation like women do. Ze is also disqualified from
being a legal witness like women are. Thus, even if Fonrobert is right and there is a
subtle weighting of the androginos toward the legal privileges of masculinity, it does
not hold in all arenas of law. Some exclusions of the androginos then, are based not
on hir status as androginos but, rather, on hir status as potentially female. In this
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moment, the list lays bare the androcentric focus of the law, since the list of how the
androginos is like a woman contains both commandments that ze must perform
(like observing the laws of impurity for menstruation) and exclusions from the
status of a legal actor (like the exclusion of serving as a witness).
How is the androginos like both women and men? The third category
seems like the most inclusive of the list, delineating those laws that appear not to
be dependent on gender. So, for example, here are some of the clauses we see
included in this section:
[How is the] androginos equivalent to both men and women: [the person who
injures the androginos] is liable for injuring hir like [they had injured] either men
or women, the deliberate murder of the androginos [incurs the capital punishment] of decapitation [for the murderer], [and if the androginos were murdered]
accidentally, [the murderer must] exile themselves to the cities of refuge.
 בשוגג גולה, ההורגו במזיד נהרג, חייבין על נזקו בין איש בין אישה:דרכים ששוה לאנשים ולנשים
לערי המקלט

If the androginos is injured, hir injury is treated like the injury of either a man or a
woman. Hir murder is treated exactly the same as if a man or woman were murdered; if it was a deliberate and premeditated murder, then the punishment is
hereg—decapitation—one of the two crimes for which this punishment is mandated. If the murder occurred by accident, then the biblical laws of the cities of
refuge are invoked.16 The text continues to generate several more ways in which the
androginos functions as both men and women do, but it is worth dwelling briefly
on this category. If the effect of this category is to create a list of laws that seem to
transcend gender, then perhaps here is where a category of humanness that transcends gender begins to emerge. It is tempting to conceptualize these statements as
recognizing the “human rights” of the androginos, particularly since they touch
upon such topics as injury and murder. With their application to the androginos, the
category seems to require the law to address hir (human) suffering.
In his recent monograph Habeus Viscus, Alexander Weheliye explores
the constitution of the category of the human through black feminist thought.
He argues:
Frequently, suffering becomes the defining feature of those subjects excluded from
the law, the national community, humanity, and so on due to the political violence
inflicted upon them even as it, paradoxically, grants them access to inclusion and
equality. In western human rights discourse, for instance, the physical and psychic
residues of political violence enable victims to be recognized as belonging to the
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“brotherhood of Man.” Too often, this tendency not only leaves intact hegemonic
ideas of humanity as indistinguishable from western Man but demands comparing different forms of subjugation in order to adjudicate who warrants recognition and belonging. (Weheliye 2014: 75–76)

In this passage, Weheliye critiques a human rights frame. The problem with
human rights, according to Weheliye, is that suffering becomes the currency of
inclusion under the law. This preserves a construct of the human that is predicated on the exclusion of blackness, while at the same time adjudicating which
kinds of suffering warrant the redress of human rights.
The concepts of human rights and rights-based legal thinking are foreign
to rabbinic law—indeed, the focus of these two commandments is on the obligation of the person who harms the androginos, not on hir rights.17 Still, the
rabbis similarly establish that the androginos functions legally like men and
women through hir injury or death. In these passages, it is in suffering that the
androginos becomes a legible human under the law; if so, then the category of the
human in rabbinic law is bought at the cost of violence to the androginos.
Unlike the contemporary naturalization of the gender binary, the rabbis
make gender variant bodies visible and work to include the androginos within
law. And yet, despite the fact that the injury of the androginos would seem to pose
a “universal” category of human rights, this universality is still framed through
the poles of gender dichotomy. To belong, the androginos must be like men and
women in order to qualify. As is the case of Weheliye’s critique, the (gendered)
terms of the human are not fundamentally challenged by the inclusion of the
androginos.
Overall, the list functions to include the androginos in rabbinic law. For the
rabbis, the ideal legal subject is the one with the most obligations under the law.18
By listing the ways that the androginos can take on certain obligations—like men
and women—the text essentially assimilates the androginos into rabbinic Judaism.
There may be some difficulties in the enactment of these laws for the androginos
(according to the list, the androginos is not permitted to be alone with either men or
women who ze is not related to, for example), but there is at least an effort to think
through how the androginos can function as a rabbinic subject.
The final line of the text takes a different approach from the preceding list,
and it is the first attributed statement we have:
Rabbi Yose disagreed: The androginos is sui generis and the sages could not decide
about hir whether he is a man or she is a woman.
ר' יוסה אומ' אנדרגינס בריה לעצמו ולא יכלו חכמים להכריע עליו אם איש הוא או אישה היא
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Abruptly, the grammar shifts. In the latter half of the sentence, we suddenly have
female pronouns used to refer to the androginos. Rabbi Yose assumes that to
participate in the law,19 the sages would have had to designate the androginos as
either a man or a woman. As opposed to “universal” male pronouns, a choice
must be made. Since the sages could not choose for the androginos, as evidenced
by the way they choose to enumerate the various legal roles of the androginos
through the list, the effect of Rabbi Yose’s statement is to exclude the androginos
from participating in the list of legal obligation. Rabbi Yose undoes the work of
carefully fitting the androginos into the law, which is tantamount to saying that
the androginos cannot participate in rabbinic Judaism.
Charlotte Fonrobert has offered two article-length treatments of the
androginos list in Tosefta Bikurim (2006, 2007). In her work, Fonrobert argues
that while a diversity of sexed bodies is admissible in rabbinic law, they must
ultimately conform to the gender binary of laws:
There is a stark juxtaposition between the variability of bodies, admitted into legal
consideration, and the absolute insistence of the gender duality of law. Sex is
variable but gender is not. In the end, perhaps it only makes sense that the hermaphrodite could not be considered “a creature in its own right” by the rabbinic
sages. It was much more important to demonstrate that the Torah, in the form of
law or halakhah, could absorb everything under its mantle. (Fonrobert 2007: 289)

Fonrobert is, in this passage, privileging the first approach to the androginos—
slotting the androginos into individual gendered laws—rather than Rabbi Yose’s
statement of exclusion. The list and its attempt to slot the androginos into rabbinic law support the project of law and the viability of a legal system that can
account for every situation that arises. The inclusion of “even” the hybrid figure of
the androginos into rabbinic law is a discursive demonstration of the strength and
flexibility of the Tannaitic legal project.
If Fonrobert is right about the tendency of the rabbis to weight the
androginos toward the masculine pole, then we have three approaches in this
section of Bikurim to managing the androginos. The first approach emphasizes
masculinity, although this masculinity is sometimes circumscribed in the laws.
The second approach emphasizes the hybridity of the androginos, by positioning the androginos to legally function like both men and women. The final
approach is that of Rabbi Yose, who exiles the androginos in his assumption that
the sages must choose a sex and could not. Rabbi Yose’s position seems to question
the very premise that hybridity is functional. All three approaches are produced
in this one text.
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Feminist scholarship over the past decades has demonstrated the centrality
of the category of gender to rabbinic thought.20 Gender (along with a few other
categories —like age of majority) is centrally important in establishing legal
obligation in most cases. In the extensive literature on the topic, scholars have
argued that rabbinic law is both deeply androcentric and deeply structured by a
gender binary. This list might be interpreted as one more example of how participation in the law is determined by gender. To fit into the legal system, the
androginos must fit into a set of laws that govern based on gender. Therefore, this
list reflects the importance of binary gender in rabbinic law.
In contrast to this interpretation, I understand the androginos list slightly
differently. Rather than arguing that this list is a reflection of gendered differentiation in law, this list is one of the technologies the rabbis use to establish gender
as essential to rabbinic law. Tosefta Bikurim is one key textual moment in which
the rabbis make gender central to the Tannaitic legal project.
If Tosefta Bikurim establishes gender as central to law, then the androginos is the technology that the rabbis use to naturalize gender as a central axis in
the law. In this way, all three approaches of the androginos list are, in fact, in
collusion. The first approach—whereby the presence of male genitalia weights the
identity of the androginos toward the masculine —works to reinforce the
androcentrism of rabbinic law. Using the androginos to reinforce androcentrism
is a method of establishing gender (in this case masculinity) as central to law. The
second approach —that of fitting the androginos into gendered law—organizes
the entire legal system through the lens of gender. Even the moments that might
seem to transcend gender (the laws that pertain to “humans”) are framed in terms
of the way the andoginos resembles the (gendered) humanity of men and women.
Finally, Rabbi Yose’s statement establishes the gender duality of the legal system,
over and against the comprehensive nature of the law. When Rabbi Yose decides
that the androginos cannot function within rabbinic law, the intelligibility of
binary gender in law trumps the ability of the rabbis to encompass everything
within their worldview. If one of the primary illusions of rabbinic law is that it
treats all aspects of life, then this illusion is shattered when the challenge of the
androginos’s sex cannot be resolved. Ze becomes sui generis, a zone outside the
Torah, and an exception to the comprehensiveness of the rabbinic vision. As such,
the dichotomy of sex is established as fundamental to the law. The list in Tosefta
Bikurim seems to employ three separate strategies then: emphasizing the masculinity of the androginos, fitting the androginos into the gendered legal system,
and rejecting the ability to include the androginos in the law. In actuality,
however, all three strategies naturalize gender as one of the central axes of obligation in the law, via a negotiation over the androginos’s status in law.
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Translating Transgender: Questions of Intelligibility and Trans Lives
My LGBT heroes are every trans woman of color who has lost her life due to
violence, hate and transphobia and every trans person who lives in their authentic
truth in a society that says we don’t deserve breath. My sisters are brutally murdered for living in their truths. I honor their sacrifices.
—Lourdes Ashley Hunter, “Queery: Lourdes Ashley Hunter”

Lourdes Ashley Hunter, the co-founder and director of the Trans Women of
Color Collective, reminds us that trans women of color disproportionately bear
the costs of being unintelligible. Questions of intelligibility are not abstract, and
the constitution of the legible human can come at great cost. The National Coalition of Anti-Violence Programs released a report in May 2014 documenting
cases of hate violence against LGBT people in the previous year (National Coalition 2014). Of homicide victims, 67 percent were transgender women of color.
New stories break with regularity: in late October 2014, Michelle Sherman was
murdered in Indianapolis. The family needed to raise $4,000 for her funeral by
November 3. By November 5, a total of $140 had been raised (Tajshon Sherman
Burial Funds 2014). The question, therefore, is not just figurative: what are transgender lives worth?
There is an epidemic of violence in the United States targeting transgender women of color, as the murders of Kandy Hall, Zoraida “Ale” Reyes, Yaz’min
Shanchez, Tiffany Edwards, Mia Henderson, Alejandra Leos, and Michelle
Sherman (to name just a few of the trans women killed in the last year) can
demonstrate. The recent article “Trans Necropolitics” by C. Riley Snorton and Jin
Haritaworn contextualizes this phenomenon: “The discursive construction of the
transgender body—and particularly the transgender body of color—as unnatural creates the precise moment where we as scholars, critics, and activists might
apprehend a biopolitics of everyday life, where the transgender body of color is
the unruly body, which only in death can be transformed or translated into the
service of state power” (2013: 68). For Snorton and Haritaworn, the death of
transpeople of color is the flip side to the regime of biopolitics. They demonstrate how necropolitical violence enacted against trans women of color has been
used in the service of gentrification projects, anti-immigration political discourse, and other demonstrations of state power. The rabbis justify the flexibility
of their gendered law through the suffering of the androginos. For Snorton and
Haritaworn, trans bodies of color accrue “value”—in this case, in the advance of
normative power structures—in death. The recent addition of Transgender Day of
Resilience (to the already existing Transgender Day of Remembrance, which
memorializes trans dead) is a direct response to the question of the value of trans
lives. Transgender Day of Resilience is an argument that trans women of color’s
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lives are worth more than their deaths. It resists the idea that trans women of color
are construed only as legibly human through their suffering and injury.
I have framed my discussion of Tosefta Bikurim with the question of the
intelligibility of transgender lives, not because I am arguing, like Snorton and
Haritaworn, that the rabbis are positioning the body of the androginos as unnatural.
In fact, despite the question of whether the androginos must be legally disambiguated (as Rabbi Yose asserts), the rabbis seem to take for granted the existence of a
sexed diversity of bodies. Nor do I think there is any simple connection between the
contemporary category of transgender and the rabbinic androginos.21 Rather, I wish
to lay bare the broader context of questions of translation—and the potential costs
of rendering gender variance legible within legal structures. While the unintelligibility of the bodies of gender variant people (within law, among other structures)
can and does enable violence (Spade 2011),22 attempts to render certain (white
trans male bodies) legible can come at the expense of others. These discussions are
part of a broader theoretical attempt to map out how it is that some bodies are
marked for violence. The rabbis shed light on parallel questions of intelligibility
and the boundaries of the human.

Max Strassfeld is an assistant professor in religious studies and classics at the University of
Arizona. His work focuses on Rabbinics, trans* theory, the history of gender variance, and
religion. He is currently writing a book on the androginos titled “Genderqueering the Talmud:
Androgynes and Eunuchs in Rabbinic Law.”
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Notes
1.

Both academic and activist texts have treated the status of the androginos and in particular this text (for example, Fonrobert 2007). I will be discussing Charlotte Fonrobert’s
work in the body of this essay. See also Shai Secunda’s (2012) recent work on the
androgynous creation myth in rabbinic literature. On the activist side, the number of
zines and blogs that treat the topic of the androgyne in Jewish law are so numerous that it
would be difficult to exhaustively list them. For a centralized site, however, several of the
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essays collected on Transtorah (2016; a collective of rabbis and academics) discuss Tosefta
Bikurim and its interpretation (for example, Kukla 2006b).
For questions of linguistic hierarchy and animacy, see Chen 2012; of the role of race in
critical animal studies, see Weheliye 2014; of necropolitics and gender, see Snorton and
Haritaworn 2013; and of “life chances” and the limits of trans inclusion in the law, see
Spade 2011. I will cite from Weheliye 2014 and Snorton and Haritaworn 2013 in the body
of the article.
I say “roughly” because there is intense scholarly debate over the dating of the Tosefta. For
a summary of the various positions, see Strack and Stemberger 1992.
For more on the question of orality, see Jaffee 2001.
The literature on this point is vast. As opposed to listing it all, I will name a recent attempt
to situate the genre of the Talmud: Boyarin 2012.
While this claim is certainly controversial (and does not reflect some of the older
scholarly consensus), Seth Schwartz’s work (2004) has significantly pushed back on
earlier attempts at histories of the rabbis in this period.
I use ze and hir: How is ze like a man? For an early description of third-gender pronouns,
see Pratt 1995. For a history of the creation of epicene pronouns in English, and some
description of new pronouns being created by youth (albeit not necessarily in a transgender context), see Stotko and Troyer 2007.
Ann Bodine connects the feminist critique of he as a sex-indefinite term with the
grammarian attack against the use of the singular they. She argues that while feminists
were accused of changing the language, in fact, the neutral they was widely used for the
singular until it was actively eradicated in order to promote he as a neutral pronoun,
culminating in an act of the British Parliament in 1850 (Bodine 1975).
We can see a little of this struggle in Rabbi Yose’s statement at the end of the text. The
entire text uses masculine pronouns for the androginos. The last line, a statement by
Rabbi Yose, switches: “The rabbis could not decide about hir whether he is a man or she is
a woman.” Thus we can see two strategies for managing the gender of the androginos in
Hebrew: using masculine language as the default and switching off male and female
language (when a choice between the two is required).
The various articles, zines, and so forth on the subject are too numerous to list—particularly
as the mainstream Jewish press has gotten interested in the topic of transgender Judaism.
I will therefore offer an incomplete list of citations for those interested in the topic:
Dzurma 2010, the various publications under the resources section at Transtorah (2016),
Bazant 1999, and Kukla 2006a.
The seris chammah, seris adam, and aylonit are generally thought to be some form of male
and female eunuchs, although eunuch in the Late Antique sense also includes those that
are born eunuchs (what we might refer to as intersex). In addition to the androginos,
there is the tumtum, a person with a flap of skin covering their genitalia, obscuring their
genitals. Each of these categories is discussed widely (and in a variety of legal contexts) in
rabbinic literature, sometimes as a group, and sometimes separately.
“Birkurim,” translated as the offering of first fruits, is the title of the tractate that treats
the question of a particular kind of agricultural offering. The question of why the
androginos text is included in this tractate is complex—I address this issue more
thoroughly in my manuscript, “Genderqueering the Talmud.” There is also a debate on
whether the androginos list belongs in the Mishnah or the Tosefta. In assigning this text
to the Tosefta, I follow Saul Lieberman (1992) in his critical edition of the Tosefta.
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Lieberman argues that there are two groups of manuscripts, and the differences between
them are too great to simply be attributed to scribal error. Excepting the Munich
manuscript of the Babylonian Talmud, which represents a mixture of the two, the
manuscripts generally conform to two types. One family of manuscripts (such as Parma,
Kaufmann, and the printed edition from Napoli) append this text to the fourth chapter
of Mishnah Bikurim, and all of the manuscripts in this family are generally related.
Another family of manuscripts cite this text as the second chapter of Tosefta Bikurim
(Lieberman 1992: 834–46). In his critical edition, Lieberman presents the Napoli manuscript (the earliest extant printed edition of the Mishnah) and the Vienna manuscript of
the Tosefta synoptically, as opposed to providing the variations in the critical apparatus.
This is a rare move for Lieberman and indicative of the substantial differences between
the two versions. It is clear that there were two distinct oral traditions that were passed
down and preserved.
See, for example, mKilayim 8:2–6 or tKilayim 5:5 for texts that address the prohibition
against cross-breeding wild and domesticated animals. These texts come from the
tractate of the Mishnah that treats the biblical prohibition on certain kinds of mixtures.
In my book manuscript, I compare the Mishnaic variations of the text with the Toseftan
parallels, although I remain agnostic on the question of whether the androginos/koi
tradition was originally found in the Tosefta or the Mishnah. In the Tosefta, the koi and
the androginos begin the fourth chapter, but in the Mishnah, the koi is introduced in the
middle of a chapter. The second chapter of Mishnah Bikurim begins by enumerating the
similarities and differences between various temple offerings, a topic that indeed fits
within the subject of the tractate. The fifth mishnah begins, “The trumat ma’aser [the
heave offering given by the Levites to the Priests out of the ma’aser offering] is similar
[Heb. shaveh] to bikurim [first fruit offerings] in two ways, and is similar to the heave
offering in one way.” The language of similar/shaveh is the same language used in the text
about the koi and the androginos. The next mishnah is about a kind of tree that functions
legally as both a tree and a vegetable, and several laws follow that similarly treat a series
of unrelated objects that function legally in dichotomous categories. For this chapter
of Mishnah, then, the theme that ties it together is hybridity: objects that have qualities
that cross the boundaries of legal dichotomies. Judith Romney Wegner (1988) argues
similarly.
According to Lev (2011), because sexual penetration between men is a capital offense, and
to avoid sexual penetration between a man and the potentially male androginos, an
androginos can marry but cannot be married to a man. This would be similar to the logic
of the koi list, which traditional commentators have argued is simply following the
stringencies of both categories. It is difficult to adjudicate the underlying logic of the list
here, but both tendencies (toward stringency and toward valuing masculinity) may be at
work. Or, this may be a chicken-and-egg problem—the stringencies in the legal system
were already formed within an androcentric system that values masculinity, and therefore the fact that these laws, through their application to the androginos, value more
highly hir masculinity is a reflection of the broader situation in rabbinic law. The
question of whether this list (or this specific tradition) is privileging the penis, or whether
the whole legal system does so, is not definitively answerable.
For the rabbinic assignment of hereg to murderers, see Steinmetz 2008.
For the inappropriateness of rights as a frame (and the emphasis on obligation as the
center of rabbinic law), see Cover 1987.
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Thus women’s exemption from many areas of rabbinic law has implications for women’s
subjectivity under the law. See the classic feminist work (focused on the contemporary
questions) by Rachel Biale (1984).
There are several people called Rabbi Yose in Tannaitic (early rabbinic) literature. Most
often, if there are no other identifying marks, then “Rabbi Yose” refers to Rabbi Yose b.
Halafta, an important figure who taught at Sepphoris and was a fourth-generation
Tanna. Depending on the manuscript variant, the tradent’s name is also sometimes given
as Rabbi Meir.
In addition to Charlotte Fonrobert’s work, which I have already cited extensively, some of
the classic scholarship includes Judith Hauptmann (1988), Judith Romney Wegner (1992),
and Miriam Peskowitz (1997).
See, for example, Towle and Morgan 2002. More recently, David Valentine (2007) has
raised trenchant questions about the contemporary spread of the term transgender and
its limitations.
Spade (2011) further argues that the distribution of life chances is part of what renders the
disparities for trans women of color so stark.
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Tongues without Bodies
The Wachowskis’ Sense8

C Á E L M . K E E G A N

Sense8
Created by J. Michael Straczynski, Lana Wachowski, and Lilly Wachowski
Television show, 12 episodes
Anarchos Productions, 2015

Abstract Sense8 marks a number of televisual “firsts” in the circulation of trans* as an increasingly
transnational and translingual identity category. It is not only the first television program to feature
a transgender character written/directed by trans creators and acted by a trans performer, but it also
attempts to visualize a global imaginary in thrilling new ways that revolutionize both the temporality
and spatiality of televisual production. In this review, Cáel M. Keegan analyzes Sense8 as a text that
simultaneously represents and replicates the conditions of hypermodern globality, discussing how
the lingual politics of Sense8 strain against and yet partially reproduce the conditions of the (neo)
colonial encounter.
Keywords Wachowskis, Sense8, transgender, television, globality

hen Sense8 was renewed for a second season in August 2015, I breathed a sigh
of relief. The program had been released on Netflix with little fanfare and in
direct competition with season 3 of Orange Is the New Black, the streaming service’s breakout hit. Orange’s 2013 casting of Laverne Cox as the first transgender
actor to play a starring transgender character has been hailed as perhaps the “best”
example of trans representation in televisual media. Sense8’s production marks
the arrival of a new and less-discussed evolution: It is the first media product to
feature a lead trans character (Nomi Marks) played by a trans actor (Jamie Clayton), written and directed by trans creators (Lana and Lilly Wachowski). Sense8’s
presence on Netflix opened up a previously nonexistent set of conditions—
notable even in this era of the purported “transgender tipping point”—in which
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two programs featuring starring trans characters played by trans actors were
hosted on the same platform at the same time. Could Sense8, an unapologetically
dense and technically ambitious science-fiction text, survive in a media environment that pitted it against a streaming heavyweight like Orange?
The answer, so far, is yes.
Sense8 marks a number of unprecedented moments in televisual media
that have been largely overshadowed by the success of more culturally mainstream
and palatable transgender identity narratives, such as those in Orange and
Transparent. Unlike these programs, which aim to “teach” transgender to liberal
cisgender audiences through universalist metaphors or through pedagogical
forms of affect, Sense8 offers different routes into trans as an aesthetic practice
or as a set of narrative strategies for simultaneously representing and replicating
hypermodern globality. More than any current popular visual text, Sense8 seeks
to aesthetically translate transgender as a form of consciousness—a way of perceiving or knowing that occurs between and across bodies, cultures, and geographies. The program is important not only for its role as the first televisual text
created by a transgender cultural producer but also for the way in which it draws
our attention to how “trans” is taken up into and spread through the discourses
of global capital, cultural imperialism, and postracial progress. As such, it mobilizes “trans” as a way of representing the challenges of a global imaginary while
reconstituting some of those very same challenges in its structural approach to its
own content. Most notably, Sense8 seeks to deconstruct the essentialized stories
we tell about race and gender but deploys this deconstruction through a global
anglophone heuristic that has the effect of transcending cultural difference
through what can only be called postraciality. Characterizing the program as a
mere exercise in flawed racial politics, however, would misrecognize its value as
a text that alerts us to the global conditions under which “trans” now circulates as
a transcultural product and identitarian form.
Sense8’s story line is constellated through the perceptions of eight characters in eight different cities spread across the globe. Over the span of season 1,
these eight characters come to realize that they are, in fact, not human—but
extrahuman “sensates” who are linked in a telepathic and telekinetic “cluster”
with one another. When an elder sensate dies, a new cluster is “born,” and the
eight new sensates begin to mutate into a merged consciousness, their brains
morphologically shifting and the borders of their bodies falling away. The cluster
can share perceptions, emotions, and skills and can communicate directly across
time and space. Each sensate faces challenges in their separate lives that they are
aided in by the cluster, but the looming collective threat is Whispers, a powerful
sensate motivated by eugenicist designs that involve capturing and operating on
the cluster to control it, for as-yet undisclosed reasons. In season 1, all eight
sensates must combine their efforts to avoid being apprehended by Whispers.
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The program clearly contains speculative analogies to the oppressive role
of medicine in trans people’s lives, as well as to the desire for alternative forms
of transgender community and kinship. However, its most innovative accomplishment is the manner in which it aesthetically represents “trans” as a form of
perception that occurs across the limits of race, gender, body, and culture. The
sensate cluster is structurally identical to the asterisk (*) that Eva Hayward and
Jami Weinstein discuss as a grammatical strategy for representing the stickiness of
trans* as “paratactic” (2015: 198). In their introduction to the “Tranimalities” issue
of TSQ: Transgender Studies Quarterly, they note that “trans* is not a thing or
being, it is rather the processes through which thingness and beingness are
constituted. In its prefixial state, trans* is prepositionally oriented—marking the
with, through, of, in, and across that make life possible” (196). Sense8, too, is interested in translating transgender through both aesthetic and linguistic encounters
that encapsulate the “movement across vitality” that Hayward and Weinstein
suggest constitutes a trans* ontology (197).
For Hayward and Weinstein, trans* is always “more than and equal to
one” (196), a phrase that Sense8 echoes in its tagline, “I am a we.” This “we-ness”
evokes the plural selves of gender transition, which is not an arrival at a “real”
gender but a constant negotiation of multiply gendered selves across the spectra of
perceivable gendered embodiments, which are traversed temporally and carried
internally, as ghosts in the shell. Sense8 depicts this masterfully in a sequence in
which the adult transgender character Nomi is intercut in flashback with her
past male-assigned self, illustrating how all of Nomi’s gendered bodies can be

Figure 1. Familiar transgender tropes gain new life and global context: Riley (in London) meets Will
(in Chicago). Sense8 season 1, episode 2: “I Am Also a We”
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integrated across time by aestheticized memory. This multiplication of subjectivity is a direct challenge to the manner in which gender transition is narrativized
in medicine and popular culture as a departure from a “wrong body” and an
arrival at a gendered “home” or “true self” (Keegan 2013). As the sensates “become”
into shared consciousness across both race and gender, the camera and musical
scoring work in ingenious ways that decenter our notions of discrete embodiment, linear spatiality, and temporal causality, attempting to pluralize our perception of how a narrative or self can take place.
Sense8 situates its lead transgender character, Nomi Marks, at the center of
the sensate cluster, as a paratactical point of attachment (*) for the growth of the
show’s narrative matrix, which extends out from her in multiple facets as the
sensates are born. In ancient Greek, Nomi is phonologically equivalent to γνώμη
(gnome), derived from γιγνώσκɛιν (gignoskein), meaning “to know.” The name
indicates “a means of knowing, a mark,” and “an organ by which one knows, the
mind.” The name Nomi can be translated as “one who is marked by knowledge”
by possessing an organ of special insight (Liddle and Scott 2002: 166). For Nomi,
this “organ” is her sensate power, which is represented as an aestheticization of
trans consciousness—of “knowing” something is there when no one else can
perceive it. Nomi Marks is “marked” by her knowledge in ways that will move her
toward a pluralization of self that challenges the ideal of autonomous personhood
embedded in identitarian narratives of transgender. In becoming sensate, Nomi
will become a “we”—in other words, a “no me.” A sensate is therefore “one who
knows they are not one.” We could read in this paradoxical construct a larger
attempt to aestheticize a global imaginary through trans* as a paratactic form, a
form that binds across seemingly unbridgeable forms of difference.
Most negative criticism of Sense8 has focused on the manner in which it
embeds its sensate characters in culturally specific narratives. For example, in a
popular blog post on the website Nerds of Color, Claire Light writes that “Sense8’s
depiction of life in non-western countries is built out of stereotypes . . . suffused
with tourist-board clichés” (2015). Indeed, the program depicts its international
characters in recognizably “ethnic” narratives: a Kenyan man struggles to acquire
AIDS drugs for his dying mother, a Hindu woman weighs a love marriage that
feels unfulfilling, and a Korean woman sacrifices herself to save her father’s honor.
Sense8 does indeed mobilize stereotypes, but the current criticism misses their
larger analytical value to the text, which is interested in questioning the limits of
aesthetic form itself. Much like Neo in the Wachowskis’ earlier film The Matrix,
the sensates are embedded in narrative clichés that operate as “cages” for their
perceptions as well as for the audiences’ expectations. Nomi inhabits a queer
hacker film, Lito a telenovela, Capheus an action movie, Wolfgang a heist film,
Will a cop show, Sun a martial-arts film, Kala a Bollywood musical, and Riley
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Figure 2. Bodies merge and boundaries collapse in the sensate orgy scene. Sense8, season 1,
episode 6: “Demons”

a maternal melodrama. Much like it resists the common tropes of trans narrativity, the program also resists these forms as limiting the kinds of stories that can
be told, and the kinds of lives that count as cognizable. Far from unconsciously
replicating stereotypes, Sense8 comments metanarratively on the manner in which
ethnic and racial differences are transformed into generic forms of personhood
from which it asks its characters and its audience to “wake up.”
While it represents a brilliant deployment of transgender aesthetics to
explore larger notions of selfhood, identity, and difference, Sense8 is nonetheless
structurally weaker in its monolingual deployment of English dialogue between
characters. There are multiple scenes in which the transcultural interaction
between characters is softened by the prosthetic use of English, a strategy ostensibly meant to make the text more accessible to white anglophone viewers and to
bring down the costs of translation in the production schedule. By evacuating the
lingual history of global colonization from the text, the program inadvertently
suggests that English is a sort of psychic language that sensates share through the
development of a “tongue” that transcends racialized embodiment itself. Linguistic friction—the way in which language difference sticks in the engine of
globalized secular humanism—is disappeared. There are scenes in which sensate
characters notice that they can speak or understand each other’s languages, but
these usually collapse into English after the moment of trans-lingual realization.
Sense8 would likely have been impossible to make without some kind of standardization of linguistic form. The text thus calls our attention to how emerging
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“global” narratives can strain at both the limits of their implied audience and
their technological realization.
Like David Valentine’s Imagining Transgender (2007), Sense8 highlights the
Western and white imagination embedded at the root of the concatenation of
“transgender” as a category. For all its attention to the limitations of the stories we
use to represent difference, Sense8 cannot itself escape those constraints. As Light
notes, one can see how the sensate abilities of transcultural insight and communication would be especially attractive to audiences who “grew up monolingual in
an imperialist center” (2015). And yet Sense8 also manages to be profoundly
radical in its depictions of sexuality, gender, and embodiment and in its aesthetic
form. Although it prioritizes the comfort of white and English-speaking audiences, it also manages to be one of the most diverse programs on American
television. And although it flattens globality into a series of dramatized interpersonal encounters, it is perhaps the most geographically ambitious and technically innovative scripted television program ever shot. I can think of no text that
more fittingly reflects the excitement and trepidation of our current trans*
moment.

Cáel M. Keegan is assistant professor of women, gender, and sexuality studies and liberal
studies at Grand Valley State University. His book, Lana and Lilly Wachowski: Imaging Transgender, will be published in the Contemporary Film Directors Series of the University of Illinois
Press. Other recent work appeared or is forthcoming in Social Alternatives, MedieKultur, TSQ,
Queer Studies in Media and Popular Culture, and Studies in Gender and Sexuality. He prefers cats.
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Translation and Translocality
in Gin Müller’s Trans Gender Moves
IWO NORD

Abstract This article reviews Gin Müller’s play Trans Gender Moves, arguing that it has translation, on
several levels and in its broadest sense, at the core of its themes and aesthetics. Based on the
performers’ real-life stories, Trans Gender Moves is about what it might mean to live in transition
between and across genders, but also languages, cultures, and times. With a departure from their own
translational experience as an audience member, the author looks at how the play connects translation to interpretation and discusses how the stage is crafted into a “translation site,” or “translocality,” where the overlapping places, times, and languages of the performers’ everyday lives are
explored. It is crucial to the politics of Trans Gender Moves that all the actors, as well as the director,
have themselves experienced living trans lives and that the play, by telling the life stories in the
words of the people who lived them, brings trans voices into the realm of authority. Moreover, it is
especially noteworthy that the performers and the audience are involved in a form of engagement
that begins from multiplicity. The author suggests that the play might be used to further reflect on
the challenge of how we are to escape monolingualism in transgender studies.
Keywords transgender, intersex, performance, translation, translocality

anthony: When I was a boy, I played the violin.
nicole: Quand j’étais une petite fille, j’ai joué les tambours. [When I was a little
girl, I played the drums.]
gorji: Als ich ein Kind war, spielte ich Verstecken! [When I was a child, I played
hide and seek!]
...
anthony: And then I act like a girl, because they like a girl to act like a girl should.
nicole: J’étais un homme, je suis une femme, heureux. [I was a man, I am a
woman, happy.]
gorji: And then I act for myself and I act as I could!
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...
gorji: And as we were trans, we played the symphony on the balcony.
—Gin Müller, Trans Gender Moves

T

his exchange of memories, of negotiating their lives with regard to the rhetorics and social pressures of gender, takes place in the opening scene of the
play, Trans Gender Moves. I watched the play several times at brut im Konzerthaus,
an independent theater in Vienna, when it ran during October 17–23, 2014.1 While
the play is directed by Gin Müller, because the manuscript is based on the performers’ real-life stories, it is a collaborative creation. Müller, who is a dramaturg,
a performer, and a theater scholar, has a number of theater and performance
productions behind him that deal with experiences of gender and migration based
on people’s life narratives. He is also the author of the book Possen des Performativen: Theater, Aktivismus und queere Politiken (Antics of the Performative:
Theater, Activism, and Queer Politics) (2008), in which the possibility of the theater
to function as an intervention in public space is thematized. It is characteristic of
Müller’s productions to link the theater to grassroots activism by bringing queer
practices and politics to the stage. Müller is himself transgender, and the performers in Trans Gender Moves are Gorji Marzban, playing “Gorji,” an intersex
person; Nicole Foucher, playing “Nicole,” a transgender woman; and Anthony
Wagner, playing “Anthony,” a transgender man. Wagner is the most experienced
of the performers, with Marzban and Foucher not having performed on a theater
stage before. The artists are engaged in trans, intersex, and queer activism and
subcultures in Vienna, and the audience is largely from the same community,
along with other people involved in the contemporary avant-garde art scene.
I experienced the autobiographic performance through several layers of
translation. The play is mostly in German, but also some English, Persian, and
French. While English is my second fluent language and I understand German
fairly well, I do not understand Persian or French. Persian is spoken, projected in
written form, and simultaneously translated into German. Fragments in French
are not translated and thus become subject to my individual interpretation of the
context: the stage, how the bodies are moving, their voices, and the dialogue.
Obviously, my understanding of these fragments is not necessarily exact regarding
what the performers are saying. I am an audience member whose interpretation
particularly depends on translation because the lingua franca in Austria, where the
play is set, is not my native language. However, in using the three “other” languages in addition to German, the play connects interpretation to translation, and
consequently invites me to consider my translational experience not as a hindrance
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Figure 1. Image from the performance of Trans Gender Moves. Photograph by Rupert Müller

but as rather fitting. Moreover, the translational aspects move beyond the linguistic transfer of meaning from one language to another as the performance
also deals with the challenge of translating experiences that transgress discursive
limits. One of the main characteristics of the play is that it deals in depth with
difficulties of translation in relation to languages, memories, migrations, generations, and experiences of gender nonconformity. The most interesting quality of
the performance is that it has translation, in its broadest sense, at the core of its
themes and aesthetics.
The last sentence in the introductory quote brings the imagination to the
balcony, a site that is part of the architecture of a house but also peripheral to the
main living space. In larger theaters, the balcony is part of the audience space,
while the orchestra playing the symphony is positioned in the pit below, in front
of the stage. The exchange of positions in Gorji’s statement, “And as we were
trans, we played the symphony on the balcony,” thus puts the space of the theater in disarray. I understand the utterance as referring to the lack of representation of the variety (symphony) of trans voices in the theater, as well as in the
larger cultural memory and discourse. In the tradition of autobiographic artistic
expressions, it is crucial to the politics of Trans Gender Moves that all the actors,
as well as the director, have themselves lived trans lives and that the play, by telling the life stories in the words of the people who lived them, brings trans voices into
the realm of authority. Moreover, it is especially noteworthy that Trans Gender
Moves involves both the performers and the audience in a form of engagement that
begins from multiplicity. Through the collective presence of the three performers,
both difference and commonality become points of departure for recognizing that
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transgender and intersex stories are both part of the (multiple) past and the
(multiple) present.
In the introduction to the anthology Transgender Migrations, Trystan T.
Cotten emphasizes that the shifting heterotopic terrains of transgender migrations have the potential to open up new dialogues and vistas of critical theorizing
(Cotten 2012). One of the qualities of this book as a whole is that the prefix trans
is not exclusively associated with gender variance; it is, rather, associated with
different transgressions that intersect when gender transition entails simultaneous other border crossings. In the title of Trans Gender Moves, the word
Trans, separated from Gender by a space, may likewise refer to multiple intersecting transgressions, as the performance is about living in transition between
and across genders, and also languages, cultures, and times. One noteworthy
dimension is the cross-generational aspect — Nicole is born in 1937, Gorji in
1962, and Anthony in 1980 — and another is the focus on different migratory
routes, bringing us into contact with the complexity of places and times in the
performers’ memories.

Figure 2. Image from the performance of Trans Gender Moves. Photograph by Alex Giegold
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Throughout the play, different strategies of translation are used to illuminate the performers’ lived experiences of transgressing multiple borders. In
the opening scene, memories of negotiating gender are communicated in short
utterances in different languages, but as the play evolves, the stories develop into
elaborate narratives told through monologues and dialogues. Gorji’s narrative
takes us to Iran before, during, and after the Islamic Revolution, and it revolves
around the experience of how the pressure of militarized masculinity intensified
during this time. Born in France, Nicole remembers the outbreak of the Second
World War. Her memories also bring us to Algeria, where she was conscripted
for compulsory military service on the French side in the Algerian War of Independence and spent two years in prison because she refused to fight. Anthony
grew up in the outskirts of a smaller city in Austria as a second-generation German
immigrant. For him, identification with the term transsexual is related to a process of negotiating and questioning cultural scripts that dictate gender transition.
The migratory routes are traveled from Iran, France (and Germany) to Austria and
from the smaller city to the capital. The stage is successfully crafted into a space
in the interstice, where the times and spaces of past memories from different geographies meet the present of the performance. The stage thus becomes a “translocality,” or a “translation site,” where the overlapping places, times, and languages
of the performers’ everyday lives are explored.
The major historical events that the performers have lived through are
narrated as a framework for their lives, but their stories also revolve around
everyday experiences of love and loss, reading and writing poetry, studying theater and natural sciences, and making art. Their memories, in particular, reflect
how gender nonconformity becomes part of almost every experience, as it is
a dissidence that is always present, whether it is a not-yet-defined feeling or
outspoken, whether it is lived behind a mask or openly. The play also revolves
around the question of how gender, as a crucial definition of what it means to be
human, makes trans lives necessarily connected to the limits of the human —
expressed self-consciously when Anthony enters the stage wearing the fur of a
monster — and the limits of communication, explicitly articulated in Gorji’s
recitation of lines from a poem by Rumi, one of the most influential authors in
Persian literary history:
ﻫﺮ ﮐﺴﯽ ﺍﺯ ﻇﻦ ﺧﻮﺩ ﺷﺪ ﯾﺎﺭ ﻣﻦ
ﺍﺯ ﺩﺭﻭﻥ ﻣﻦ ﻣﺠﺴﺖ ﺍﺳﺮﺍﺭ ﻣﻦ
Galt Jedem ich als Freund und als Gefährte
Und Keiner fragte, was mein Herz beschwerte.
(Each interprets my notes in harmony with his own feelings
But not one fathoms the secrets of my heart.)2
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At the same time as the play explores gender dissidence in relation to limiting
spatialities and temporalities, it contains visual elements, poetry, and songs
with visions of liberation. Visions of unrestraint are brought to the stage, for
example, when Nicole sings the French song “Non, je ne regrette rien” (“No, I
Do Not Regret Anything”). The actors’ bodies and their stories are mostly the
focus of attention, and the set design is rather minimalistic. However, sometimes images and videos are projected, expanding the space: the interior of an
apartment, a laboratory, the sea. Projections of the sea are an example of how
the translational strategies surpass the linguistic level. It is a visual leitmotif
throughout the performance, a marker of memories from geographies outside
Austria, a country without a coastline. The water can also be a symbol of movement, transformation, and cleansing. In the final scene, the sea’s waves break on
the stage from a projection that covers the whole background. The actors are
merging with the water, throwing off their clothes, tossing and catching a plastic
dolphin. This playful moment of intimacy transcends the limits of the spoken
language in the dialogue.
Occasionally, the stage is almost completely dark, with narrow beams of
light projecting words onto the performers’ white clothing, while the play is
explicitly reflecting on the body as a social site: “What is written on the body?,” or
on the radical potential of love, “Love makes a little room, an everywhere.” On
one hand, the body is exposed as an available space on which meaning is made
and materialized; on the other, the play brings power to the artists’ life stories by
highlighting that their narratives about how they have negotiated their selfhoods,
in connection with the different regulatory discourses they have lived through,
make them politically potent speaking subjects.
By having a translocal and translational aesthetic at its core, the play
expands place beyond its mere locality, thus communicating that the transgender and intersex history of Vienna moves beyond the German language and the
borders of the city and country. The weaving together of the three narratives gives
the performance the power to tell about trans lives in relation to movement and
difference. Through translation and translocality, the importance of taking plurality as the starting point for trans politics, art, and theory is successfully illuminated. In this sense, Trans Gender Moves might be used to further reflect on the
challenge of how we are to escape monolingualism in transgender studies —in the
context of Austria, German monolingualism—and on a broader transnational
scale, the epistemological economies that have institutionalized the anglophone
centers as the grids of intelligibility.
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Notes
1.

2.

This review is based on seeing Trans Gender Moves during its first run, October 17–23,
2014. I have also read the script and watched a video of the performance from October 21,
2014. Trans Gender Moves was performed two additional times in 2015—March 23–29 in
Vienna and November 21 in Salzburg.
The marked difference between the German and English translation of the Persian quote
is not a topic for this review, but it is, of course, also related to the problem of translation.
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Finding Sequins in the Rubble
Stitching Together an Archive of Trans Latina Los Angeles

E D D Y F R A N C IS C O A LVA R E Z J r.

Abstract This essay is based on the fashion choices, negotiations, and embodied knowledge or
“theories in the flesh” of Bamby Salcedo and other trans Latinas in Los Angeles. Their experiences and
memories are instrumental in the development of “finding sequins in the rubble,” a theoretical
framework for understanding trans and queer Chicana/o and Latina/o life in the city, and how they
make sense of their lives, engaging in an ongoing process of self-fashioning that involves aesthetic
and affective strategies, fashion, and style practices. The essay explores the aesthetic, cultural, and
archival relevance of physical and metaphorical sequins in the lives and memories of trans and queer
Latinas/os.
Keywords sequins, memories, Latinas, transgender, self-fashioning

Fashion to me, means that I am able to take on a style that I encompass on the
daily. I am able to express my self freely with florals, dresses, and accessories that
accentuate my body. It gives me the confidence to go out and face a world that tells
my community that our lifestyle doesn’t deserve recognition. I am able to dress
comfortably, and authentically. Something that I couldn’t do years ago.
—Angela Cristobal
My wardrobe is my armor in this battle.
—Francesa Appelgate
The anticipatory illumination of certain objects is a kind of potentiality that is
open, indeterminate, like the affective contours of hope itself.
—José Esteban Muñoz, Cruising Utopia: The Then and There of Queer Futurity
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he epigraph above by Angela Cristobal resonates with trans artist L. J.
Roberts’s assertion, “Our aesthetics are resistance” (Galarte 2015b: 523). A
first-generation Mexican-American and a trans Latina in her mid-twenties from
the San Fernando Valley in Los Angeles, Angela Cristobal works as an outreach
worker at Bienestar Human Services.1 I first met Cristobal in the patio of a café in
Silverlake in 2013, when I interviewed her for my research on joterı́a (LGBTQ
Chicanas/os and Latina/os) in Los Angeles. She was risueña (smiley) and a bit
timid, but she took the task of sharing her story with great seriousness. She
discussed being a student at Los Angeles Community College, the role of YouTube
in her transition process, working at her father’s auto body shop, and the mentorship she has received from activist Bamby Salcedo, founder of the TransLatin@
Coalition of which Cristobal is a member. In 2015, Cristobal participated in a
fundraiser called GARRAS: The Fashion Show That Transcends Borders, which
took place at the Arena Nightclub in Hollywood.2 Cristobal modeled a pinksequined leotard made by trans Latina designer Johanna Padilla. Commenting on
her sequined outfit, Cristobal said that she loves sequins but felt uncomfortable
because that was the least amount of clothing she had ever worn in public.
Nonetheless, whether in a sequined leotard or casual street clothes, Cristobal
highlights the importance of self-fashioning and how clothing choices matter in
being recognized in the face of a world that denies her subjectivity. Her reflections
are about collective struggles to survive and be recognized, and personal feelings
of self-expression and authenticity (Cristobal 2015).
This essay is based on my research on queer and trans Latinas/os in Los
Angeles, using oral history interviews and a cultural studies approach, and builds
on scholarship by Chicana/o and Latina/o scholars who have explored the role of
fashion and aesthetic choices as resistance for people of color and joterı́a (Hurtado
2006; Ruiz 2008; Alvarez 2009; Ramı́rez 2009; Centino 2012). Transgender Latina/o
aesthetics however, have often been dismissed. With that in mind, I focus on trans
Latina/o aesthetics, world making, and self-fashioning, “sequined” realities, and
what Francisco J. Galarte calls “style memories” (2015a: 519). Recalling his
grandmother’s sartorial skills, Galarte argues that “fashion and garments” are “sites
of produced knowledge and recorded memory” (2015a: 519). Here, like sewing
loose sequins onto a dress, I stitch together various sites of knowledge and
memories of trans Latina/o Angelenas that form part of a “messy” queer archive
that, as Martin F. Manalansan IV argues, shows “the vexed relationships between
and among objects, bodies, narratives and desires” (2014: 95). In fact, messes can
often be sites for finding sequins in the rubble, and this archive of trans Latina/o
life is messy, like loose sequins, threads, and leftover scraps of fabric during a busy
day in the working space of a tailor or dressmaker. Finding sequins in the rubble is
also about history telling and archival practices, what Horacio N. Roque Ramı́rez
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refers to as “the embodiment of queer Latino community histories” (2005: 111).
This archival project resurrects the traces of trans and queer Latina/o life often
erased in mainstream narratives and mappings of Los Angeles. In the following
pages, I stitch together and privilege the voices, memories, and “theories in the
flesh” (Moraga and Anzaldúa 2014) of three trans Latinas, Mexicanas to be exact,
from Los Angeles, to illustrate the layered meanings of “finding sequins in the
rubble”: Angela Cristobal, Bamby Salcedo, and Sibelly.
Why sequins, and what do they have to do with queer world making and
liberation? Why are queer Latinas/os drawn to sequins in their fashion and style
choices? The idea for sequins had its genesis in a multiplicity of sites: oral histories, archives, ethnographic notes, my own experiences growing up in Los
Angeles, queer aesthetics in fashion and style, and popular culture like the music
of Mexican pop icon Gloria Trevi. “Todos me miran” (“Everyone Looks at Me”),
from her 2006 album La trayectoria (The Trajectory), is particularly useful. This
song, which has become a queer anthem, is about gender performance and
transgression, about a gender-nonconforming person who becomes free from
hetero-patriarchal oppression. Part of the chorus reads, “Me puse, tacones me
pinté y era bella / Y miré la noche y ya no era oscura, era de lentejuelas” (I put on
high heels and makeup and I was beautiful / I saw the night and it wasn’t dark, it
was made of sequins [Trevi 2006]). At the end of the video for the same song, Trevi
performs at a queer club, and many of the club’s multigendered and multiracial
patrons are wearing sequins on their outfits. As the song suggests, after breaking
free of the shackles of oppression, the narrator in the song “sees” a sequined night
or world in the horizon. This sequined world is twofold: the ability to embody
herself as she walks down the street and the queer world in front of her as she
performs at the club. This sequined world is made of “anticipatory illumination,”
potentiality, and hope, as José Esteban Muñoz suggests in the epigraph —what
queer scholars call “queer world making.”
As a concept, “finding sequins in the rubble” is both about materiality —
textiles and synthetic materials like sequins, and rubble (physical debris left after a
catastrophe or the wrecking ball)—and about a particular form of consciousness.
Inspired by Chela Sandoval (2000), it is a US Third World feminist, decolonial
approach to the way aggrieved communities make sense of their lives, consciously
or unconsciously. This framework is a theoretical, archival, aesthetic, and affective
technology used by queer Angelenos to negotiate the everyday realities, histories,
and communities in which they live; it is an emancipatory mode of being and
belonging in the midst of the rubble, literal and metaphorical, of their lives —the
debris and ruins left after displacement of people of color from their communities, race riots, harrassment of “deviants” by the Los Angeles Police Department’s vice squad, the ravages of AIDS, and relationship and family traumas.
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Some of the strategies used are performance, writing, activism, spirituality, and
everyday acts of survival and self-craft like fashion, relationships, dreaming,
laughing, dancing, and kinship. In this way, finding sequins in the rubble draws
from what seem like disparate cultural and affective locations in Los Angeles—
self-making strategies of trans Latina activists and performers, popular culture
examples, sequined dresses hanging in shops and worn by drag performers, and
dreams and hopes of queer immigrants. Theoretically, it is influenced by Emma
Pérez’s (1999) “decolonial imaginary” and José Esteban Muñoz’s “queer futurity”
in which he argues, “The aesthetic, especially the queer aesthetic, frequently
contains blueprints and schemata of a forward-dawning futurity. Both the
ornamental and the quotidian can contain a map of the utopia that is queerness.
Turning to the aesthetic in the case of queerness is nothing like an escape from the
social realm, insofar as queer aesthetics map future social relations” (2009: 1).
Expanding Munoz’s ideas, finding sequins in the rubble as a theoretical
framework is about a lived reality that speaks to a mobile, physical, and affective
“thirdspace” (Soja 1996), an in-between space of contradiction and possibility, or
Gloria Anzaldúa’s nepantla (1987). From this liminal space, joterı́a make and
remake themselves in the face of intersectional oppression resorting to an archive
of love, loss, desire, life, and death.
Fashion and style have always been part of survival and resistance for
Chicanas/os and queer communities. I argue that sequins and sequined style are
part of queer Chicana/o and Latina/o resistance and belong to the arsenal of what
William Calvo-Quirós calls “jota/o aesthetic traditions,” which facilitate the
creation of “new spaces and ruptures in aesthetic life” (2014: 183). Calvo-Quirós
argues, “What is impossible for us, as socially rejected subjects, becomes tangible
in our drag shows, parades, parties, outfits, poetry, altares, paints, hairdo,
makeup, and impersonations” (186). Among this genealogy within Chicana/o and
Latina/o culture are the china poblana dress, dresses worn by drag queens and
trans performers like Francis,3 the outfits of the late Tejana singer Selena, the art of
Goldie Garcı́a, and the sequined outfits and flamboyant performances of Juan
Gabriel, the iconic Mexican singer and composer of ranchera and ballads.
Notably, there is a long history of interconnectedness between Black and
Chicano culture in Los Angeles (Lipsitz 1990; Johnson 2013; Sandoval 2013). In the
1940s, Blacks and Chicano pachuco/zoot-suiters used style and dress to resist
dominant white culture. Through dress they “embodied resistance and cultural
adaption” (Sandoval 2013: 181). In a smilar vein, sequined styles have been used in
this process of self-making, as Gail Hilson Woldu, writing about Black American
women in music, reminds us. “For sequined and spangled blues women,” she
argues, “wardrobe became an act of self-affirmation and defiance” (Hilson Woldu
2013: 102). Sequins in particular have been a way to stand out and to negotiate the
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marginal status of Black women, respectability, oversexualization, and racism.
Fashion theorist Elizabeth Wilson writes how Ma Rainey flamboyantly adorned her
outfits with “sequins, beads, rhinestones, gold, and ostrich feathers” as a way to
stand out “in a queen’s wardrobe of glimmer and shine,” commenting on her
deliberate adornment of her body as a way to claim racial equality (104). In a world
where Black performers were made invisible, this was a way to redefine herself. In
this same way, other queer performers have done so. For trans women like Salcedo
and Cristobal, garments have also been a way to express their freedom to be.
Prior to the twentieth century, sequins had been used to symbolize status
and divinity, and they were once made of gold coins or shells. In the twenties, they
became popular when some were found adorning King Tut’s clothing when his
grave was discovered in 1923. This led to the popularity of the designs of Coco
Chanel and Paul Poiret, whose 1928 purple chiffon sequined dress was a prime
example of “his love of rich ornament and color” and “once-radical ideas of
freedom of movement” (FIDM 2015). Sequins were also popular in the flapper
style of the 1920s, the dress of cabaret performers of the 1950s, and the disco
phenomenon of the 1970s. Outside fashion, sequins have spiritual and cultural
significance in different parts of the world. For example, in Haiti, sequins are used
in voodoo flags created by artists who dedicate their lives to this craft and believe
that sequins have sacred portal-like traits (Girouard 1994). Sequins are also used
in New Orleans jazz festivals, and in the 1970s in Bolivia, transgender women used
sequins to create their dresses for the religious festival the Oruro Carnaval, using
their bodies to stage struggle and gain acceptance.
According to designer Luz Espinoza, although many dressmakers still sew
individual sequins onto fabric, most sequined fabric is mass-produced in textile
factories. Espinoza only occasionally works with loose sequins, to fill in fabric that
needs more sequined layers. The more the fabric is layered with sequins, the more
pleasing the effect, like fish scales or plumage on a bird, which are some of the
aesthetic inspirations for sequined textiles (pers. comm., November 22, 2015). To
further illumine both the physical and ephemeral relevance of sequins in my
discussion, I draw from art historian Markus Brüderlin, who writes, “The textile
can be a material, a technique, a metaphor and/or a medium” (2013: 18). Likewise,
Wilson notes that “dress is the frontier between the self and the non-self’’ (2003:
3), and our relationship to clothes symbolizes a “triple ambiguity” of capitalism,
art, and identity, “of the relation of the self to the body and self to the world” (15).
For Wilson, fashion is “one of the most accessible, and one of the most flexible
means by which we express these ambiguities” (15). For people of color and trans
communities, the possibilities and limitations of these ambiguities have been
instrumental in a society that has rendered them invisible, criminalized them, and
erased their subjectivity.
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Putting on a pretty dress, then, is more than just about vanity. It is about a
proclamation of self, or of Calvo-Quirós’s affirmation that for joterı́a “every
second in our lives testifies to the victory of our existence” (2014: 187). The purple
sequined dress and high-heel gold shoes worn by Bamby Salcedo while attending
the GLAAD Media Awards in Los Angeles on April 20, 2013, and a photo from the
day of the event, are testament to this: “The sequins are shiny and call attention. I
bought the dress because it was on sale, it fit perfectly, and because it makes a
statement. I was intimidated because it was for a red carpet event and that was a
big deal. The dress screamed look at me, here I am shining. I felt empowered.” Her
words are reminiscent of the work of Vicki Ruiz (2008) and Catherine Ramı́rez
(2009), who have written about how flapper and pachucas styles were used by
young Chicanas negotiating patriarchy and racism in Los Angeles. In Salcedo’s
case, for someone who has endured physical and sexual abuse, substance abuse,
poverty, and violence, being seen and named is revolutionary. The photo of
Salcedo at the event, circulating on the web, is a testament to resistance and the
unwillingness of Salcedo to let the world define her, and to the many stories of
survival and strength she has shared with me since I started to document her life in
2008. “HIV saved my life,” she says, both jokingly and seriously, “because it gave
me a second chance.” As Horacio Roque Ramı́rez (2005) reminds us in his writing
about Teresita La Campesina, another historic trans Latina significant to Los
Angeles history, photographs are important pieces to the queer Latina/o archive.
These are crucial for the survival of memory of trans Latinas often relegated to
historical oblivion. In a society that refuses to acknowledge that trans lives matter,
these testimonials are critical.
Not all trans women want to stand out, of course. Angela Cristobal, for
example, says, “I love sequins, because I believe they’re super pretty and stand out,
but I have never worn sequins in my outfits or accessories. Unless I have been
given an outfit to wear for modeling purposes. I don’t wear them for the simple
fact that I believe that they attract a lot of attention and I wouldn’t want any more
attention than I already get. I like being low key.” Cristobal believes sequins are
aesthetically pleasing but only wears them if required to. Her self-making is a
more subtle process, as depicted in one of the stories she shared with me about the
time she worked in her father’s auto body shop several years ago, before she fully
came into her trans identity. Feeling uncomfortable in the hypermasculine space
of the shop, Cristobal preferred detailing cars because she felt that in these
moments, when she was inside the vehicle listening to music, away from the
customers and her coworkers, she could be herself. This form of world making
was a way of finding sequins in the rubble and debris of heterosexism and toxic
masculinity. She found refuge where we would least expect it.
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For trans people, both standing out and blending in can be modes of selfcraft. As the epigraph above by Francesa Appelgate suggests, clothing can function
as armor or as protection. This was always the case for Salcedo. For example, when
she was a teenager living in Guadalajara, Mexico, she vacillated between masculine
and feminine presentation, hung out with a different set of friends, and performed hypermasculinity in some cases, in order to survive. Salcedo says that she
would dress up (se vestı́a) as a woman to go out with her friends, often doing sex
work. On one occasion when she had been on the streets for two weeks, she went
home one day and gave her sister a bag full of wigs, dresses, and other accessories
for her to play with. Her sister was happy and expressed this to her mother, who
deduced why Salcedo had these garments in her possession. “Yo le dı́ vida a un
hombre” (I gave life to a man), she remembers her mother saying. The challenge
of navigating gender binaried expectations, as well as abuse, led Salcedo to a life of
drugs and crime. While these memories are bittersweet, they form part of her
trajectory, toward what Janet Mock calls “redefining realness” (2014). Another of
Salcedo’s style memories is about when she first arrived in Los Angeles and
worked in the food-service industry and had to wear a uniform. For her, these jobs
were about survival, and although wearing the uniform was limiting, she feels at
times that it helped her to cope and negotiate stigma around gender performance.
There was an automaticity and conformity in wearing the uniform, but it also
provided a sense of safety, which partially guarded her from harassment and
transphobia.
As I’ve been arguing, memories are central to the idea of finding sequins in
the rubble. Memories are sequins in the rubble. For Gerardo Arroyo, a queer
Chicano I interviewed for my project, the memory of Sibelly, a trans Mexicana, is
central to the queer memories of his childhood in Los Angeles. Arroyo remembers
that Sibelly lived in the back of his great aunt’s house and on occasion would play
a Lucı́a Mendez cassette for him and his younger sister to dance to.4 He also recalls
that he would sometimes see Sibelly leaving for work in beautiful dresses: “I
remember the dresses were sequined and shiny. Like glam for the 80s” (Arroyo
2013). Sibelly was a performer at Club Plaza, now a working-class, Latina lesbian
and trans club in Hollywood. She has since passed away, and Arroyo’s family
doesn’t know much of what happened to her, but her memory and a photo of her
smiling with a white flower in her hair taken for a local Latino gay magazine is all
he has. Sibelly, then, is part of Los Angeles trans Latina history, and the memory
of her life, through Arroyo’s family archive of memories and photos, is sequins in
the rubble.
As I have argued here, embodied knowledge, or “theories in the flesh,”
which Bamby Salcedo and other trans women in Los Angeles shared with me,
helped me to develop the concept of “finding sequins in the rubble,” a framework
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for understanding queer and trans Chicana/o and Latina/o life in the city, and
how trans Latinas/os make sense of their lives and engage in an ongoing process of
self-fashioning that involves aesthetic and affective strategies and fashion and
style negotiations. While these are important, trans women of color are still being
murdered in unprecedented numbers, and undocumented immigrant trans
women are being deported or denied medication and proper care in detention
centers. We need critical interventions and frameworks to help create un mundo
donde quepan muchos mundos, a world where many worlds fit, in the words of the
Zapatistas.5 This vision of pluralism and inclusion aligns with Muñozian conceptions of a queer futurity and with Anzaldúan decolonial frameworks, which, as
Emma Pérez suggests, are transformational and uncover voices that have been
hidden or made passive (1999: xvi). These liberatory approaches provide ways of
making life sustainable, employing what Chela Sandoval calls a “methodology of
emancipation” (2000: 1). As I conclude this essay, I reflect on the ten years since I
came to know Bamby Salcedo and how I have witnessed her story, including the
pain, struggle, resilience, wisdom, and an arduous self-making process of her life.
I am grateful for everything I have learned from her about friendship, hope,
resistance, and social justice.

Eddy Francisco Alvarez Jr. is an assistant professor of Africana and Latino studies at State
University of New York at Oneonta, where he teaches Latina/o studies, women-of-color feminisms, and queer studies.

Notes
1.

2.

3.

4.
5.

Following Meredith Abarca, who used the last names of the women she interviewed in
her book Voices in the Kitchen, I usually do the same. Abarca argues that her respondents
should be treated as theorists in their own right, just as we would cite, for example, Gloria
Anzaldúa or Michel Foucault (Abarca 2006: 12).
The acronym GARRAS stands for Groundbreaking Activism Redirecting and Reforming
All Systems, but the word itself stands for “claws” or “talon” or “old clothes” or “rags,”
which is important here in terms of re-fashioning the self.
Francis was a Mexican trans designer, actor, and dancer known for her Broadway style
performances and her show that ran seventeen years at Teatro Blanquita in Mexico City.
She passed away in 2007.
Lucı́a Mendez is a Mexican singer and actress whose career was at its apex in the 1980s and
1990s.
The Zapatista rebellion in the Mexican state of Chiapas took place the same day the North
American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) went into effect in 1994. This armed rebellion
of mostly indigenous folks, led by Subcomandante Marcos, advocated land reform and
participatory politics and opposed neoliberalism.
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Mapping the Territory
Archiving the Trans Website in an Age of Search

AV E R Y P H E L A N DA M E

Abstract Recent work on Internet discourse focuses extensively on social network sites, which now
serve as the primary organizing location for trans individuals. Yet despite their declining popularity,
stand-alone websites—often continuously maintained by a single owner—continue to serve as
important resources for online information and discourse. This essay, first, locates the website within
the history of transgender online publics and, second, considers their current complex position in the
trans media landscape. In part, they serve as an accessible, living archive of English-language trans
experience, tracking the evolution of web design aesthetics, community composition, and trans
terminology. Yet sites’ temporal contexts—key to their archival status—are obscured when they are
called up by search engines. The opacity of search algorithms’ indexing practices and their subsequent filtering of search results, then, point to the importance for new media scholars of accounting
for platforms’ affordances and constraints.
Keywords transgender, website, archive, algorithm, home page

I

remember making my first website in the mid-1990s, one of many I would start
and abandon over the next ten years. Constructed using Microsoft Frontpage
and hosted by the free web-hosting service Tripod, it embodied the worst design
clichés of the era. Yet I fondly, if dimly, remember the pride and investment I took
in these sites as my personal spaces, my “homes” online. Web-hosting services, in
their company rhetoric, deliberately fostered this sense of spatial settlement and
ownership. AOL named its web-hosting service “Hometown,” while Geocities, one
of the most visible services, initially allowed users—dubbed “homesteaders” in
distinctly colonialist company rhetoric—to organize in themed “neighborhoods”
where they were assigned a specific “street address.”
At the same time as I was building fan pages, transgender users were
building home pages. Some pages served as personal archives of their owner’s
transition, while others were hubs of advice and information. The trans website
has long had a presence in the transgender media landscape, serving as the virtual
“home” for many trans individuals, part of a larger “world-making” project that
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reflects and incorporates “important elements of historical activism” (Surkan
2003; Rawson 2014: 52). With the format shift to newer, network-oriented services,
personal websites have since fallen out of favor as one’s social home online. Yet
despite their declining popularity, stand-alone websites—often maintained by a
single owner or small team—continue to serve as important resources for online
English-language trans information and discourse. Trans individuals picked them
as the most important online information sources in a 2002 survey (Taylor 2002),
and the majority of contemporary trans-related sites are maintained by transidentified individuals to provide community resources (Horvath et al. 2012).
In this essay, I study a select number of still-active sites initially created
between 1995 and 2005, considering both their visual and textual discourse: Susan’s
Place (Larson), Laura’s Playground (Amato 2015b), Lynn Conway’s Homepage
(Conway 2015a), Hudson’s FTM Guide (Hudson 2015), The Transitional Male
(Edwards 2015), T-Vox (Kirk-Robinson and Kirk 2015b), and Transsexual and
Transgender Roadmap (TS Roadmap; James 2015b). These sites covered a highly
active period in both offline and online trans activism and at times served as initial
sites of encounter for questioning individuals seeking narratives of the possibilities
afforded by transition. In particular, I am interested in the website as a singleauthored cultural text with generic format affordances and constraints. For this
reason, I have chosen not to study the social, interactive aspects of these sites.
First, I locate the website within the history of trans online publics and,
second, their location in the current trans media landscape. The trans website, I
argue, occupies a complex position. In part, it serves as an accessible, living archive
of English-language trans experience (Rawson 2013, 2014), tracking the evolution
of web design, community composition, and trans terminology. Yet the temporal
context of these websites—a key element of their archival status—is obscured
when they are called up by search algorithms. Search algorithms function in a
perpetually presentist state—the results they offer are always the most accurate
and relevant at the moment they are presented to the user. Furthermore, algorithms’ determinations of relevance are opaque, and their “technical character” is
often interpreted by users “as an assurance of impartiality” (Gillespie 2014: 168).
Algorithms’ role in shaping readers’ interpretation of trans websites, then, points
to the importance of accounting for the platform’s influence on users.
The Age of the Home Page

While personal websites preexisted services like Geocities, Tripod, Angelfire, and
others, these services were instrumental in making hosting space and design tools
widely accessible. In particular, their built-in coding tools made web design
approachable to those without a background in web design or hypertext markup
language (HTML; Papacharissi 2002). Paul Hodkinson notes that these spaces,
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particularly for youth, were understood as “intimate personal spaces” not unlike
the bedroom, where site owners could build and perform identity (2015: 3). Over
time, a recognizable visual style emerged, with a heavy emphasis on the use of
tables, repeating background images, animated graphics interchange format (GIF)
images, primary colors, and Comic Sans font. Visitors were tracked through pagevisitor counters and guest books, where they could leave short comments for
others to see. The style is now parodied by tools like the Geocities-izer, launched
in 2010 by web developer Mike Lacher, which bills itself as able to “make any
webpage look like it was made by a 13-year-old in 1996” (Lacher 2015).
Trans home pages frequently came in two varieties: either a repository of
advice for possible trans readers or a transition journal, in which the owner tracked
the changes experienced during transition (Surkan 2003: 258–60). Appearance and
manner were communicated through photos of the owner or their writing style,
while setting was determined by the site’s layout, color scheme, and the images
used to decorate the page. Individual trans home pages are “simultaneously individual and collective as they provide specific information about individuals while
also functioning collectively as a diverse record of trans experiences that are created and controlled by trans people themselves” (Rawson 2014: 54).
These pages were connected in web rings, circular collections of similarly
themed sites linked together by a central site or a shared navigation bar. Web rings
played an important role in connecting trans home pages and providing owners
with a sense of community; owners’ displays of membership “[projected] a certain
self-image and [linked] one with a certain social group, even if that particular
group only existed online” (Papacharissi 2002: 656). Web rings varied in size and
membership; smaller rings where owners had preexisting social relationships often
took on a sense of shared neighborhood community, which larger rings lacked
(Surkan 2003: 258). As sites were cross-listed to several web rings, they developed
into “intersecting virtual neighborhoods”—an interpretation further encouraged
by the web ring’s circular structure, with adjacent members living “next door” to
each other on the ring (257). Web rings, through their intersections, provided
interconnected, if partial, maps of the online trans landscape.
Moving On (and Out)

While the single-authored home page or website could theoretically persist in
perpetuity, users did not always continue to occupy their web home. Many sites
were not maintained indefinitely, as updates dropped off and owners moved on.
Karl Surkan specifically cites the example of owner Nathaniel Wolfe, who stops
updating his online transition journal by drawing a “distinction between ‘life’ and
the environment of his home page,” which Surkan argues “suggests that he perceives the virtual space he has created as a place to document his life and gender
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identity rather than a location in which to live it” (Surkan 2003: 269). Alternately,
users would delete and remake sites as their identities shifted; Surkan chronicles
how one user, “Zane,” repeatedly deleted and rebuilt his website to match his
changing self-identity, leaving behind only a “ghost in the machine” (275).
Personal home pages also declined in popularity as other newer platforms
rose to prominence. First came journaling platforms like Livejournal, and then
commonly known social network sites (SNS) such as Twitter, Tumblr, and Facebook, which moved sociability to platforms where social connection and the tools
to maintain it were built in—users could follow or friend each other, instead of
having to rely on off-site tools such as e-mail. Increasingly, the focus was placed
not on the presentation of self through design and decoration but on the individual’s self-presentation within the platform’s profile, and its accompanying
affordances and constraints (Hodkinson 2015). On current SNS platforms, the
individual, to use Surkan’s terminology, no longer lives in a web “home” in a webring “neighborhood” but is instead connected to their various social networks on
an SNS, where they simultaneously document and live out their gender identity.
All these accounts, however, form the basis of a larger transgender world-making
project, wherein individuals are empowered to “contribute to a collective, grassroots archive of trans experiences” (Rawson 2014: 56). Transgender websites, though
they lack the dynamic qualities of SNS, continue to play an important role in
this project.
Design and Visuals

The trans websites studied here vary widely in their design, but their visual style
most often reflects the initial moment of their creation. Designs based on HTML
tables or long, single pages full of text—all hallmarks of pre–Web 2.0 design—
predominate. For some, images are kept at a minimum, a choice in some cases
reflecting a commitment to accessibility. The owner of the eponymous Hudson’s
FTM Guide (2015) emphasizes that his graphic-free and simple design is “easy to
load and navigate, no matter with what web browser or from where in the world a
person [is] looking at the site,” and the pages at TS Roadmap are “kept small so
they’ll load quickly, even if you have a dial-up modem” (James 2015a). Other
websites include an abundance of imagery and animated GIFs, sometimes with
traditionally feminine colors or connotations. Still others reject such connotations;
T-Vox’s original design is described as a “punk-inspired look” meant to “set it
apart from the other, predominantly pink and flowery, trans* websites online in
mid-to-late 2005” (Kirk-Robinson and Kirk 2015c).
All these sites, in different ways, present themselves as credible “community resources” for readers and information seekers. This “resources” focus
may be reinforced in the website’s name or subhead. Several sites specify that they
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are resources for questioning individuals, while others like Hudson’s FTM Guide
or TS Roadmap rely on cartographic metaphors; TS Roadmap’s logo is an
iconographic combination of a four-point compass and the transgender symbol.
T-Vox’s owners, alternately, draw on the authority of other well-known information sources to bolster their own claims, saying that “many trans* activists have
referred to [T-Vox] as ‘the trans Wikipedia’” (Kirk-Robinson and Kirk 2015a).
Intentionality, Terminology, and Authorial Expertness

Structural website design centers information in two areas: front-page organization and overall site structure. Websites’ front pages—that is, the first page you
encounter—prioritize factual information on trans-relevant issues. Sites utilize a
branching structure, in which each page is devoted to a different informational
aspect, such as surgeons, coming out, or legal processes like name change. However, English dominates as the primary language, and the information offered
focuses on resources in English-dominant countries such as the United States,
Canada, or the United Kingdom. Some sites do offer embedded machine translation via services like Google Translate, but such services raise concerns about
accuracy, particularly when working with information using both culturally and
subculturally specific terms. Only one site, Lynn Conway’s website, offers alternate
languages, all translated and made available by volunteer native speakers.
Further complicating their linguistic accessibility is the variable terminology of sites themselves. Some owners use primarily transsexual or TS, while
others use only transgender, TG, or trans. Others eschew exclusive use and instead
utilize a variety of terms together, or join terms with a slash (such as TS/TG) to
bridge any possible gaps. Only the most recently founded site, T-Vox, universally
uses the neologism trans*. A similar shift can be seen for gender-diverse terminology, as sites vary from using androgyne alone to exclusive use of genderqueer.
The inconsistency of terminology on sites suggests the websites’ ages and the
preference of the owners, whose choices mirror various aspects of in-community
debates during the 1990s into the 2000s around “proper” terminology.
The owners’ personal narratives, when included, reflect a similar time- and
format-boundedness. Personal narrative pages embody the home-page era’s
conventions: use of long-form narrative, an emphasis on biography as opposed to
the phatic connection of social media updates (Miller 2008: 395), and a lack of
clearly dated updates. The personal narrative page, for owners, functions not at
the site of their online life but as a site of documentation with specific rhetorical
and discursive purposes. For the “dialectic between the rhetorical goals of a
particular author and the invention catalyzed by the digital media tool itself
creates a digital place of community identity formation” (Rawson 2013). First, it
establishes the owners’ persuasive ethos, giving them—and by extension, any
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information and advice they offer—authenticity, authority, and credibility as
trans experts. Second, it opens up avenues of reader identification around shared
experiences. Lastly, it connects the site owners’ community self-identities as public
trans individuals to their identities as website owners. The owners’ continued
maintenance of their websites is often narrated as central to and supportive of
their current personal successes. Through their websites, the owners are deeply
invested in helping readers thrive—in making sure, to use a popular phrase, “it
gets better” for readers. This is stated most explicitly by the owner of Laura’s
Playground, Laura Amato (2015a), whose self-stated “primary purpose . . . was to
run this site and support other people like me. Creating a Transgender Community here not only shows people they are not alone but that there are thousands
who have beaten this.”
Locating in History

Lynn Conway’s gallery of transsexual women’s successes is a particularly compelling example of a space where Amato’s imagined “thousands” are collected
together. The gallery, founded in 2001, collects images and narratives of trans
women, some taken from media appearances, but the majority are submitted by
trans women themselves. In her landing page for the galleries, Conway describes
how she intends for the collection to “[provide readers] with hope and with a wide
range of diverse role models to help show them the way” (Conway 2015b). Many
of the included pictures link to news articles, personal home pages, or letters
recounting individuals’ personal narratives; at the top of the landing page, an
image of a blooming flower metaphorically gestures to archived trans women’s
posttransition growth.
Conway ceased updates of the page in 2005, transforming the gallery into
“an historical artifact of trans-advocacy in a time now gone by.” Even so, it continues to get “huge numbers of hits each year, and is an ongoing source of hope for
many” (Conway 2015b). I would agree with Conway’s assessment of the pages’
archival status, with their distinctly pre–Web 2.0 design and discourse. Each page is
a single, text-heavy file built in basic HTML. Reflecting the particular constraints
of e-mail and data transfer at the time, the images used lack the crispness and
quality of those found on contemporary SNS. Conway uses transsexual, transgender, and trans at different points throughout the pages, with trans appearing
only in a 2011 addendum. In describing the page, Conway locates trans womens’
narratives oppositionally to then-contemporary concerns, including the tabloid
exploitation of the Jerry Springer Show and J. Michael Bailey’s 2003 book The Man
Who Would Be Queen.
Nevertheless, the collection of so many narratives in one location speaks to
the particular power of online sites in the archive. When collected, “the cumulative
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effect of [personal] accounts exceeds the potential of any single narrative because
together they create a collective archive [online] with a seemingly unquantifiable
amount of transgender experiences that testify to the possibility of a world where
transgender people thrive” (Rawson 2014: 56). Conway’s gallery, explicitly founded
on her belief in the need to see trans women collectively thriving, is an important
addition to this collective archive and larger trans world-making projects.
Timeliness in the Archive

While Conway and other site owners may designate sections of their websites as
archival documents, an indexing bot for a search engine may not make the same
judgment. For if an archive is “the product of a judgement,” it is the archivists who
“exercise . . . a specific power and authority” to “[place] certain documents in an
archive at the same time as others are discarded,” a matter of their own “discrimination and of selection” (Mbembe 2002: 20). Search algorithms are selective
in both inclusion and hierarchy of appearance, as certain content is promoted or
demoted in search results based on relevance. In contrast to the human archivist, algorithmic judgment is founded in a “particular knowledge logic . . . built on
specific presumptions about what knowledge is and how one should identify its
most relevant components” (Gillespie 2014: 168). Often, relevance is based not only
on search-term incidence but also contextual site information and number and
context of in-links from elsewhere—elements that are manipulatable through
search engine optimization (175). These criteria and their malleability are obscured,
however, by the algorithm’s presumed impartiality and objectivity—presumptions
that, in turn, legitimate the accuracy of results (180).
For trans websites, questions of relevance and legitimacy take on a different character when the factor of timeliness is introduced. The search algorithm
and its accompanying results page function in a perpetually presentist mode that
“dehistoricizes artifacts and flattens the time that separates [these sites] from
more recent [objects]” (Rawson 2013). Temporality and relevance, depending on a
searcher’s intentions, may be deeply intertwined. A searcher wants information
relevant to the moment when they conduct their search. The algorithm’s determination of relevance, however, always takes precedence—later human interpretation is limited by the bounds set by the algorithm’s knowledge logic.
Thus, archival pages are preliminarily “vouched for,” so to speak, as recent
or relevant through their appearance in search results. These pages reflect not the
current moment but the moment of their last update—a determination requiring human interpreters to apply specific subcultural knowledge they cannot be
guaranteed to possess. Moreover, “Further Resources” pages link to websites with
similar issues, if they exist at all. The once active “neighborhood” these resource
pages map is now peppered with dead ends, abandoned homes, and empty lots.
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Yet because of their mutual linking, these sites unintentionally provide each other
algorithmic relevance and legitimacy. In this way, the search-results interface
complicates the viewer’s ability to discern temporal context and thus how a site
should be read and interpreted—as an archival document or a contemporary
resource.
Conclusion

In my title, I allude to philosopher Alfred Korzybski’s famous pronouncement,
“The map is not the territory.” There are many different maps throughout this
essay: trans websites’ various mappings of trans discourse and the transition
process, the link-based map of the web ring and “Further Resources” page, and the
map drawn on the results page by the supposedly objective search algorithm. Each
map and its respective cartographers, in different ways, aim to call into being their
interpretation of trans territory online. Trans websites, as archival maps, are particularly useful in illustrating the specifics and process of change—the shifts in incommunity terminology and discourse, the changes in how trans people experience the process of transition, and the transformation from Web 1.0 to Web 2.0.
However, the search algorithm dehistoricizes and decontextualizes these
maps, presenting every result as equally timely and accurate. The map is never the
territory, but that’s hard to know when one doesn’t have a full sense of what the
territory includes. The ongoing centrality of digital platforms to transgender
social and political organizing makes these concerns all the more important.
Rarely visible in one’s daily interactions with digital platforms is their shaping of
the information users receive and social connections they make. Researchers of
new media must then be attentive not only to the content of media production
and its reception but also the platform’s role in shaping media’s visibility and
situational or historical context.

Avery Dame is a PhD candidate in women’s studies at the University of Maryland, College Park.
His work focuses on social and new media, discourse, and design. He has previously been
published in the Journal of Language and Sexuality and Critical Studies in Media Communication.
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Trans Identity, Trans Poetics, and Oliver Bendorf’s
The Spectral Wilderness
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The Spectral Wilderness
Oliver Bendorf
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As the groundbreaking Troubling the Line: Trans and Genderqueer Poetry and
Poetics showed, the United States is in the midst of a cultural “big bang”: trans
poetry —poetry about trans identity and experience—having exploded out of
what seemed to be nothing at the end of the twentieth century, is expanding and
diversifying at mind-boggling speed. Through these poems, the long-silenced
voices of an oppressed, repressed, suppressed, marginalized, and terrorized
minority are making themselves heard, appearing in magazines, blogs, and, increasingly, bookstores, awards ceremonies, and college syllabi.
But this body of poetry represents more than self- or group expression.
Trans poetry is a laboratory for developing language in which to express trans
identities that cannot be expressed through language based on gender-binary
assumptions that everyone is only and always male or female.
These trans-poetic experiments will not only transform the American literary landscape; they will, I believe, transform the ways in which we understand
and express transgender identities and—because gender is a system of interdependent signifiers and assumptions—all gender identities, trans and nontrans alike.
It’s not surprising that poetry, particularly first-person poetry, provides
such fertile ground for developing language for trans identity. It’s never simple to
say “I” in a poem. The poetic “I” has no body, no face, no gestures, or no tones of
voice to make the self to which it refers visible, tangible, and comprehensible,
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which is perhaps why so many first-person poems wrestle with evanescence and
often, even in the midst of ecstasy, throb with elegy and loss. Disembodied and
often decontextualized, the poetic “I” points from nothing toward no one, a wishful, wistful gesture made in the hopes that others will imagine its life and flesh.
Similar problems dog many trans people outside the margins of the poem.
Our first-person pronouns often point toward lives and flesh that conceal, erase, or
distort who we really are, or who we are becoming. But the problem of trans selfrepresentation goes beyond mismatched lives and bodies. When trans people say
“I,” we refer to selves our culture does not yet have words or conceptual apparatus
to understand. Umbrella terms like transgender or genderqueer are politically and
socially useful shorthand, but they encompass too many different relationships
between body, psyche, personal history, and cultural categories to identify individuals: “I am transgender” means “I am something more complicated than ‘male’
or ‘female,’ though my gender identity might be male or female”; “I am genderqueer” means “I don’t identify as ‘male’ or ‘female.’” When used in speaking with
those unfamiliar with trans identity, these terms become even less precise: “I am
transgender” brings up images of Caitlin Jenner; “I am genderqueer” connotes
nothing at all.
Some of us try to fill in the linguistic and social blanks by creating new,
highly specific terms for gender identity.1 But most of these new words are not
widely used or understood, and, as glossaries of terms for gender identities routinely warn, not only is language for gender identity “continuously changing,” but
“most identity labels are dependent on personal interpretation and experience”
(Trans, Genderqueer, and Queer Terms Glossary 2015). One person who says “I am
X” may mean something different from another person who says “I am X”—and
by next year, that term may have fallen out of use and become another artifact of
the long, long history of efforts to create language to express trans identity.2
A few words signifying nonbinary relationships to gender, such as transsexual, cross-dresser, and drag queen, have more or less stood the test of time. But
even these words are not widely understood and are not supported by the cultural
conventions —clothing, gestures, conventions, tones of voice, and so forth—that
make declarations of binary-gender identity mean so much more than a statement about reproductive organs. When I say “I am a transsexual,” I’m not
expressing my identity: I’m saying what, not who, I am. But if I say “I am a woman,”
I am expressing only my gender identity; the word woman does not express or even
acknowledge the complicated juggling of body and soul and social position that
has shaped my trans identity.
This problem—the lack of words, signs, and conventions to express
relationships to gender that are more complex than male or female—is the
defining problem of trans poetics.
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In the narrowest sense, trans poetics refers to the linguistic strategies used to
express, represent, or otherwise make trans identity visible and meaningful in
poetry; in the broadest sense, trans poetics refers to all poetic efforts to represent any forms of self or identity for which there are no conventional means of
expression.3
Trans-poetic strategies can be complicated, but the problems of representation they address are often quite simple, as we see in the first-person poem
“Make Believe,” one of the soliloquies in Oliver Bendorf’s award-winning collection, The Spectral Wilderness, in which speakers express trans identities. “Make
Believe” begins, “The first time I took a razor to my face” (5). When a nontrans
man says, “The first time I took a razor to my face,” he is not just referring to a
moment in his life; he is using a widely recognized marker of the onset of male
adolescence to signify that he was born and raised male and that he identifies as
male. When Bendorf writes those words, he does so knowing that this signifier of
male identity —which is as biographically factual for him as for a nontrans
man—simultaneously represents and misrepresents his gender. For Bendorf, as
for nontrans men, there was a first time he shaved his face, but that first time
reflected the onset of a second, willed adolescence, rather than a genetically programmed rise in his testosterone level.
Bendorf could easily have avoided this complication by opening the poem
with a trans-specific biographical detail, such as “After my seventh shot of t,”
rather than a common signifier of conventional masculinity. But Bendorf embraces
the problems created by using binary-gender signifiers to represent trans identity,
using trans-poetic strategies to transform them into signifiers of trans masculinity. Here, that transformation begins with the title, “Make Believe,” defined via
an epigraph from Wikipedia: “Make believe generally has no rules but to stay in
character.” By framing “The first time I took a razor to my face” as part of a “make
believe” effort to “stay in character,” Bendorf defamiliarizes it, calling into question the gender-binary assumptions that the speaker’s masculinization reflects a
physical process that “naturally” expresses a “real,” rather than “make believe,”
gender identity. As the title suggests, for the speaker, shaving and the beard
growth that occasions it reflect efforts to “stay in character,” to make believe—to
make others and oneself believe—that the speaker is male, by creating a male self
to believe in:
The first time I took a razor to my face
I forgot what I was made of. Having
made believe all I could, I made believe
a little further, pulling the open blade
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around the corner of my lips, watching
a few desolate strands fall to the sink
like soldiers in a porcelain trench,
or as with invisible ink drew myself
a mustache I could get behind.
Or I am made up of fanciful scraps
and small fingers, one for every time
I’ve ever been called Sir.
Tomorrow I’ll get a prescription. . . . (5–6)

For the speaker of “Make Believe,” still in early transition, trans masculinity is
“made up of fanciful scraps” —cobbled together from the early physical effects of
testosterone (“a few desolate strands” of shaven facial hair), so tenuous that
they are barely more real to the speaker than a mustache drawn in invisible
ink—and a small but growing hoard of public experiences (“every time / I’ve ever
been called Sir”) that show that his “make believe” maleness is becoming an
identity others recognize.
As “Make Believe” demonstrates, in The Spectral Wilderness, Bendorf is
out to forge language for trans identity that absorbs but is not limited by genderbinary signifiers and assumptions, including the assumption that gender is
essential—unchanging, uniform, and real. “Make Believe” presents the speaker’s
trans masculinity as both real and concrete—it involves shaving—but also
conceptual—a wistful, wishful, willful, and deeply personal act of self-creation
that wobbles in and out of focus as the speaker negotiates the physical, social,
and emotional processes of becoming. Indeed, highlighting the role of imagination in trans identity is central to Bendorf’s trans-poetic efforts to transfigure
signifiers of conventional, binary manhood—manhood mandated by both body
and socialization —into signifiers of trans masculinity.
This is a risky move. Many transsexuals angrily reject the idea that our
maleness or femaleness is any less essential or more complex than that of nontrans
men or women, because to do so is to risk having our claims to be or even know
who we are rejected. But that is precisely why trans poetry is such a crucial site for
the articulation of trans identity. Unlike daily life, legislative testimony, Facebook
posts, mass-media interviews, and even memoirs, poetry is a safe (because culturally marginal) space in which to explore the vulnerabilities, complexities, and
contradictions of trans identities, to explore trans identities not as positions to
defend but as modes of becoming and thus ways of being human.
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As Bendorf shows throughout The Spectral Wilderness, trans poetry and
trans poetics can free us from the crippling rigidity of the defensive, before-andafter, and “I always was the man or woman I have become” tropes that we find in
many memoirs and other public explications of transgender (which in these
forums almost always means transsexual) identity. Written by those who have
grown up in a world as hostile to as it is ignorant of trans identity, and addressed
primarily to nontrans readers, these accounts draw on gender-binary conventions
to portray trans identity as just as essential, unchanging, uniform, and inescapable as binary-gender identities: we are “born this way” men/women trapped in
female/male bodies, and just as determined, destined, and doomed by our gender
as nontrans men and women. Rather than trans poetically transfiguring genderbinary conventions, these portrayals attempt, as much as possible, to fit trans
identity into their terms and assumptions, in order to claim for trans identity the
cultural authority of the gender binary.
As a trans-memoir writer, I can attest to both the usefulness of genderbinary conventions and the difficulty of avoiding them in describing trans identity; as a trans person who spent most of my life ashamed of and afraid to express
my gender identity, I know the crucial cultural work these public portrayals of
trans identity do. Without them, I, and many isolated trans people, might never
have learned of gender transition, or seen trans identity portrayed as anything
other than disgusting or ridiculous. But when we compare these portrayals of
trans identity to that of “Make Believe,” we see the costs of limiting articulation of
trans identity to gender-binary terms. No human being, trans or not, is always
and only one thing, one characteristic, one identity.
The Spectral Wilderness, like other milestones of trans poetics, rejects such
humanity-flattening conventions, presenting trans masculinity as a process of
growing that involves grief and fear and loss and ambivalence as well as triumph
and exultation.
As “Make Believe” demonstrates, trans poetics is defined by its ends (the
creation of language for modes of self and being for which there is no language)
rather than by the poetic means used to achieve those ends. While some trans
poets pioneer experimental techniques to represent trans identity, many, like
Bendorf, find ample means at hand in the common toolbox of contemporary
American poetry. For example, the provisionality, fragility, and wistfulness of the
trans masculinity portrayed in “Make Believe” are common in first-person narrative American poetry because line breaks, past-tense verbs, and reflective selfnarration tend to emphasize the shifting, transitive nature of even the most
heteronormative self. “Make Believe” amplifies those effects through another
common American technique, breaking long sentences over multiple line and
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stanza breaks, so that the speaker’s trans masculinity unfolds in fits and starts, one
or two phrases at a time.
It is not surprising that Bendorf found mainstream American poetic
techniques so useful for achieving his trans-poetic ends. Since the mid-nineteenthcentury experiments of Emily Dickinson and Walt Whitman, American poets
have devoted considerable energy to representing first-person speakers who don’t
fit (and thus can’t be represented through) conventional signifiers, including,
though by no means limited to, speakers whose gender defies binary conventions.
For example, the gender binary offered no signifiers for the omnivorous male self,
defined by identification rather than differentiation, presented by Whitman in
“Song of Myself,” or for the anguished female self, so attenuated that she is
“pierced” by the sight of “Daffodils,” for which Dickinson coined the term “Queen
of Calvary.”
Dickinson’s and Whitman’s modernist American successors extended their
pioneering efforts to represent un- and anticonventional forms of self and identity,
including, in T. S. Eliot’s modernism-defining poem “The Waste Land,” presenting
a speaker, Tiresias, who is explicitly trans. In the middle of the twentieth century,
poetic efforts to represent conventionally unspeakable forms of self and identity
became a mainstay of American poetry. So-called confessional poets such as Sylvia
Plath, Ann Sexton, and Robert Lowell, and beat poets like Allen Ginsberg, presented white male and female speakers who were feeling, thinking, and doing
things that had previously been beyond the poetic and cultural pale, while feminist,
African-American, and Latino poets interrogated, exploded, and reimagined the
forms and language of identity offered to members of marginalized and oppressed
groups.4 Meanwhile, postmodernist poets such as John Ashbery began presenting
self-deconstructing selves: first-person speakers who unravel as they talk, revealing
the cultural codes and clichés of which they are composed.
Though few of these poets followed Eliot in representing trans identities,
by developing language for signifying selves and forms of identity for which there
had previously been no signifiers, they were pioneering techniques that are fundamental to trans poetics. Bendorf and other contemporary poets working to
represent trans identities are heirs to a 150-year-old tradition of expanding the
language and conception of the self.
Bendorf is well versed in this tradition, wittily mashing up techniques
drawn from different eras and movements in American poetry with one another
and with more trans-specific elements, such as gender theory and trans cultural
references. For example, take “Split It Open Just to Count the Pieces,” a Whitmanmeets-Ashbery pastiche that literally dances rings around its epigraph from Judith
Butler:
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Split It Open Just to Count the Pieces

“One might consider that identification is always an ambivalent process.”
—Judith Butler
Call me tumblefish, rip-roar, pocket of light,
haberdash and milkman, velveteen and silverbreath,
your bitch, your little brother, Ponderosa pine,
almanac and crabshack and dandelion weed. Call me
babyface, kidege—little bird or little plane—thorn of rose
and loaded gun, a pile of walnut shells. Egg whites
and sandpaper, crown of Gabriel, hand-rolled sea,
call me cobblestone and half-pint, your Spanish
red-brick empire. Call me panic and Orion, Pinocchio
and hurricane. Call me giddyup and Tarzan, riot boy
and monk, flavor-trip and soldier and departure.
Call me Eiffel Tower, arrondissement, le garcon,
call me the cigarette tossed near the leak
of gasoline. Call me and tell me that Paris is on fire
and the queens of Harlem can have their operations
and their washing machines. Call me seamless,
call me sir. Call me tomorrow’s inevitable sunrise. (4)

True to its epigraph, the poem consists almost entirely of “identifications,” terms
by which the speaker asks to be identified. But in comic contrast to Butler’s orderly,
affectless abstractions, “Split It Open” presents identification as neither “ambivalent” nor a “process”; the speaker leaps ecstatically from identifier to identifier,
leaving each behind as soon as it is uttered. Both the form (pell-mell parataxis) and
self-delighting energy owe more to Whitman’s endlessly expansive self-identifications in “Song of Myself” than to Butler or other gender theorists (or, for that
matter, to Herman Melville’s Ishmael, who also introduces himself by saying “Call
me”), while the playful presentation of self-identification, often a deadly serious
matter for trans people, as a series of non sequiturs, marks Bendorf’s embrace of
postmodernist irreverence toward the self and his ease in enacting its signature
move: presenting a first-person speaker whose self-defining rhetoric deconstructs
the self that rhetoric is defining.
Despite the first-person pronoun, this is not autobiography, not a personal
revelation of “the process of identification,” as we see in “Make Believe.” It is
unlikely that anyone actually wants us to call them all these things. Indeed, it’s hard
to know what it would mean to identify anyone by calling them a “pile of walnut
shells” or a “flavor-trip.” Many of the speaker’s self-identifications are opaque or
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downright silly, which makes it seem as though the poem, in postmodernist fashion, is mocking, or at least giggling at, the idea of self-identification.
But the poem is more than a postmodernist exercise in showing that when
we “split the self open” we find “pieces” rather than a person, and idiosyncrasy
rather than identity. Postmodernist American poets and gender theorists alike
have been splitting the self open and doing happy dances around the pieces since
the mid-twentieth century. But splitting the self open is liberating only when one
has a self to split. Many trans people, myself included, are more concerned with
constructing selves that feel authentic than deconstructing selves that aren’t. When
you are forced to live as someone you know you aren’t because there is no way to
safely, intelligibly live as the person you know you are, you don’t need Judith Butler
to teach you that “identification is . . . an ambivalent process,” or language poetry
to demonstrate the emptiness of a self constructed from cultural codes and clichés.
Trans people walk that walk whether or not we learn to talk that talk.
When the speaker of “Split It Open” repeatedly orders us to “call me”
something that is not an effective signifier of identity, Bendorf is not just recycling
postmodernist tropes. He is trans poetically repurposing them to playfully (rather
than angrily or tragically) call attention to the inadequacy of the language
available to express the speaker’s identity, continuing a project that American
poets have intermittently pursued at least since Emily Dickinson, who in 1865
presented a speaker who self-identified in the following terms:
I am afraid to own a Body—
I am afraid to own a Soul—
Profound—precarious Property—
Possession, not optional (Dickinson 1998: st. 1)

In a rhetorical move often used by trans people, Dickinson’s speaker identifies
themselves (no gender here) by disidentifying with their “Body,” which, the
speaker tells us, is not a signifier of identity, not “my body,” but “a Body,” an
anxiety-inducing piece of “Property” involuntarily imposed on the speaker
(“Possession, not optional”).5 This is trans poetics 101: defining identity in negative
terms, by demonstrating one’s disidentification with conventional identifiers.
Unlike Dickinson’s speaker, Bendorf’s speaker is not “afraid” to be identified with something he is not. Indeed, he seems to delight in telling us to call him
improbable, imponderable, or outright goofy things. But his embrace of dysfunctional identifiers suggests his disdain for available terms. Why would someone demand to be identified via a flood of incomprehensible terms if something like “Call me he” or “Call me male” or “Call me trans” or “Call me Oliver”
would do?
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But Bendorf doesn’t settle for defining trans identity through disidentification. Throughout The Spectral Wilderness, he tries out signifiers for trans
identity, from the conventional (“The first time I took a razor to my face”) to the
distinctly unconventional, including, in a number of poems, reaching beyond the
human. In “Precipice,” for example, Bendorf writes, “My / masculinity is animal at
best” (37), and it is clear, here and elsewhere, that he means “animal” literally. The
speaker of “The Doctor Told Me the Shots Would Make Me Spin Silk” describes his
medically facilitated transition to a spiderman rather than trans man, while in
“Extremophilia” (one of a number of poems set in rural and farm life), the speaker
identifies himself as “goat boy,” a term that seems to mean both one who cares for
and one who shares the characteristics of goats; “goat boy” concludes his marriage
proposal to “goat girl” by asking her to “make me / a better animal” rather than, as
convention would have it, “a better man.”
Such poems suggest that something more than disidentification and postmodern play may be at stake when “Split It Open” reaches beyond the human. I
still can’t make much sense of the speaker’s commands to “call me . . . . Ponderosa
pine, / almanac and crabshack and dandelion weed.” But when the speaker says,
“Call me panic and Orion, Pinocchio / and hurricane,” the nonhuman identifiers point toward aspects of trans identity: the sense of masculinity as simultaneously archetypal (“Orion”) and cobbled together (“Pinocchio”), the vulnerability (“panic”) and world-wrecking power (“hurricane”) of gender transition.
Compared to the labored, inconclusive, and distinctly ambivalent process
of identification we see in “Make Believe,” which ends with the speaker waiting for
others “to see me as this new soft man / and for me to begin to believe it,” “Split It
Open” sounds like a trans wish-fulfillment dream, in which becoming who we
are doesn’t require medical treatment, social dislocation, or even performance
because we become whatever we say we are as soon as we utter the magic words
“Call me” (6).
For decades, Kate Bornstein has urged people, trans and nontrans alike, to
adopt this sort of playful, liberated, and idiosyncratic approach toward identity,
to see identity not as a fortress to defend or a prison to escape but as a polymorphous pleasure garden in which we can be whomever and whatever we delight
in being. “Split It Open” puts that theory into trans-poetic practice, showing us
how vital, how unpredictable, how incomprehensible, how silly, how beautiful,
how liberating, and how loony it would be to identify ourselves in terms of
everything and anything we please, to flicker through identities as fast as frames in
a film, to be as happy to be called “Eiffel Tower” as to be called “sir,” so long as we
are called what we feel, at that moment, like being.
Of course, wish-fulfillment dreams are just that—dreams. Many of us
would find it exhausting to have to constantly reconceive and reintroduce
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ourselves to others. It would be hard to get dressed in the morning if our sense
of self kept changing; social interactions would be drowned in cacophony if
everyone was constantly shouting “Call me this” and “Call me that.” It would be
exhilarating to be free to be whomever we felt like being at any given moment—
but as W. H. Auden (1979: 94) notes in “In Memory of Sigmund Freud,” “To be
free / is often to be lonely.”
Trans poetics is concerned not just with liberating us from procrustean
conventions of identity that require us to deform ourselves to fit them. Deconstructing those conventions is a necessary but preliminary step toward the greater
trans-poetic project of developing new ways to imagine and express identity —
ways that enable us to be true to ourselves and still relate ourselves to others. As we
see when we recognize the pioneering efforts of Dickinson, Whitman, and their
twentieth-century successors to develop language for unconventional selves, this
project goes far beyond the issues raised by transgender identities. It is a built-in
problem of being social animals who are conscious of ourselves as individuals,
and we—the human race—are not about to solve it any time soon. But in this
respect at least, Ezra Pound (1934: 73) was right when he said that poets are “the
antennae of the race.” American poets have been feeling their way toward more
capacious conceptions of identity for a century and a half, and we can see those
antennae twitching in the concluding lines of “Split It Open,” when the speaker
says “Call me” in a completely different way:
Call me and tell me that Paris is on fire
and the queens of Harlem can have their operations
and their washing machines. Call me seamless,
call me sir. Call me tomorrow’s inevitable sunrise.

“Call me and tell me” shifts from telling us how to identify the speaker as an
individual to showing his sense of connection to the larger trans community
signified by the reference to the documentary Paris Is Burning—a community that
embraces and identifies him with people, the trans-feminine “queens of Harlem,”
who have different gender identities, different problems, and, as we see in the
film’s interviews, very different ideas of identity than we find in this poem.
In order to voice that communal connection, the speaker has to interrupt
his stream of idiosyncratic self-identifications: telling us to call him “rip-roar,
pocket of light, / haberdash” cannot identify him with a community, any more
than telling us to call him and tell him “Paris is on fire” can identify him as an
individual. But the last two lines stretch toward language that combines individuality with communal identification, balancing the individuating idiosyncrasy
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of “Call me seamless” against the communal conventionality of “call me sir,”
before moving, in the final phrase, to an image that transcends both: “Call me
tomorrow’s inevitable sunrise.”
“Tomorrow’s inevitable sunrise” is simultaneously consistent (“inevitable”) and evanescent, a universal symbol and a unique identifier (do you know
anyone else named “tomorrow’s inevitable sunrise”?), a physical fact we can count
on and a revelation that is always yet to come. In this image, and throughout The
Spectral Wilderness, Bendorf reminds us that the purpose of trans poetics is to
create not only language to express who we are but also language that spurs us to
imagine what we, individually and collectively, have yet to become.

Joy Ladin, Gottesman Professor of English at Yeshiva University, is the author of Soldering the
Abyss: Emily Dickinson and Modern American Poetry (2010), seven books of poetry, including
Lambda Literary Award finalists Transmigration (2009) and Impersonation (2015), and a memoir
of gender transition, National Jewish Book Award finalist Through the Door of Life (2012)

Notes
1.

2.

3.
4.
5.

For example, take the term bio-queen, which, according to a glossary posted by the
University of Wisconsin, means either “a person who identifies as a woman dressing as a
‘man’ who dresses as a ‘woman’” or “a person who identifies as a woman performing as a
drag queen” (Trans, Genderqueer, and Queer Terms Glossary 2015).
Thanks to the groundbreaking and painstaking work of historians such as Susan Stryker,
Joanne Meyerowitz, and Aaron Devor, we have a rich and growing history of efforts to
articulate trans identities.
I have presented my still-developing understanding of trans poetics in two essays in
Lambda Literary (Ladin 2011, 2014) and in a chapter in Troubling the Line (Ladin 2013).
As Trace Peterson (2014) has shown, feminist poetry had a formative influence on
founding trans poets Samuel Ace and Max Valerio.
Unlike most trans people, the speaker has a similarly fraught relationship with the soul,
suggesting that Dickinson may have beaten everyone to posthumanity.
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Transsexuality
as Aesthetic Experience
JON MILLS

Transsexuality and the Art of Transitioning: A Lacanian Approach
Oren Gozlan
New York: Routledge, 2015. 104 pp.

Oren Gozlan is one of the most original thinkers in psychoanalysis today. In this
very succinct and well-written text, he challenges the antiquated and prejudiced
historical views of transsexuality perpetrated by the field of psychoanalysis and
recasts the questions of sexuality, gender, identity, and authenticity by reexamining the puzzlement and aesthetics of desire. As a practicing analyst and psychologist who treats preoperative transsexuals in the process of transitioning, he
provides an intimate view into the psychic reality of these people and offers a
philosophy of sexuation based on sustaining internal conflict.
Rather than pathologizing or normalizing transsexuality, Gozlan situates
the question as one of tolerating uncertainty and ambiguity. The need to define
self and other, the individual and the collective, in terms of falling into scripted
social or biological categories such as being either male or female or a particular
sexual orientation is a fallacy, he argues, and serves defensive functions that
attempt to negate feelings of insecurity and doubt in favor of a definitive and fixed
notion of gender and sexual self-identity. His premise is that human beings
naturally suffer anxieties from what is known and unknown, including fantasies
of personal identity and transformations of the self that are always in a process of
becoming, and hence the desire for certainty in terms of gender and embodiment
are fortified unconscious compromises. The transsexual is no different, only that
one must struggle with different forms of self-representation. Here the notion of
gendered self-image and the representational body does not rest on a theory of
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“anatomy as destiny,” nor is it merely a social construction or a cultural-linguistic
invention; rather, it is informed by an endless deferral of signifiers emanating
from the unconscious.
Gozlan challenges us to think of transsexuality as a living act of embracing
the enigma and aporia that are at the heart of self-representation, gender, and
sexual embodiment, which form a complex system of fluid processes that are selfdetermining on the one hand, and unconsciously encouraged on the other.
Following the Lacanian tradition, he examines the dialectic of desire and how it
appears in the registers of the imaginary, symbolic, and real, hence the interdependent matrix that governs mental functioning, and provides his own transition
in psychoanalytic theory away from biological determinism and conflicted or
traumatic object relations in childhood, to how gender is a complex psychic phenomena not only informed by wider psychosocial, semiotic, and cultural structures embedded within our social ontology but also considered an existential
exercise in freedom and aesthetic self-definition.
Gozlan attempts to show the reader how the transsexual subject serves as a
metaphor and bridge for traversing many intellectual disciplines, from psychology to sociology, philosophy, art, and literature, and by calling into question any
preconceived notion of being and meaning. One point he insists on throughout
his project is that transsexuality is the outcome of aesthetic conflict, and like
enigmatic objects of art, defies reification or reductive symbolism, for desire is
beyond a gendered self or sexuation, instead remaining in the realm of excess of all
epistemological placeholders that ground subjective identity.
Gozlan highlights the dialectical conundrum of the transsexual subject as
both the simultaneous desire for and resistance to the symbolization that enters
any act of representation, for identity is radically ambiguous and multifaceted,
and hence recalcitrant toward concretization. In fact, being able to tolerate ambiguity and the amorphous nature of representability lies at the heart of the matter.
In his words,
we must attempt to dismantle preconceived notions of “other” sexual identity
formations and, through a new conceptualization, consider transsexuality as an
apparatus for transformation through the disruption it represents to notions of
intelligibility, beauty and truth. . . . In engaging key psychoanalytic conceptions of
phantasy, drive, fetish, transference, unconscious, sublimation and sexual difference, I attempt to think transsexuality as a metaphor for the aporia of gender, as a
challenge to fixed and totalized understandings of masculinity and femininity. (xiii)

Gender/sexuation is enigmatic, lived through the teleological suspension of certainty, identity, sameness, and alterity; it is an adamant refusal of mastery or
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objective definition and as such is self-defining, an open trajectory, a transcendence of desire.
What is novel about Gozlan’s approach to his subject matter is its lack of
observed convention in the politicization of gender studies by its focusing not
only on the enigma of gendered sexuation but also on the aesthetics of experience
that defines and breathes life into our emotional worlds. Here he takes us from his
clinical work with patients to the art gallery, cultural anthropology, and the literary novel, illustrating along the way the ambiguities of self, other, and social
representations within a constant refashioning and rewriting of the interior as
transient, fleeting, fragmentary, and fundamentally ambivalent, in which meaning is not determined, nor merely found, but forged through embracing and
sustaining internal conflict within the broader cultural ethos of our time.
Readers not open to a psychoanalytic view of the psyche will be challenged
by the implications Gozlan’s theories of gender and sexuation impose, for he
likens gender transitioning to the art of sustaining conflict rather than alleviating
it, which means abandoning the wish for achieving unity, closing the gap of
uncertainty, and conforming to gender politics that curtail our libidinal investments in order to quell our personal anxieties. Here he could be speaking about
humanity in general. Gozlan is exposing the fantasies of wholeness and completion that come with surgery and body modification; whereas to “genderfy” is
to find a compromise as a final illusory satisfied self, transsexuality is just the
opposite: it is to “generify” and embody an intermediary space in the process of
becoming, one protracted by opening the psyche to its own difference.
Yet transsexual identity is both a collapse of difference (as inverted masculinity and femininity that annuls its very difference) and a failure of difference,
or more precisely, a failure at instituting differentiation, each movement transpiring alongside an unconscious fantasy of merger with or reunionization of the
two binaries. Here the transgendered subject must straddle the lacunae in being
where there is no discernible synthesis between the two polarities. Here we may say
that gender is its own irreconcilable symptom. But in the act of collapse and
displacement, the transsexual institutes a new difference, one that is beyond difference by dissolving the divide (man/woman) into a self-singularity in which all
difference is obliterated yet preserved, an inverse subsuming dialectic. This is an
important notion to reflect upon, because the transsexual in the act of transitioning is willing to die for an ideal: medical surgery is, in fact, the very breach of
impossibility, hence the making of a new sexuation, a new body that leaves scar
tissue like a tattoo, not to mention a functionless organ. It is merely appearance
satisfying a symbolic need, itself a symbol of transformation. The clinician cannot
help but wonder about the unconscious dynamics behind self-mutilation, the
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radical renunciation of one’s given body as abjection, or as an attempt to erase selfhatred through the suturing up of one’s pathos, hence a foreclosure of suffering.
In highlighting the tension between the fragmentation of our internal
worlds, the need for stability in self-representation and embodiment, and the
demand and imposition of the Other within our socio-symbolic crust of culture
and signifiers comes the existential hubris of wish and aesthetic self-reinvention,
the remainder that defines and redefines our desires. Here transsexuality may be
simply viewed as negation, a negating identity with what one is not. But this foray
into the via negativa may also fortify the fantasy of pure self-creation as a means
to bridge the gap between lack and enjoyment —“I will design my Self—my
sexuality and gender” despite my biological, developmental, and cultural thrownness. Even within these parameters, there is a remainder of desire, of the Other’s
demand, the lingering objet petit a that was left behind, that vestige of society
and language that has conditioned how we come to view our desirous self in a
world of alterity.
Conclusion: gender is embodied fantasy in a sexual body. Desire has no
bounds, for it only appears bound. Sex is the surplus of desire, that remainder of
the real, a real that is potentially symbolized yet ultimately intangible, an ideal that
is uncertain and unfulfilled, the residue of lack. Gender is transition in transition.
It is not surprising that Gozlan exposes us to page after page of cryptic
conclusions, as they are open ended and not reconcilable, just as the phenomenon
of transsexuality itself is an aesthetic enigma. Whether one agrees with him or not,
this is a very evocative work that deserves careful scholarly attention. Surprisingly
missing from his text is any discussion of innate or psychic bisexuality that informs
the ontic binary and social discourse on sexual difference and gender. Perhaps this
will be addressed in his future research.
This is a highly nuanced book packed with supple meanings conveyed
through deft and stylized prose about the psychology of the interior, and one that
audiences in the fields of gender studies, feminine philosophy, queer theory, and
GLBTQ initiatives will appreciate for its complexity, respect, and honest appraisal
in illuminating the dynamics of transsexuality both inside and outside the clinic.

Jon Mills, PsyD, PhD, is a philosopher, psychoanalyst, and psychologist. He is professor of
psychology and psychoanalysis at the Adler Graduate Professional School in Toronto and is the
author of many books, including most recently Inventing God: Psychology of Belief and the Rise
of Secular Spirituality (2016).
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Asexualities: Feminist and Queer Perspectives
Edited by Karli June Cerankowski and Megan Milks
London: Routledge, 2014. 395 pp.

Asexualities: Feminist and Queer Perspectives is the first of its kind, a collection
congregated around the identities, practices, and analytics of asexuality. Asexuality has come to flourish as a sexual identity category over the course of the last
decade. This has been marked, most notably, by the advent of the asexual
movement and the Asexual Visibility and Education Network (AVEN)—an
international online community in existence since 2001 and numbering over
seventy-thousand members;1 the 2004 landmark study by psychologist Anthony
Bogaert, which operationalized it as “having no attraction for males or females”

Figure 1. Photograph from Toronto Pride, 2015. The article title is taken directly from the poster
displayed in the photograph. The poster was made by asexuality activist and scholar C. J. Chasin.
Photo credit: Ennis Deye
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(281); and the popularization of asexuality by various media, including many
major newspapers and American talk shows. As Karli June Cerankowski and
Megan Milks, the editors of Asexualities, assert, it is clear that “the time has come
to recognize . . . that asexual people exist . . . that they are diverse . . . and that,
accordingly, they constitute a new form of diversity —as well as a newly enunciated experience of marginalization” (13).
The new and interdisciplinary study of asexuality, as exemplified by this
collection, not only centralizes the experiences, desires, and practices of people
who fall on the asexual spectrum but also nourishes a unique set of asexual
perspectives.2 As such, asexuality and asexuality studies should be of prime
interest to scholars in transgender studies.
For one, as many of the pieces in Asexualities make clear, an erasure is
enacted upon the authenticity and legitimacy of asexual identification that might
resonate with trans*-identified people. This erasure takes place both in mainstream contexts and in queer communities, functioning to delegitimize the
experiences and identities of people who are ace, asexually identified, or who fall
on the asexual spectrum. The marginalization and discrimination of asexuals is
rooted in a culture of sexual normativity founded on what several authors in the
collection name “compulsory sexuality” (i.e., Erica Chu, Elizabeth Hanna Hanson;
see also Gupta 2015). Compulsory sexuality indexes the ways in which the making
of self and sociality is predicated on the assumption that sex and sexuality are
integral for life flourishing and the management of healthy, happy, and actualized
bodies and relationships. Furthermore, this context of “sexusociety” (Przybylo
2011) also holds onto the dictum that without sex and sexuality, one is incomplete
and broken. Stemming from these beliefs, the marginalization, discrimination,
and erasure of asexual people take on many forms. For instance, until recently,
asexuality has been entirely neglected by sexuality studies, as by feminist and queer
scholarship, an erasure that is oddly reminiscent of the absenting of trans* people
from queer histories, politics, and scholarships (Serano 2007: 12).
Also, asexual people, as many of the chapters in the Asexualities collection
demonstrate, are marginalized through tactics of disbelief, invalidation, and
claims of inauthenticity. For example, their presence in queer spaces is oft challenged and their credibility as queer under threat on the basis that asexual identity
is understood as a closeted, repressed, or not-yet-developed form of gayness
(Megan Milks, 101). As Erica Chu, a contributor to the collection, writes, “asexuals
as a group are not perceived as being specifically targeted by institutionally
oppressive forces, [so] the level of camaraderie LGBQs are willing to extend has
thus far been fairly low” (83). Yet there is already evidence to suggest that asexuals
experience discrimination both explicitly and implicitly. For instance, in 2012,
psychologists Cara MacInnis and Gordon Hodson, surveying 148 university
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students, found evidence of “antiasexual bias” or “antiasexual prejudice,” which
consists of discriminatory intent toward asexual people, including ideas of asexual
people as “deficient,” “less human, and disliked” (740). Similarly, Ela Przybylo (in
the collection) found that asexually identified men experience social exclusion,
bullying, sexual coercion, and isolation (240). If, as Julia Serano (2007) outlines,
cissexual privilege consists of the “belief that transexuals’ identified genders are
inferior to, or less authentic than, those of cissexuals” (12), then a similar ethical
formation takes places at the juncture of asexual identification, wherein asexuality
is discredited, invalidated, and made absent by people who are normatively sexual
or nonasexual. Critical disability studies scholar Eunjung Kim names this in her
piece within the collection “asexphobia” (274). Of course, undeniably, trans* and
asexual identities are precipitated by distinct experiences of discriminatory anxiety, the former around the safekeeping of gender as a central referent of the
modern subject, the latter around the safeguarding of sex and sexuality as pivotal
devices in the upkeep of modern subject making.
Asexuality studies also trouble, as have trans* studies, the very field of
queer and sexuality scholarship by focusing attention on a previously unattendedto identity and mode of inquiry. Leveling an analysis that mobilizes queer and
feminist theories, asexuality studies, as exemplified by Cerankowski and Milks’s
collection, takes queerness and feminism to task for widespread neglect of asexuality, at best, and asexual phobia, at worst. The set of perspectives generated by
asexuality studies consists of a questioning of the role of sex within hetero- and
homonormativity; the dismantlement of the historical and contemporary
pathologization of an absence or low level of sexual desire or attraction; a skeptical
analysis of compulsory sexuality and sex liberation rhetoric; and, of course, a
validation of the legitimacy, vibrancy, and queerness of asexuality (see also
Przybylo 2013). These critical tools, as with trans* theories, are not limited to the
playpen of a specific identity but are crucial to the thinking of sexuality today on
any register and in relation to all identities. As Asexualities makes clear, asexuality
emerges as a generator of unique perspectives for the analysis of compulsory
sexuality, the ways in which it is hinged to heteronormativity, and correspondingly how various institutions and discourses enforce an attachment to sex,
including in the realms of feminist and queer criticality.
What I am getting at is that the perspectives of asexuality and the theoretical
lenses of asexuality studies are of consequence and weight to trans* scholarship.
Not only do both fields interlocute in their break from hetero- and homonormative structures in a way that is not accounted for by queer theory, but they do
so from mutually enhancing perspectives. At the same time, it is important to add
that many members of the asexual community identify as trans*, genderqueer,
nonbinary, and gender variant. For instance, the Asexual Community Census
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organized by AVEN in 2011 (Miller 2011) indicates that only 60 percent of the 3,430
respondents who took the survey identified strictly as either “male” or “female,”
with the remainder specifying their gender identity as “gender neutral,” “androgynous,” “gender queer or gender variant,” “gender fluid,” or otherwise. Academic
research confirms such findings with a recent article in Archives of Sexual Behavior,
indicating that of sixty-six self-identified asexual participants who took part in the
study, eighteen indicated a gender identity that was nonbinary such as “genderqueer or androgynous” (MacNeela and Murphy 2015: 799). In other words, there is
an evident overlap between trans* and asexual identifications.
Asexualities: Feminist and Queer Perspectives, then, plays a foundational
role in the nurturing of asexuality studies as a distinct and interdisciplinary field
that springs from the experiences of asexuality and that challenges the centralization of sex and sexuality within intimacy and self-making today. The collection
successfully implements the following contributions to the thinking of asexuality.
First, it situates asexualities, as the title makes clear, in the plural. It does so
through departing from the operationalization of asexuality as “having no attraction for males or females” (Bogaert 2004: 281) and “an asexual person [as] a
person who does not experience sexual attraction” (AVEN 2008), broadening the
meaning of asexuality to account more fully for the intricacy of asexual experiences and definitions. The authors of many of the pieces engage in what one
author, Cynthia Barounis, assesses is a “blurring [of] the lines between asexual
and non-asexual identifications” (181). The result is that asexuality is imagined as
an umbrella for many possibilities such as the “behavioral asexuality” of women
with chronic genital pain (Christine Labuski, 302), “hetero-asexuality” (Eunjung
Kim, 259), asexuality as ideal (Ianna Hawkins Owen, 121), or “asexual possibility,”
which can yield an asexual narrative structure (Elizabeth Hanna Hanson,
346)—all of which present a specific challenge to the disciplinary functions of sex
within sexual normativity. Thus, Cerankowski and Milks comment that as “a
collection [it] takes AVEN’s definition of asexuality as a ‘sexual orientation
describing people who do not experience sexual attraction’ and builds on it,
reworks it, troubles it, and perhaps defies it” (7).
Second, the collection houses asexual perspectives that, while interdisciplinary, are at their heart informed by Foucauldian and social contructionist
approaches that push back against essentialized notions of identity and subjecthood. In this way, the pieces are dissimilar to work such as that of Anthony
Bogaert, in that they swerve away from biologistic accounts of the making of
sexuality, and from body-bound, stringent notions of “true asexuality” or “hard
core asexuality” (2012: 5). This is further enacted, as again is made clear in the title,
by homing in on feminist and queer approaches to asexuality. A commitment to
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feminist and queer approaches to studying asexuality grounds asexuality studies
in a type of analysis that is attuned to the patterns and techniques of marginalization and pathologization, open to new forms of antinormative kinship and
desire, and keen on examining asymmetrical subject positions and multiple
identity categories (Cerankowski and Milks, 3).
Third, and in relation to the above, the anthology makes efforts toward
developing an intersectional approach to asexuality, which attends to multiply
located and identified subjects, so that “the chapters in this book interrogate sex
and (a)sexuality . . . as they . . . are mutually constituted with gender, race, ability,
and other categories of analysis” (Cerankowski and Milks, 7). This takes shape
most successfully through the collection’s commitment to building up asexuality
from the perspectives of critical disability studies and crip theories. As Kim
explored in earlier pieces, the forced “desexualization” of people with disabilities
(2010, 2011), resting on the assumption that people with disabilities are not to be
found attractive or desiring of sex (Shuttleworth 2012: 63), while intrinsically
violent, cannot rule out the viability of asexuality as a mode of identity and
practice. Indeed, as several authors in Asexualities, including Kim, Kristina Gupta,
and Cynthia Barounis explore, compulsory able-bodiedness and compulsory
sexuality are reliant on each other for meaning. Thinking asexuality in dialogue
with critical disability studies and crip theory might then involve a “cripping” of
asexuality (Kim) that trains us to see sexuality and ability as mutually enforced
normativities and schemes of marginalization. Or as Gupta pragmatically sums
up in her chapter, “sexual people with disabilities should accept asexuality as a
fulfilling way of being in the world for some people . . . non-disabled asexual
activists should stop distancing themselves from people with disabilities” (296).
In addition to a sustained attention to the imbrication of asexuality and
disability, Asexualities also houses perhaps the first piece that explores asexuality
in relation to questions of racialization and racism. Ianna Hawkins Owen’s “On
the Racialization of Asexuality” argues that asexuality and hypersexuality have
both been historically deployed to uphold racist systems, justifying the supremacy
of whiteness through various discursive maneuvers. Yet, as the editors themselves
are first to admit, many asexual identities are not accounted for in the collection.
Cerankowski and Milks write that they had originally “hoped to include chapters
that addressed asexuality in relation to transgender issues and theory; that considered the asexual movement and asexual identity from non-Western and
transnational perspectives; that discussed the connections between asexuality and
age and aging; that engaged asexuality with the history of celibacy; that took up
questions of asexuality in relation to post-humanism, science, and technology;
and that theorized asexuality in relation to stone butch masculinities” (13).
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But nonetheless, and fourth, the book does include a variety of asexual
perspectives and multiple voices, demonstrating that asexuality matters not only
for asexuals but that it is “integral and internal to studies of sex and sexuality” and
hence “impact[s] the lives of all” (Przybylo, 225, 242). Many of the pieces look at
representations of asexuality, for instance in medical models and sexology
(Jacinthe Flore, Eunjung Kim), in psychoanalysis (Kristian Kahn), in the media
(Ianna Hawkins Owen, Sarah E. S. Sinwell, Karli June Cerankowski), in literature
and film (Jana Fedke, Elizabeth Hanna Hanson, Cynthia Barounis, Andrew
Grossman), and in legal discourse (Kristina Gupta). While mostly theoretical, the
pieces are informed, by and large, by perspectives from the asexual community.
For instance, most of the chapters draw on asexuality blogs and voices of asexuals
from the community and movement. Also, several of the chapters draw on empirical and qualitative research with asexual populations, such as scientist Nicole
Prause and Carla Harenski’s chapter, which draws on a case study of one asexual
participant undergoing a functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) scan;
Ela Przybylo’s interviews with asexually identified men in southern Ontario;
and Christine Labuski’s extensive ethnographic data of women who experience
chronic genital pain.
Fifth, and finally, Asexualities effectively homes in on an asexual and sexskeptical reading of the obligations and disciplinary tactics that are often held
within prosex queer and feminist communities, on- and off-line. The challenge
here is not—and the collection emphasizes this at every turn—to sex positivity in
and of itself. Nor is the challenge pivoted in opposition to various practices
backed by sex positivity, such as, for instance, feminist and queer porn or BDSM.
Rather, the challenge is to the sex-positive persecution of asexuality on the basis
that it is prudish, nontransgressive, conservative, or sexually immature. As Megan
Milks argues in her piece, “sex-positive theory and politics, arguably the dominant mode of contemporary queer/feminist sexual politics, has tended not to
recognize asexuality at all, instead ‘explaining it away’ as the repressive negative to
a transgressive, liberated sexuality” (101). Similarly, Erica Chu and other authors
“[highlight] the need to revisit the assumed spectrum of conservative-to-radical
sexualities” (80) that Elisa Glick discussed in a stellar piece from a 2000 issue of
Feminist Review, wherein some sexual identities and practices are understood as
transgressive and others are understood as assimilationist or conservative. In
short, the collection mounts a challenge to the regulatory and disciplinary effects
of prosex rhetoric as it adheres to ideals of atomistic individualism and narratives
of modern sexual progress.
With Asexualities: Feminist and Queer Perspectives, Cerankowski and Milks
thus succeed in compiling a series of chapters that conglomerate around asexuality and asexuality studies as a politicized terrain. This politicized terrain has
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stakes for all scholars and practitioners of critical sexual and gender inquiry today.
Not only can asexuals and asexuality studies be “against the cis-tem” but this
review is an open invitation for sexually inclined trans* scholars and activists to
work toward asexual “allyship” and agitate against sexual compulsoriness.

Ela Przybylo works on bodies as they move in and out of pleasure, desire, and erotic practice. In
particular, her work on asexuality has appeared in GLQ: A Journal of Lesbian and Gay Studies,
Sexualities, Psychology and Sexuality, and Feminism and Psychology. She is also the coeditor of a
special issue of English Studies in Canada (ESC) titled “Hysteria Manifest: Cultural Lives of a
Great Disorder.” Ela is a doctoral candidate in the Graduate Program in Gender, Feminist, and
Women’s Studies at York University.

Notes
1.
2.

AVEN has 71,958 members as of June 2015.
There have been two collections published on asexuality prior to this one. The first,
Boston Marriages (Rothblum and Brehony 1993), was very unique for its time and focused
on lesbian romantic but asexual relationships. Interestingly, it predated the asexuality
movement, AVEN, and asexual identification. The second collection, a themed issue on
asexuality published in 2013 in Psychology and Sexuality, featured an interdisciplinary
ensemble of pieces on asexuality (Carrigan, Gupta, and Morrison 2013). One notable
piece that constitutes the first feminist identity-based analysis of asexuality that draws on
qualitative content (that is, on the words and experiences of asexuals) is Kristin Scherrer’s
2008 Sexualities piece, “Coming to an Asexual Identity.” Since then, there has been a long
overdue mushrooming of work on topics pertaining to asexuality. For an overview, see,
for instance, Ela Przybylo and Danielle Cooper’s “Asexual Resonances” (2014).
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